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Abstract 

Introduction: Five-year survival rates for oesophageal adenocarcinoma (OAC) remain poor 

at approximately 15%. The development of drug-resistance limits the effectiveness of 

current chemotherapies, with less than 20% of patients experiencing complete pathological 

response, so the discovery of underlying resistance mechanisms and novel agents to target 

these pathways is crucial.  

Materials and Methods: 273 pre-treatment OAC biopsies were transcriptionally profiled 

using the Almac Diagnostics Xcel array™. The Broad Institute’s Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 

(GSEA) software was used to identify pathways enriched between non-responders to 

chemotherapy and responders, identifying genes differentially regulated between the two 

groups. A focused siRNA screen of 80 target genes identified from the GSEA results was then 

devised and completed, highlighting the role of Src in chemotherapy non-responders.  

A compound screen of FDA-approved drugs was carried out in the OE33 and FLO-1 cell lines 

in combination with cisplatin, and cell viability was measured by CellTiter Glo. This identified 

the additive effect of combining dasatinib with cisplatin in an OAC setting.  

Src inhibition using dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed with MTT viability assays, 

assessing the efficacy of combining Src-inhibition with traditional chemotherapies. CI values 

were generated to assess synergy. Western blotting, flow cytometry and high-content co-

staining was performed to investigate the mechanisms of action governing the synergistic 

effects identified. A model of cisplatin-resistance (OE33-CDDPR) was used to assess Src’s role 

in acquired resistance.  

Results: GSEA identified pathways associated with resistance to chemotherapy in OAC. 

Candidate genes were selected according to predefined criteria and 80 genes were taken 

forward in a siRNA screen to study the effects on cell viability of gene silencing alone or in 

combination with cisplatin/5-FU. Twelve genes were found to have an additive effect with 

chemotherapy to improve chemo-efficacy across an OAC cell line panel, including SRC. 

A high-throughput drug screen highlighted a number of novel compounds that displayed 

additive effects when combined with cisplatin, including dasatinib, a Src inhibitor. 

Src was then validated in an in vitro OAC setting, investigating the effects of Src inhibition 

using siRNA, dasatinib and saracatinib. In vitro combination experiments showed that 

combining Src inhibitors with traditional chemotherapies provides synergistic effects. 
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Conclusions: Using a functional genomic approach we identified Src as a novel target 

associated with reduced cell viability following siRNA-mediated knockdown.  By the use of 

small molecule inhibitors, we reinforced the results of the siRNA screen, verifying the clinical 

potential and synergistic effects of targeting Src alongside traditional chemotherapy 

treatments in a setting of OAC.  
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1.1 Oesophageal cancer 

1.1.1 Epidemiology of oesophageal cancer 

Oesophago-gastric (OG) cancer is a term that encompasses cancers of the oesophagus, 

stomach, and gastro-oesophageal junction (GOJ). OG cancers are responsible for 15% of all 

cancer deaths annually, affecting 1.5 million people per year(1). Oesophageal cancer is a 

major global health challenge, as it is now the 6th most common cause of cancer-related 

death worldwide(2,3).  

There are two main subtypes of oesophageal cancer that are responsible for over 90% of all 

oesophageal malignancies(4): oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) and 

oesophageal adenocarcinoma (OAC)(5,6). Other cancers of the oesophagus include 

neuroendocrine tumours, lymphoma or sarcoma, but these are very rare(4). Oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma is the main histological subtype in the United Kingdom, and thus will be the 

focus of this project. 

1.1.2 Oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma 

OSCC most frequently develops from the stratified squamous cell epithelia in the upper and 

middle thoracic section of the oesophagus(7,8). Symptoms for diagnosis are similar to those 

of OAC and include dysphagia and weight loss. Unfortunately, OSCC is often diagnosed at a 

late-stage and prognosis is poor with 5-year survival between 10-20%(9) 

(https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/oesophageal-cancer/survival). 

OSCC is the most prevalent oesophageal cancer globally with the highest incidence occurring 

in Eastern Asia and some areas of Africa. The region known as the ‘Central Asian oesophageal 

cancer belt’, that stretches from Iran to Northern China has the highest rates of oesophageal 

cancer in the world, with nearly all cases being SCC(10). Although OSCC remains a huge 

burden globally, within much of the Western world its incidence is decreasing, being 

overtaken by OAC in many parts(10,11).  

OSCC is linked to a number of lifestyle factors such as dietary nitrasamines and nutritional 

deficiencies(12), but smoking and alcohol intake(13–17) remain the two most established 

risk factors associated with OSCC development. Alcohol has been shown to be the primary 

risk factor in numerous studies, with alcohol consumption directly affecting the stratified 

squamous epithelia resulting in cellular DNA damage(4). Studies show that tobacco is also a 

major risk factor governing OSCC development as tobacco carcinogens and the heated 

smoke generated can directly damage the squamous epithelial lining of the oesophagus(18). 

https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/oesophageal-cancer/survival
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Tobacco and alcohol consumption when combined also display synergistic effects for OSCC 

development, with studies showing as much as a three-fold increased risk(19). 

1.1.3 Oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

OAC is the most common oesophageal cancer in the Western world, with rates having 

increased rapidly from the 1970s to the 2000s(20–22). For the purpose of this thesis we are 

focusing on OAC, as the UK has the highest incidence of OAC in the world. OAC occurs in the 

lower one third of the oesophagus and the gastro-oesophageal junction(GOJ)(11,23,24). OAC 

is linked with obesity and other risk factors, including being: Caucasian, male, aged over 50 

years, having gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD), and having a previous diagnosis of 

the pre-cancerous lesion Barrett’s Oesophagus (BO) (25,26). 

OAC rates have increased in parallel with rising obesity levels: the chronic inflammatory 

environment of obesity, the increased intra-abdominal pressure associated with obesity, and 

higher rates of gastro-oesophageal reflux all combine to increase risk of OAC 

development(27,28). Males are also at a much higher risk of developing OAC than females, 

with a male to female ratio of 4.4:1(29–31). 
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Figure 1.1: Age-standardised incidence rates of Oesophageal cancer in men.  

A represents incidence rates of OAC globally, while B represents rates of OSCC. Adapted 

from, Arnold M, Soerjomataram I, Ferlay J, Forman D. Global incidence of oesophageal 

cancer by histological subtype in 2012. Gut. 2015;64(3):381–7. Permission for use granted 

18.05.2020 by Rightslink® Copyright Clearance Centre, license number 4832011439318. 
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Barrett’s oesophagus is an oesophageal adaptation that develops in response to chronic 

GORD or regurgitation(32). Risk factors for BO are similar to those of OAC, with BO associated 

with male sex and increased age, high hip-to-waist ratio, a history of GORD, a family history 

of BO, diagnosis of metabolic disease and type 2 diabetes, no infection with Helicobacter 

pylori, and a history of smoking(33). In this condition the normal squamous epithelia of the 

distal oesophagus and GOJ is transformed and replaced by columnar epithelia, mimicking the 

specialized intestinal/gastric epithelia which can tolerate a low pH(34,35). This can be viewed 

as a protective adaptation to prevent the oesophagus from further damage by this acidic and 

inflammatory gastro-oesophageal reflux, which many patients suffer from prior to OAC 

development(36). Although columnar epithelia can tolerate acidic environments better than 

squamous epithelia, it also has a tendency towards dysplastic change predisposing to 

OAC(37). A minority of BO can thus progress to low-grade dysplasia and high-grade dysplasia 

(HGD), and then to invasive adenocarcinoma(38,39). Surveillance by endoscopy is performed 

in the hope that early endoscopic detection of precancerous mucosal alterations and HGD 

will prevent progression to OAC, and will lead to earlier OAC diagnosis and better 

prognosis(40). However, this only detects a small percentage of early-stage OAC: although 

BO is a precursor lesion, the annual risk of progression from BO to OAC is low, at between 

just 0.3-1%(41,42), so stratifying BO patients and enrolling them into surveillance 

programmes has not shown a great deal of success in improving OAC outcomes(43). Further 

investigation is necessary to potentially stratify BO patients into subgroups identifying high-

risk BO patients who are more likely to progress to OAC, and enrolling them for more 

frequent endoscopic surveillance to identify any early dysplastic changes or to provide earlier 

interventions against HGD. 

The Northern Ireland Barrett’s oesophagus Register (NIBR) is one of the largest population-

based registers of BO globally. The NIBR has performed extensive investigations into BO 

across the population of Northern Ireland, with emphasis on the risk factors governing 

progression from BO to OAC. This register has identified an increase in BO incidence across 

the population of Northern Ireland since 1993, and has also established that the risk of 

progression from BO to  OAC is lower than previously believed(44). This risk of progression 

however is increased with the presence of ulceration in the Barrett’s segment, with tobacco-

smoking, and with long-segment BO (>3cm) compared to short-segment BO (<3cm)(45,46). 

This register also established that absence of reflux symptoms does not decrease the risk of 

progression. These are important findings for the clinical management of BO, suggesting the 
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importance in the treatment of asymptomatic BO with antacid solutions and for encouraging 

smoking-cessation in BO patients(45,46). 

OAC is an inflammatory-linked disease with a complex tumour microenvironment (TME) (47). 

The progression from normal epithelia to low grade dysplasia -with or without the prior 

development of the pre-malignant condition Barrett’s oesophagus- to high dysplasia and 

then to invasive adenocarcinoma is a multifaceted process(48,49) involving the accumulation 

of genetic abnormalities. This can involve aneuploidy, cell cycle abnormalities and the 

inactivation of tumour suppressor genes such as cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A 

(CDKN2A) and tumour protein 53 (p53)(50), and will be discussed further in section 1.4.  
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Figure 1.2: Trajectory of invasive OAC development from BO, adapted from John Hopkins 

pathology(51)  
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1.2 Treatment of oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

1.2.1 Staging and surgical resection of OAC 

OAC has a very poor prognosis; although there have been developments in our 

understanding of OAC and improvements in treatment options for patients, the 5-year 

survival rate remains poor at just 17%(41,52). The current approach for treating OAC 

depends entirely on the staging of disease, but it usually involves a multimodal and 

multidisciplinary approach(53) that involves neoadjuvant treatments, surgery and adjuvant 

therapies for resectable tumours, and palliative chemotherapy for advanced disease. The 

approach taken can be broadly divided into three categories: for early lesions (T1) considered 

treatable, patients will usually receive endoscopic resection; for resectable tumours that 

have local invasion such as stage T2/3 tumours, patients will often receive a neoadjuvant 

regime prior to surgical resection; for patients with advanced disease, palliative therapy 

would be provided(54). 

Approximately 30% of OAC patients present with early (T1-T2) mucosal disease with 

potentially resectable tumours, but these patients have a 5-year survival rate of almost 

80%(52). Treatment for patients with low-risk of lymph node involvement can be relatively 

non-invasive using endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) or endoscopic submucosal 

dissection (ESD) instead of surgical approaches, however this is only possible in a minority of 

OAC cases(55). Both treatment options have comparable outcomes, with endoscopic 

approaches tending to have fewer complications than traditional surgical approaches such 

as oesophagectomy. However, higher recurrence rates were reported with the endoscopic 

approach, so EMR or ESD is often combined with other radiofrequency ablation techniques 

to treat the surrounding BO and prevent future lymph node involvement and 

recurrence(56,57). EMR is more readily mastered and is used more widely than ESD, but both 

allow the removal of the early lesion (<2cm) without disruption or damage to the deeper 

mucosal layers. Complications can include stricture formation, bleeding and occasionally 

perforation, but these approaches are generally well tolerated with less recovery time and 

less of a negative impact on quality of life than surgical approaches(58,59).  

The majority of patients have locally advanced disease upon presentation, with a 5-year 

survival rate of 10-30%(60,61). According to the 2019 NOGCA report, just one third of 

patients present with disease to be managed with curative intent(62). From 2016-2018, 

approximately 50% of patients with non-curative treatment intent had chemotherapy or 

radiotherapy as the planned treatment options, 15% of patients had surgery, endoscopic or 
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radiological palliative therapies, while the remaining 37% were expected to receive best 

supportive care(62).  

For the purpose of this introduction, we will focus on the neoadjuvant treatment of OAC, 

most relevant to improving outcomes for patients managed with curative intent. 

 

1.2.2 Neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens and trials in oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

Oesophagectomy has been the primary approach to treating localised OAC for decades. Poor 

outcomes and low 5-year survival rates led to the investigation of concurrent therapies 

alongside surgery, to improve outcomes. OE02 was one of the first of such studies set up in 

the early 1990s, with results published in 2002(39,40). OE02 investigated the use of a neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy regime consisting of 2 cycles of cisplatin (80mg/m2) and infusions of 

5-FU (1000mg/m2) followed by surgical resection versus oesophagectomy alone, in 802 

patients presenting with resectable disease. This clinical trial proved the efficacy of the 

addition of chemotherapy in improving survival in operable oesophageal cancer, with a 

median increase in overall survival of 3.5 months, an improved 2-year survival of 9% versus 

surgery alone, and after a 6-year follow-up, this survival benefit was maintained with the 

combination group demonstrating a 23% 5-year survival compared to 17.1% of surgery alone 

(p=0.03)(64). This study was reinforced by the ACCORD-07 (French Action Clinique 

Coordonnées en Cancérologie Digestive) study(65). This changed the standard treatment in 

Europe to include neoadjuvant chemotherapy prior to surgical resection(66). 

Currently the standard course of treatment in the UK involves neoadjuvant chemotherapy 

with a platinum-based drug such as cisplatin and the anti-metabolite 5-FU, sometimes 

combined with epirubicin (ECF regime), or cisplatin, epirubicin and capecitabine (ECX regime) 

followed by surgical resection in suitable candidates(67). OE02 began using a regime of 

cisplatin and 5-FU. Studies then showed that MAGIC, a regimen of three cycles of cisplatin 

(60mg/m2), 5-FU (200mg/m2) and epirubicin (50mg/m2), has superior efficacy in resectable 

gastric, GOJ and OAC cancers, and could therefore be prescribed over the OE02 regimen for 

stomach and junctional cancers(68). MAGIC was initially designed as a gastric trial, however 

due to low accrual the criteria was extended to include GOJ and oesophageal tumours. There 

are therefore very few true ‘oesophageal’ tumours in MAGIC. As a result, many centres used 

MAGIC for gastric and GOJ cancers, and CFU/CX for true oesophageal cancers. OE05 

investigated whether a more intensive treatment regime with longer duration would 

improve outcomes for patients, comparing two cycles of cisplatin and 5-FU to four cycles of 
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epirubicin, cisplatin and capecitabine (ECX), however this more intensive regime did not 

translate into better response or better outcomes for patients(69).  

Traditionally ECF/ECX or MAGIC have been the standard course of chemotherapy 

administered in the UK, however the FLOT regime (5-FU 2600mg/m2, leucovorin 200mg/m2, 

oxaliplatin 85mg/m2 and docetaxel 50mg/m2) is coming out favourably in more recent clinical 

trials such as FLOT4. FLOT is now being adopted ahead of ECF/ECX and MAGIC in patients 

with locally advanced, resectable gastric cancer(70,71). FLOT4 directly compared ECF/ECX to 

FLOT. ECF/ECX consisted of: three pre-operative cycles and three postoperative cycles of 

epirubicin (50 mg/m²) and cisplatin (60 mg/m²) plus either fluorouracil (200 mg/m²) as 

continuous intravenous infusion or capecitabine (1250 mg/m²) orally; each cycle lasted three 

weeks. FLOT consisted of four pre-operative cycles and four post-operative cycles of 

docetaxel (50 mg/m²), oxaliplatin (85 mg/m²), leucovorin (200 mg/m²) and fluorouracil (2600 

mg/m²). This was tested in 716 patients with locally advanced, resectable gastric or GOJ 

adenocarcinomas, resulting in increased overall survival (50 months to 35 months) with FLOT 

treatment(72,73).  

FLOT has rapidly become more widely adopted with the positive benefit of a taxane addition 

evident, especially in intestinal-like tumours, providing an increase in curative resection 

rates, progression-free survival and overall-survival when compared to ECF/ECX(73–75). This 

has become more commonly used in the UK however higher toxicity levels and higher levels 

of infection are possible, with one study reporting infection rates double that of MAGIC at 

18% versus 9% in advanced cancers of grade 3 or 4(74,76). MAGIC may therefore be 

preferable for patients who are older, frail, or who are otherwise immuno-compromised with 

pre-existing conditions. 

Targeted therapies have also been trialled in the neoadjuvant setting of OAC and gastric 

cancers. Two such trials are ST03, which was stopped early, and INNOVATION, which is 

ongoing. INNOVATION (INtegratioN of trastuzumab, with or without pertuzumab, into 

periOperatiVe chemotherApy of HER2 posiTIve stOmach caNcer) is a phase II trial 

investigating the efficacy of the HER2 targeting monoclonal antibodies trastuzumab and 

pertuzumab in 220 HER2+ patients with resectable gastric or GOJ cancers. HER2 targeted 

therapy using trastuzumab has seen survival rates for HER2+ breast cancer increase from 12 

months to over 50 months in recent trials, with improved survival again when combining 

trastuzumab with pertuzumab, suggesting the potential for multiple HER2-targeted 

therapies in other HER2+ settings(77). In INNOVATION patients receive pre- and post-

operative treatment of chemotherapy, chemotherapy plus trastuzumab, or chemotherapy, 
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trastuzumab and pertuzumab.  Chemotherapy treatments will vary between FLOT, FOLFOX 

and cisplatin/capecitabine depending on study location(78).  

ST03 looked at adding bevacizumab, the VEGF-targeting monoclonal antibody, to a 

perioperative ECX chemo regime in patients with resectable adenocarcinoma of the 

stomach, GOJ or oesophagus(79). 1063 patients were enrolled, with 533 receiving 

perioperative ECX (50mg/m2 epirubicin, 60mg/m2 cisplatin, 1250mg/m2 capecitabine) and 

530 patients receiving perioperative ECX with bevacizumab (7.5mg/kg). The addition of 

bevacizumab resulted in no improvement to overall survival, with 3-year survival of 50.3% in 

the chemo-only group and 48.1% with bevacizumab and chemo (p=0.36). Patients receiving 

bevacizumab had a higher rate of post-operative anastomotic leaks following 

oesophagogastrectomy. Nearing the end of the trial, recruitment was stopped of patients 

with tumours planned for oesophagogastric resection, due to this adverse effect of 

bevacizumab(79). Retrospective studies were performed by reviewing surgical and clinical 

reports, ensuring that there was adequate adherence to surgical protocols in each 

centre(80). This suggests that the adverse effect of post-operative leaks was an effect of the 

bevacizumab treatment itself.  
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Trial Name Treatment No. of 
OAC 
patients 

Median 
survival 
(months) 

5-year 
survival 
(%) 

Hazard 
ratio  
(95% CI) 

Significance 

OE02(64) Surgery OAC = 
533 

13 17 0.79 
(0.67-
0.93) 

P=0.03 

Neo-CT 17 23 

MAGIC(81) Surgery OAC/GOJ 
= 503 

20 23 1.31 
(1.09-
1.59) 

P=0.009 

Peri-operative 
chemotherapy 

24 36 

ACCORD-
07(65) 

Surgery OAC = 
224 

N/A 24 0.65 (0.5-
0.95) 

P=0.02 

Peri-operative 
chemotherapy 

N/A 38 

FLOT4(72) MAGIC CT OAC = 
716 

35 Estimated 
36%  

0.77 
(0.63-
0.94 

P=0.012 

FLOT CT 50 Estimated 
45% 

CROSS(82) Surgery OAC = 
270 

27 33 0.73 
(0.55-
0.98) 

P=0.038 

Neo-CRT 43 47 

Walsh, 
1996(83) 

Surgery OAC/GOJ 
= 113 

11 7% at 3-
years 

Not 
reported 

P=0.01 

Neo-CRT 16 37% at 3-
years 

Table 1.1: Key clinical trials governing neoadjuvant treatment of operable adenocarcinoma 

of the oesophagus and GOJ. Adapted from Okines et al. “Multimodality treatment for 

localized gastro-oesophageal cancer”(84). 
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1.2.3 Neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy regimens and trials in oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

Although neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgical resection is the standard 

treatment adopted throughout the UK for T2/T3 patients presenting with resectable 

tumours, neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy followed by surgical resection is the standard of 

care in the US. A study published by Walsh et al. in 1996 tested the use of neoadjuvant 

chemoradiotherapy (CRT) followed by surgery, versus surgery alone. The neoadjuvant 

treatment administered consisted of two cycles of cisplatin (75mg/m2) and 5-FU (15mg/kg 

of body weight), followed by 40Gy radiation administered in 15 fractions over three weeks. 

This study showed that the use of chemoradiotherapy in neoadjuvant treatment followed by 

surgical resection resulted in 32% 3-year survival compared to just 6% when treated with 

surgery alone(83). A further US study published in 1998 tested the efficacy of neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy followed by surgery, versus surgery alone. The neoadjuvant treatment 

involved three cycles of cisplatin (100mg/m2) and infusions of 5-FU (1000mg/m2). This study 

differed from European studies previously mentioned, as it showed no improvement in 

overall survival when treating with neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgical 

resection, compared to surgery alone(85). Radiation therapy has thus been included in 

neoadjuvant regimens in OAC settings in the US ever since. 

Numerous studies are ongoing to decide whether neoadjuvant chemotherapy or chemo-

radiotherapy is more effective when both are followed by surgical resection. Burmeister et 

al. noted improved marginal involvement when treating with CRT as opposed to 

chemotherapy alone, but studies have disagreed over the increased survival benefit resulting 

from the addition of radiation(86–88). The NeoRes (Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy Versus 

Radio-chemotherapy for Cancer of the Esophagus or Cardia) study showed that neoadjuvant 

CRT resulted in improved histological complete response rate and decreased presence of 

lymph node metastases in patients, but saw no significant improvement in survival 

rates(89,90). NeoRes II now aims to investigate the optimum timing of operation post-

neoadjuvant chemo-radiation therapy.  

TOPGEAR (Trial Of Preoperative therapy for Gastric and Esophagogastric junction 

AdenocaRcinoma) is an ongoing phase III trial which aims to ensure the safety of CRT in 

preoperative treatment prior to perioperative ECF (as per MAGIC doses), in patients with 

gastric and GOJ adenocarcinoma(91). Patients receive three cycles of preoperative ECF 

followed by three cycles of postoperative ECF, or 2 cycles of preoperative ECF plus 

chemoradiation (45Gy in 25 fractions), followed by three cycles of postoperative ECF. Interim 
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results show the safety of neoadjuvant CRT use in these patients however final results are 

required to determine whether the addition of RT improves outcomes(91).  

CRITICS (Chemotherapy versus chemoradiotherapy after surgery and preoperative 

chemotherapy for resectable gastric cancer) was a similar phase III study, investigating the 

reverse treatment: perioperative ECF (as in MAGIC), versus preoperative ECF followed by 

postoperative CRT (45Gy in 25 fractions of 1.8Gy) in 788 patients with resectable gastric or 

GOJ adenocarcinoma. This study showed no improvement in overall survival with the 

addition of RT after surgery, with overall survival of 43months in the chemotherapy arm, 

compared to 37months with CRT(92).  

The Chemoradiotherapy for Oesophageal Cancer Followed by Surgery Study, CROSS, was the 

first major study showing survival benefit with the addition of neoadjuvant radiation therapy. 

368 patients with resectable oesophageal or GOJ cancers (including both OSCC and OAC), 

received five cycles of neoadjuvant CRT followed by surgery, or surgery alone.  The 

neoadjuvant CRT used 41.4Gy given in 23 fractions plus five cycles of carboplatin (AUC 

2mg/mL per min) and paclitaxel (50mg/m2). The addition of neoadjuvant CRT in the OAC 

group resulted in improved outcomes, with overall survival of 43.2 months compared to 27.1 

months with surgery alone(82). 

NeoAEGIS (NEOadjuvant Trial in Adenocarcinoma of the oEsophagus and oesophagoGastric 

Junction International Study) is one of the largest clinical trials currently running, that aims 

to test the efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgical resection, versus 

neoadjuvant CRT followed by surgical resection in 540 patients. In the chemotherapy arm, 

each participating doctor will choose whether the patient will receive perioperative 

modified-MAGIC (3 cycles of cisplatin, 5-FU, epirubicin pre-surgery, with three cycles post-

surgery) or perioperative FLOT (8 cycles of chemotherapy in total, 4 cycles pre- and 4 cycles 

post-surgery). This will be compared to the chemoradiotherapy arm using the CROSS regime 

(5 weekly cycles of carboplatin area under curve ((AUC)=2 and paclitaxel 50mg/m2 with 

concurrent radiotherapy of 41.4Gy administered in 23 fractions over 4.5 weeks)(93). The 

power calculation is a 10% difference favouring CROSS powered at 80%, requiring 540 

patients to be evaluable. The results are highly anticipated as this is expected to be the most 

definitive study so far in deciphering between the two regimens in terms of overall survival 

with a 3-year follow-up. There is concern however, over this study being underpowered 

given the numbers in each treatment group and slow accrual rates(93). A previous study, 

POET, looked to compare the efficacy of perioperative chemotherapy to chemoradiotherapy, 
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but this was closed prematurely due to low accrual rates, although long-term results suggest 

added efficacy with the addition of radiation treatment(94). 

ESOPEC (perioperative chemotherapy compared to neoadjuvant chemoradiation in patients 

with adenocarcinoma of the esophagus), a German prospective randomized controlled 

multicentre phase III trial is also ongoing, and aims to compare a FLOT6 regime of 

perioperative chemotherapy to CROSS2 (neoadjuvant chemo-radiation)(95).  PROTECT-1402 

(PReoperative Chemoradiation (Paclitaxel-carboplatin or FOLFOX) for Resectable Esophageal 

and Junctional Cancer) however aims to investigate two different chemo regimes- FOLFOX 

(5-FU, oxaliplatin and folinic acid) or carboplatin and paclitaxel- combined with a standard 

course of radiation therapy(96), highlighting a major issue in deciding between chemo or 

chemo-radiotherapy as neoadjuvant therapies: there is yet to be a conclusive agreement on 

the optimal chemotherapy regimen to use.  

 

1.2.4 Barriers to effective treatment in oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

Although neoadjuvant chemotherapy has been shown to have a role in improving outcomes 

and overall survival(97), the rate of response to chemotherapy in OAC patients is low with 

almost 50% of tumours having a weak response to treatment and only 16% of patients 

experiencing a pathological response in the tumour with minimal or no residual tumour in 

the resection specimen(98,99). The use of pathological complete response (pCR) as a 

measure of efficacy also has its limitations. Lymph node (LN) involvement was identified in 

the MAGIC study as being predictive of prognosis, and remains the only validated prognostic 

variable, however heterogeneity within the LN groups remains, which is associated with 

heterogeneous risk of relapse(100). Following on from the MAGIC study, a seven-gene 

signature was developed that has shown efficacy in stratifying patients into ‘high’ or ‘low’ 

risk of relapse, associated with overall survival(101). The use of gene signatures, independent 

predictors of OS when controlling for lymph node status, could help to stratify patients for 

post-surgery chemotherapy. This could change the design of future clinical trials by using a 

gene signature-stratified risk groups to select patients most likely to develop recurrent 

cancer, requiring novel or more intensive post-operative therapies(101). The limitations 

associated with pCR has highlighted the view of OAC as a systemic disease, recognising the 

prognostic implications of micro-metastatic disease that remain unmeasured by pCR. 

Obstacles to treatment success are numerous.  
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Firstly, OAC is usually diagnosed at a late-stage, as common symptoms such as dysphagia do 

not occur until the cancer has already spread to the majority of the oesophageal 

circumference(102,103). This is detrimental to outcomes, especially considering the early 

and frequent occurrences of metastasis in OAC patients(104). Due to the generally late stage 

of diagnosis, many patients are not eligible candidates for curative surgery so palliative 

chemotherapy is the only option available. There are numerous surgical techniques 

available, including trans-hiatal and transthoracic options, but regardless of approach, the 

surgery is hugely invasive with a long recovery time. Postoperative complications are 

common after such an invasive and extensive procedure(105,106). Thus, the goal of 

neoadjuvant chemotherapy is to shrink the tumour bulk, treat micro-metastatic disease and 

improve the patient’s quality of life following resection.  

There is currently debate around the need for surgery following complete pathological 

response to neoadjuvant treatment. RENAISSANCE is an ongoing clinical trial investigating 

the efficacy of additional chemotherapy cycles (4-8 cycles of FLOT) in patients who respond 

to initial neoadjuvant chemotherapy (4 cycles of FLOT regime), instead of surgical resection 

combined with further chemotherapy in such patients(107). Two other pre-clinical trials have 

been developed, Pre-SANO in the Netherlands and Esostrate-Prodige 32 in France(108). 

These aim to investigate whether close-surveillance is adequate in sparing these patients 

from surgery, and only engaging in ‘salvage resections’ if evident localised tumour re-

presents. Positive results in Pre-SANO have led to the launch of SANO, a phase-3 randomised 

controlled trial to test the efficacy of active surveillance in sparing patients from unnecessary 

surgery following chemo-radiotherapy. This active surveillance would need to be extremely 

thorough, consisting of biopsies, endoscopic ultrasonography and PET-CT to identify 

metastases, and fine-needle aspiration of suspicious lymph nodes(109,110). Definitive 

chemoradiotherapy holds potential as a non-surgical curative treatment, especially in 

patients with borderline non-resectable tumours. Studies by Ishikura et al. examined 3-year 

survival with CRT without surgery, in three cohorts: resectable disease, borderline-resectable 

disease and non-resectable disease. This study showed significantly improved 3-year survival 

rates for patients with borderline resectable disease who experienced complete pathological 

response, suggesting the potential for a biomarker to select a subgroup of patients who could 

benefit from oesophagus-preserving treatment(111). Although this regimen has shown 

stronger efficacy in OSCC than OAC it needs to be further explored, especially for patients 

unsuitable for surgery, holding the potential of turning their treatment regimens from 

palliative to curative(112).  
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Secondly, chemotherapy treatments have limited success due to the inherent chemo-

resistant nature of the tumour(113); many patients who are initially chemo-sensitive develop 

acquired chemo-resistance as treatment progresses. Methods of chemotherapy resistance 

will be discussed further in section 1.3. 

 

1.2.5 Targeted therapies in clinical trials for oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

As previously mentioned, a major factor in OAC’s poor prognosis is that almost 60% of OAC 

patients are suffering from metastatic disease upon diagnosis according to the 2019 NOGCA 

annual report, and are therefore not candidates for potentially curative surgical 

resection(25,114,115). Trials are ongoing in the neo-adjuvant setting, but chemotherapy and 

some targeted therapies such as Herceptin (targeting HER2) and ramucirumab (targeting 

VEGFR2) have shown some promise in the advanced setting, especially in biomarker-selected 

populations. This treatment is used to improve a patient's quality of life, relieve the impact 

of cancer-related symptoms and may provide a modest survival benefit(116). 

Exploiting the mutational context of a tumour to sensitise patients to treatment is the main 

goal of targeted therapy, with current OAC targets including epidermal growth factor (EGFR: 

erlotinib, gefitinib, cetuximab and panitumumab), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF: 

ramucirumab), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2: trastuzumab/Herceptin), 

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR: temsirolimus ), MET (rilotumumab) among others. 

The rationale of targeted therapies is to exploit the mutational context of each tumour by 

targeting the amplified gene or genes. By identifying patients that will respond to these 

targeted therapies based on the mutational context of their tumours, this personalised 

medicine approach should generate better treatment responses and outcomes in patients 

than chemotherapy alone.  

Gefitinib is an EGFR1 tyrosine-kinase inhibitor. Sporadic EGFR mutations have been identified 

in a number of small studies in OAC patients(117). Gefitinib was tested in combination with 

chemotherapy in the COG study. Without selecting for EGFR positive patients, the addition 

of gefitinib had no survival benefits across the population in the translational arm of this 

study, TRANSCOG(118). It did however result in improved progression-free survival as well 

as in palliative effects, with patients reporting decreased odynophagia(119,120). This 

suggested promising results combining gefitinib with chemotherapy in an EGFR-biomarker 

selected population of OAC patients, leading to the development of a predictive biomarker 

assay using fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) to identify a responsive subgroup positive 
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for an EGFR copy number gain. This study showed the benefit of EGFR therapies in EGFR 

FISH-positive, EGFR-amplified oesophageal cancers in improving overall survival, 

progression-free survival, disease control rate and improved health-related quality of 

life(121). This assay has since been utilised in further OAC treatment studies, including 

DEBIOC: Dual ErbB Inhibition in Oesophago-gastric Cancer, to identify a subset of patients 

who may experience best response to co-inhibition of EGFR, ErbB2 and ErbB3 in combination 

with oxaliplatin and capecitabine(122).  

A subset of patients with tumours that have not undergone epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) could also be a cohort more likely to benefit from gefitinib therapy, as 

reported in multiple non-small cell lung cancer studies(NSCLC)(123,124). EGFR inhibition has 

proven inhibitory effects on the breast cancer resistance protein BCRP, blocking its function 

as a transporter and showing potential in re-sensitizing patients to chemotherapy(125), 

however resistance to gefitinib itself is also likely to occur due to further mutations of 

EGFR(126). As a second-line treatment, evidence would suggest paclitaxel (or other taxanes) 

or irinotecan combined with ramucirumab addition could be more effective(127,128). 

Trastuzumab and ramucirumab are promising targeted therapy approaches used in 

OAC(129).Trastuzumab is an IgG1 monoclonal antibody that binds the extracellular domain 

of HER-2, preventing its function(130). Positive results from ToGA (Trastuzumab for gastric 

cancer) highlighted the efficacy of trastuzumab as a first-line therapy in HER-2+ advanced 

OAC cases(131,132) improving median overall survival in patients assigned trastuzumab plus 

chemotherapy from 11.1 months to 13.8 months. Progression-free survival (PFS) was also 

improved, to 6.7 months versus 5.5 in chemotherapy alone, with an overall response rate  

47% compared to 35%(131). HER-2 is a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase, and its 

activating ligand is unknown. It is activated upon dimerization with other HER family 

members, which activates downstream signalling(133). HER-2 amplification is prevalent in 

approximately 21% of advanced OAC patients and was found in 10.9% of cases in the MAGIC 

trial (134–136). Amplification and overexpression of HER-2 is associated with poor prognosis, 

which could be due to HER2 actions, as it is involved in both cellular proliferation and 

apoptosis, as well as being linked with poor response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in OAC, 

ovarian and breast cancers(23). Trastuzumab (Herceptin) administration alongside 

chemotherapy has shown improved overall survival in some studies versus chemotherapy 

alone(2,23,131). With better stratification of HER2+ versus HER2- patients in OAC, 
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trastuzumab treatment could improve outcomes for this subset of patients, demonstrating 

the benefit of biomarkers in driving personalised medicine. 

Ramucirumab, a monoclonal antibody receptor antagonist of VEGFR2, is now recommended 

as a second line therapy for metastatic gastric cancer and OAC, as it has been shown to 

increase overall survival(137). Ramucirumab binds the extracellular domain of VEGF-

receptor 2 (main receptor for VEGF-A), which inhibits the receptor activation by blocking 

VEGF ligands from binding, and hence blocks angiogenesis(120,138). Angiogenesis is linked 

with metastases and tumour growth. High levels of VEGF appear to be linked with the 

vascularization of BO and it is upregulated in OAC(139,140). REGARD (Ramucirumab 

Monotherapy for previously treated advanced gastric or gastro-oesophageal junction 

adenocarcinoma), was a single-agent study testing the efficacy of ramucirumab in improving 

survival when combined with best supportive care(141). This study showed that 

ramucirumab (8mg/kg), increased the median overall survival from 3.8 months to 5.2 months 

(p=0.047)(141). Following the success of REGARD, RAINBOW (ramucirumab plus paclitaxel 

versus placebo plus paclitaxel in patients with previously treated advanced gastric or gastro-

oesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) further showed that the addition of ramucirumab 

(8mg/kg) prolonged overall survival from 7.4 months to 9.6 months (p=0.017) when 

combined with paclitaxel versus paclitaxel alone(137).  Ramucirumab is therefore of benefit 

when used in a palliative scenario(29). This preliminary success as a second line treatment 

led to the exploration of ramucirumab as a first line therapy in the RAINFALL clinical trial. 

RAINFALL aimed to combine ramucirumab with cisplatin and capecitabine or 5-FU in a first-

line setting and showed that although it conferred a reduced risk in progression-free survival, 

unfortunately it was not associated with an increase in overall survival in patients(142). 

There was no improvement in progression-free survival when combining a FOLFOX regime 

with ramucirumab in an OAC setting(143). VEGFR expression has a prognostic impact in 

gastric cancer that is not present in OAC, which could explain the poorer efficacy in an OAC 

setting than GC(141). 

Further studies have been carried out investigating the efficacy of other VEGF-targeted 

agents in increasing overall survival, such as AVAGAST (Avastin in Gastric Cancer)(144). This 

study investigated the efficacy of combining bevacizumab with chemotherapy, versus 

chemotherapy alone, as a first-line treatment for advanced gastric cancer. Patients received 

bevacizumab (7.5mg/kg) or placebo, with cisplatin (80mg/m2) and capecitabine 

(1000mg/m2). This study failed to see an increase in overall survival with bevacizumab versus 

placebo, however it did show increases in progression-free survival (6.7 months vs 5.3 
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months, p=0.0037) and overall response rate (46% vs 37.4%, p=0.0315) in this first-line 

setting. This study also showed large variation between regional response, with improved 

efficacy in European and American populations compared to the Asian population(144). This 

highlights the importance of biomarkers in driving the design of future targeted therapy 

studies. 

Tyrosine-protein kinase Met, or MET, is another major target which failed in phase III trials. 

Rilotumumab is a selective inhibitor of the MET receptor. RILOMET-1 aimed to assess the 

efficacy of rilotumumab in combination with ECX in advanced MET-positive gastric or GOJ 

patients. Results indicated a negative effect of rilotumumab with overall survival of 8.8 

months in the rilotumumab plus ECX group compared to 10.7 months in the ECX only group, 

resulting in the trial being halted early(145). These results were not specific to rilotumumab, 

as MetGastric, another phase III study trialling a different MET inhibitor, showed no 

additionalsurvival benefit(146). MetGastric aimed to test the efficacy of onartuzumab 

(10mg/kg) in combination with standard first-line chemotherapy (mFOLFOX6) in HER2-

negative, MET-positive gastro-oesophageal adenocarcinoma patients. The addition of 

onartuzumab to mFOLFOX6 showed no improvements in overall survival versus placebo plus 

mFOLFOX6 (11.0 vs 11.3 months respectively), progression-free survival (6.7 vs 6.8 months 

respectively) or overall response rate (46.1% vs 40.6% respectively)(146). 

Although targeted therapies have made progress in some settings of advanced disease, they 

have not yet been successfully introduced in the neoadjuvant setting of OAC. This suggests 

that novel drug targets are required that target drivers of intrinsic chemotherapy resistance. 

This could be achieved by focusing on chemotherapy-naïve samples, as used in this project. 

There are numerous studies ongoing, including INNOVATION as previously mentioned, as 

well as those testing the use of antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) in advanced gastric cancer 

settings. These potent anti-cancer drugs use an antigen target on cancer cells to direct drug 

delivery. The antibody head of the ADC binds to the target cancer cells, where it then releases 

a small molecule anticancer drug. GATSBY tested the efficacy of trastuzumab emtansine (T-

DM1), an ADC targeting HER2+ cancer cells with trastuzumab attached to the cytotoxic DM1, 

versus docetaxel/paclitaxel in pre-treated advanced GC patients, resulting in no 

improvement in OS in patients(147). DESTINY-Gastric 01 however showed an improved 

response rate and survival rate in HER2+ pre-treated GC patients treated with trastuzumab 

derextecan  (T-DXd), trastuzumab attached to a topoisomerase 1 inhibitor, suggesting the 

promise of these classes of drugs in a selected population(148). RTOG 1010 is another recent 

targeted therapy in the neoadjuvant setting, testing the efficacy of adding trastuzumab to a 
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tri-modality treatment of CRT in patients with HER2 overexpressing T1N1-2, T2-3NO-2 

OAC(149). Patients received paclitaxel (50mg/m2) and carboplatin AUC=2 weekly for 6 

weeks, with radiation (XRT: 3D-CRT or IMRT, 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions) followed by surgery, 

with the addition of trastuzumab 4mg/kg week 1 then 2mg/kg/weekly for 5 weeks of CRT 

then 6mg/kg for 1 dose prior to surgery, with 6mg/kg every 3 weeks for 13 treatments after 

surgery. No significant improvement in OS or DFS was reported(149). Further analysis is 

ongoing to assess whether there is a subset within this cohort of patients with HER2 

overexpressing tumours who did benefit from treatment. 

1.3 Drug resistance in oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

Patients with oesophageal adenocarcinoma can have intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy, 

but a further cohort of patients who were previously chemo-sensitive also progress to 

develop acquired resistance to treatment (Figure 1.4)(150,151). This can be due to mutations 

during treatment as well as through other adaptive responses. These can include an 

increased expression or mutation of the therapy-target, alterations in the transport of the 

drug, or by alternative signalling pathways becoming activated to compensate for the 

treatment inhibition(152). This bypass mechanism is a particular issue when targeting 

receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) or other highly active, large families: inhibit one target, and 

another compensates(153). The high level of intra-tumoural heterogeneity in OAC(154,155) 

can also aid in resistance development: treatment may kill the treatment-sensitive cells 

present in the tumour, but this can lead to the minor subpopulation of treatment-resistant 

cells surviving and multiplying(156). This intrinsic resistance will have existed within the 

original mass of tumour cells, potentially causing treatment to be ineffective prior to 

administration.  Fitzgerald et al. have led efforts in exploring this heterogeneity, with 

numerous publications identifying the high level of mutations and copy number changes 

within each tumour(5,117,157–159). The expanse of heterogeneity is now being exploited in 

an advanced pre-treated setting by Catenacci et al, leading to the PANGEA study: 

Personalised ANtibodies for Gastro-oEsophageal Adenocarcinoma. This trial provides 

personalised treatment to patients with advanced gastric and GOJ cancers following two 

previous lines of chemotherapy. The patient’s primary and metastatic tumours are profiled, 

with treatment then assigned based on the oncogenic profile of the metastatic tumour. The 

oncogenic drivers identified include HER2, MET, FGFR2, EGFR/HER3, KRAS/PI3K, with 

patients prescribed antibodies depending on their specific tumour profile. If the patient then 

progresses or develops treatment resistance, they are reassigned to another treatment 

based on their new tumour profile(160). Promising initial results has led to much anticipation 
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following phase 2 completion(161).  There are many known mechanisms of resistance, but 

tackling this resistance to re-sensitise patients to chemotherapy is complex(162).   
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Figure 1.3: General principles of drug resistance, many of which overlap between 

resistance to cytotoxic chemotherapies and targeted drugs. Pharmacokinetic (PK) factors: 

absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination (ADME) determine how much drug 

can reach the tumour cells. The effects of the drugs within the cancer cells are termed the 

pharmacodynamic (PD) properties of the cells. Anticancer effects of a drug can be limited by 

poor influx or excessive efflux, drug inactivation  or lack of activation, changes in expression 

levels of the drug target, activation of pro-survival responses and a lack of cell death 

induction by dysfunction apoptosis, a hallmark of cancer. Adapted from Holohan et al. Cancer 

drug resistance: an evolving paradigm, Nature Reviews Cancer. 
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Figure 1.4: Intrinsic and acquired resistance. Intrinsic, innate or primary resistance displays 

a lack of response to treatment from its initial dose. This may be caused by intrinsic factors 

of the tumour such as a target mutation, but it could be a result of patient-specific factors.  

Acquired or secondary resistance displays initial response to treatment followed by rapid 

disease progression. This type of resistance is complex with numerous mechanisms 

responsible. Adapted from, Corso S, Giordano S. Targeted therapies in cancer and 

mechanisms of resistance. J Mol Med. Permission for use granted 18.05.2020 by Rightslink® 

Copyright Clearance, license number 4832010758505. 
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Many different mechanisms of multidrug resistance (MDR) have been identified, including: 

increased drug efflux rates, drug target alteration, drug inactivation, DNA damage repair 

pathway alterations, and cell death inhibition. The TME also plays a significant role, as does 

the EMT, cancerous tumour heterogeneity and epigenetics(125,163). For the scope of this 

review we will briefly describe these mechanisms before focusing on resistance to specific 

chemotherapies, cisplatin, and 5-FU. 

 

1.3.1 Altered drug transport 

Transmembrane proteins called ‘multi-drug transporters’ are renowned for contributing to 

chemo-resistance by promoting the efflux of anti-cancer drugs from the tumour cells and 

decreasing the intracellular level of drugs(164). Chemotherapeutics need to be in contact 

with the tumour to be effective. There are many identified multidrug transporters, but one 

of the best characterised is the multidrug resistance protein MDR1, or P-glycoprotein (P-gp). 

P-gp reduces the bioavailability of some chemotherapeutics, is overexpressed on the plasma 

membrane of cancer cells and is present all along the gastrointestinal tract(165). P-gp is a 

member of the ABC transporter family; these proteins use the energy generated in ATP 

hydrolysis to shuttle substrates across the cell membrane. In a normal environment they 

function to remove toxins and foreign substances from the cell, however, in cancer cells, they 

can efflux chemotherapeutic agents such as doxorubicin and paclitaxel from the cells, thus 

rendering them ineffective(166). P-gp however is not responsible for resistance to cisplatin. 

Cellular resistance to cisplatin can be characterised by a reduced accumulation of the 

compound. Reduced uptake or retention of cisplatin results in the decreased formation of 

platinum-DNA adducts; decreased accumulation can be caused by decreased influx by 

defective transporters or channels, or changes in function or structure in organelles or 

membrane potential. Increased efflux could also be responsible due to increased export, 

secretion, or exocytosis of the cisplatin. This decrease in cytotoxicity results in further 

cisplatin resistance(167). 

Many p-gp analogues have been identified, and include: efflux ATPases (MRPs, ATP7A/B), 

the copper transporter CTR1, and other solute carriers (SLCs, AQP2 and AQP9). MRP1 and 

other MRPs are known to be important in detoxification and chemo-protection. CTR1 is a 

major influx transporter that mediates cisplatin uptake. Cisplatin can trigger rapid 

degradation of CTR1 resulting in a diminished influx of cisplatin, and hence, resistance. 

Knockout models of CTR1 have resulted in cellular resistance to cisplatin in vivo, and tumours 
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with increased CTR1 expression exhibit increased cisplatin-sensitivity and platinum 

accumulation(168). 

 

1.3.2 Drug target alterations 

Another cause of acquired resistance is target alterations, caused by differential expression 

levels of the target or by target-mutations(156). This is a very common cause of acquired 

resistance versus small molecule inhibitors targeting protein kinases, with mutations 

frequently occurring on the gatekeeper residue in the ATP-binding pocket, restricting drug 

access. A common example is the acquired resistance to ABL-inhibitors such as Imatinib. This 

is caused by a mutation in the T315 gatekeeper residue and results in the formation of bulky 

side chains that restrict drug-access(169). SRC’s threonine gatekeeper residue would have to 

be considered with the use of dasatinib, a co-inhibitor of SRC and ABL(170). This type of 

resistance has also been noted following the use of EGFR inhibitors, with over 50% of initial 

responders developing resistance within year one through the development of a mutation 

at the EGFR-T790M gatekeeper residue(171). 

 

1.3.3 Epithelial to mesenchymal transition 

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is responsible for drug resistance to numerous 

compounds, especially EGFR-inhibitors. EMT describes the mechanism governing epithelial 

barrier cells transforming into migratory mesenchymal cells(172). This change alters the 

expression of epithelial markers such as E-cadherin, that has been shown to be essential for 

response to EGFR-inhibition in NSCLC models(123,173). Mesenchymal cells are not only 

more migratory, but more invasive and less sensitive to apoptosis, further increasing the 

resistance to damage-inducing compounds. 

 

1.3.4 DNA damage repair 

The primary goal of many cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents is to cause DNA damage, 

directly or indirectly causing cell death. Deregulation or hyperactivation of repair pathways 

in cancer may allow cells to survive this assault(174). Inhibitors targeting these repair 

pathways have been progressing through clinical trials, such as the small molecule inhibitor 

of PARP, olaparib(175). There is a proposed subtype of OAC termed DNA damage repair 

(DDR)-impaired; it is suspected that this subtype may be more sensitive to cytotoxic, DNA-

damage-inducing compounds due to the impaired repair pathways in these patients(5). 
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Combining a compound such as olaparib or targeting key members of the cell cycle such as 

ATM or ATR, could improve outcomes in this subset of patients. 

 

1.3.5 Epigenetics 

Epigenetic modifications are also responsible for acquired resistance. Epigenetic 

modifications can modify gene activity without altering gene sequences; in this way, they are 

reversible modifications that could be targeted to re-sensitise patients to treatment. 

Epigenetic modifications include histone modification, phosphorylation, acetylation and 

most frequently DNA methylation. These modifications could result in the overexpression of 

oncogenes or in the silencing of tumour suppressor genes, both of which increase drug 

resistance(125). The methylation of the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene is observed 

in a quarter of all OAC patients, and plays a role in tumour progression and resistance to 

therapy(176). 

 

1.3.6 Mechanism of action of Cisplatin 

To understand the complex multitude of mechanisms governing resistance to cisplatin, it is 

essential to understand its mechanisms of action. Cisplatin is a platinum compound that has 

been used for chemotherapy since the 1970s(177). It is an effective cancer treatment as it 

causes DNA damage leading to apoptosis in cancerous cells by crosslinking with purine bases 

on the DNA and interfering with DNA repair mechanisms(178). Cisplatin is a low molecular 

weight molecule composed of a doubly charged platinum ion surrounded by four ligands, 

with the amine ligands forming stronger interactions with the platinum ion, and the chloride 

ligands or carboxylate compounds forming leaving groups, allowing the platinum ion to form 

crosslinks with purine DNA bases (Figure 1.5)(179). Most crosslinks formed by cisplatin are 

between purine bases such as guanine and adenine that are beside each other on the same 

strand, however sometimes these crosslinks form between the two strands. When the cell 

then tries to replicate or read its DNA, these crosslinks induce strand breaks and result in 

apoptotic cell death(180). Cisplatin is therefore classed as a cytotoxic drug that kills cancer 

cells(181). 
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Figure 1.5: Molecular structure of cisplatin (CDDP), converted intracellularly to its mono- 

and bi-aquated forms. Molecular structure extracted from Pubchem.  
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Cisplatin acts on nuclear DNA as well as on cytoplasmic targets (glutathione (GSH), 

methionine, metallothioneins and proteins) to inflict damage. Cisplatin is an inert compound 

that becomes aquated into the highly reactive hydrophilic mono- and bi-aquated forms due 

to the low intracellular concentration of chloride ions compared with the extracellular 

environment (Figure 1.5)(182). These forms interact with cytoplasmic targets and deplete 

the levels of reduced equivalents, leading to oxidative stress by shifting the redox balance. 

This results in DNA damage. Aquated cisplatin preferentially binds purine bases in DNA 

generating protein-DNA complexes as well as DNA-DNA inter- and intra-strand adducts 

responsible for activating cascade pathways. The most prominent cisplatin-induced DNA 

lesion is the 1,2-intrastrand ApG and CpG crosslinks, however with only 1% of intracellular 

cisplatin binding nuclear DNA, this is by no means its predominant mechanism of action, as 

cisplatin has also been shown to cause cytotoxicity in enucleated cells(183,184). 

The best characterised and arguably the best understood mechanism of action of cisplatin 

involves the DNA-damage response and mitochondrial apoptosis. The cisplatin-induced 

lesions cause DNA-distortions recognised by repair pathways. The nucleotide excision repair 

(NER) pathway is crucial to the removal of these adducts. The mismatch repair (MMR) 

pathway is also involved in identifying these adducts, resulting in potential cytoprotective 

effects(185). Cisplatin-adducts induce damage, causing cell cycle arrest in the S and G2 

phases. This response can provide adequate time for repair mechanisms to repair the DNA, 

preventing potentially abnormal and hence abortive mitoses. However, if these adducts 

induce adequate DNA damage beyond repair, cells do undergo cell death, mostly via 

apoptosis(184,186). 

Signalling cascades are involved in driving apoptosis caused by cisplatin-induced DNA lesions. 

These involve the sequential activation of ataxia telangiectasia mutated kinase (ATM), ataxia 

telangiectasia and Rad3-related kinase (ATR) and checkpoint kinase 1 (CHEK1), which in turn 

phosphorylate and stabilize TP53(186). Activated TP53 causes lethality by inducing the 

permeabilization of the outer mitochondrial membrane and by increasing signalling by death 

receptors(187). ATM is a sensor of DNA damage. ATM can induce cell cycle arrest but unlike 

CHEK2, cannot induce cell death. Checkpoint kinase 2 (CHEK2) is a downstream target of 

ATM but can also convey lethal signals in response to cisplatin in an ATM-independent 

process, highlighting the multiple mechanisms behind the cytotoxic and anti-proliferative 

effects of cisplatin(184,188). 

Unfortunately, a number of severe toxicity related side-effects are associated with cisplatin, 

including: nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, ototoxicity, hepatotoxicity and cardiotoxicity, all of 
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which can cause cisplatin to be intolerable for patients(179,183), acting as a major barrier to 

effective treatment.  
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Figure 1.6:  Modes of action of cisplatin. Adapted from Galluzzi et al. Molecular Mechanisms 

of Cisplatin Resistance. Oncogene. Permission for use granted 24.05.2020 by Rightslink® 

Copyright Clearance, license number 4835491251513(184). 
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1.3.7 Cisplatin-resistance in OAC 

Cisplatin-resistance mechanisms are best described by Galluzzi et al. (2012) when subdivided 

into: pre-target resistance prior to cisplatin binding to DNA (cytoplasmic targets), on-target 

resistance relating to DNA-cisplatin adducts, post-target resistance associated with lethal 

signalling pathways by cisplatin-mediated DNA damage, and off-target resistance involving 

molecular pathways with no direct links to cisplatin mechanisms of action(184).  

Pre-target resistance allows the cells to evade cisplatin cytotoxicity prior to its binding to 

cytoplasmic targets or DNA, reducing the intracellular accumulation of cisplatin by 

decreasing cisplatin influx and increasing its sequestration by GSH, metallothionein and 

other cytoplasmic scavengers. As previously described, cisplatin-resistance is not 

predominantly due to increases in efflux by transporters such as P-gp(189). Limited 

intracellular accumulation is more often caused by reduced uptake by copper transporters. 

Cisplatin treatment at clinical doses have been shown to downregulate expression of the 

copper transporter CTR1, resulting in acquired resistance. Knockout models of CTR1-/- have 

further highlighted its importance, with the capacity of re-sensitizing mouse fibroblast cancer 

cells to cisplatin(190–192). Further roles of ATP7A and ATP7B (copper extruding P-type 

ATPases) have been established, with expression levels showing potential as biomarkers of 

sensitivity in ovarian and endometrial cancers(184). Targeting ATP7B by inhibition has been 

suggested for its therapeutic potential, but further analysis is required in an OAC 

setting(193,194). 

As mentioned previously, cisplatin binds cytoplasmic scavengers, leading to cytotoxicity by 

decreasing antioxidant reserves and increasing oxidative stress. These scavengers can limit 

intracellular levels of active-cisplatin: high levels of GSH, high levels γ-glutamylcysteine 

synthesis, the enzyme responsible for GSH-synthesis, and high levels of glutathione S-

transferase, the enzyme mediating cisplatin-GSH conjugation, have all been associated with 

cisplatin-resistance both in vitro and ex vivo by decreasing availability of active-

cisplatin(184,195). 

On-target cisplatin-resistance can be separated into two main mechanisms: 1. resistant cells 

can lose the ability to recognise inter- and intra-strand adducts in DNA, impairing subsequent 

apoptotic signalling. 2. cisplatin-resistant cells can repair adducts at an increased rate and 

can also tolerate unrepaired DNA lesions. As previously described, NER pathways are 

responsible for removing the bulk of DNA-lesions, with NER proficiency linked with cisplatin 

resistance. ERCC excision repair 1, endonuclease non-catalytic subunit (ERCC1) is an integral 

member of the NER pathway and is important in inter-strand cross-link repair (ICR) 
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mechanisms. Olaussen et al. previously showed that ERCC1 expression negatively correlates 

with survival and responsiveness to cisplatin in NSCLC, and could be considered a potential 

biomarker for cisplatin-resistance(196). High expression is also linked to poor response to 

chemotherapy in gastric cancer(156). ERCC1 expression was associated with poor response 

to platinum-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy in OAC, resulting in poor overall survival(197). 

Studies investigating ERCC1 expression in OSCC however found no correlation between 

ERCC1 expression and sensitivity to platinum-based treatment, however different 

polymorphisms in this gene can correlate with sensitivity and survival. The polymorphism 

C118T predicts sensitivity to platinum-based chemotherapy but has no effect on overall 

survival(198), however the mutant C8092A SNP is associated with an increased risk of OSCC-

related mortality(199).  

MMR pathways can detect DNA lesions but are unable to repair them. Instead, MMR 

proteins such as MSH2 (mutS homolog 2) and MLH1 (mutL homolog 1) transmit pro-

apoptotic signals, however both proteins are frequently mutated and under-expressed in 

acquired resistance to cisplatin. Defects in MLH1 and another MMR protein MSH6 (mutS 

homolog 6) are associated with increased tolerance to unrepaired DNA lesions, termed 

translesion synthesis or replicative bypass. Holohan et al. highlighted MLH1 

hypermethylation resulting in MLH1 silencing as a crucial player in cisplatin-resistance, and 

Gifford et al. showed MLH1 methylation to be a predictor of poor survival in ovarian 

cancer(156,200). 

Homologous recombination (HR) is responsible for repairing double-strand breaks resulting 

from cisplatin-induced inter-strand adducts. HR-deficient cancers such as those with BRCA1 

or BRCA2 mutations are often more sensitive to cisplatin and other cross-linking agents due 

to the defects in HR pathways, however cisplatin-resistance can develop because of 

mutations re-establishing HR(201). Defects in the HR pathway have previously been 

identified by Secrier et al. to be prevalent in a DDR-impaired subtype of OAC, so this could 

be a contributing factor to cisplatin-resistance in certain settings of OAC(5). 

There are two major routes governing post-targeting resistance. Firstly, defects can occur in 

pathways that usually elicit apoptosis. Secondly, problems can occur with the cell death 

executioner machinery itself. In a cisplatin-sensitive setting, cisplatin causes non-repairable 

DNA damage that activates caspases, resulting in apoptosis and cell death. Therefore, any 

alterations in the large family involved in regulating or executing apoptosis can influence 

sensitivity to cisplatin. This process involves: death receptors, cytoplasmic adaptors, pro- and 

anti-apoptotic members of the BCL-2 (BCL2 apoptosis regulator) family, caspases, calpains, 
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mitochondrial intermembranes amongst others. All members have been shown to modulate 

response to cisplatin however not all hold potential as biomarkers to cisplatin-

sensitivity(156,202). Elevated levels of BCL2, BCLXL and MCL-1 all correlate with cisplatin-

resistance and tumour recurrence. BIRC5/survivin levels have been shown to correlate with 

response to cisplatin, and increased survivin is associated with poor outcomes in gastric and 

oesophageal cancers(184). Targeting survivin has shown significant sensitising effects to 

cisplatin in in vitro OAC models of acquired resistance(203). Inhibiting the inhibitors of 

apoptosis (IAP) family has also shown sensitising effects when combined with cisplatin in 

OAC models, with synergistic effects evident when combining IAP-inhibitor BV6 with AKT-

inhibition (Stevenson et al, unpublished). 

The inactivation of TP53 also contributes to this post-targeting resistance by leading to 

survival mechanisms. TP53 mutations are common in over 50% of cancers, including OAC. 

The final cause of resistance is by off-target mechanisms, with alterations in signalling 

pathways not-directly engaged in cisplatin mechanisms of action allowing compensation for 

cisplatin-induced damage. An example of this is in HER-2 over-expressed settings, as in 20% 

of OAC. HER-2 signals propagate via a multitude of downstream pathways such as 

SHC/GRB2/SOS (SHC adaptor protein1/growth factor receptor bound protein2/son of 

sevenless homolog), and PI3K/AKT1 (phosphoinositide 3-kinase/AKT serine/threonine kinase 

1). Basal signalling via PI3K/AKT1 upregulates CDKN1A (cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A), 

but over-expression of HER-2 causes CDKN1A nuclear exclusion, both of which play roles in 

resistance. Basal PI3K/AKT1 activity promotes CDKN1A-mediated cell cycle arrest, providing 

cytostatic cells the time to undergo repair and avoid apoptosis. Cisplatin-treatment often 

causes increases in PI3K/AKT1 activity, increasing the nuclear exclusion of CDKN1A that can 

later promote cell proliferation. 

GSH mediates pre-target resistance by binding cisplatin and preventing its interaction with 

DNA, post-target resistance by its scavenging functions quenching pro-apoptotic reactive 

oxygen species generated in response to cisplatin, and off-target resistance by rendering 

cells less sensitive to cell death signals(184). 

Undisputedly, the mechanisms governing cisplatin-resistance are manifold and result in a 

complex barrier to effective treatment and outcomes for cancer patients. It does however 

provide many alternative treatment options to improve chemo-sensitivity following the 

development of resistance. 
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1.3.8 Mechanism of action of 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) 

5-FU is a pyrimidine anti-metabolite analogue of uracil(204). As an anologue and 

antimetabolite it mimics naturally occurring substrates and is incorporated into normal 

cellular processes, disrupting their completion and causing damage(205,206). Uracil is a 

crucial part of RNA. Uracil is a precursor of thymine via methylation by thymidylate synthase 

(TS), but 5-FU blocks this methylation. 5-FU is a fluoropyrimidine that upon entering the cell 

is converted to 5-FUdR which is further phosphorylated to 5-FdUMP. 5-FdUMP can now bind 

TS, blocking the methylation and conversion of uracil to thymine, and blocking the 

subsequent DNA synthesis. 5-FU can also be phosphorylated to 5-FUMP, which is further 

phosphorylated to 5-FUDP that can assist the TS binding, but 5-FUDP can also be 

phosphorylated further to 5-UTP. Upon phosphorylation 5-FU and its derivatives can become 

incorporated into RNAs in place of uracil, disrupting the normal processes of transcription, 

hence disrupting DNA synthesis. In this way 5-FU works mainly in the S phase of the cell cycle 

by decreasing DNA synthesis and DNA replication. The ternary structure formed upon 

binding to TS can be further stabilised with the addition of folinic acid/ leucovorin (as in the 

FOLFOX regime) which can improve the efficacy of 5-FU(207) and could potentially improve 

resistance in a model of gastric cancer recurrence(208).  
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5-FU Metabolite Target Anti-cancer mechanism 

FdUMP/ 
5-FUDP 

TS Alters generation of nucleotides required for DNA 
replication 

FdUTP DNA Becomes incorporated into DNA, forming lesions leading 
to lethal DNA double-strand breaks or apoptosis 

FUTP RNA Becomes incorporated into RNA, disrupting RNA 
processing resulting in cytotoxic effects 

Table 1.2: Summary table of the main anti-cancer functions of 5-FU metabolites(209) 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Mechanism of action of 5-Fluorouracil 

Adapted from, Longley DB., Harkin DP., Johnston PG. 5-Fluorouracil: Mechanisms of action 

and clinical strategies. Nature Reviews. Permission for use granted 23.05.2020 by Rightslink® 

Copyright Clearance, license number 4834780916231.  
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The rate-limiting enzyme dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD) is present in both normal 

and tumour cells and is responsible for converting 5-FU to the inactive dihydro-fluorouracil 

(DHFU). It is present in high levels in the liver, where 80% of 5-FU administered is broken 

down(210). There are approximately 40 mutations identified in the DYPD gene that encodes 

DPD, some of which lead to DPD deficiency. This can cause extreme toxicity in approximately 

5% of patients upon 5-FU treatment, as patients cannot metabolise the drug(211,212). 

 

1.3.9 5-FU-resistance in OAC 

As previously mentioned, 5-FU exerts its anti-cancer functions by inhibiting TS by FdUMP and 

5-FUDP, and by causing the misincorporation of 5-FU and its metabolites into DNA and RNA. 

There are numerous causes of resistance to 5-FU however, linked to 5-FU metabolism and 

activation.  

Expression of TS is linked with sensitivity to 5-FU but conversely, treatment with 5-FU can 

inhibit the negative feedback mechanism governing TS leading to increased TS expression, 

causing resistance(210,213).  

Drug resistance has been described previously (section 1.3.1) but in short, it can be divided 

into two broad categories: firstly, resistance can occur if the amount of drug reaching its 

target is decreased by decreased influx or increased efflux of the compound to and from the 

cell, by increasing the target expression, or by decreasing the activation of the drug, further 

limiting its ability to reach its target. Secondly, resistance can occur if the efficacy of the drug 

is limited; this can occur if the cells rapidly repair the damage caused by the drug, if they 

activate pathways to evade apoptosis thus rescuing cells from drug-induced cell death, or 

through mutations enabling replicative bypass of DNA damage. 

The amount of 5-FU reaching its target is linked to the metabolism and activation of 5-FU. 

Firstly, the amount of 5-FU reaching the tumour can be limited. 5-FU is catabolised by DPD, 

high levels of which are associated with innate resistance, limiting the amount of drug 

available(214). Increased target expression (TS) is a further mechanism of resistance. 

Treatment with 5-FU induces further TS expression in vivo and in vitro via a negative feedback 

mechanism. Free TS can inhibit its own translation by binding its own mRNA, however cannot 

do this when bound to FdUMP and so is released, increasing TS expression(215,216) 

contributing to 5-FU resistance. 

The inhibition of TS can also lead to the accumulation of dUMP and an imbalance of 

deoxynucleotides available for DNA synthesis which should result in irreparable DNA 
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damage, but cells adapt by altering damage repair mechanisms. This build-up of dUMP 

causes increases in DTP, which along with FdUTP (5-FU metabolite) can be misincorporated 

into DNA culminating in DNA strand breaks and cell death. However, to prevent these high 

levels of dUTP and protect against subsequent damage, cells express dUTPase, which 

converts dUTP back to dUMP and anorganic pyrophosphate. High dUTPase levels have been 

associated with 5-FU resistance, preventing dUTP accumulation.  

As in cisplatin-resistance, epigenetic changes such as MLH1 hypermethylation can lead to 

resistance to 5-FU, and MLH1 deficiency is responsible for >10% of CRC cancers(156). 

Fanconi-anemia protein J (FANCJ) interacts with MLH1 in response to MMR-related damage, 

as inflicted by 5-FU. In CRC patients with normal MLH1 expression, high FANCJ expression 

was linked with resistance to 5-FU(217), reinforcing the role of MMR-proteins in resistance.  

 

1.4 Transcriptomic analysis of drug resistance 

Many studies of drug resistance were carried out in vitro and when assessed provide a lack 

of relevance to the in vivo setting, limiting their impact(218). In vitro work can result in study-

bias, centring around previously known pathways, limiting novel discoveries of pathways and 

interactions. Most studies previously described that investigated drug resistance focused on 

single genes, assessing their dysregulation and role in resistance, dismissing the important 

roles of the TME and other intracellular changes. In an extremely heterogeneous setting such 

as in OAC, this is over-simplifying the immensely complex issue of drug resistance(156,219). 

Improved methods to assess diverse and simultaneous pathway changes in response to 

treatment was required, leading to the development of microarray-based gene expression 

profiling, providing information on a transcriptome-wide scale. 

Microarray-based gene expression profiling can provide information on the actions of tens 

of thousands of genes simultaneously. Investigating protein functions is difficult due to their 

complicated structure, so focusing on mRNA can be more effective. Bioinformatic analysis 

methods can then be utilised to differentiate between study groups such as responders and 

non-responders, providing unbiased analysis that can identify novel groups of genes that are 

induced or repressed, or pathways involved in mediating drug response and resistance(220). 

Due to the limitations of transcriptomics, there is huge interest in the area of 

proteogenomics, focusing on the integration of genomics, proteomics, and transcriptomics 

to explain biological events unidentified by either area alone. A major limitation in the use 

of RNA or transcriptional data is that this activity does not necessarily result in an impact at 
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the protein level. Li-Rong Yu et al. simplifies this complexity, by considering that each gene 

encodes for multiple transcripts which encodes numerous proteins, the proteins can then 

undergo extensive post-translational modifications resulting in extensive isoforms(221). 

Proteomics can take a targeted or global proteome analysis approach: global proteome 

analysis requires no hypothesis, attempts to separate, quantify and identify all protein within 

a sample. Following sample preparation, separation and quantification, proteins are 

identified by mass spectrometry(222). Tandem mass spectrometry has been the backbone 

to proteomics since the 1980s(223). This involves the use of two or more mass 

spectrometers: the first separates the ions from the ionized samples based on their mass-to-

charge ratio. Ions of a particular mass-to-charge ratio can be selected and split into smaller 

fragments, before reaching the second mass spectrometer to be separated and 

measured(224). Combining both protein and RNA information in proteogenomics, can 

produce a fuller picture by assessing the impact of mRNA levels on protein levels while 

accounting for post-translational modifications. This is especially useful in an oncology 

setting, as both genomic and proteomic information is required to understand the complex 

molecular variations that lead to cancer(225). This has been successfully used in a study of 

squamous cell lung cancer to elucidate novel alterations driving pathogenesis, with the use 

of proteomics identifying three distinct molecular subtypes which could direct treatment 

strategies in future(226).  This has not yet been used in an OAC setting but could be extremely 

useful in the effort of molecular subtyping OAC led by Secrier et al(5). 

Numerous studies into cisplatin and 5-FU response have been performed by analysing genes 

acutely altered following treatment. These studies work to profile cancer cell lines pre- and 

post-treatment, identifying acute response to chemotherapy. Others use matched drug-

sensitive and drug-resistant cell lines, assessing the mechanisms of acquired resistance. 

Although these discoveries are in in vitro models, the goal is to later relate any discoveries 

to the in vivo setting. Other studies focus on profiling human tumour tissue directly, then 

testing hypotheses in vitro. Testing clinical samples has the potential to establish gene 

signatures predictive of response or to develop prognostic signatures which are more 

representative of the underlying tumour biology and microenvironment. 

An early study investigating response to cisplatin and 5-FU in sensitive and resistance gastric 

cancer cell lines showed the up-regulation of IAPs in both 5-FU-resistant and cisplatin-

resistant cells, as well as increases in genes relating to adhesion and invasion, reinforcing the 

previously known mechanisms of drug resistance(227). 
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Early studies of 5-FU response in rectal tumours highlighted the downregulation of RNA 

processing and metabolism genes, and a reduced expression of c-Myc regulated genes in 

response to 5-FU treatment, demonstrating the potential of this technology to identify novel 

pathways of response(228).  

 

1.4.1 Pathways-based gene expression data analysis 

Gathering and collating results from gene expression analysis has been well established and 

optimised, but analysing the resulting data is more complicated. Different research groups 

studying the same biological system can show little overlap, for various reasons. Genes can 

be amplified or inhibited by subtle differences in sample size and experimental techniques 

such as the array platform used. Tumour heterogeneity can also play a major role, so good 

quality, clinically well annotated samples are crucial for consistent results.  

In an experiment with two group classifications e.g. responders and non-responders, 

expression profiles of thousands of genes are generated. These genes can be further 

arranged in ranked order according to how they are differentially expressed between these 

two groups, with the most upregulated topping the list and the most downregulated at the 

bottom of the list. Many studies approach this data by selecting a group of genes most 

upregulated and most downregulated to focus on. There are various weaknesses with this 

approach. Firstly, this introduces selection bias with researchers prioritising the genes most 

familiar to them, or a researcher choosing a specific number of genes best suited to their 

group’s needs. Secondly, although these genes experience the greatest change in expression 

between the two groups, this does not equate to their importance in driving biology. Single 

gene analysis can result in a lack of unifying biological themes as it does not assess the 

importance of complete pathways. A large change in one gene may not have a biological 

effect if the rest of its pathway is unaffected, whereas small changes across a panel of genes 

in a pathway may dramatically alter cellular signalling, highlighting the importance of 

focusing on pathways rather than the large fold changes of single genes. OAC has been 

shown to be heterogeneous with extreme complexity of cancer cell biology. There is unlikely 

to be a single, core biology which is key to improving chemo-sensitivity in an OAC setting, 

reinforcing the need to understand the interaction of multiple molecular pathways by a 

networks-based approach. 
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1.4.2 Pathway analysis 

To identify the interactions within and between pathways, pathway databases have been 

developed consisting of integrated and annotated gene functions or ontology, establishing 

gene functions and their interactions to build networks of genes and pathways. These 

interactome databases require thorough literature evaluation to establish gene and protein 

sequences, biological information and resources relating to their interactions. A concern in 

this method is the publication of incorrect or unconfirmed data, leading to the compilation 

of incorrect connections in these databases. An example of such a database is UniProt 

(https://www.uniprot.org/), which combines functional information with gene and protein 

sequences from genome sequencing projects.  

Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) is a collection of databases 

(www.genome.jp/kegg/) focusing on genomes, pathways, diseases, drugs and other 

chemical substances. The pathways database is a compilation of manually assembled 

pathway maps based on literature searches. These maps are further categorised into broad 

functions: metabolism, genetic information processing, environmental information 

processing, cellular processes, organismal systems, human diseases and drug development. 

Most cancer-related pathways are involved in the environmental information processing 

grouping, which is further subdivided into membrane transport, signal transduction and 

signalling molecules and interactions. Software has been developed to integrate the gene 

ontology information with gene expression profiles. However, this manual compilation of 

data can also lead to handling errors, resulting in incorrect pathway associations. 

These pathway databases can be combined with gene expression data in ‘pathway analysis’ 

using different software programmes such as GSEA(229), DAVID(230) or g:Profiler(231). This 

method is limited however: as it is composed of data from published literature, it can only 

provide results within pathways and associations previously established and cannot detect 

novel associations and pathways. Due to the weaknesses in these databases, it is essential 

to thoroughly confirm resulting data through comprehensive literature searches and 

experimental validation. 

 

1.4.3 Gene-set enrichment analysis 

Gene-set enrichment analysis analyses gene expression data at the gene-set level, grouped 

together based on shared biological roles, chromosomal location, ontology class or 

regulation. GSEA correlates gene-set functions with the phenotype in question, thus 

https://www.uniprot.org/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
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overcoming the weaknesses of single gene analysis and enabling the association of a wider 

range of genes with the phenotype than pathway analysis(229). 

GSEA aims to determine whether members of a gene-set are concentrated at the top or 

bottom of the ranked gene-lists produced by microarray analysis. This would mean that the 

gene-set is ‘enriched’ in the data and is either positively or negatively correlated with the 

phenotype in question. A collection of gene-sets is used to evaluate microarray data, 

grouped into cytogenetic, functional and regulatory classifications.  

GSEA is more thoroughly explained in chapter 3, but in short: if a gene set is ‘enriched’, this 

is an indication that this gene set is either positively or negatively correlated with response 

to chemotherapy in these pre-treatment groups. This is determined by an Enrichment score 

(ES) (Figure 1.8). The significance of the ES is determined by a nominal p value generated by 

GSEA and is then corrected for multiple hypothesis testing and false positives by calculating 

the normalised enrichment score (NES) and the false discovery rate (FDR). In the case of small 

samples sizes, application of FDR can result in no enriched pathways following the 

application of FDR. The nominal p value can be used instead in these scenarios. Conversely, 

if GSEA results in too many gene sets, this can lead to difficulties in deciding which biological 

signals are important. Leading Edge Analysis can thus be performed, which identifies 

overlapping gene sets and the common genes within them. This should therefore highlight 

the most biologically important genes that account for the enrichment signal. 

A limitation of GSEA is its tendency to consider gene-sets with clear clustering of genes as 

statistically significant, when really this is only appropriate when clustering is at the 

beginning or end of a ranked gene-list. If clusters occur in the middle, they likely have no or 

a very weak association with phenotype yet are mis-identified as significant. If a gene-set 

consists of genes with both strong and weak associations, GSEA has a low probability of 

detecting associations between these gene-sets and the phenotype. 

Despite these limitations, the strength of GSEA lies in its flexibility. The gene-sets cover a 

range of cellular pathways, chromosomal locations, and regulatory processes (Table 1.3), and 

have the capacity to be further added to. Taking this wider approach to gene expression data 

results, GSEA can provide a better functional insight into the phenotypes under review. 
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Figure 1.8: Profile of the running ES and positions of gene set members on the rank ordered 

list. Representative image of an Enrichment plot generated by GSEA for C5 

GO_INTRINSIC_APOPTOTIC_SIGNALING_PATHWAY_IN_RESPONSE_TO_ENDOPLASMIC_RET

ICULUM_STRESS. 
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Gene sets No. of gene sets Description 

H: hallmark gene sets 50 Summarize and represent specific well-
defined biological states or processes 
and display coherent expression. 
Generated based on overlaps between 
gene sets in other MSigDB collections 
and retaining genes that display 
coordinate expression. 

C1: positional gene sets 299 Correspond to each human 
chromosome and each cytogenetic band 
that has 1 or more genes. 

C2: curated gene sets 5501 Curated from online pathway databases 
and biomedical literature. Contributions 
by domain experts. Divided into sub-
collections: chemical and genetic 
perturbations (CGP) and canonical 
pathways (CP) from pathway databases: 
BIOCARTA, KEGG, PID and REACTOME. 

C3: motif gene sets 831 Represent potential targets of 
regulation by transcription factors or 
microRNAs. Genes are grouped by short 
sequence motifs in their non-protein 
coding regions. 

C4: computational gene 
sets 

858 Defined by mining large collections of 
cancer-oriented microarray data. 

C5: GO gene sets 9996 Contain genes annotated by the same 
GO term. The C5 collection is divided 
into three sub-collections based on GO 
ontologies: BP, CC and MF. 

C6: oncogenic signatures 189 Represent signatures of cellular 
pathways which are often dysregulated 
in cancer. The majority were generated 
from microarray data from NCBI GEO or 
from internal unpublished profiling 
experiments involving perturbation of 
known cancer genes. 

C7: immunologic signatures 4872 Represent cell states and perturbations 
within the immune system. Signatures 
generated by manual curation of 
published studies in human and mouse 
immunology. 

Table 1.3: Description of gene sets used in gene set enrichment analysis. The Molecular 

Signatures Database (MSigDB) contains 22,596 gene sets, divided into 8 major collections, 

for use with the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) software.  Version 7.0 of the database 

was released in August 2019. 
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1.5 Molecular biology of adenocarcinoma: from Barrett’s to cancer 

1.5.1 Mutational context governing progression of normal epithelia to OAC via BO 

Microarray studies have been performed to distinguish between BO and OAC, resulting in 

two distinct clusters. Somewhat surprisingly, the OAC clustered more closely to the OSCC 

subset, suggesting that there is a significant shift in the gene expression profile upon 

neoplastic progression from BO to OAC(232). This was reinforced by Greenawalt et al. who 

showed that although there was overlap in genes involved in BO and OAC, and between OAC 

and OSCC, the three groups still formed distinct clusters(233). 

A systematic review was performed by Visser et al. combining the results of 22 studies 

investigating gene expression profiles of OAC or OSCC relating to survival, metastasis, or 

response to treatment. This review demonstrated the heterogeneity of both cancers, with 

only 12 genes (including ATR and ALDH1A3 (aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family member A3)) 

identified in more than one study(219). This shows that although microarray studies have 

progressed our understanding of cancer pathogenesis and drug resistance in many settings, 

regardless of the diligence and robustness of a microarray approach, results will not 

correspond to cures due to the inter-patient and intra-patient heterogeneity. 

The mutational context is also extremely important in understanding the progression from 

BO to invasive OAC. Phenotypically, in the development of BO, the light pink squamous cells 

of the lower oesophagus transform to a darker salmon-pink columnar epithelium containing 

goblet cells in response to the acidic environment caused by reflux symptoms. This can be 

seen as a protective adaptation or response to the low pH, as these columnar cells are less 

vulnerable to acidic damage(35,234). They are however more prone to metaplastic changes.  

BO can display mesenchymal and stromal alterations, with increased angiogenesis, changes 

in inflammatory cell composition and duplications in muscularis mucosae(235). In a normal 

oesophagus the squamocolumnar junction (SCJ) and the GOJ are the same, however the 

development of BO displaces the SCJ proximally(236). The diagnosis of BO varies worldwide, 

with the US requiring the presence of goblet cells for a BO diagnosis(234) whereas the UK 

diagnose BO with the presence of metaplastic columnar epithelia with or without goblet 

cells(237). Studies have shown that both have similar levels of DNA-abnormalities 

representing an equal risk of neoplastic development, suggesting that the less stringent 

approach by the British Society of Gastroenterology is preferable(238).  

The progression from BO to OAC however is less clear. Although BO is a precursor lesion for 

OAC, with a 30-40 times higher likelihood of OAC development in BO patients than the 
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general population(42), this still represents only a small proportion of BO patients, with an 

annual risk estimated at 0.12% for OAC development(49). Many OAC patients also never 

present with BO. It would therefore be beneficial to stratify BO patients into high and low 

risk categories for OAC development in order to provide surveillance/screening for those 

most likely to progress(239). Currently the most widely used stratification marker is the 

presence or absence of dysplasia, based on the assumption that those with dysplasia are 

more likely to progress than those without(240). Dysplasia differs to adenocarcinoma as the 

neoplastic epithelium is confined to the basement membrane of the gland from which it 

arises(241). Progression to OAC and high-grade dysplasia is also linked to the length of the 

BO segment, as there appears to be an increased risk of OAC with increased length of BO 

segment(45,242,243). This could also be used for risk-stratification of patients, enrolling 

those most likely to progress (BO segment >3cm) on endoscopic surveillance programmes. 

The progression from BO to OAC is a multi-stage process. In the development of BO, chronic 

reflux results in chronic inflammation and damage that can lead to the conversion of 

squamous cells to columnar cells, with the upregulation of inflammatory signalling pathways 

leading to increased expression of caudal type homeobox protein CDX1 (Cdx1), caudal type 

homeobox protein CDX2 (Cdx2) and SRY-box transcription factor 9 (Sox9), all shown to 

induce columnar metaplasia(234). Further metaplastic conversions occur by activating genes 

and transcription factors responsible for cell differentiation and proliferation. This causes the 

development of low and high grade dysplasia that begins with the loss of the tumour 

suppressor CDKN2A, followed by TP53 inactivation and other somatic alterations including 

frequent genome doubling and genomic instability and aneuploidy(244). Co-localisation of 

p53 in LGD, hyper-methylation of CDKN2A, tomoregulin-2, and inactivation of CDKN2A and 

RUNX3 (runt-related transcription factor 3) are also associated with an increased risk of OAC 

development(245,246). Oncogene activation via amplification may often be a critical later 

event in transformation to invasive OAC(158). Weaver et al. aimed to identify BO patients 

most at risk of progression to OAC by screening BO patients for a panel of genes frequently 

mutated in OAC, and was surprised to identify high levels of mutations even in the BO 

patients never presenting with dysplasia. This included mutations in cancer-associated genes 

such as ARID1A and SMARCA4. The only mutations identified to distinguish between HGD 

and OAC were in TP53 and SMAD4, yet SMAD4 mutations only occur in a minority (13%) of 

OAC tumours, making it unsuitable for biomarker development(158).  Aneuploidy appears in 

over 90% of high-grade dysplasia and OAC samples developed from BO and could be seen in 

future as a prognostic factor for malignant transformation in BO patients(247–249). In a case-
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cohort BO study distinguishing between progressors and non-progressors, Li et al. deemed 

non-progressors to have  small localized deletions resulting in little genetic diversity, 

ensuring relative stability compared to progressors who were associated with chromosome 

instability resulting from gains and losses, selective chromosomal alterations and 

catastrophic genome doublings(249).  

 

1.5.2 ICGC and TCGA 

For the development of new targeted therapies to be successful, a thorough understanding 

of the molecular biology governing OAC is crucial. This has been the fundamental goal of 

projects led by organizations such as the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) 

and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). TCGA aims to map important genomic changes in 33 

different cancer types; similarly, the ICGC aims “To obtain a comprehensive description of 

genomic, transcriptomic and epi-genomic changes in 50 different tumor types and/or 

subtypes which are of clinical and societal importance across the globe.” OAC is the focus of 

a project enabled by the ICGC called OCCAMS, which is taking place in a UK-wide network of 

hospitals. This consortium aims to sequence normal and tumour genomic DNA (and BO 

tissue, when available) to catalogue somatic mutations and use this data to characterise both 

clinical and demographic risk factors based on the molecular genetic landscape. This 

information will hopefully be used to develop more specific classification systems, and to 

improve the staging and prognostic algorithms based on the disease sub-types identified. It 

may also identify new therapeutic targets for future clinical trials.  

Initial results from OCCAMS have been published, such as from Weaver et al.(158), and it is 

interesting to see the correlation with results previously published from the TCGA, such as 

from Dulak et al(117). This study aimed to identify driver events within the mutational 

landscape governing OAC development, by looking at 149 OAC tumour-normal matched 

whole exome sequencing data. This highlighted the importance of A>C transversions in OAC 

development caused by the extensive and chronic oxidative damage caused by reflux 

disease. The key message from this paper was the predominance of p53 mutations 

throughout the OAC populations, and the long tail of other less frequent mutations, 

highlighting the relative absence of actionable oncogenes(117). This research reinforced 

previous findings of the involvement of TP53, CDKN2A, SMAD4, ARID1A and PIK3CA 

mutations, but also identified novel roles of SPG20, TLR4, ELMO1 and DOCK2. As previously 

discussed in Section 1.5.1, Weaver et al. aimed to identify mutations in the context of 

sequential progression from BO to OAC that could be crucial in driving carcinogenesis. This 

http://icgc.org/
https://cancergenome.nih.gov/
https://www.mrc-cu.cam.ac.uk/research/rebecca-fitzgerald/clinical-studies/occams
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research reinforced Dulak et al.’s findings by showing that the majority of driver gene 

mutations previously identified in OAC were present in HGD, prior to neoplastic changes, the 

two exceptions being TP53 and SMAD4(158). 

 

1.5.3 Subgroups of OAC patients 

Studies have shown a lack of driver oncogenic mutations to target in OAC, a setting of severe 

genome instability and complex rearrangements, resulting in heterogeneity across 

patients(117,158). Accurate stratification is therefore essential to prescribe the best 

available therapy for patients, with targeted options based on their unique mutational 

signatures. Numerous studies have attempted to stratify OAC patients into molecular 

subgroups. 

The TCGA group established a comprehensive method to characterise gastric 

adenocarcinoma into four subgroups(250). This study gathered fresh frozen samples from 

295 treatment naïve gastric adenocarcinomas, which were tested by up to six platforms 

investigating somatic copy numbers, whole-exomes, DNA methylation profiles, messenger 

RNA, microRNA and using a reverse-phase protein array. All samples were also assessed for 

microsatellite instability. Following unsupervised clustering, four groups emerged. The first 

group was Epstein-Barr virus positive, exhibiting DNA promoter hypermethylation. The 

second showed microsatellite instability, with hypermethylated MLH1. The final two 

subgroups were separated based on somatic copy-number aberrations associated with 

aneuploidy, with one group deemed genome-stable and the genome-unstable. It was this 

final group associated with chromosomal instability that was most common of the four to 

occur with GOJ adenocarcinoma, showing TP53 mutations and RTK-RAS activation(250).   

This method of subgrouping gastric cancers was then applied to oesophageal cancer 

samples, reinforcing the resemblance of the chromosomally unstable group of gastric 

adenocarcinoma to OAC, showing much more similarities between gastric GOJ 

adenocarcinomas and OAC, than between OAC and OSCC(251). This is an important 

distinction to make, as accurate characterisation of cancer subtypes is essential to allow the 

best treatment decisions to be made. Although similarities between a subtype of proximal 

gastric cancer and OAC are apparent, further subtypes of OAC are being investigated. 

As part of the ICGC project, Secrier et al. identified three distinct OAC subtypes within this 

genetically diverse disease through whole genome sequencing (WGS) of 129 OAC tumours 

(Figure 1.9)(5). These three subgroups appear with similar clinical characteristics, so 
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mutational signatures are independent of factors such as smoking, age, sex, tumour 

histopathological grade, and tumour stage. This study did not take a completely unbiased 

approach to subtyping however, as it generated these three mutational signatures using 

negative matrix factorization (NMF) previously developed by Alexandrov et al(252), with 

comparison carried out using ‘pmsignature’(253), and ‘SomaticSignatures’(254), essentially 

characterising OAC biology to pre-defined mutational subtypes, and robustness confirmed 

by consensus clustering and silhouette statistics. Further research is therefore required to 

validate these subgroups, however separating patients based on the three proposed 

mutational signatures is an interesting approach, with the hope of guiding clinical practice.  

The proposed subgroups are: DNA damage response (DDR) impaired (22%), C>A/T dominant 

(25%) and mutagenic(53%) differing in genomic stability but with similar levels of copy 

number alterations and RTK-gene co-amplifications(5). The DDR impaired subgroup most 

frequently exhibited genomic instability. It is enriched for homologous-recombination (HR) 

dysfunction. HR scarring is a good biomarker that DDR-targeted treatment may be effective, 

and HR dysfunction can be a good indication of tumour sensitivity to platinum-based 

(cisplatin) chemotherapy (as suggested in section 1.3.7) and to inhibition of PARP(255). PARP 

inhibition has started to show a survival impact in other BRCA-related tumours(256,257). 

Programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) based immunotherapy might also be a valuable option 

for DDR-impaired patients with highly mutated, p53-inactive tumours(258–260). 

Prescription of DNA-damaging chemotherapies could also be most effective in this subgroup, 

as well as cell cycle inhibitors targeting ATM, ATR and DNA-PK (DNA-dependent protein 

kinase)(261–263). Turkington et al. provided further support for this hypothesis, applying an 

established DNA damage immune response assay (DDIR) which successfully predicted 

response and survival following DNA-damaging neoadjuvant chemotherapy and surgical 

resection in 228 patients, with pathological response in 16.7% and 6.8% of DDIR-positive and 

DDIR-negative patients respectively (p=0.025)(157). Assays such as this could successfully 

stratify patients prior to treatment administration into potential responders and non-

responders, providing clinicians with the opportunity to tailor treatments accordingly by 

adding DNA-damaging agents (as in the DDIR-positive group) or bypassing neoadjuvant 

treatments unlikely to be effective in suspected non-responders, avoiding delays to surgery. 

Turkington et al. used this DDIR assay to stratify a panel of oesophageal cancer cell lines, 

scoring them between DDIR high (OE19-OE33), and DDIR low (OACM5C1- FLO-1), suggesting 

that the OE33 cell line may best respond to DNA-damaging agents such as cisplatin, 

consistent with results presented later in this thesis(157). 
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Given the high prevalence of co-amplifications in the C>A/T-dominant subgroup, patients 

may benefit from combined RTK inhibitors. This subgroup has a two-fold increase in ERBB2-

MET co-amplifications, suggesting the efficacy of targeting ERBB2 or MET in these 

patients(5). Tumours with MET amplification are aggressive and are linked with a poor 

prognosis, however they do present with sensitivity to the targeted MET inhibitor 

crizotinib(264) which could be trialled in future to treat this subtype of tumour. 

Unfortunately the RILOMET-1 study combining the MET targeting monoclonal antibody 

rilotumumab with ECX was unsuccessful(145), so further evaluation is required. Targeting 

genes such as SRC could also be most beneficial in this subgroup due to the associated high 

tyrosine kinase activity. 

The mutagenic subtype, as the name suggests, has a very high mutation rate with a high neo-

antigen load and a high frequency of T→G/C substitutions reflective of acid damage(265). 

Studies in NSCLC and melanoma have shown association between a higher mutational 

burden and a positive response to PD-1 and CTLA-4 targeting immunotherapy(266,267). 

Immunotherapy may therefore be effective in this mutagenic subgroup, as it has a higher 

density of immune cells such as CD8+ T cells in comparison to the other subgroups, 

suggesting a favourable outcome for PD-1 blockade(5). Given the success of WEE1 and 

CHK1/2 inhibitors in melanomas and other cancer settings with high mutational burdens, 

treatment with CHK- or WEE1- targeting agents could also be effective in OAC, especially in 

this mutagenic subtype(268,269). 
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Figure 1.9: Proposed subclassification of OAC based on mutational signatures. Adapted 

from Secrier et al. Mutational signatures in oesophageal adenocarcinoma define etiologically 

distinct subgroups with therapeutic relevance. Nature Genetics. Permission for use granted 

23.05.2020 by Rightslink® Copyright Clearance, license number 4834701435560. 
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Figure 1.10: Results of the DDIR assay on a panel of oesophageal cancer cell lines(157). 

Turkington et al, unpublished. 
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More recent studies such as that of Frankell et al. defined the mutational drivers of OAC by 

evaluating 551 OAC samples with WGS and matched RNA sequencing data, supplemented 

with publicly available WGS data and whole-exome sequencing(270). This project used 

multiple methods to identify mutations and copy number aberrations throughout these 

samples to identify dysregulated processes and new biomarkers in this population. This 

resulted in 76 driver genes, the majority of which have never been reported previously in 

OAC. 21 further non-coding genes were identified. Genomic Identification of Significant 

Targets in Cancer (GISTIC) was used to detect copy number driver events within regions of 

the genome, identifying 149 recurrent deletions or amplified loci. High-confidence OAC 

drivers were identified as ERBB2, KRAS and SMAD4, consistent with previous studies. This 

study suggests that OAC is not less mutation driven than other cancers, but that there is a 

larger spread of mutations across more genes(270). The range of bioinformatic techniques 

and the comprehensive analysis used by Frankell et al. sets a precedent for future studies 

and should provide the basis for evidence-based clinical trials. 

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have been carried out to define molecular drivers 

based on gene expression data gathered from pre-treatment OAC patients. This project uses 

a well annotated dataset composed of a treatment naïve cohort who went on to receive 

neoadjuvant ECF- or ECX- treatment, with the goal of identifying novel drug targets. 
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1.6 Project aims 

This study aims to take a pathways-based approach to identify determinants of 

chemotherapy resistance in oesophageal adenocarcinoma. Aim 1 of this project focuses on 

achieving this by retrospectively looking at transcriptional data in OAC patients, stratified 

into responders and non-responders using their tumour regression grade scores (responders 

1, 2, non-responders 3-5). This data was then normalised using Partek. This non-hierarchical 

functional genomic analysis will differentiate the two groups based on enriched gene 

pathways using Broad Institute GSEA; the enriched genes within these pathways will be 

reviewed, and candidate genes will be taken forward for aim 2 of this project.  

The second aim of this project is to discover and analyse the mechanisms of these candidate 

genes as novel drug targets in OAC based on the findings from aim 1 using a RNAi screen 

approach. This aims to identify potential genes which mediate resistance to cisplatin, and 

which are targetable by small molecule inhibitors. These are genes that are upregulated in 

non-responders compared to responders, so they may be targeted with small molecule 

inhibitors to sensitise patients to chemotherapy. This also includes downregulated genes in 

responders: these can potentially be inhibited in non-responders to improve the efficacy of 

chemotherapy treatment in the chemo-resistant population.  

A compound screen was also carried out in conjunction with aim 2, to identify novel 

compounds that could have an additive effect when combined with cisplatin. This has the 

potential of highlighting FDA-approved, well tolerated compounds that should be included 

in future chemotherapy regimens in OAC. This method can also indicate important pathways 

or targets that when inhibited by small molecules could decrease cell viability, providing 

novel mechanisms to investigate. 

As previously mentioned, oesophageal adenocarcinoma is highly heterogeneous with a high 

mutational context, making it extremely difficult to treat. In order to develop effective 

personalised-treatment options we not only need to understand the genetic composition of 

the disease, but we must also have an accurate in vitro model on which to test our findings. 

Although there are a number of OAC animal models available, anatomical differences 

between rodents and humans at the gastro-oesophageal junction, as well as a lack of natural 

inflammation development in OAC progression in these animal models have called into 

question how therapeutically relevant they are to human OAC research(271,272). Progress 

has therefore relied on patient-derived cell lines. There are 14 OAC cell lines widely in 

circulation including OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4, OE19. Little was known about the genomic 

background of these original tumours, so it is difficult to determine how representative these 
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cell lines are of the in vivo environment(273). More recently, MFD-1 was isolated from a 55-

year-old white male with OAC without recombinant-DNA transformation(274). These five 

cell lines were used throughout this work as representative in vitro models of the 

heterogenous OAC environment. 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Routine tissue culture 

2.1.1 Safety 

All tissue culture was carried out in a Microflow advanced bio safety cabinet class II 

(Richmond Scientific, model- ABS1000CLS2-MK2). 

2.1.2 General materials 

Tissue culture flasks of varying sizes were used (T25, T75 and T175), as were dishes (P90, 

P60) and 6, 12, 24 and 96 well plates, all produced by Nunc™ (ThermoFisher). All pipette tips 

(10µL, 200µL and 1000µL) and centrifuge tubes (15mL and 50mL) were obtained from 

Starstedt Ltd. 

2.1.3 Cell lines 

OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4 and OE19 oesophageal adenocarcinoma cells were purchased from 

Public Health England and maintained in RPMI. MFD-1 cells were gifted from Professor Tim 

Underwood, University of Southampton and maintained in RPMI.  

2.1.4 Preparation of growth media 

All OAC cell lines were maintained in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI) 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No 11875093) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS) 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No 10500064), 1% sodium pyruvate (ThermoFisher Cat. No 11360070) 

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) (ThermoFisher Cat. No 15140122). 

2.1.5 Maintenance of cell lines 

All tissue culture took place in the Microflow advanced bio safety cabinet class II (Richmond 

Scientific, model- ABS1000CLS2-MK2) and cultured flasks were stored in an IncuSafe MCO-

5M-PE Multi-gas cell culture incubator (PHC Corporation) in 5% CO2 at 37°C, using aseptic 

techniques. Cell lines were grown in T175 tissue culture flasks. When cells reached 

approximately 70% confluency they were passaged. Firstly, cell culture medium was 

removed, and cells were gently washed in 0.01M phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma 

Aldrich Cat. No P4417). This was removed and 2mL of TrypLE™ Express Enzyme 

(ThermoFisher, Cat. No 12605036) cell dissociation reagent was added. Cells were then 

incubated at 37°C until the monolayer detached, and the cells were in solution. Following 

trypsinisation, the same volume of growth media (RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% 

P/S) was added and gently mixed to create a cell suspension and inactivate the trypsin. Cells 

were counted (section 2.1.8) and cells seeded at the appropriate densities as required for 

experimental setups. Excess cells, along with 20mL complete media, were transferred into a 

T175 flask to maintain the cell line. Flasks were then returned to the incubator in 5% CO2 at 
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37°C. OAC cells were maintained and used for a maximum of 20 passages before being 

discarded.  

2.1.6 Freezing cells  

Once cells had reached the exponential growth phase at 70-80% confluency they were 

washed and detached from the T175 flask as described (section 2.1.5). Detached cells were 

then resuspended in growth media and transferred to a 15mL centrifuge tube. Cells were 

pelleted by centrifuging at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed, and the 

cell pellet was resuspended in freezing media (sterile FBS supplemented with 10% Dimethyl 

Sulfoxide (DMSO)) (ThermoFisher Cat. No 85190). Aliquots of 1mL were transferred into 

cryovials (ThermoFisher Cat. No 374081) and placed in a Mr. Frosty™ Freezing Container 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No 5100-0001) at -80°C overnight or for short-term storage. Cryovials 

were then transferred to liquid nitrogen for long-term storage. 

2.1.7 Thawing cells  

Aliquots of frozen stock cells were rapidly thawed by hand and pipetted into a T25 flask 

containing 7mL of pre-warmed media. Flasks were placed in the incubator overnight (5% CO2 

at 37°C). The following day the media was removed, and the cells were washed with PBS to 

remove all traces of DMSO; 8mL of fresh medium was then added. Once the cells reached 

80% confluency in the T25, they were transferred to a larger (T75) flask. 

2.1.8 Cell counting  

Cells were counted using a Countess Cell Counting Chamber Slide (ThermoFisher Cat. No 

C10228) placed in the Countess™ Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen Cat. No C10227). 10µL 

of trypsinized cells (with added media) were mixed with 10µL of trypan blue (ThermoFisher 

Cat. No 15250061). 10µL of the mixture was added to the slide, and live cell count was used 

as a readout for cell number. Cells were subsequently diluted and seeded at appropriate 

volumes into tissue culture plates. P90: 1x106 cells, 6-well plate: 1x105 cells, 96-well plate: 

3x104 cells, 384-well plate: 5x102cells (ThermoFisher Cat. No 172931, 140675, 161093, 

164610). 
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2.2 Generation of CDDP-resistant (CDDPR) OE33 cell lines 

Cisplatin-resistant cell lines were generated in our laboratory. Parental OE33 cells were 

exposed to increasing concentrations of CDDP over 3-6 months. Following each passage, the 

cells were drugged starting with a <IC330(72h) concentration of CDDP. The CDDP dose was 

gradually increased as the cells’ sensitivity to CDDP decreased. Sensitivity was measured 

using MTT, generating dose response curves using Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software 

Inc.).  

Fold change =      ~IC50 (72h) concentration of CDDP-Resistant OE33 cells 

                 ~IC50(72h) concentration of parental OE33 cells 
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2.3 Cell Survival Assays  

2.3.1 MTT Assay  

MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5- diphenyltetrazolium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich Cat. No 

M2003) was used to assess cell survival in a 96-well plate format. Cells were seeded at 2-

3x104 cells/mL and left to incubate overnight (5% CO2 at 37°C). The following day drug 

treatment was added, and cells were treated for 24-72 hours. Following incubation, 20µL of 

5mg/mL MTT (10% of well volume) was added for 3 hours, incubated in 5% CO2 at 37°C. The 

culture media was then removed, and formazan crystals dissolved with 70µL of DMSO. Cell 

survival was determined by reading the absorbance of each well at 570nm using a Synergy II 

microplate reader (BioTek) using the Gen5 software. Dose response curves were generated 

using Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc.).  

2.3.2 CellTiter-Glo® Assay 

Cell survival was assessed by CellTiter-Glo® (ProMega Cat. No G7570) on 384-well plates. 

Cells were seeded at 2x104cells/mL and left to incubate overnight (5% CO2 at 37°C). The 

following day drug treatment was added, and cells were treated for 24-72 hours. Following 

incubation, 25µL CellTiter-Glo® was added for 10 minutes in the dark at room temperature. 

Cell survival was determined by reading the luminescence of each well using an EnVision 

2105 Multimode Plate Reader (Perkin Elmer). 

2.3.3 Combination Index Values 

Cells were seeded at 2x104 cells/mL in a 96-well plate and left to incubate overnight. 

Following the 24h incubation drug was added: 3 different concentrations for each drug in 

the combination (maximum IC30). Plates were returned to the incubator. After 72h treatment 

MTT assays were subsequently performed (as detailed 2.3.1) and analysed (as detailed 2.11).  
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2.4 siRNA Transfection 

AllStars Negative control siRNA was used as a non-targeting (scrambled) control and AllStars 

Death control was used as a positive control (Qiagen Cat. No SI03650318 and SI04381048 

respectively). A reverse transfection protocol was employed: each siRNA was spotted in 

duplicate in a 96-well plate and appropriate volumes (1µL) of HiPerfect transfection reagent 

(Qiagen Cat. No 301707) and reduced serum Optimem (23µL) (ThermoFisher Cat. No 

31985070) were added on top of each siRNA. This was left to incubate for 10 minutes at 

room temperature. Trypsinized cells were then added to each plate at a density of 3x104 

cells/mL. Plates were left to incubate in 5% CO2 at 37°C for 24 hours before adding drug 

treatments. After 48 hours, viability of cells was assessed with MTT as described above 

(section 2.3.1). All siRNAs were purchased and supplied by Qiagen. 
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2.5 High-throughput drug screening 

2.5.1 Screening protocol 

OE33 and FLO-1 cells were seeded at 500 cells/well (25µL) in white, solid 384-well plates 

(Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany) and incubated overnight. After 24h 

incubation, OE33 cells were either treated with 0.1% DMSO (negative control), 4µM CDDP 

(positive control), 1µM of library compound, or co-treated with a mixture of 2µM of CDDP 

and 1µM of a library compound for 72h. After 24h incubation, FLO-1 cells were either treated 

with 0.1% DMSO (negative control), 10µM CDDP (positive control), 1µM of library 

compound, or co-treated with a mixture of 5µM of CDDP and 1µM of a library compound for 

72h.The DMSO concentration of all samples was adjusted to 0.1%. Compound transfer was 

carried out using Echo® 550 Liquid Handler (Labcyte, Sunnyvale, CA) from 10mM stock plates 

of the SCREENWELL® FDA approved drug library V1.2.  

Following 96h total incubation, cell lysates were assayed for ATP activity, using CellTiter-Glo® 

(Promega), and EnVision multilabel plate reader (PerkinElmer, Germany). Calculated levels 

of cell viability caused by all chemical treatments were compared to the relative viability of 

cells treated with DMSO only (negative control). The impact of screening Enzo library 

compounds on cell viability was assessed by comparing their signal to the signal generated 

by cells incubated with a 2X dose of CDDP only (positive control). Enzo compounds that 

caused 97% lower viability levels than the DMSO only (negative control) were deemed as 

potential ‘hits’ that would be considered for further evaluation.  

2.5.2 Z-factor calculations 

Quality and robustness of the screens were evaluated by calculation of the Z prime 

value(275) according to the formula below, where µ is the mean and δ is the standard 

deviation of positive and negative controls. This score then determines whether an assay 

resulted in responses large enough to justify further investigation.  

 

 

Z-factor Interpretation 

1.0 Maximum score, ideal result 

0.5-1.0 Worth further investigation, excellent 
assay 

0-0.5 Marginal assay 

<0 Too much overlap between positive and 
negative controls 
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 2.5.3 False-positive testing assay 

All compounds in the Enzo compound library were tested in the presence of 1µM ATP in 

growth medium with no cells present. This was compared to an ATP titration in the presence 

of 0.1% DMSO. This was measured by CellTiter-Glo® following 24h incubation. This is a 

further quality control step that is required to show that there were no interfering 

compounds with inherent ATP activity that would alter the results of CellTiter-Glo®.   
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2.6 Flow Cytometry- Propidium Iodide staining 

Cells were seeded in triplicate in 6-well plates at 1 x 105 cells/well. They were left to adhere 

overnight prior to 48h treatment. Media from each well was transferred to a 15mL tube on 

ice. PBS was used to wash each well. Cells were then trypsinised and moved into the 

corresponding 15mL centrifuge tubes. Cells were centrifuged at 2000rpm for 5 minutes at 

4˚C. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was again washed in PBS. Following 

another centrifugation, the pellet was re-suspended in PBS/1% FBS. Cells were centrifuged 

and re-suspended in the remaining liquid (PBS/1% FBS). Cells were then fixed in 5mL of ice-

cold ethanol and stored for overnight.  

Tubes were spun at 2000rpm. The pellet was resuspended in PBS/1% FBS.  Following another 

spin at 2000rpm, the supernatant was removed, and the cells were stained with 360µL 

propidium iodide (BD Biosciences Cat. No 556547) /RNase A (Thermofisher Cat number: 

EN0531) per sample. Samples were heated to 37˚C for 30 minutes prior to analysis using the 

BD sampler plus FACSCalibur system. 

 Volume 

PBS/1% FBS 10mL 

PI 100µL 

RNase A 25µL 
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2.7 High-content Cellomics apoptosis analysis 

Cells were seeded at 1-2 x 104 cells/well in triplicate in a Cellvis glass bottomed 96-well plate 

(Cellvis, Cat No. P96-1.5H-N) for 24hr followed by 72hr treatment with an IC30 dose of CDDP 

and/or IC30 dose of dasatinib with a total well volume of 100µL. On the day of analysis, cells 

were stained with a combination of Hoeschst (Invitrogen, H3570, Lot 495559), propidium 

iodide (BD Biosciences Cat. No 556547), binding buffer and annexin V (BD Biosciences Cat. 

No 556547) as per the table below, bringing the total well volume to 150µL. Following 30 

minutes incubation at 37˚C the plate was read using the Thermofisher™ ArrayScan XTI 

Infinity apoptosis assay staining for PI/annexin V, using positive (CDDP treated) and negative 

(DMSO loading control treated) populations for gating AV+, PI+ and AV+PI+ populations. 

 

 3.5mL Total (1 x 96-well plate)  

Annexin V binding buffer 1050 µL 

Annexin V 10.5 µL 

PI 3.5 µL 

Hoechst 1.4 µL 

Media (RPMI, 10%FBS, 1%P/S, 1%Sodium 

pyruvate) 

2435  
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2.8 Bioinformatics analysis 

2.8.1 Generation of Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) Lists 

Genelists Partek® Genomics Suite® was used to generate Differentially expressed Genelists. 

This involved uploading Affymetrix cell files onto the software and assigning sample 

attributes to define the grouping and goals of the experiment. Exploratory analysis was 

carried out by assessing the Principle Components of Analysis (PCA), allowing visualisation of 

the data to determine how similar the samples are to each other. Following this, Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) was used to generate a list of genes which were significantly different 

when comparing the OAC patients who responded to a platinum-based chemotherapy 

regime, and those who did not. Statistical results obtained using ANOVA were then used to 

streamline the data by identifying genes with a fold change between -1.5 and 1.5 and an 

unadjusted p value. This was the final working genelist that was uploaded to the Broad 

Institute’s gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) platform.  

2.8.2 Gene-set Enrichment Analysis 

GSEA is a computational method for determining whether a rank-ordered list of genes for a 

particular comparison of interest is enriched in genes derived from an independently 

generated gene set(229,276).  GSEA was performed with the expression dataset derived 

from 273-pre-treatment clinical samples. All patients went on to receive a platinum-based 

neoadjuvant chemotherapy regime followed by surgical resection. The dataset was divided 

into responders and non-responders based on their tumour-regression grade scores. Gene 

sets available from the Molecular Signatures Database 

(http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp) were used for the enrichment study 

including the curated gene sets from online pathway databases, publications in PubMed and 

knowledge of domain experts (C2) and the GO gene sets (C5) inclusive of Kegg and Reactome 

pathways. This determined which pathways were dysregulated in these comparative 

phenotypes at significance levels of p<0.01. 

The annotated DEG list file was uploaded to the Broad Institute’s GSEA platform alongside 

its chip file and phenotype list. The GSEA programme tested whether there were gene sets 

which were significantly enriched between the two groups (responders and non-responders) 

in terms of their gene expression. Leading edge analysis was included within the gene-set 

enrichment analysis in order to determine the driving genes within the significantly 

dysregulated biological pathways identified. This allowed us to determine which genes were 

driving phenotypic biology and whether they are up or down regulated in our phenotype of 

interest.  
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2.9 RNA Techniques 

2.9.1 RNA Extraction 

Cells were seeded in duplicate in a 6-well plate at 1x105 per well and left to incubate for 24 

hours at 37°C in 5% CO2. Following a 24-hour incubation, media was removed and 500µL of 

RNA STAT-60™ reagent (Amsbio Cat. No CS-502) was added. The STAT-60 and cell mixture 

was then moved to an autoclaved 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube. 200µL of chloroform was 

added; the tube was inverted for 15 seconds, then left to stand at room temperature for 3 

minutes. The tubes were then centrifuged for 15mins at max (13,200rpm) at 4°C. The top 

clear aqueous supernatant layer was carefully removed and moved to a fresh tube. To this, 

500µL 75% isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich Cat No. 190764) was added. The tube was inverted 

several times, then left to incubate on ice for 20-30 minutes. The tube was then centrifuged 

for 10 more minutes on max (13,200rpm) at 4°C. This supernatant was discarded. 500µL 75% 

EtOH (VWR) diluted with nuclease-free water was then added to wash the pellet. The mixture 

was vortexed, then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,200rpm at 4°C. Following the 

centrifugation, the EtOH was removed and tissue was used to dab the tube to remove any 

excess EtOH until it was dry. This wash was repeated twice. In the last wash the tube was 

centrifuged at 13,200rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C. The EtOH supernatant was then removed, 

and the pellet was air-dried for 10 minutes at room temperature. 30µL of nuclease free water 

was then added to resuspend the pellet before being frozen and stored at -80°C until 

quantification. 

2.9.2 RNA Quantification 

The NanoDrop™ One/OnecMicrovolume UV-Vis Spectrophotometer was used to quantify 

RNA. In short, the sampling arm was lifted, and the surface was gently cleaned by wiping 

with a clean, dry cloth. 1.5µL of PCR-grade water (Roche Cat. No 03 315 959 001) was added 

to the pedestal to obtain a baseline (blank) measurement. The arm was gently lowered onto 

the pedestal, and the blank measurement was recorded. After, again, cleaning the pedestal 

surface, 1.5µL of the RNA sample was added to the pedestal and its concentration was 

recorded. Samples with a 260/280 value below 1.7 were discarded. 

2.9.3 DNase treatment of RNA and reverse transcription 

1µg of RNA for each sample was calculated based on the nanodrop readings and added to a 

0.5mL sterile microcentrifuge tube on ice along with: 1µL DNase I Reaction buffer and 1µL 

DNase I, Amp Grade (ThermoFisher Cat. No 18068015), ensuring to add the enzyme last and 

to keep it on ice. The mixture was made up to 10µL with DEPC-treated water then incubate 

for 15mins at room temperature. After 15 minutes, 1µL of 25nM EDTA solution 
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(ThermoFisher Cat. No 18068015) was added to inactivate the DNAse I. This was heated to 

65°C for 10 minutes. 

Following this incubation 1µL of anchored-oligo (DT) 18 primer- 5 (Roche Cat. No 

04896866001) and 1µL nuclease free water was added to the tube, bringing the total volume 

to 13µL. The template-primer mixture was then denatured by heating the tube for a further 

10 mins at 65°C, ensuring that the RNA secondary structures are also denatured. The tube 

was then moved to ice. In a fresh Eppendorf tube the master mix was made using the Roche 

kit by adding: 0.5µL transcriptor reverse transcriptase, 4µL transcriptor reverse transcriptase 

reaction buffer, 0.5µL protector RNase Inhibitor and 2µL deoxynucleotide mix (Roche Cat. 

No 04896866001). 7µL was added to each sample tube, then centrifuged briefly to combine 

at the bottom of the tube. The tubes were then incubated at 55°C for 30 mins. The 

transcriptor reverse transcriptase was then inactivated by heating the tubes to 85°C for 5 

mins. The reaction is then stopped by placing the tube on ice. This cDNA was then stored at 

-20°C until needed for polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 

2.9.4 Quantitative RT-PCR 

Each quantitative RT-PCR reaction was carried out with a final volume of 10µL per reaction, 

and was performed in triplicate. This solution consisted of 5µL Lightcycler® 480 Probes 

master (Roche Cat. No 04707494001), 2µL of PCR grade water, 0.5µL of RealTime ready Assay 

and 2.5µL of cDNA diluted 1 in 20. All Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using the 

Lightcycler® 480 II (Roche). The assessment of target gene mRNA was carried out using the 

following PCR cycling conditions. 
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2.10 Protein techniques 

2.10.1 Protein extraction 

Cells were seeded at 1x105/mL in a P90 dish and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 overnight. To 

harvest the cells, the media from the P90 dish was first transferred to a labelled 15mL tube 

on ice. The cells in the p90 were then washed with 1mL of cold PBS and gently scraped from 

the base of the dish. This cell suspension was transferred to the 15mL tube. Cells were 

centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C, to form a pellet. The supernatant was 

discarded, and the cell pellet was re-centrifuged for 20 seconds to reform the pellet before 

being resuspended in 50-100µL of RIPA buffer (Merck Millipore Cat. No 20-188) 

supplemented with added protease inhibitors and transferred to a 1.5mL microcentrifuge 

tube on ice. Cells were left to lyse on ice for 30 minutes. Following lysis, cell debris was 

pelleted by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was then 

transferred to a fresh 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube. These protein lysates were stored at -

20°C until Western Blotting. 

2.10.2 Protein quantification 

Quantification of proteins was carried out using the Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No 23225), as per manufacturer’s instructions. Stock solution of Bovine 

Serum Albumin (Sigma-Aldrich Cat. No A2058) was diluted to known concentrations to 

prepare protein standards. A standard curve was prepared using these samples of known 

protein concentration. Absorbance was measured at 570nm using a Synergy II microplate 

reader (BioTek) using the Gen5 software. Samples of unknown protein concentration were 

calculated using the formula below: 

Y=MX+B 

Y absorbance of sample 

M Slope 

X x-intercept 

B amount of protein (µg) 

 

2.10.3 Preparation of protein samples 

To prepare protein samples, protein lysates were thawed on ice. 30µg of protein was added 

to a 0.5mL Eppendorf tube along with 10µL of Bolt LDS Sample Buffer (4X) (ThermoFisher 

Cat. No B0007) and 4µL of Bolt Sample Reducing Agent (10x) (ThermoFisher Cat. No B0009). 

The sample was made up to 40µL using deionized water. Protein samples were then 

denatured by heating to 70°C for 10 minutes. 
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2.10.4 SDS Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

The separation of proteins was carried out using NuPAGE™ 4-12% Bis Tris precast 

polyacrylamide gels (ThermoFisher Cat. No NP0321BOX). Firstly, the white tape near the 

bottom of the gel cassette was then removed and the gel placed in an Invitrogen Mini-gel 

tank (ThermoFisher Cat. No A25977). The tank was filled with 1X NuPAGE™MES SDS running 

buffer (ThermoFisher Cat. No NP0002). The comb was then removed from the gel. The 

samples were loaded alongside a molecular weight marker (PageRuler™ Plus Prestained 

Protein Ladder) (ThermoFisher Cat. No 26619) to determine the relative size of each protein. 

The samples were run at 200V constant for approximately 35 minutes on a PowerPac™ HC 

High-Current Power Supply (Bio-Rad Cat. No 1645052) until samples were suitably separated 

based on molecular weight. 

2.10.5 Protein transfer 

Once gel electrophoresis successfully separated the proteins, the PowerPac was turned off, 

the gel was removed from the tank and the proteins were transferred to a 0.2µM 

nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare) using an Invitrogen Mini-blot module 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No B1000). Prior to transfer, the transfer cassette was loaded with 1x 

sponge and 2x filter papers, all of which were first soaked in 1X NuPAGE™ transfer buffer 

(ThermoFisher Cat. No NP0006). The transfer cassette was then assembled and run at 25V 

for 2 hours on a PowerPac™ HC High-Current Power Supply (Bio-Rad Cat. No 1645052). 

2.10.6 Staining 

Following the 2hr transfer, the membrane was removed from the cassette and stained in 

Ponceau S solution (Sigma-Aldrich Cat. No P7170-1L). Ponceau S solution is a rapid and 

reversible staining method for the location of protein bands. The membrane was then cut to 

size according to the Ponceau staining and washed in 1X Tris buffered saline with added 

Tween®20 (Sigma-Aldrich Cat. No P9416) (TBST) to remove excess stain from the Ponceau S 

solution. 

2.10.7 Blocking 

Following the wash, the membrane was blocked in a blocking solution (5% Non-fat dried 

milk/Marvel in TBST) for a minimum of 20 minutes. 

2.10.8 Primary Antibody 

The membrane was incubated in the appropriate primary antibody dilution (1 in 1000) 

overnight at 4°C. 
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2.10.9 Secondary Antibody 

Following primary antibody incubation, the membrane was washed 3 times in 1X TBST for 10 

minutes. The membrane was then incubated in the appropriate secondary antibody for 1 

hour at room temperature. The membrane was then washed another 3 times in 1X TBST 

following secondary antibody incubation. 

2.10.10 Detection 

Following the final wash, excess wash solution is removed by gently dabbing the membrane 

on clean tissue paper. The membrane was then placed on an acetate sheet, where it was 

covered in detection reagent. Detection reagents included Luminata Crescendo (Merck 

Millipore Cat. No WBLUR0100) and Luminata Forte (Merck Millipore Cat. No WBLUF0100). 

2.10.11 Imaging 

Excess detection reagent was removed, and the membrane was placed on the tray and 

developed using the ChemiDoc™ Touch imaging system (Bio-Rad Cat. No 17001401). Image 

analysis was performed using Image Lab™ Software v6.0.1 (BioRad). 
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2.11 Statistical Analysis 

All graphs and bar charts were created using Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc.) 

and are representative of a minimum of three independent experiments.  

Paired student t tests were used to determine the level of significance of independent 

samples. When more than one factor was involved a 2-way ANOVA was employed to 

determine the effects of two factors simultaneously. P values were calculated using Prism 

5.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc.). 

P Value Symbol 

> 0.05 ns 

≤ 0.05 * 

≤ 0.01 ** 

≤ 0.001 *** 

 

Combination Index values were calculated using the Chou and Talalay method. The 

CompuSyn Software (ComboSyn Incorporated) was used to employ this method. In short, CI 

values < 1 indicate synergy; CI values = 1 indicate an additive effect and CI values >1 indicate 

an antagonistic effect. This method quantifies the extent of drug interactions and is useful to 

determine differences between additive or synergistic combinations. 

CI Value Interpretation 

< 0.3 Very strong synergism 

0.3 > CI <0.7 Strong synergism 

0.7 < CI < 0.85 Moderate synergism 

0.85 < CI <1 Slight synergism 

CI = 1 Additive interaction 

CI > 1 Antagonism 
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Chapter 3: Transcriptional profiling and 

bioinformatics analysis identifying differentially 

expressed genes in pre-treatment OAC biopsies 
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Rationale 

The aim of this chapter was to carry out gene set enrichment analysis on the resulting data 

from pre-treatment OAC biopsies, transcriptionally profiled by the Almac Xcel Array. The goal 

was to investigate mechanisms governing chemotherapy-resistance by looking at genes 

differentially expressed between patients that went on to respond to treatment 

(responders) and those that did not (non-responders). This is based on the hypothesis that 

genes basally deregulated in these pre-treatment OAC biopsy samples could indicate 

underlying resistance mechanisms, and targeting the genes involved could improve the 

efficacy of existing chemotherapy. The microarray platform and method of bioinformatic 

analysis used were important factors in optimising the experimental design. 

 

3.1.2 273-patient data set 

The data set used for this study was developed to test a predictive biomarker of response to 

treatment and survival benefit of DNA damaging chemotherapy(157). The data set used 

consisted of 273 pre-treatment OAC biopsies. These samples were collected in Oesophageal 

cancer clinical and Molecular Stratification consortium (OCCAMS) centres across the U.K. 

between 2003 and 2014, with full clinical and treatment history available for all samples. All 

biopsies were collected prior to treatment; all patients then went on to receive a platinum-

based neoadjuvant chemotherapy regime: ECX or ECF, followed by surgical resection. 

Patients were separated into responders and non-responders based on their tumour 

regression grade (TRG) scores as described by Mandard et al., with patients scoring 1 and 2 

considered responders, and scores of 3-5 considered non-responders(277). This was a high-

quality data set, with TRG scores assessed by an experienced pathologist in Belfast and 

Cambridge with concordance between both centres performed on a subset of samples. A 

high-quality data set is essential as future hypotheses are made based on these results, which 

can drive a group’s research focus for years to come. 

 

3.1.3 Almac Xcel™ array 

The Almac Xcel™ array platform was chosen for the transcriptional profiling of OAC biopsies. 

Through high throughput 3’-based sequencing, data mining and expression analysis, this 

array was constructed. The Xcel array contains 97,000 transcripts, more than any other array, 

providing better potential for identifying novel pathways and genes than smaller arrays.  
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Importantly the Xcel™ array is optimised for RNA extracted from formalin fixed paraffin 

embedded (FFPE) tissue and is based on the standard Affymetrix GeneChip® platform 

(https://www.almacgroup.com/knowledge/library/almac-xceltm-array-for-ffpe-profiling/). 

Providing for the use of FFPE samples allows the retrospective analysis of stored banks of 

samples containing known clinical outcomes, as in this study.  

As this array is designed for use with the existing Affymetrix GeneChip® platform, the 

corresponding probes can be easily annotated and normalised. Normalisation accounts for 

differences in labelling, hybridisation, and detection of the probe-sets on an array, allowing 

comparisons to be made. This is especially important to account for multiple gene names, 

normalising to their corresponding IUPAC identifier.  

Normalised data could then be combined with the corresponding phenotype of each sample, 

ascribed 1 (responder) and 0 (non-responder) based on their tumour regression grade 

scores. 

 

3.1.4 Broad Institute GSEA 

The Broad Institute’s GSEA platform was chosen to analyse this microarray data(229,276). 

This is a popular and well-established system, that is both publicly available and user-friendly. 

As previously mentioned in chapter 1, genes are grouped into pre-defined gene sets 

according to function, location, or gene ontology. For this study, the C2 and C5 datasets were 

used. The C2 gene sets are curated based on online pathway databases, publications in 

PubMed and on knowledge from domain experts. The C5 gene sets consist of genes 

annotated by the same gene ontology (GO) terms. This combination produces gene sets 

grouped based on their function within pathway settings, combining a pathways-based 

approach with gene set enrichment analysis. 

GSEA aims to determine whether members of a gene-set are concentrated at the top or 

bottom of the ranked gene-lists produced by microarray analysis. This would mean that the 

gene-set is ‘enriched’ in the data and is either positively or negatively correlated with the 

phenotype in question. A collection of gene-sets is used to evaluate microarray data, 

grouped into cytogenetic, functional, and regulatory classifications. 

There are several ways GSEA detects this association. GSEA calculates a weighted 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov-like statistic called an enrichment score (ES), by walking down a gene-

list and increasing a running sum statistic when a gene in the gene-set is encountered and 

decreasing it when the gene is not in the relevant gene-set. This score therefore reflects what 

https://www.almacgroup.com/knowledge/library/almac-xceltm-array-for-ffpe-profiling/
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degree a gene-set is over-represented at the top or bottom of a ranked gene-list, with the 

magnitude of increment determined by the number of genes in the pathway and the length 

of the list. The ES is the maximum deviation from zero of the running-sum statistic as the 

gene-set descends. A positive ES indicates that the gene-set is over-represented or enriched 

at the top of the list while a negative score indicates enrichment at the bottom of the 

list(276).  

A nominal p value is generated to estimate the significance of the ES. The maximum ES in the 

data is compared to an ES score generated by permutating the class labels 1000 times and 

generating a distribution of the maximum ES achieved by any pathway in a permutation. The 

ES achieved by the actual data is then compared to this distribution, providing a p value for 

the association of the gene set with the phenotypic classification. 

To account for different sizes of gene-sets and the correlation between gene-set and the 

dataset, the ES is normalized (NES) by dividing the ES by the mean ES of all permutations of 

the data-set, enabling comparisons of analysis results across gene-sets. To control for false 

positives, a false discovery rate (FDR) can be assessed as an indication of the probability that 

a gene-set with a given NES represents a false positive. FDR <25% is usually recommended. 

This results in a list of enriched gene-sets. If there are no enriched gene-sets, the p value can 

be used to generate hypotheses regarding the top ranked gene-sets. If there are no 

significant gene-sets, this is most likely caused by small sample numbers. GSEA may also 

generate a large list of enriched gene-sets. The difficulty can lie in deciding which biological 

signal is most important. If the gene-sets overlap, common genes can be detected using 

leading-edge analysis. The leading-edge subset represents a biologically important group of 

genes that account for the enrichment signal and are especially relevant if common to 

multiple gene-sets. 

 

3.1.5 Target evaluation 

GSEA generates lists of hundreds of genes from which to choose the targets with most 

potential to improve chemo-sensitivity. This is a lengthy process; first, criteria were 

developed to ensure thorough evaluation of each gene. Next, each gene had to be assessed 

for each criterion. This involves rigorous and time-consuming literature searches on PubMed. 

With multiple roles for each gene that can be context-dependent, tissue-specific or cancer 

specific, it can be challenging to effectively delineate each gene’s relevance to OAC. This can 

be especially difficult with novel genes, with unclear or under-researched functions. A system 
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was established to best evaluate each gene’s therapeutic potential, with 80 genes chosen to 

be further examined using RNA-inhibition in future work. 

 

3.1.6 Aims 

The aim of this chapter is to identify genes and pathways differentially expressed between 

responders and non-responders that could be targeted to improve chemo-efficacy, by using 

gene set enrichment analysis. 

 

3.1.7 Objectives 

1. Normalise microarray data to input it into gene set enrichment analysis 

2. Use the Broad Institute’s GSEA platform to identify gene sets enriched between 

responders and non-responders. 

3. Analyse each of the enriched genes, choosing 80 for further investigation based on specific 

criteria. 
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3.2 Results  

3.2.1 Gene-set enrichment analysis 

On a dataset of 273 pre-treatment FFPE endoscopic biopsies, transcriptionally profiled using 

Almac Diagnostics Xcel™ Array, ‘Partek Genomics Suite’, was used to generate a differential 

gene list which was annotated to normalise data. This aligns the probe ID against the gene 

IDs, corrects for variation in the amount of RNA input and hybridisation changes across 

individual arrays and between arrays. This normalised file was uploaded, along with a 

phenotype list and chip file, to the GSEA software.  

The normalised and annotated responder vs. non-responder gene list of clinical data was 

then analysed by GSEA (data analysis supervised by Dr Enya Scanlon and Dr Jaine Blayney). 

The Broad Institute’s GSEA resulted in large data files identifying significant pathways 

enriched between the two phenotypes: responders and non-responders. It also identified 

which genes in each pathway were enriched, resulting in hundreds of genes. This was carried 

out using both the functional database (C2) and gene ontology (C5) gene sets (Figure 3.1) 

from MSigDB version 6.0. These databases represent groups of genes linked by a common 

function or common involvement in specific metabolic or signalling pathways. These gene 

sets represent genes that are not only alike by function but by pathway involvement. 

This analysis resulted in pathways enriched in responders and non-responders (Figures 3.2 

and 3.3). The GSEA programme calculates a nominal p-value for the enrichment score (ES) 

and then corrects for multiple hypothesis testing and false positives by calculating the 

normalized enrichment score (NES) and the false discovery rate (FDR). In this study, although 

the sample size was large, the number of responders was too small to allow any pathways to 

be enriched following application of the FDR (26 responders out of 273, <10%), so analysis 

was performed on the enriched pathways assessed by nominal p-value at a cut-off of p<0.01 

(Supplementary tables 1A-1D). 

When assessing the non-responders, there was a total of 18 enriched pathways: 3 enriched 

in C2 resulting in 42 enriched genes, and 15 enriched in C5 (Figure 3.2) with 555 enriched 

genes. In the responders there was a total of 25 enriched pathways: 8 enriched in C2 with 

272 genes and 17 enriched in C5 with 271 genes enriched (Figure 3.3). Excluding repeat genes 

enriched in multiple pathways, there were 812 enriched genes in total. 

Examining the pathways enriched in non-responders, there is a trend of mitochondrial and 

metabolic dysfunction (Figures 3.2 and 3.4). Pathways relating to mitochondrial and 

metabolic dysfunction include: 
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GO_ENERGY_COUPLED_PROTON_TRANSPORT_DOWN_ELECTROCHEMICAL_GRADIENT, 

GO_ATP_BIOSYNTHETIC_PROCESS, 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_ATP_SYNTHESIS_COUPLED_PROTON_TRANSPORT, 

GO_OXIDOREDUCTASE_ACTIVITY_OXIDIZING_METAL_IONS, 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_MEMBRANE_PART, 

GO_ORGANELLAR_LARGE_RIBOSOMAL_SUBUNIT, 

GO_INTRINSIC_COMPONENT_OF_MITOCHONDRIAL_MEMBRANE and 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_TRANSPORT. 

The pathways enriched in the responder group show a trend of response to stimuli, with 

most pathways corresponding to reactions to specific stimuli such as prostaglandins, 

producing immune or inflammatory responses (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). This could correspond 

to immune activation in response to future chemotherapy treatments in these pre-

treatment patients, resulting in increased cancer cell degradation by immune activation and 

chemo-induced DNA damage. Likewise, it could be due to the down regulation of immune 

responses in non-responders. 
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Figure 3.1: Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)  

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis of the normalised transcriptional data was performed utilising 

the C2 and C5 gene-lists.  The C2 gene-sets represent functional sets involved in specific 

metabolic and signalling pathways while the C5 gene-sets are classified according to Gene 

Ontology. Adapted based on Subramanian et al(229). 
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Figure 3.2: 18 pathways were identified as enriched in the non-responder group.  

The 18 enriched pathways in the non-responder group are divided between the C2 and C5 

gene-sets. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: 25 pathways were identified as enriched in the responder group. 

The 25 enriched pathways in the responder group are divided between the C2 and C5 gene-

sets. 
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Figure 3.4: Pathways highlighting the Hallmarks of Cancer. 

Many of the pathways enriched in GSEA identify trends of mitochondrial dysfunction in the 

non-responder group, and immune response in responders, corresponding to important 

hallmarks of cancer. Adapted from Hanahan and Weinberg’s “Hallmarks of cancer: The next 

generation”(278). 
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3.2.2 Criteria for candidate selection 

Technological and resource limitations did not allow all relevant genes from these pathways 

into siRNA screen evaluation.  The Qiagen Flexiplate system was used, providing the ability 

to customise siRNA screen plates. 20-24 genes were selected for each plate and spotted in 

duplicate along with the All Stars Death (positive) and All Stars Negative (negative) controls.  

Four plates were designed giving a total of 80 target genes selected from the top ranked 

pathways (Figure 3.2-3.3). 

The GSEA programs were interrogated to provide lists of significant or enriched genes 

contained within each pathway.  This resulted in 812 enriched genes from which to choose 

80 candidate genes for siRNA screening across four Qiagen Flexiplates.  

To determine genes for further study criteria were devised, as an approach to candidate gene 

selection.  The first consideration was whether the gene encoded a protein with a biological 

relevance to OAC.  (1) A literature search was performed for each gene using the PubMed 

database and relevant journal articles were examined. (2) Secondly, it was considered 

whether the gene was expressed in the oesophagus, or whether it has been previously linked 

with oesophago-gastric cancer using ProteinAtlas and UniProt databases. (3) The third 

consideration was that the gene had to have potential to be targeted by a therapeutic 

approach.  This focused on proteins which were membrane bound or possessed enzymatic 

activity.  (4) A further criterion was the interactants for each gene and what other pathways 

they were involved in; determined by looking at the KEGG pathway database.  (5) A final, 

pragmatic consideration was whether there were any commercially available inhibitors for 

each target.  This would be important for the validation and characterisation of any positive 

results from the screen. By applying these criteria our starting list of 812 genes was filtered 

down to 80 candidate genes based on their potential ‘druggability’, and relevance to OAC, 

with spreadsheets filled for each gene (sample shown in Figure 3.5) and by using a traffic 

light system (Figure 3.6). Four siRNA plates, each with 16 or 24 genes were then created, 

with siRNAs for each gene (Figure 3.7) forming the initial primary screen of 80 genes to be 

carried out in Chapter 4.      
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Figure 3.5: Sample results generated using selection criteria for SRC. Each of the 812 genes 

was analysed under each sub-heading to assess its suitability as a candidate for siRNA 

screening. 
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Figure 3.6: Traffic light system determining which enriched genes to include in future work.  

This system was devised to more easily filter through the target genes deemed to have 

therapeutic potential under the criteria in Figure 3.5. 

  

Traffic Light System

Colour Description

Relevant function, expressed in oesophagus, inhibitor available

Relevant function, expressed in oesophagus, inhibitor not readily available

Relevant function, expressed in oesophagus, no inhibitor available

Relevant function, not expressed in oesophagus or not linked to cancer

Exclude from panel; Irrelevant function, not expressed in oesophagus, no cancer link
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GENE ID GENE NAME DESCRIPTION 

ALDH1A3 aldehyde 
dehydrogenase 1 family 
member A3 

Encodes an aldehyde dehydrogenase enzyme that uses retinal as a 
substrate. 

ALDOA aldolase, fructose-
biphosphate A 

Glycolytic enzyme, key role in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. In 
addition, may also function as scaffolding protein. 

ATP7B ATPase copper 
transporting beta 

Exports copper from cells, e.g. efflux of hepatic copper into the bile. 

BACH1 BTB domain and CNC 
homolog 1 

Transcription regulator, recognized recently as a hypoxia regulator; 
functions as an inducible repressor for the HO-1 gene in many human 
cell types in response to ox stress 

BBC3 BCL2 binding 
component 3 

Regulated by p53. Cooperates with direct activator proteins to induce 
mitochondrial outer memb permeabilization and apoptosis; binds anti-
apoptotic BCL2 members to induce mitochondrial dysfunction and 
caspase activation. 

BCL11A B-cell CLL/lymphoma 
11A 

Transcription factor that encodes a C2H2 type zinc-finger protein. The 
corresponding mouse gene is a common site of retroviral integration 
in myeloid leukemia. Down-regulated during hematopoietic cell 
differentiation. It is possibly involved in lymphoma pathogenesis. 

BCL2 BCL2, apoptosis 
regulator 

Encodes an integral outer mitochondrial membrane protein that 
blocks the apoptotic death of some cells such as lymphocytes. 

BID BH3 interacting domain 
death agonist 

Encodes a death agonist that heterodimerizes with either agonist BAX 
or antagonist BCL2. Mediator of mitochondrial damage induced by 
CASP8 by triggering cytochrome c release. 

BLOC1S1 biogenesis of lysosomal 
organelles complex 1 
subunit 1 

BLOC1 is required for normal biogenesis of specialized organelles of 
the endosomal-lysosomal system, such as melanosomes and platelet 
dense granules 

BMI1 BMI1 proto-oncogene, 
polycomb ring finger 

An oncogene that encodes a protein involved in the PRC1. This 
complex functions through chromatin remodeling as an essential 
epigenetic repressor of multiple regulatory genes involved in 
embryonic development and self-renewal in somatic stem cells. This 
protein also plays a central role in DNA damage repair. 

BMP6 bone morphogenetic 
protein 6 

Encodes a secreted ligand of the TGF-beta superfamily of proteins. 
Binds various TGF-beta receptors leading to recruitment and 
activation of SMAD family transcription factors that regulate gene 
expression. This protein regulates a wide range of biological processes 
including iron homeostasis, fat and bone development, and ovulation. 

BRAF B-Raf proto-oncogene, 
serine/threonine kinase 

Protein belonging to the RAF family of serine/threonine protein 
kinases. This protein plays a role in regulating the MAP kinase/ERK 
signalling pathway, which affects cell division, differentiation, and 
secretion 

CBL CBL proto-oncogene Proto-oncogene that encodes a RING finger E3 ubiquitin ligase, 
required for targeting substrates for degradation by the proteasome. 
Mediates the transfer of ubiquitin from ubiquitin conjugating enzymes 
to specific substrates. Also interacts with tyrosine-phosphorylated 
substrates and target them for proteasome degradation. 

CCND2 cyclin D2 Regulators of CDK kinases. This cyclin forms a complex with CDK4 or 
CDK6, whose activity is required for cell cycle G1/S transition. This 
protein has been shown to interact with and be involved in the 
phosphorylation of tumour suppressor protein Rb. 

CCR5 C-C motif chemokine 
receptor 5 
(gene/pseudogene) 

Expressed by T cells and macrophages, an important co-receptor for 
macrophage-tropic virus, including HIV, to enter host cells. The ligands 
of this receptor include MCP-2, MIP-1 alpha, MIP-1 beta and RANTES.  

CD276 CD276 molecule/ B7-H3 Immunoglobulin superfamily, thought to participate in the regulation 
of T-cell-mediated immune response. 

CDK6 cyclin dependent kinase 
6 

This serine/threonine protein kinase is a catalytic subunit of the 
protein kinase complex that is important for cell cycle G1 phase 
progression and G1/S transition. 

CHD4 chromodomain helicase 
DNA binding protein 4 

A member of the SNF2/RAD54 helicase family. It represents the main 
component of the nucleosome remodelling and deacetylase complex 
and plays an important role in epigenetic transcriptional repression 
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CSNK2A1 casein kinase 2 alpha 1 Casein kinase II is a serine/threonine protein kinase that 
phosphorylates acidic proteins such as casein. It is involved in various 
cellular processes, including cell cycle control, apoptosis, and circadian 
rhythm. 

DDR2 discoidin domain 
receptor tyrosine kinase 
2 

RTKs play a key role in the communication of cells with their 
microenvironment. The encoded protein is a collagen-induced 
receptor that activates signal transduction pathways involved in cell 
adhesion, proliferation, and extracellular matrix remodelling. This 
protein is expressed in numerous cell types and may also be involved 
in wound repair and regulate tumour growth and invasiveness.  

DLG2 discs large MAGUK 
scaffold protein 2 

The encoded protein (a member of MAGUK) forms a heterodimer with 
a related family member that may interact at postsynaptic sites to 
form a multimeric scaffold for the clustering of receptors, ion 
channels, and associated signalling proteins 

EED embryonic ectoderm 
development  

PcG family members form multimeric protein complexes involved in 
maintaining the transcriptional repressive state of genes over 
successive cell generations. This protein mediates repression of gene 
activity through histone deacetylation and may act as a specific 
regulator of integrin function. 

EGLN1 egl-9 family hypoxia 
inducible factor 1 

Catalyzes the post-translational formation of 4-hydroxyproline in 
hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) alpha proteins. This protein functions as 
a cellular oxygen sensor, and under normal oxygen concentration, 
modification by prolyl hydroxylation is a key regulatory event that 
targets HIF subunits for proteasomal destruction via the von Hippel-
Lindau ubiquitylation complex 

EPHA2 EPH receptor A2  EPH and EPH-related receptors have been implicated in mediating 
developmental events, particularly in the nervous system. Encodes a 
protein that binds ephrin-A ligands.  

ERBB4 erb-b2 receptor tyrosine 
kinase 4 

Binds to and is activated by neuregulins and other factors and induces 
a variety of cellular responses including mitogenesis and 
differentiation 

F2RL2/PAR3 coagulation factor II 
thrombin receptor like 2 

Member of the protease-activated receptor (PAR) family. Acts as a 
cofactor in thrombin-mediated cleavage and activation of PAR4. The 
encoded protein plays an essential role in haemostasis and 
thrombosis. 

FGF10 fibroblast growth factor 
10 

Involved in a variety of biological processes, including embryonic 
development, cell growth, morphogenesis, tissue repair, tumour 
growth and invasion 

FLI1 Fli-1 proto-oncogene, 
ETS transcription factor 

Proto-oncogene with translocation linked with Ewing sarcoma etc.  

FLNA Filamin A Filamin A is an actin-binding protein, that crosslinks actin filaments 
and links them to membrane glycoproteins; involved in remodelling 
the cytoskeleton to effect changes in cell shape and migration 

FOXC1 Forkhead box C1 Transcription factor family. The specific function of this gene has not 
yet been determined, but it has been shown to play a role in the 
regulation of embryonic and ocular development and has a major role 
in EMT 

GNAS GNAS complex locus Functions as transducers in numerous signalling pathways controlled 
by G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) 

GRB2 growth factor receptor 
bound protein 2 

Binds the epidermal growth factor. This gene is similar to the Sem5 
gene of C. elegans, which is involved in the signal transduction 
pathway.  

GSK3B glycogen synthase 
kinase 3 beta  

This is a serine-threonine kinase belonging to the glycogen synthase 
kinase subfamily. It is a negative regulator of glucose homeostasis and 
is involved in energy metabolism, inflammation, ER-stress, 
mitochondrial dysfunction, and apoptotic pathways.  

HDAC2 histone deacetylase 2 Acts by forming large multiprotein complexes, are responsible for the 
deacetylation of lysine residues at the N-terminal regions of core 
histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4). Forms transcriptional repressor 
complexes by associating with many different proteins, including a 
zinc-finger transcription factor. Thus, it plays an important role in 
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transcriptional regulation, cell cycle progression and developmental 
events.  

HK2 hexokinase 2 Phosphorylate glucose to produce glucose-6-phosphate, the first step 
in most glucose metabolism pathways. This gene encodes hexokinase 
2, the predominant form found in skeletal muscle. It localizes to the 
outer membrane of mitochondria. Expression of this gene is insulin-
responsive, and studies in rat suggest that it is involved in the 
increased rate of glycolysis seen in rapidly growing cancer cells 

HNRNPC heterogeneous nuclear 
ribonucleoprotein C 
(C1/C2) 

These proteins are associated with pre-mRNAs in the nucleus and 
appear to influence pre-mRNA processing and other aspects of mRNA 
metabolism and transport. While all of the hnRNPs are present in the 
nucleus, some seem to shuttle between the nucleus and the 
cytoplasm.  

IL6R interleukin 6 receptor Interleukin 6 is a potent pleiotropic cytokine that regulates cell growth 
and differentiation and plays an important role in the immune 
response. The IL6 receptor is a protein complex consisting of this 
protein and interleukin 6 signal transducer (IL6ST/GP130/IL6-beta).  

JUNB JunB proto-oncogene, 
AP-1 transcription 
factor subunit 

Transcription factor involved in regulating gene activity following the 
primary growth factor response 

LIG4 DNA ligase 4 DNA ligase that joins single-strand breaks in a double-stranded 
polydeoxynucleotide in an ATP-dependent reaction. This protein is 
essential for V(D)J recombination and DNA double-strand break (DSB) 
repair through nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). This protein forms 
a complex with XRCC4, and further interacts with DNA-PK. Both XRCC4 
and DNA-PK are known to be required for NHEJ.  

LPAR1 lysophosphatidic acid 
receptor 1 

Lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) receptor from a group known as EDG 
receptors. Utilized by LPA for cell signalling, EDG receptors mediate 
diverse biologic functions, including proliferation, platelet aggregation, 
smooth muscle contraction, inhibition of neuroblastoma cell 
differentiation, chemotaxis, and tumour cell invasion. 

MAPK3 mitogen-activated 
protein kinase 3 

MAP kinases act as an integration point for multiple biochemical 
signals. MAPK3 acts in a signalling cascade that regulates various 
cellular processes such as proliferation, differentiation, and cell cycle 
progression. 

MAPK9 mitogen-activated 
protein kinase 9 

Targets specific transcription factors, thus mediates immediate-early 
gene expression in response to various cell stimuli. It is most closely 
related to MAPK8, both involved in UV radiation induced apoptosis, 
thought to be related to the cytochrome c-mediated cell death 
pathway. Blocks ubiquitination of tp53, thus increases the stability of 
p53 in non-stressed cells 

MED1 mediator complex 
subunit 1 

Component of the Mediator complex, a coactivator involved in the 
regulated transcription of nearly all RNA polymerase II-dependent 
genes. Also regulates p53-dependent apoptosis and it is essential for 
adipogenesis 

NEDD4 neural precursor cell 
expressed, 
developmentally down-
regulated 4, E3 
ubiquitin protein ligase 

Regulates tumour suppressor PTEN, a number of membrane receptors 
and endocytic machinery components. Member of the NEDD4 
ubiquitin ligase family that function in the ubiquitin proteasome 
system of protein degradation. 

NFKB1 nuclear factor kappa B 
subunit 1 

NFKB is a transcription regulator. Inappropriate activation of NFKB is 
associated with inflammatory diseases; persistent inhibition of NFKB 
leads to inappropriate immune cell development or delayed cell 
growth 

NNT nicotinamide nucleotide 
transhydrogenase 

Encodes an integral protein of the inner mitochondrial membrane. 
Under most physiological conditions, the enzyme uses energy from 
the mitochondrial proton gradient to produce high concentrations of 
NADPH. The resulting NADPH is used for removing potentially toxic 
ROS that can damage DNA, proteins and cell membranes. 

NUMB NUMB, endocytic 
adaptor protein 

Plays a role in the determination of cell fates during development. The 
encoded protein, whose degradation is induced in a proteasome-
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dependent manner by MDM2, is a membrane-bound protein that has 
been shown to associate with EPS15, LNX1, and NOTCH1. 

P2RY6 pyrimidinergic receptor 
P2Y6 

Product of this gene belongs to the family of P2 receptors, which is 
activated by extracellular nucleotides and subdivided into P2X ligand-
gated ion channels and P2Y G-protein coupled receptors. This receptor 
is responsive to UDP, partially responsive to UTP and ADP, and not 
responsive to ATP. It is proposed that this receptor mediates 
inflammatory responses. 

PARK7 Parkinsonism associated 
deglycase 

Acts as a positive regulator of androgen receptor-dependent 
transcription. It may also function as a redox-sensitive chaperone, as a 
sensor for oxidative stress, and it apparently protects neurons against 
oxidative stress and cell death. Acts as an oncogene driving Akt-
mediated cell survival. 

PDK4 pyruvate 
dehydrogenase kinase 4 

PDK/BCKDK protein kinase family and encodes a mitochondrial protein 
with a histidine kinase domain. Located in the matrix of the 
mitochondria and inhibits the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, 
thereby contributing to the regulation of glucose metabolism 

PIK3C3 phosphatidylinositol 3-
kinase catalytic subunit 
type 3 

Mediates formation of phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate; different 
complex forms are believed to play a role in multiple membrane 
trafficking pathways.  Involved in regulation of degradative endocytic 
trafficking and required for the abscission step in cytokinesis. Involved 
in the transport of lysosomal enzyme precursors to lysosomes. 
Required for transport from early to late endosomes 

PIK3R4 phosphoinositide-3-
kinase regulatory 
subunit 4 

Regulatory subunit of the PI3K complex that mediates formation of 
phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate 

PINK1 PTEN induced putative 
kinase 1 

Encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase that localizes to 
mitochondria. It is thought to protect cells from stress-induced 
mitochondrial dysfunction. 

PKM pyruvate kinase M1/2 Encodes a protein involved in glycolysis. The encoded protein is a 
pyruvate kinase that catalyzes the transfer of a phosphoryl group from 
phosphoenolpyruvate to ADP, generating ATP and pyruvate.  

PRDX1 peroxiredoxin 1 Encodes a member of the peroxiredoxin family of antioxidant 
enzymes, which reduce hydrogen peroxide and alkyl hydroperoxides. 
The encoded protein may play an antioxidant protective role in cells 
and may contribute to the antiviral activity of CD8(+) T-cells. This 
protein may have a proliferative effect and play a role in cancer 
development or progression 

PRKCI protein kinase C iota  Encodes an oncogene member of the protein kinase C (PKC) family. 
This kinase can be recruited to vesicle tubular clusters by direct 
interaction with RAB2, where this kinase phosphorylates 
GAPD/GAPDH and plays a role in microtubule dynamics in the early 
secretory pathway. 

PSEN1 presenilin 1 Presenilins are postulated to regulate APP processing through their 
effects on gamma-secretase, an enzyme that cleaves APP. Also, it is 
thought that the presenilins are involved in the cleavage of the Notch 
receptor, such that they either directly regulate gamma-secretase 
activity or themselves are protease enzymes. 

PTGER2 prostaglandin E 
receptor 2  

Encodes a receptor for prostaglandin E2, a metabolite of arachidonic 
acid which has different biologic activities in a wide range of tissues. 

PTGER4 prostaglandin E 
receptor 4 

This protein is one of four receptors identified for prostaglandin E2 
and can activate T-cell factor signalling. It has been shown to mediate 
PGE2 induced expression of early growth response 1 (EGR1), regulate 
the level and stability of cyclooxygenase-2 mRNA, and lead to the 
phosphorylation of glycogen synthase kinase-3.  

PTK7 protein tyrosine kinase 
7 (inactive)  

Encodes a member of the receptor protein tyrosine kinase family of 
proteins that transduce extracellular signals across the cell membrane. 
The encoded protein lacks detectable catalytic tyrosine kinase activity, 
is involved in the Wnt signalling pathway and plays a role in multiple 
cellular processes including polarity and adhesion. 
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PTPMT1 protein tyrosine 
phosphatase, 
mitochondrial 1 

Lipid phosphatase which dephosphorylates 
phosphatidylglycerophosphate (PGP) to phosphatidylglycerol (PG). Has 
also been shown to display phosphatase activity toward 
phosphoprotein substrates, specifically mediates dephosphorylation 
of mitochondrial proteins, thereby playing an essential role in ATP 
production 

RAP2A RAP2A, member of RAS 
oncogene family  

Small GTP-binding protein. Part of a signalling complex composed of 
NEDD4, RAP2A and TNIK. It is part of several signalling cascades and 
may regulate cytoskeletal rearrangements, cell migration, cell 
adhesion and cell spreading. 

REL REL proto-oncogene, 
NF-kB subunit 

Encodes a proto-oncogene that belongs to the Rel homology 
domain/immunoglobulin-like fold, plexin, transcription factor family. 
Members of this family regulate genes involved in apoptosis, 
inflammation, the immune response, and oncogenic processes. Plays a 
role in the survival and proliferation of B lymphocytes.  

RIPK2 receptor interacting 
serine/threonine kinase 
2 

Encodes a member of the receptor-interacting protein (RIP) family. 
The encoded protein is a component of signalling complexes in both 
the innate and adaptive immune pathways. It is a potent activator of 
NF-kappaB and inducer of apoptosis in response to various stimuli. 

SEMA3E semaphorin 3E Semaphorins serve as axon guidance ligands via multimeric receptor 
complexes 

SFN stratifin Encodes a cell cycle checkpoint protein that binds to translation and 
initiation factors and functions as a regulator of mitotic translation. In 
response to DNA damage this protein plays a role in preventing DNA 
errors during mitosis 

SKP1 S-phase kinase 
associated protein 1 

Involved in the regulated ubiquitination of specific protein substrates 
which targets them for degradation by the proteosome. RNA 
polymerase II elongation factor.  

SLC39A6 solute carrier family 39 
member 6 

SLC39A6 belongs to a subfamily of proteins that show structural 
characteristics of zinc transporters. Zinc is involved in protein, nucleic 
acid, carbohydrate, and lipid metabolism, in the control of gene 
transcription, growth, development, and differentiation. 

SMARCA4 SWI/SNF related, matrix 
associated, actin 
dependent regulator of 
chromatin, subfamily a, 
member 4 

Members of this family have helicase and ATPase activities and are 
thought to regulate transcription of certain genes by altering the 
chromatin structure around those genes. Part of the SNF/SWI 
complex, which is required for transcriptional activation of genes 
normally repressed by chromatin. Can bind BRCA1, as well as regulate 
the expression of the tumorigenic protein CD44. 

SMURF1 SMAD specific E3 
ubiquitin protein ligase 
1 

Encodes a ubiquitin ligase specific for receptor-regulated SMAD 
proteins in the BMP pathway. This protein plays a key role in the 
regulation of cell motility, cell signalling, and cell polarity. 

SOCS3 suppressor of cytokine 
signaling 3 

Encodes a member of the SSI/SOCS family. SSI family members are 
cytokine-inducible negative regulators of CK signalling. The expression 
of this gene is induced by various CKs, including IL6, IL10, and IFN-
gamma. The protein encoded by this gene can bind to JAK2 kinase and 
inhibit the activity of JAK2 kinase.  

SRC SRC proto-oncogene, 
non-receptor tyrosine 
kinase  

This proto-oncogene may play a role in the regulation of embryonic 
development and cell growth. This is a tyrosine-protein kinase whose 
activity can be inhibited by phosphorylation by c-SRC kinase. 

STAR steroidogenic acute 
regulatory protein 

Plays a key role in the acute regulation of steroid hormone synthesis 
by enhancing the conversion of cholesterol into pregnenolone. This 
protein permits the cleavage of cholesterol into pregnenolone by 
mediating the transport of cholesterol from the outer mitochondrial 
membrane to the inner mitochondrial membrane. 

TAOK2 TAO kinase 2 Encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase that is involved in many 
different processes including cell signalling, microtubule organization 
and stability and apoptosis.  

TEK TEK receptor tyrosine 
kinase 

Encodes a receptor that belongs to the protein tyrosine kinase Tie2 
family. 

TLR4 toll like receptor 4 Member of the Toll-like receptor family which plays a fundamental 
role in pathogen recognition and activation of innate immunity. They 
recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns and mediate the 
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production of cytokines necessary for the development of effective 
immunity. 

TSPO translocator protein Present mainly in the mitochondrial compartment of peripheral 
tissues, the protein encoded by this gene interacts with some 
benzodiazepines and has different affinities than its endogenous 
counterpart. The protein is a key factor in the flow of cholesterol into 
mitochondria to permit the initiation of steroid hormone synthesis 

UBE4B ubiquitination factor 
E4B 

The modification of proteins with ubiquitin is an important cellular 
mechanism for targeting abnormal or short-lived proteins for 
degradation. This gene encodes a conjugation factor, E4, which is 
involved in multiubiquitin chain assembly. 

VDAC1 voltage dependent 
anion channel 1 

Encodes a voltage-dependent anion channel protein that is a major 
component of the outer mitochondrial membrane. Facilitates the 
exchange of metabolites and ions across the outer mitochondrial 
membrane and may regulate mitochondrial function. This protein also 
forms channels in the plasma membrane and may be involved in 
transmembrane electron transport. 

ZEB2 zinc finger E-box binding 
homeobox 2 

Member of the Zfh1 family of 2-handed zinc finger/homeodomain 
proteins. It is located in the nucleus and functions as a DNA-binding 
transcriptional repressor that interacts with activated SMADs. 

Table 3.1: 80 enriched genes were chosen for further RNA-i analysis 

One siRNA targeting each gene was used in the OE33 OAC cell line to assess its impact on cell 

viability as measured by MTT (Chapter 4). Official IUPAC name and descriptions were 

extracted from PubMed, July 2017. 
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3.2.3 Functionality of selected genes 

The most evident trends within the enriched gene sets is deregulating cellular energetics, 

with pathways governing mitochondrial dysfunction consistently enriched across the non-

responder groups (Figure 3.3). Many genes involved in these pathways were included for 

further analysis. Other genes were chosen based on the criteria previously discussed (Figure 

3.5). When investigating these gene functions, a wider spectrum of trends became apparent 

with roles involving: cell death (apoptosis, autophagy and damage repair), the cytoskeleton, 

transport, hypoxia, EMT, the immune system and the cell cycle. A selection of established 

oncogenes and enzymes frequently associated with cancer settings were also included. 

These broad trends in function are summarised below (Table 3.2). Each gene can be further 

categorised based on Hanahan and Weinberg’s updated ‘Hallmarks of cancer’ (Figure 

3.7)(278). 

Targets were chosen that best fit the aforementioned criteria. Many of these genes play roles 

in governing metabolism and energy regulation, such as ALDH1A3 (Aldehyde dehydrogenase 

1 family, member A3), which is important in aldehyde metabolism, and has been previously 

associated with cancer development, progression, and prognosis. It has also been linked with 

chemotherapy resistance in breast cancer studies and was one of the most consistently 

prognostic genes in oesophageal cancer(219,279). PTPMT1 (Protein tyrosine phosphatase, 

mitochondrial 1) is exclusively expressed in the mitochondria with an important role in ATP 

production. Inhibition of PTPMT1 has been shown to induce apoptosis(280). ALDOA (Muscle 

fructose-1, 6-bisphosphate aldolase) is one of the most abundant glycolytic enzymes in 

cancer cells. Even in the presence of oxygen, cancer cells preferentially carry out glycolysis 

over the slower but more lucrative oxidative phosphorylation pathway as part of the 

Warburg effect characteristic of cancer(281,282). ALDOA is an important player in this 

differential cancer metabolism but is under-investigated in an OAC or chemo-resistant 

setting(283). PDK4 (Pyruvate dehydrogenase lipoamide kinase isozyme 4, mitochondrial) has 

a central role in metabolism, and was chosen for its important roles in aerobic glycolysis. Its 

inhibition has therapeutic potential, especially in a chemotherapy resistant setting(284). 

PKM2 (pyruvate kinase muscle isozymes 2) is an isoform of the glycolytic enzyme pyruvate 

kinase, also involved in glycolysis and the Warburg effect by catalysing the final step in 

glycolysis, thus increasing cellular proliferation by reprogramming glycolytic flux. It also has 

anti-apoptotic effects, limiting the effect of chemotherapies(285,286).  

Other genes were chosen that also play crucial roles in mitochondrial function. STAR 

(steroidogenic acute regulatory protein) plays a key role in steroid hormone synthesis by 
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limiting the transport of cholesterol between the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes. 

Increases in mitochondrial cholesterol has been shown in numerous cancer settings 

exhibiting chemotherapy resistance, suggesting the potential of STAR inhibition. TSPO 

(translocator protein) is another important protein of the outer mitochondrial membrane, 

with suggested interactions with STAR in the transport of cholesterol(287). NNT (NAD(P) 

transhydrogenase, mitochondrial) encodes an integral protein of the inner mitochondrial 

membrane. This plays important anti-oxidative roles by reducing oxidative species(288). This 

protective function could decrease the efficacy of chemotherapies, suggesting that NNT 

could be inhibited to improve chemo-efficacy. VDAC1 (voltage dependent anion channel 1) 

is a major component of the outer mitochondrial membrane with a crucial role in apoptosis 

as well as other mitochondrial functions(289). In this way, many genes chosen are multi-

functional, with mitochondrial genes responsible for energy and metabolism as well as 

apoptotic functions. 

The largest family included for future work focused on cell death mechanisms. Many genes 

were involved in apoptosis regulation that have been previously implicated in drug-

resistance, including: BCL2 (BCL2 apoptosis regulator), BID (BH3 interacting domain death 

agonist) and BBC3 (BCL2 binding component 3) from the BCL family(290), as well as GSK3B 

(glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta) (291), HK2 (hexokinase 2)(292,293), MAPK9 (mitogen-

activated protein kinase 9), MED1 (mediator complex subunit 1) (50,294), REL (REL proto-

oncogene, NF-kB subunit) (295) and CSNK2A1 (casein kinase 2 alpha 1)(296). PTGER4 

(prostaglandin E receptor 4) was also included, which governs the phosphorylation of GSK3 

and the activation of the GRK/ß-arrestin/Src/PI3K/GSK3 pathways(297,298). The major goal 

of inhibiting these genes, is inhibiting their anti-apoptotic functions. This should improve the 

efficacy of current chemotherapies by increasing the rates of apoptosis-directed cell death. 

BBC3 has been shown to have pro-apoptotic functions stimulated by wild-type p53, so its 

inhibition may result in decreased cellular apoptosis, but would be interesting to elucidate 

in a p53-mutant OAC setting(299). This plethora of anti/pro-apoptotic genes can result in 

redundancy and compensatory mechanisms within a family, which is an important limitation 

to consider when using an siRNA targeting each gene individually. 

Aside from targeting anti-apoptotic cell death, nine other genes were included with roles in 

resisting cellular damage. LIG4 (DNA ligase 4)(300,301) an important protein involved NHEJ, 

CHD4 (chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 4) resists DNA damage in cells and 

PRDX1 (peroxiredoxin 1) has anti-oxidant properties to protect cells from reactive oxygen 

species damage. SFN (stratifin)(302,303) and SKP1 (S-phase kinase associated protein 1) play 
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important roles in DNA damage repair (DDR) mechanisms linked with activating oncogenic 

E3 ubiquitination enzymes(304,305),  and both UBE4B (ubiquitination factor E4B) and NEDD4 

NEDD4 (E3 ubiquitin protein ligase) target proteins for degradation by ubiquitination(306). If 

these genes are dysregulated in cancer, they may be ineffective at driving this ubiquitin-

induced cell death. UBE4B has also been shown to promote the degradation of p53 by 

ubiquitination in breast cancer(307). NEDD4 has been associated with metastasis in lung 

cancer, so could be a worthy target in an EGFR+ OAC setting(308). Dual inhibition of PIK3C3 

and FGFR was shown to improve chemo-efficacy in a bladder cancer cell model by increasing 

levels of autophagy. PIK3C3 and PIK3R4 inhibition could therefore be interesting to 

investigate in an OAC setting, hypothesising that any added effects could be autophagy 

related(309). Autophagy has been shown to play an important role in the development of 

chemo-resistance in ovarian cancer, so it could be interesting to investigate in an OAC setting 

(Jennifer Quinn UCC, unpublished ‘Induction of autophagy following treatment with 

chemotherapeutic agents, promotes recovery and chemo-resistance in ovarian cancer cells’). 

These nine genes could therefore contribute to chemo-resistance by evading cell death 

mechanisms, hence decreasing the efficacy of chemotherapies. 

SFN could also play an important role in DNA damage response due to its role in governing 

the cell cycle. HDAC2 (histone deacetylase 2)(310,311), MAPK3 (mitogen-activated protein 

kinase 3), CDK6 (cyclin dependent kinase 6)(312) and CCND2 (cyclin D2) also play roles in the 

cell cycle, providing important functions to DDR pathways by stalling the cycle and providing 

time for repair. CCND2 is often inhibited in cancer settings, but studies have shown its 

inhibition to improve sensitivity to gemcitabine in a pancreatic cancer setting. This could 

therefore be cancer type specific(313). 

Genes can contribute to tumourigenesis or chemo-resistance by multiple mechanisms, so it 

can be hard to separate these multi-faceted genes into singular categories. Using the Sanger 

Cosmic gene-census page, ERBB4 (erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 4) for example is 

associated with three hallmarks of cancer: escaping programmed cell death, proliferative 

signalling and suppression of growth (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/census-

page/ERBB4). The multi-functions of some genes make it difficult to distinguish the most 

important role of each in an OAC setting, but an important characteristic of a gene is if it 

classified as an oncogene or proto-oncogene. Nine such genes were selected for further 

evaluation; proto-oncogene BCL11A (BAF chromatin remodelling complex subunit BCL11A) 

is associated with replicative immortality in triple-negative breast cancer as well as 

implications in leukaemia and lymphoma(314–316), and SMURF1 (SMAD specific E3 

https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/census-page/ERBB4
https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/census-page/ERBB4
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ubiquitin protein ligase 1) , another member of the E3 ubiquitin family, is an oncogenic factor 

in gastric cancer with associations with the PI3K/AKT pathway(317,318). Other proto-

oncogenes include: BMI1 (BMI1 proto-oncogene, polycomb ring finger), BRAF (B-Raf proto-

oncogene, serine/threonine kinase), CBL (Cbl proto-oncogene), FLI1 (Fli-1 proto-oncogene, 

ETS transcription factor), JUNB (JunB proto-oncogene, AP-1 transcription factor subunit), 

RAP2A (RAP2A, member of RAS oncogene family) and PSEN1 (presenilin 1) which is also a 

proto-oncogene in a gastric cancer setting, suggesting its relevance to OAC(319). 

Both NUMB (NUMB endocytic adaptor protein) and SMARCA4 (SWI/SNF related, matrix 

associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 4) are tumour 

suppressor genes frequently dysregulated in cancer settings. Their inhibition could result in 

increased proliferation, but due to their multiple functions this is unclear in an OAC 

setting(320). NUMB is responsible for controlling p53 activity, so its impact in OAC (a p53-

mutant setting) is yet to be established(321). 

Intra-tumoural hypoxic environments commonly occur in an OAC setting, with hypoxia and 

a number of hypoxia-associated factors associated with poor prognosis(322,323). Several 

hypoxia-related genes were selected for further evaluation: BACH1 (BTB domain and CNC 

homolog 1), EGLN1 (egl-9 family hypoxia inducible factor 1), PARK7 (Parkinsonism associated 

deglycase) and SMARCA4 (a tumour suppressor previously mentioned). BACH1 encodes a 

transcription factor capable of repressing heme-oxygenase 1 (HO-1) in response to oxidative 

stress, with a variety of other functions in a cancer setting(324). The EGLN1 gene encodes 

the important cellular oxygen sensor enzyme hypoxia-inducible factor prolyl hydroxylase 2 

(HIF-PH2), or prolyl hydroxylase domain-containing protein 2 (PHD2)(325), with specific 

functions dependent on cancer setting. PARK7 is an oncogene that protects cells against 

hypoxia-induced cell death by Akt-mediated cell survival(326). The PI3K/Akt pathway has 

been previously implicated in an OAC setting, suggesting the potential of targeting PARK7.  

Other serine-threonine kinases were taken forward for further evaluation, including: 

CSNK2A1 (casein kinase 2 alpha 1)(327,328), PINK1 (PTEN induced kinase 1)(329) and TAOK2 

(TAO kinase 2)(330), as well as three other protein tyrosine kinases: EPHA2 (EPH receptor 

A2)(331,332), PTK7 (protein tyrosine kinase 7 (inactive))(333,334) and SRC (SRC proto-

oncogene, non-receptor tyrosine kinase)(335). Three other receptor tyrosine kinases were 

also included: DDR2 (discoidin domain receptor tyrosine kinase 2)(336), ERBB4 (erb-b2 

receptor tyrosine kinase 4)(337), TEK (TEK receptor tyrosine kinase)(338). GRB2 (growth 

factor receptor bound protein 2) facilitates important intracellular signal transduction from 
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EGFR and other RTKs(339). Many of these genes encode proteins previously associated with 

cancers, but few have been investigated with the aim of chemo-sensitising in an OAC setting. 

The role of EMT in chemotherapy resistance has been briefly described in chapter 1. Five 

genes associated with this transition were enriched in this GSEA and were included for 

further study: FOXC1 (forkhead box C1)(340), SEMA3E (semaphorin 3E)(341), ZEB2 (zinc 

finger E-box binding homeobox 2)(342), GNAS (GNAS complex locus)(343), F2RL2 

(coagulation factor II thrombin receptor like 2)(344) and FGF10 (fibroblast growth factor 

10)(345). 

The increased cellular proliferation associated with tumourigenesis can lead to differential 

expression of genes governing cytoskeleton and organelles. GSEA identified genes with these 

functions that were differentially regulated between responders, such as: FLNA (filamin A), 

with functions in cell shape and migration(346), DLG2 (discs large MAGUK scaffold protein 

2), responsible for forming scaffolds clustering receptors, ion channels and other signalling 

proteins, BLOC1S1 (biogenesis of lysosomal organelles complex 1 subunit 1), required for the 

production of organelles in the endosomal-lysosomal system, EED (embryonic ectoderm 

development), important in integrin regulation(347), and LPAR1 (lysophosphatidic acid 

receptor 1), with proven roles in causing cytoskeletal rearrangements through fibrosis(348). 

Three transporters were also included: ATP7B (ATPase copper transporting beta) which 

encodes an important copper transporting protein involved in chemo-resistance and drug 

efflux(349,350), SLC39A6 (solute carrier family 39 member 6) that encodes a zinc 

transporter(351) and CCR5 (C-C motif chemokine receptor 5 (gene/pseudogene)) that is 

involved in calcium transport and signalling(352). 

Finally a variety of genes were included with roles in the immune system or in driving 

inflammation: CD276 (CD276 molecule), an immune checkpoint molecule(353,354), IL6R 

(interleukin 6 receptor)(355), P2RY6 (pyrimidinergic receptor P2Y6)(356), PRKCI (protein 

kinase C iota)(357), RIPK2 (receptor interacting serine/threonine kinase 2)(358), NFKB1 

(nuclear factor kappa B subunit 1)(359), BMP6 (bone morphogenetic protein 6 in the TGFb 

family)(86), TLR4 (toll like receptor 4)(361,362), PTGER2 (prostaglandin E receptor 2)(363), 

SOCS3 (suppressor of cytokine signalling 3)(364) and HNRNPC (heterogeneous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein C) that is involved in interferon response, that influences pre-mRNA 

processing and other aspects of mRNA metabolism and transport(365). It is difficult to assess 

immune-linked genes in an in vitro setting as there is effectively no immune system present, 
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but due to the multi-functional aspect of these genes they could have other effects 

independent of their immune roles, so are still worth investigating in an OAC setting. 
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TREND GENES INCLUDED  

Mitochondrial functions 1. ALDH1A3 
2. PTPMT1 
3. ALDOA 
4. PDK4 

 

5. PKM2 
6. STAR 
7. TSPO 
8. NNT 
9. VDAC1 

Cell death Apoptosis  
10. BCL2 
11. BID 
12. BBC3 
13. GSK3B 
14. HK2 
15. MAPK9 
16. MED1 
17. REL 
18. CSNK2A1 (serine 

threonine kinase) 
19. PTGER4 

 

Ubiquitination 
20. UBE4B 
21. NEDD4 

Autophagy 
22. PIK3C3 
23. PIK3R4 

Damage repair 
24. LIG4 
25. SEMA3E 
26. SKP1 

Protects against damage 
27. CHD4 
28. PRDX1 

Transporters 29. ATP7B 
30. SLC39A6 

Calcium signalling 
31. CCR5 

Hypoxia 32. BACH1 
33. EGLN1 

34. PARK7 
35. SMARCA4 

Immune response and 
inflammation 

36. CD276 
37. IL6R 
38. P2RY6 
39. NFKB1 
40. BMP6 

41. TLR4 
42. PTGER2 
43. SOCS3 
44. HNRNPC 

EMT 45. FOXC1 
46. ZEB2 
47. GNAS 
48. F2RL2 
49. FGF10 

 

Cell Cycle 50. CCND2 
51. HDAC2 
52. MAPK3 
53. SFN 

 

Oncogenes/ Proto-oncogenes Oncogenes 
54. BCL11A 
55. SMURF1 

Proto-oncogenes 
56. BMI1 
57. CBL 
58. FLI1 
59. JUNB 
60. RAP2A 
61. PSEN1 

Cytoskeleton/organellar 
structures 

62. FLNA 
63. DLG2 
64. BLOC1S1 
65. EED 
66. LPAR1 

 

Kinases Serine-threonine kinases 
67. BRAF 
68. CDK6 
69. GSK3B 
70. PINK1 
71. PRKCI 
72. RIPK2 

Tyrosine kinases 
75. EPHA2 
76. PTK7 
77. SRC 

Receptor tyrosine kinases 
78. DDR2 
79. ERBB4 
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73. TAOK2 
74. GRB2 

80. TEK 

Table 3.2: The 80 selected genes have various pro-tumourigenic functions, many of which 

could participate in driving chemotherapy resistance. 

Genes encode proteins with roles including: mitochondrial/metabolic functions, 

oncogenes/proto-oncogenes, cytoskeleton and organellar structure, EMT, cell cycle, 

hypoxia, cell death: apoptosis, autophagy, ubiquitination, damage repair & protection, 

transporters, kinases: serine-threonines, receptor tyrosine-kinases & non-receptor tyrosine 

kinases, immune response or inflammatory proteins. 
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Figure 3.7: The 80 genes chosen for further evaluation can be further sub-divided based on 

Hallmarks of Cancer. 

The genes chosen for further evaluation encode proteins with functions representing the 

broad spectrum of cancer characteristics, adapted from Hanahan and Weinberg’s “Hallmarks 

of Cancer: the next generation”(278). 
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3.3 Discussion 

3.3.1 Summary of principal results 

This chapter compared expression profiles of chemo-responding and non-responding 

patients. 273 OAC pre-treatment biopsies were transcriptionally profiled using the Almac 

Xcel Array. This data was then normalised using Partek Genomics Suite before being input 

into the Broad Institute’s GSEA platform. Gene set enrichment analysis resulted in 44 

significantly enriched gene sets, implicating a range of pathways with chemotherapy 

resistance. GSEA identified hundreds of genes that have potential roles in governing 

chemotherapy resistance in OAC. A limitation to address is the use of the Mandard TRG score 

in separating patients into responders and non-responders, as discussed previously in 

section 1.2.4, as TRG does not account for clearance or response of micro-metastatic disease 

and lymph-node involvement that could be better prognostic indicators than TRG 

alone(101). OAC is increasingly recognised as a systemic disease; determining treatment 

success based on tumour volume could be considered over simplistic(366).  

To select genes for inclusion in siRNA screens, a careful assessment of each potential 

candidate was required. With a working genelist of over 800 genes, rational criteria were 

devised to prioritise selection. Any candidate selection incorporates bias as it requires an 

element of judgement, but structured criteria limited this as much as possible. As outlined 

above, genes undergoing further analysis were chosen based on several criteria: functional 

relevance to cancer/OAC, protein expression in oesophageal or gastro-intestinal tissue, 

pathway involvement, targetability and small molecule availability. A gene did not 

necessarily have to fulfil all criteria, as there was not readily available data for more novel 

genes. The full functions of FOXC1 in OAC for example have not been elucidated, nor is there 

a small molecule inhibitor available, but it was included due to its prognostic potential in 

other cancer settings(340). Omitting all genes due to the lack of inhibitors would effectively 

exclude all novel targets. The targets chosen for further evaluation encoded proteins with a 

range of functions, including: mitochondrial/metabolic functions, oncogenes/proto-

oncogenes, cytoskeleton and organellar structure, EMT, cell cycle, hypoxia, cell death: 

apoptosis, autophagy, ubiquitination, damage repair & protection, transporters, kinases: 

serine-threonines, receptor tyrosine-kinases & non-receptor tyrosine kinases, immune 

response or inflammatory proteins. Within the limitations of this approach we selected a 

broad range of receptors, signalling molecules, transcription factors and other proteins for 

inclusion as identified by GSEA that could be involved in governing resistance. 
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3.3.2 Mitochondrial dysfunction in OAC 

The pathways enriched in GSEA highlighted a major trend of mitochondrial dysfunction with 

many target genes chosen from these gene sets. Although investigating this dysfunction is 

beyond the scope of this project, these pathways specifically highlight one of the ‘Hallmarks 

of Cancer,’ deregulating cellular energetics(278). TP53 has important functions in metabolic 

regulation, therefore the hallmark of deregulating cellular energetics could be especially 

implicated in TP53-mutant settings, the most common mutational signature found across 

the extremely heterogeneous OAC(292). 

Mitochondria are important organelles containing an outer membrane, the intermembrane 

space and an inner membrane, the cristae, and the matrix. Although expressed in all cells, 

numbers vary with cell type. The outer membrane is comprised of a phospholipid bilayer that 

allows for the movement of ions and ATP through porins. The inner membrane is permeable 

to oxygen, carbon dioxide and water, but only allows the tightly regulated movement of 

specific metabolites. This inner membrane is crucial for cellular respiration and energy 

production, especially through oxidative phosphorylation(367). Mitochondrial DNA is found 

in the matrix. This mtDNA is more susceptible to DNA damage than nuclear DNA as it lacks 

histone protection, its capacity to repair damage is limited and it is readily exposed to ROS 

due to its proximity to the electron transport chain in the inner mitochondrial membrane. 

MtDNA does not contain introns, so all mutations occur in coding sequences that are more 

likely to disrupt biological processes(368). MtDNA mutations are therefore considered 

oncogenes, represented by several of the 80 genes chosen in this chapter(369,370). 

Mitochondria play an important role in governing cellular response to damage, resulting in 

pro- or anti-inflammatory signals(371). OAC is associated with inflammation both through 

the inflammation caused by acid reflux in a BO setting, driving metaplastic changes from 

squamous cells to columnar cells that are more likely to experience metaplasia(372), as well 

as through OAC associations with obesity, a state of chronic inflammation(373,374). OAC is 

therefore a partially inflammatory-driven cancer, with important roles of the tumour 

microenvironment in reacting and driving this inflammation(375,376). This inappropriate 

immune-cell response to inflammation could be attributed to the dysfunction of 

mitochondria in an OAC setting, but this would have to be investigated. 

Mitochondria have long been considered potential targets for cancer therapy, as they are 

responsible for many functions that can be hijacked by cancer cells: generating energy, 

regulating signalling, cellular differentiation, cell death, cell growth and governing the cell 

cycle(377). The majority of the 80 genes chosen either directly encode for integral proteins 
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of the mitochondria or encode for proteins involved in mitochondrial functions such as 

apoptosis, recognising the crucial role played by mitochondria in OAC and in resistance to 

chemotherapy. 

3.3.3 Alternative databases 

Although using the Broad Institute GSEA platform effectively identified pathways and genes 

differentially regulated between responders and non-responders, alternative pathway 

analysis methods such as SAFE, sigPathway, CAMERA and FANGS could have been used here, 

as well as single sample GSEA (ssGSEA)(378). ssGSEA (as described on genepattern.org) 

builds on GSEA by calculating a separate ES for each pairing of a sample and gene set. 

Therefore, each ssGSEA ES represents the extent to which the genes in a particular gene set 

are concordantly up- or down-regulated within a sample independent of phenotype 

labelling. The ssGSEA transforms a single sample’s gene expression profile into a gene set 

enrichment profile, representing the activity of biological processes within this sample. This 

represents the sample by activity levels of biological processes and pathways instead of 

through expression levels of individual genes, which may represent more biologically 

relevant features of which to target(379).  

The use of additional databases such as DepMap (Cancer Dependency Map) or GEPIA (Gene 

Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis) could also add value to this research for selecting 

the most relevant cell line models. Mutations that result in cancer offer unique vulnerabilities 

distinct from normal cancer cells, that could be targeted therapeutically. DepMap aims to 

profile cell line models based on their genomic information and their sensitivity to targeted 

therapies, which could be cross-referenced to identify patients best represented by these 

cell lines that would likely be sensitive to this treatment 

(https://depmap.org/portal/depmap/). The focus of this project is for the genes identified in 

this chapter to be inhibited by siRNA across a panel of OAC cell lines, to investigate the 

efficacy this has in decreasing cell viability alone or in combination with chemotherapy. An 

alternative approach could be to identify, using DepMap, cell lines that would be most 

sensitive to this targeted therapy, and identify the clinical setting this could correspond to, 

resulting in patient stratification to identify those who could be most sensitive. GEPIA2, with 

extensive information on cancer subtypes could support this further, by acknowledging the 

heterogeneity across cancers to identify the specific subtypes which each target may have 

the most efficacy(380). This could improve the translational potential and clinical utility of 

our GSEA results, however for the purpose of this project, novel targets in OAC remained the 

primary focus.  

https://www.genepattern.org/modules/docs/ssGSEAProjection/4
https://depmap.org/portal/depmap/
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3.3.4 Outcomes and future work 

This chapter identified 80 genes that could play important roles in governing chemotherapy 

resistance, which will be investigated in chapter 4. Each gene chosen for further evaluation 

is differentially expressed between responders and non-responders. Genes that are 

upregulated in non-responders and downregulated in responders are therapeutically 

relevant: inhibition could switch resistant phenotypes to sensitive. These genes were chosen 

based on criteria described above and will be assessed in siRNA screens in chapter 4. Each 

gene will be inhibited with one siRNA to assess the impact its inhibition has on cell viability 

with siRNA alone or in combination with cisplatin or 5-FU, to identify chemo-sensitising 

effects. Genes that cause decreased cell viability when inhibited will be validated using three 

siRNAs for each target. A gene is considered a true hit if its inhibition decreases viability with 

a minimum of two out of three siRNAs. These hits will then be assessed across a panel of 

OAC cell lines to examine its efficacy across heterogeneous cancer models. 

Each of these genes will be inhibited by siRNA in future work, assessing the impact of 

inhibition on cell viability. GSEA was therefore effective at identifying major pathway trends 

involved in governing chemotherapy resistance, as well as identifying genes with therapeutic 

potential as chemo-sensitizers. 
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Chapter 4: Targetable hits identified from gene-set 

enrichment analysis assessed by functional siRNA 

screening 
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4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Rationale 

The goal of this chapter is to explain the methodology of screening 80 candidate genes using 

an siRNA-based approach to identify genes associated with differential responses to 

platinum-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy. In chapter 3 we demonstrated that these genes 

were upregulated in chemo-non-responders, and down-regulated in chemo-responders, and 

thus could be responsible for governing chemo-resistance in an OAC setting. As previously 

described, there are limited treatment options for OAC patients, with a need for more trials 

of targeted or combination therapies. The heterogeneous nature of OAC and the lack of 

effective biomarkers has hampered the progress of improved treatment regimens. This 

chapter aims to identify novel gene targets that, when inhibited, either decrease cell viability 

through their inhibition alone or improve the efficacy of cisplatin or 5-FU. These results could 

translate therapeutically into combination therapies combining traditional chemotherapy 

with a previously developed, FDA-approved compound targeting a specific gene, or could 

drive the development of small molecule inhibitors to fill the unmet need of specific 

inhibitors in the clinic. Identifying and then targeting genes involved in governing chemo-

resistance could improve the efficacy of current chemotherapy. 

RNAi screens are expensive and time-consuming. It is therefore crucial for the methods 

employed to be robust, to save time and money deciphering poor quality data and validating 

false positives which could be futile. It is important to consider:  

1. Model used 

2. Library used 

3. Output of assay 

4. Controls used 

5. Confirmation of positive hits 

4.1.2 Choice of OAC model 

Human tumour cell lines are commonly used for RNAi screening. They are easily maintained, 

they are measurable by an array of assay types and most importantly, many are readily 

transfected. Within a panel of OAC cell lines, the ‘transfectability’ was deemed the most 

important criterion, leading to the use of OE33 cells for primary and secondary screening 

validation and hypothesis generation. OE33 is also arguably the best characterised OAC cell 

line globally. The OE33 cell line was derived from a 73-year old woman with established stage 

IIA adenocarcinoma of the lower oesophagus. The treatment status of this patient is 
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unknown(273,381,382). This cell line is TP53 mutant, KRAS wild-type with a missense 

mutation in MET(383). The weaknesses of using cell line in vitro models remain, namely the 

lack of an immune-environment and the poor representation of OAC tumour biology. 

 

4.1.3 Library used 

A number of screening libraries are commercially available. This project, however, focused 

on targeted genes as chosen from microarray profiling. To screen every enriched gene (>800) 

from our gene-set enrichment analysis would require over 40 96-well siRNA stock plates. 

Performing this screen with untreated, CDDP and 5-FU treated plates would need >120 

plates per cell line, per replicate, which was not feasible for the scale of this study. Instead, 

80 individual genes from the GSEA results were chosen for this siRNA screen, with the 

hypothesis that chemo-efficacy could be improved by each gene’s inhibition. These genes 

were chosen based on a number of criteria: whether the gene is expressed in the oesophagus 

according to UniProt (https://www.uniprot.org/) and ProteinAtlas databases 

(https://www.proteinatlas.org/), the functional relevance of the gene to OAC or other cancer 

settings using a PubMed literature search, the function or presence of the gene in other 

pathways using the KEGG database (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html), and 

whether each gene was considered targetable, preferably with a small molecule inhibitor 

readily available. The efficacy of inhibiting each of these genes was first determined using 

one siRNA for each target using the OE33 cell line as a first-line model of OAC.  

 

4.1.4 Output: cell viability assay 

The function of this screen was to identify targets that when inhibited, caused decreased cell 

viability. This can be measured by a selection of assays that can infer viability, including 

CellTiter-Glo®, MTT and Alamar Blue®. CellTiter-Glo® is a highly accurate luminescent assay 

that measures ATP, as a direct measure of viable, metabolically active cells present in each 

well. This has the added benefit of working with both adherent and non-adherent cells. 

However, this is an expensive assay that also requires more expensive 96-well plates. Alamar 

Blue® is a fluorimetric/colourimetric growth indicator that changes colour in response to 

reduction. The incubation time of Alamar Blue® with cells to observe this colour-change is 

cell-line specific. This, therefore, requires optimisation across the panel of OAC cell lines in 

use and is also more expensive than MTT. MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5- 

diphenyltetrazolium bromide measures NADPH levels as a direct measure of metabolically 
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active cells present. In this way it is not a direct measure of cell viability, as some drugs can 

inhibit metabolic activity but leave the cells ‘viable’, but these will not be represented by 

MTT. MTT is reduced to formazan upon interaction with NADPH produced by metabolically 

active cells. These crystals are then dissolved in DMSO prior to measuring absorbance at 

570nm wavelength. MTT is suitable for all adherent cells, with the benefit of duplicate wells 

to allow for transfection variability between wells. This assay was chosen as the output for 

this chapter, as it is suitable for a 72h assay in 96-well format, requires the same incubation 

time with all four OAC cell lines used and is the most economical. All optimisation 

experiments had been performed previously with MTT, showing its replicability and 

consistency across the full panel of OAC lines. Its indirect measure of viability was considered 

adequate for this stage of hypothesis-generation. 

 

4.1.5 Adequate controls 

Determining viable targets for improving OAC outcomes in an in vitro model requires suitable 

negative and positive controls. Following the design of the siRNA screen, methods of 

evaluating potential hits were devised. A negative (scrambled) control and a positive (AllStars 

death) control were used to assess the efficacy of siRNA targets. A negative control should 

engage RNAi machinery without impacting on the phenotype observed. A negative control 

should therefore resemble non-transfected cell readings. This is important to ensure that 

minimal off-target toxicity occurs with the transfection protocol itself, and any changes in 

phenotype are due to on-target effects related to the siRNA in question. A positive control is 

representative of the maximum phenotype caused by siRNA transfection; in this case the 

positive control should cause the lowest viability reading of any siRNA. The combination of 

negative and positive controls provided a therapeutic window on which to gauge the 

efficacy, ensuring that each target decreased cell viability when compared to the negative 

control, but was not as toxic as the positive control. All data was normalised to the untreated 

negative control. Statistical analysis was carried out on all targets using Student’s t-tests to 

identify the most consistent gene-hits. The transfection efficiency was assessed using the 

positive control: any plate that was considered to have a poor transfection, observing cell 

viability in the positive control of >40% when compared to the negative control was excluded 

from analysis. 

The efficacy of siRNA was measured in combination with CDDP or 5-FU in each screen. An 

IC30 concentration of each drug was used as this could more accurately identify an additive 

or synergistic decrease in viability caused by the combination of siRNA with chemotherapy 
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versus CDDP/5-FU alone, than if using a higher dose of chemotherapy. Identifying an additive 

effect even when using a lower dose of chemotherapy could suggest less toxicity and adverse 

side effects when taking successful combinations to an in vivo setting. It can be argued that 

using a lower dose of chemotherapy is also more clinically representative, as although a 

higher dose of chemotherapy is administered, the drug concentration reaching the tumour 

can be extremely low due to the challenges of targeted permeation through the tumour 

vasculature. ‘Determination of Intratumoral Concentrations of Kinase Inhibitors in Patients 

With Advanced Solid Malignancies (ICK)’, NCT01636908 is an ongoing clinical trial aimed at 

determining the intra-tumoural concentration of kinase inhibitors (including dasatinib) in 

tumour tissue 2 weeks post-treatment. This could be extremely useful in directing clinically 

relevant doses of TKIs in  in vitro studies in future. 

4.1.6 Confirmation of positive hits 

This work took a triple-screening approach to confirm positive hits in order to limit off-target 

and cell line specific effects. Genes that significantly decreased cell viability when inhibited 

in one OAC cell line using one siRNA underwent further evaluation. This used three siRNAs 

to target each gene to limit the chance of a positive hit being the result of an off-target effect 

of the initial siRNA. A positive hit required a minimum of two out of three siRNAs to produce 

the same decreased viability phenotype. These were considered positive hits but further 

screening in a panel of four OAC cell lines was required to ensure effects were not cell-line 

specific.  

This screening approach ensured a consistent phenotype caused by targeting each gene but 

required further validation to ensure that the siRNA is effectively inhibiting the said gene. 

Gene-knockdown must then be assessed; this should be carried out using Western blotting 

showing the decreased protein expression caused by gene knockdown, and by qPCR showing 

the downregulation of the mRNA produced by the gene in question. A caveat in these 

validations that must be considered is the half-life of a protein: a significant decrease in 

mRNA may not correlate with protein levels until the pre-existing pool of protein is 

sufficiently depleted. Therefore, silencing proteins with a long half-life is difficult to detect, 

and may not be suitable for a relatively short assay, as presented in this chapter, further 

reinforcing the importance of validating siRNA knockdown results. 

The gold standard validation of RNAi involves performing ‘rescue or redundancy’ 

experiments. Rescue experiments prove that the reintroduction of a gene reverses the 

phenotype shown. This can be achieved by re-expressing the gene using mismatched 

sequences that are resistant to the siRNA used(384). This is not feasible however in a screen 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01636908?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=14&rank=107
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of this size, so reinforcing results with multiple siRNAs targeting the same gene, 

demonstrating redundancy, is considered adequate validation.  

 

4.1.7 Aims 

The aim of this chapter was to identify genes that could decrease OAC cell viability using 

siRNA alone, or in combination with CDDP or 5-FU in an in vitro OAC cell line model, based 

on results from gene-set enrichment analysis (Chapter 3). 

 

4.1.8 Objectives 

1. Identify any gene targets that decreased cell viability alone or when combined with CDDP 

or 5-FU 

2. Confirm the efficacy of inhibiting the genes identified in the primary screen, using three 

siRNAs for each target in the OE33 cell line alone or when combined with CDDP or 5-FU 

3. Validate the efficacy of inhibiting each of the hits from the secondary screen across a panel 

of OAC cell lines 
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4.2 Results:  

4.2.1 Primary screen 

80 genes were chosen from the lists resulting from the GSEA; these were considered to not 

only be involved in governing chemo-resistance in OAC but could also have clinical utility 

through their inhibition. The effects of the knockdown of each gene was investigated in the 

OE33-parental cell line using customised flexi-plates from Qiagen. These hits were divided 

alphabetically between four siRNA plates, namely A, B, C and D. Cells were seeded at 3x104 

cells/well and were transfected in duplicate with siRNA 20nM concentration using HiPerfect 

and OptiMEM, as described in Chapter 2. Following 24h incubation, to allow the transfection 

to take place, cells were treated with solvent control or IC30 CDDP (1µM) or IC30 5-FU (0.5µM) 

(Table 6.2). Following 48h treatment, cell viability was measured by an MTT assay. The 

average of duplicate wells was measured and normalised to untreated-non-transfected cells 

within each plate, followed by normalisation to the untreated-negative control on the 

untreated plate. This data was then analysed using GraphPad Prism using unpaired t-tests 

with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. This was considered the primary screen. 

The results of the primary screen highlighted 24 genes in total that caused a significant 

decrease in viability with siRNA alone as measured using unpaired t-tests with *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns p>0.05. In plate A: ATP7B, BACH1, BMI1, CD276 and EGLN1. 

There was no significant additive effect when combining any siRNA alongside CDDP or 5-FU 

(Figure 4.1Ai and ii). In plate B: FGF10, FLN1, FOXC1, F2RL2, HDAC2 and LPAR1 significantly 

decreased cell viability with siRNA alone, with siRNA silencing of FGF10 causing a significant 

additive effect when combined with CDDP (Figure 4.1B). In plate C: MAPK3, NFKB1, NNT, 

NUMB, PDK4, PIK3C3, PKM, PRKCI and PTGER2 siRNA inhibition significantly decreased cell 

viability, but only NNT and PRKCI appeared to cause an additive effect when combined with 

chemotherapy (CDDP and 5-FU respectively) as measured using unpaired t-tests with 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns p>0.05 (Figure 4.1C I and ii). Finally, plate D showed 

decreased cell viability with SMURF1, SOCS1, SRC and STAR siRNA inhibition with siRNA alone 

(Figure 4.1D). Hits from the primary screen were therefore chosen from the siRNAs that 

decreased cell viability in an untreated setting. These 24 genes were divided between the 4 

test plates and are listed in green (Table 4.1). A summary table of each gene is provided in 

the appendix, with each IUPAC gene name and a brief description. 
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Figure 4.1: Primary siRNA screen identified 24 genes that decreased cell viability with 72h 

siRNA inhibition when compared to a negative (scrambled) control. The 80 target-genes 

were divided between 4 plates (A, B, C and D), with the results of A and C divided in half for 

clarity. Results of the primary siRNA screen were measured by MTT viability assay following 

72h transfection including 48h treatment with media, CDDP or 5-FU. Data was analysed using 

unpaired t-tests with *p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 when assessed with Student’s t-test 

for a significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in 

combination with 5-FU. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard 

error of the mean. 
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Table 4.1: Primary screening identified 24 genes that decreased cell viability with 72h 

siRNA inhibition. This table represents the results from the primary screen. This was 

measured using MTT viability assay following 72h transfection and analysed by unpaired t-

tests with genes in green representing hits causing significant decrease in cell viability with 

p<0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean. 
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4.2.2 Secondary screen results 

The resulting hits from the primary screen were then assessed for their validity using multiple 

siRNAs for the same gene. This is to ensure that the results seen in the primary screen are 

caused by inhibiting the specific gene, and not caused by toxic or non-specific siRNA effects. 

This was again carried out in the OE33 cell line, this time using three siRNAs to target each 

gene. This included the siRNA used in the primary screen alongside two others targeting 

different RNA sequences. Viability was again assessed by MTT viability assay following 72h 

transfection and 48h treatment. A minimum of two out of the three siRNAs had to produce 

the same (decreased viability) phenotype to be considered a hit and undergo tertiary screen 

evaluation.  

This resulted in 9 genes that caused significant decreases in viability when inhibited by a 

minimum of 2 out of 3 siRNAs (Figure 4.2 A-D), as well as MAPK3 that showed the same 

phenotype in 2 out of 3 siRNAs but only 1 was significant, and also appeared to sensitise to 

CDDP (Figure 4.2 Bii). FOXC1 also appeared to sensitise to CDDP in 2/3 siRNAs, but not to a 

significant value as assessed by unpaired t-tests (Figure 4.2, Bi). LPAR1 was also taken 

forward for evaluation in a tertiary screen due to its CDDP-sensitising effect in 1/3 of the 

siRNAs (Figure 4.2, Bii). The results of this secondary screen are summarised in Table 4.2, 

with hits displayed in green and failed hits from the primary screen represented in grey. 

This screen also highlighted numerous genes that when inhibited, resulted in an increase in 

viability, as summarised in Table 4.3. siRNAs targeting genes: ATP7B, BMI1, NFKB1, NUMB, 

PDK4, PIK3C3 and TLR4 resulted in significantly increased viability in the OE33 cell line with 

a minimum of 2 out of the 3 siRNAs tested, as assessed by unpaired t-tests. siRNAs targeting 

genes: ATP7B, BMI1, EGLN1, PIK3C3, PRKCI, TLR4 also resulted in increased viability when 

combined with 5-FU versus 5-FU alone, suggesting antagonistic effects of gene inhibition. 

siRNAs targeting genes: FLNA and PIK3C3 also appeared to significantly decrease the efficacy 

of cisplatin (as assessed by unpaired t-tests) which could suggest antagonistic effects in an 

OAC setting. This would require further inquiry and analysis with validated siRNAs by two-

way ANOVA but would be interesting to explore further, however was considered beyond 

the scope of this project. 
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Figure 4.2: The secondary siRNA screen verified that the hits identified in the primary 

screen were consistently effective in decreasing cell viability versus the negative control, 

with a consistent phenotype in a minimum of two out of three siRNAs tested. The 24 target-

genes identified in the primary screen were divided between 4 plates (A, B, C and D), with 

the results of A-D divided in half (i, ii) for clarity. Three siRNAs were used for each target. 

Results of the secondary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, 

p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell 

viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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Table 4.2: Resulting hits from secondary screen evaluation to be taken forward to tertiary 

screening. This table represents the results from the primary and secondary screens. This 

was measured using MTT viability assay following 72h transfection and analysed by unpaired 

t-tests.  80 genes were chosen for the primary screen. 24 genes (grey and green) represent 

the genes that were significant in the primary siRNA screen, using 1 siRNA for each gene in 

the OE33 cell line. Genes in green represent the positive hits, which caused a significant 

decrease in cell viability in a secondary siRNA screen, testing three siRNAs for each gene in 

the OE33 cell line with p<0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± 

standard error of the mean. 
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GENE ID siRNA only +CDDP +5-FU 
 OE33 

ATP7B    

BMI1    

EGLN1    

FLNA    

NFKB1    

NUMB    

PDK4    

PIK3C3    

PRKCI    

TLR4    

 

Table 4.3: A number of genes when inhibited by siRNA resulted in an increase in cell 

viability. This table represents the genes from the secondary screens that when inhibited 

result in a significant increase in cell viability by a minimum of two out of three siRNAs and 

could result in antagonistic effects of CDDP or 5-FU. This was measured using MTT viability 

assay following 72h transfection and analysed by unpaired t-tests with p<0.05. Results 

represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the mean. 
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4.2.3 Tertiary screen results 

The tertiary screen was an important step in choosing a target to investigate further, as 

without results across a panel of OAC cell lines, any decrease in viability could be OE33 cell 

line specific. It was therefore important to check consistent efficacy across a panel of OAC 

cell lines that provide a better representation of heterogeneity of OAC and inter-patient 

variability. 

The tertiary screen was carried out using the OE33 cell line as a positive control from the 

secondary screen evaluation, validating that all 12 siRNAs tested remain a successful hit with 

siRNA alone. It was also carried out in the FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cell lines. The OE19 cell 

line has a poor transfection efficiency compared to the other four, and so was not used in 

this tertiary screen. Viability was again assessed by MTT viability assay following 72h 

transfection and 48h treatment. The results of the tertiary screen highlighted genes that 

caused a significant decrease in viability with siRNA alone or when combined with CDDP or 

5-FU (Table 6.2) as measured using Student’s t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, 

and ns p>0.05 across the cell line panel. In OE33 cells, all twelve genes caused a decrease in 

cell viability with siRNA only; siRNA-inhibition of: ATP7B, BACH1, FGF10, FOXC1, LPAR1, 

PKM2 and SRC also caused additive effects when combined with CDDP (Figure 4.3). In FLO-1 

cells: ATP7B, BACH1, F2RL2, FOXC1, LPAR1 and STAR significantly decreased cell viability with 

siRNA alone, with siRNA silencing of ATP7B, BACH1 and F2RL2 causing a significant additive 

effect when combined with CDDP (Figure 4.4). In SKGT4 cells all twelve genes when inhibited 

by siRNA only significantly decreased cell viability, with additive effects when combining 

siRNA inhibition of: ATP7B, F2RL2, FGF10, FOXC1, MAPK3, NNT, PKM2 with CDDP and siRNA 

inhibition of: FOXC1, LPAR1, MAPK3 and NNT with 5-FU treatment as measured using 

unpaired t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns p>0.05 (Figure 4.5). Finally, 

MFD-1 cells showed significantly decreased cell viability with ATP7B, BACH1, F2RL2, FOXC1, 

MAPK3, NNT, PKM2, SRC, STAR siRNA inhibition with siRNA alone. siRNA inhibition of: ATP7B, 

BACH1, F2RL2, FGF10 and MAPK3 caused significant additive effects when combined with 

CDDP, and MAPK3 inhibition also caused significantly decreased cell viability when combined 

with 5-FU (Figure 4.6). The results of the Tertiary siRNA screen are summarised in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.3: The tertiary siRNA screen determined the efficacy of targeting hits identified in 

the primary and secondary screen across a panel of OAC cell lines. The 12 target-genes 

identified in the secondary screen were assessed for their efficacy in decreasing cell viability 

in the OE33 cell line as a positive control. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured 

by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test 

for a significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in 

combination with 5-FU. 
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Figure 4.4: The tertiary siRNA screen determined the efficacy of targeting hits identified in 

the primary and secondary screen in the FLO-1 cell line. The 12 target-genes identified in 

the secondary screen were assessed for their efficacy in decreasing cell viability in the FLO-1 

cell line. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, 

p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell 

viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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Figure 4.5: The tertiary siRNA screen determined the efficacy of targeting hits identified in 

the primary and secondary screen in the SKGT4 cell line. The 12 target-genes identified in 

the secondary screen were assessed for their efficacy in decreasing cell viability in the SKGT4 

cell line. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, 

p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell 

viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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Figure 4.6: The tertiary siRNA screen determined the efficacy of targeting hits identified 

in the primary and secondary screen in the MFD-1 cell line. The 12 target-genes identified 

in the secondary screen were assessed for their efficacy in decreasing cell viability in the 

MFD-1 cell line. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), 

p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant 

decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination 

with 5-FU. 

 

GENE ID CDDP 
Sensitiser 

5-FU 
Sensitiser 

CDDP  5-FU  CDDP  5-FU  CDDP  5-FU  

 OE33 FLO-1 SKGT4 MFD-1 

ATP7B         
BACH1         
EGLN1         
F2RL2         
FGF10         
FOXC1         
LPAR1         
MAPK3         

NNT         
PKM2         
SRC         
STAR         

Table 4.4: Summary table from tertiary screen results 
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4.2.4 Targets considered for validation 

Prior to choosing a final target on which to focus, it was important to understand the 

mechanisms governing each gene, that could be causing the decrease in cell viability or 

chemo-sensitising effects. A thorough literature search was carried out, with descriptions of 

the final twelve genes provided below. This evaluation briefly covers the main roles of each 

gene in a cancer setting and highlighted a trend of Src-biology in many of these genes. 

ATP7B 

ATPase copper transporting beta (ATP7B) gene is a member of the P-type cation transport 

ATPase family that encodes ‘Wilson disease protein’. This protein functions to export copper 

out of the cells and into the bile or plasma(349). Most ATP7B is found in the trans-Golgi 

network (TGN) of hepatocytes to deliver copper to copper-dependent enzymes in the golgi 

apparatus, with a small amount of ATP7B present in the brain(385,386). Increased expression 

and activity of ATP7B and other copper transporters have been implicated in chemo-

resistance in many different cancer types(183,184). Copper and copper-dependent proteins 

are essential for cell survival and proliferation, and also play a role in angiogenesis and 

metastasis, so are being evaluated for their targetability in a number of aggressive cancer 

subtypes(193). A copper-lowering therapy could be combined with traditional platinum-

based chemotherapies to improve sensitivity and efficacy, but this is yet to be proven in an 

OAC setting(350,387).  

Targeting copper transport in the clinical setting has also been proposed for its efficacy in 

decreasing dose-limiting toxicities associated with cisplatin treatment. In vitro studies have 

proven the efficacy of co-administering cimetadine, a CTR1 inhibitor, alongside cisplatin to 

decrease both ototoxicity and nephrotoxicity(388,389). Cimetadine results in decreased 

expression of ATP7B, resulting in decreased cisplatin efflux and drug accumulation. Limiting 

the dose-limiting toxicities associated with cisplatin, while ensuring an adequate level 

reaches the cells to cause sufficient cancer cell death, is the major clinical challenge 

associated with targeting copper transporters in the clinical setting. 

Only one of the three ATP7B-inhibiting siRNAs tested in the secondary screen caused 

significantly decreased cell viability as measured by t-tests following MTT viability assays, 

causing one of the largest decreases in viability of any of the genes. It was therefore included 

for tertiary screen evaluation to see whether this large decrease in viability was maintained 

across the panel of OAC lines. Validated ATP7B-targeting siRNAs were unavailable, so it could 

not be verified whether the decreased viability caused by siATP7B-I was due to on-target 

effects. For this reason, ATP7B was not considered for further evaluation, but due to the 
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significant effects of siATP7B-I, this target could be re-examined in future upon the 

availability of validated siRNAs. 

BACH1 

BACH1, or ‘BTB domain and CNC homolog 1’, is a gene expressed in the nucleus that encodes 

a transcription factor. It is a member of the cap ‘n’ collar and basic region leucine zipper 

factor family(390,391). BACH1 is made up of 730 amino acids and has a molecular weight of 

81kDa. BACH1 forms heterodimers through its BTB-POZ domain, which binds to the DNA-

binding complex, and plays a role in regulating chromosomal structure. When it forms a 

heterodimer with MafK it binds to Maf recognition element (MARE) in the gene promoters 

and thus functions as a transcription suppressor(392). These heterodimers can inhibit the 

transcription of many genes involved in oxidative-stress response, such as heme-oxygenase 

1 (HO-1) and NADPH quinone oxidoreductase 1(NQO1). As a member of the CNC family, 

BACH1 is also a cellular sensor of oxidative stresses. 

 It is a relatively specific transcription factor that is known not only to regulate transcription, 

but also hypoxia. It functions to repress the HO-1 gene in many human cell types in response 

to oxidative stress(324). 

BACH1 varies between cell types in terms of both expression and function, but BACH1 is 

generally responsible for regulating ROS production mechanisms, the cell cycle, heme 

homeostasis, haematopoiesis as well as immunity. Due to its wide range of functions, BACH1 

plays a role in many disease settings, including cancer(393). BACH1 also regulates adipocyte-

related genes, the pentose phosphate pathway and Wnt/β-catenin signalling, influencing 

development and progression of metabolic disease. BACH1 has thus been shown to target 

mitochondrial metabolism, by decreasing glucose utilization in the TCA cycle and negatively 

regulating the transcription of electron transport chain genes. Lee et al. have shown that 

BACH1 depletion may improve sensitivity to metabolism-targeting drugs such as metformin 

in breast cancer models, supporting the role of testing this target in an OAC setting(394).  

BACH1’s main role in cancer is in migration, invasion and metastasis of tumour cells. It is 

linked with aggressive phenotypes, progression and metastasis in breast cancer cell line 

models and in vivo. It is also linked with prostate, colon and ovarian cancers(393,395). BACH1 

is responsible for up-regulating the expression of the metastatic genes CXCR4 and Matrix 

Metalloproteinases (MMPs) 1, 9 and 13(324,393,396). Targeting BACH1 as well as HMGA2 

could be a therapeutic approach to decrease metastasis and invasion, and induce apoptosis 

in some cancer types(397).  
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There are no current studies available reporting on BACH1 targeting in an OAC setting. There 

are also no BACH1-inhibitors available, limiting the clinical utility of BACH1 targeting 

currently. Although RNAi of BACH1 resulted in decreased viability in all four cell lines 

(summarised in Figure 4.7) it is for this reason that BACH1 was not chosen for further 

evaluation. BACH1 could be involved downstream of SRC, with competing roles with NRF2 

as proposed in the pathway in Figure 4.12. This requires further elucidation. 
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Figure 4.7: BACH1-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, with or without CDDP. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen 

as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with 

Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination 

with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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EGLN1 

The EGLN1 gene encodes the important cellular oxygen sensor enzyme hypoxia-inducible 

factor prolyl hydroxylase 2 (HIF-PH2), or prolyl hydroxylase domain-containing protein 2 

(PHD2)(325). The role of PHD2 in cancer is inconclusive and appears to be tumour-type-

specific. Low levels of PHD2 in breast cancer are linked with a shorter survival time(398). 

Similarly, PHD2 expression is a strong positive prognostic marker of survival in gastric 

cancer(399). However, in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, aggressive phenotypes 

are often linked with high expression of PHD2, as was hepatocellular carcinoma. In non-small 

cell lung cancer (NSCLC) high levels of PHD2 were also linked with poor outcomes (400–402). 

Knockdown of PHD2 has been shown to correlate with downregulation of EGFR, but further 

investigation is required to understand this mechanism, which appears to be independent of 

PHD2’s effects on HIF1(403). 

Under normoxic conditions PHD2 catalyzes prolyl hydroxylation of HIF1, enabling HIF1 to 

bind to von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) and subsequent proteasomal degradation by 

ubiquitination(404,405). HIF1α plays a role in driving the Warburg effect, shifting the route 

of metabolism to inefficient glycolysis from the efficient oxidative phosphorylation pathway, 

contributing to the acidification of the tumour microenvironment, metastasis, and tumour 

invasion. In some in vitro studies, silencing PHD2 with siRNA has been shown to stabilise and 

activate HIF1α under normoxic conditions(406). PHD2 is thus considered a target, with the 

potential of controlling the tumour microenvironment and ameliorating or preventing the 

activity of HIF1α by exogenous activation of PHD2(405,407,408). PHD2 is also responsible for 

causing the degradation of the B55α subunit of the phosphatase complex; thus PHD2 

inactivation has also been shown to rescue the degradation of B55α, resulting in treatment 

resistance by preventing apoptosis in breast cancer cells(409), with similar results seen in 

colorectal cancer cells(410). 

Paradoxically, despite the negative impacts of PHD2 silencing listed above, there has been 

positive effects reported with PHD2 inhibition in improving the efficacy of cytotoxic 

chemotherapy(411). Studies have shown an increase in the s-nitrosylation of PHD2 in cells 

that have survived cisplatin treatment in melanoma cells(412). PHD2 silencing has been 

shown to normalise the tumour vasculature in cancers, thus improving drug delivery and 

increasing the therapeutic activity of cytotoxic drugs such as cisplatin and 

doxorubicin(413,414). This correlates with results from this study’s siRNA screen, with gene 

silencing causing an increase in cell survival when knocked out alone but displaying a 

decrease in cell survival when combined with cisplatin. 
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The conflicting results indicate that EGLN1 targeting is tumour-type and treatment specific. 

EGLN1 silencing by siRNA was only effective in OE33 and SKGT4, not FLO-1 or MFD-1 cell 

lines, suggesting that targeting this gene could even be patient specific. Due to the specific 

roles of EGLN1 in the tumour vasculature, however, cell line models are not an adequate 

setting to evaluate their efficacy. OAC is associated with hypoxic environments, so it is 

unclear whether EGLN1 targeting would be an effective therapy in vivo(323). For this reason, 

and due to the lack of adequate inhibitors, EGLN1 was not chosen for further study. 

Although EGLN1 targeting has not yet advanced to clinical trials, EGLN1 is considered a 

marker of HIF-interaction. Clinical trial HEAD-MET (NCT03510390) aims to test the impact of 

metformin treatment prior to surgical resection of oral squamous cell carcinoma, based on 

the hypothesis that metformin will reduce tumour hypoxia. A normalised tumour vasculature 

is important for efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, but even more important for the  

efficacy of radiation therapy as its mechanism of action depends on oxygen(415). This study 

looks at metformin-dependent gene expression using RNA sequencing, looking at hypoxia 

responsive genes such as EGLN1, NFKB1 and TP53. Given the role of these genes in 

chemotherapy resistance identified in this project, and given the hypoxic environment of 

OAC, results from this study could be interesting for future trials progressing to other cancer 

settings.  

F2RL2 

The F2RL2 gene encodes the protein ‘protease activated receptor 3’, (PAR-3) also known as 

coagulation factor II receptor-like 2 (F2RL2) and thrombin receptor-like 2(416). PARs are 

understood to be activated by thrombin. Thrombin is well established to have a negative 

impact on cancer, promoting angiogenesis, metastasis, and tumour growth, and is thus a 

potential target for future cancer therapies. Targeting PARs directly could be more effective, 

with less off-target and toxic side-effects(417). High levels of invasion and a poor prognosis 

have been shown with the presence or co-expression of MMPs with PARs in both gastric and 

oesophageal cancers. Increased expression of PAR1 and PAR2 has been well established to 

be linked with poor prognosis and levels of invasion and mitogenic activity in gastric 

cancers(418,419) but less information is available for the specific role of PAR-3. This research 

field is relatively new with PAR-3 being linked with the process of epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) in lung fibrosis, with a similar role suspected in cancer settings. PAR-3 is also 

linked with apoptosis and proliferation, so more research is required in a tumourigenic 

environment(344).  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03510390?term=egln1&draw=2&rank=2
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Segal et al investigated PAR-3 in pancreatic adenocarcinoma where knockdown of PAR-3 

showed a decreased speed of wound closure and a greatly increased rate of adhesion in 

PAR3 knockdown cells. This effect was not seen in PAR1 knockdown cells, with this different 

behaviour in each subtype suspected to be governed by E-Cadherin mediated actions. This 

study then showed that PAR-3 knockdown was responsible for increased invasion and 

migratory potential in this pancreatic adenocarcinoma model. Further research is therefore 

required, especially in an oesophageal cancer setting, to clarify the role of F2RL2 in the 

adhesion process itself, and to verify the role F2RL2 has in both a 2-D in vitro model and in a 

more physiologically relevant 3-D model or in vivo setting(420). 

Despite the consistent results with all three F2RL2 siRNAs in the secondary screen followed 

by consistent positive results for F2RL2 inhibition across all four cell lines in the tertiary 

screen (summarised in Figure 4.8), this was not chosen for further evaluation due to the lack 

of small molecule inhibitors currently available. There are currently no clinical trials 

investigating F2RL2 inhibition, although recent studies reinforce the rationale of targeting 

PARs due to their effects in driving inflammatory disease. Some success has been seen in 

trials testing the efficacy of PAR1 modulation in decreasing risk of cardiac infarction using 

the PAR1-antagonist vorapaxar, leading to the development of the second-generation 

compound atopaxar(421). These compounds however are yet to be tested in a cancer 

setting. Liu et al previously determined that thrombin interacts with PAR1 and PAR3 to 

increase HO-1 expression through the c-Src signalling pathways(422). Targeting SRC 

downstream of F2RL2 could therefore be a therapeutic alternative. 
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Figure 4.8: F2RL2-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, and had an additive effect when combined with CDDP in 

FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT 

assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a 

significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in 

combination with 5-FU. 
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FGF10 

FGF-10 inhibition by siRNA caused decreased cell viability in all four cell lines in the tertiary 

screen (summarised in Figure 4.9). Fibroblast growth factor 10 (FGF10) is encoded in humans 

by the FGF10 gene. It is a member of the large FGF family of growth factors, which has a 

plethora of roles in biological processes that includes: morphogenesis, angiogenesis, 

regulating metabolism and wound healing(423). This family ensures that processes such as 

cell proliferation, survival, migration and differentiation are tightly regulated during 

development and adult life. FGF10 is a member of the paracrine sub-family FGF7, responsible 

for regulating the formation of tissue and organs during embryonic development. This 

includes the development of the stomach and oesophagus, as well as better characterised 

organs such as the pancreas(424,425). FGFs are also involved in EMT processes during 

development(426). The upregulation of FGF10 is commonly reported in disease settings, 

including in gastric cancer, with the presence of FGF10 correlating with poor prognosis in 

patients(345,427). The FGF/FGFR has long been associated with resistance to chemotherapy 

and radiation therapy resistance, and more recently with resistance to HER2 inhibition(428), 

and so could be a suitable target to improve chemo-efficacy in an OAC setting(429). 

Numerous clinical trials are investigating the efficacy of combining FGFR inhibitors alongside 

chemotherapy in advanced OAC/GC settings. One such study, FiGhTeR, aims to test the 

efficacy of pemigatinib, a potent inhibitor of FGFR1, 2 and 3, as a second-line treatment in 

metastatic OAC/GC patients who have progressed following trastuzumab treatment as 

studies have previously shown that FGFR3 is overexpressed in models of trastuzumab-

resistance(430). A previous study, SHINE, tested the efficacy of another FGFR1-3 inhibitor 

AZD4547 versus paclitaxel in advanced GC pre-treated patients expressing FGFR2 

amplifications or polysomy, as identified by FISH(431). This study showed that although 

AZD4547 was well tolerated, it resulted in no improvement to PFS versus paclitaxel. 

However, this study identified a lack of concordance with FGFR2 amplification/polysomy 

with FGFR2 mRNA expression, with extensive intra-tumour heterogeneity of FGFR2 

suggesting the need for improved predictive biomarkers(431). Other ongoing FGFR-targeting 

clinical trials include GASDOVI1 (NCT01921673) which tests the efficacy of dovitinib in GCs 

with FGFR2 amplifications, NCT02052778 which is testing the use of TAS-120 in solid tumours 

with FGF/FGFR aberrations, and NCT02318329 testing FPA144 in advanced solid tumours, 

the results of which are highly anticipated. The ability to accurately stratify patients 

presenting with FGF/FGFR amplifications or aberrations may remain, which could limit the 

success of such studies, as in SHINE. 
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There are three main approaches to FGF-inhibition but targeting individual FGFs or FGF 

receptors has proven difficult, due to the structural similarity of different isoforms. The three 

main approaches are: small molecule TKIs, FGF ‘ligand traps’ that neutralise FGF members 

preventing their binding to multiple receptors, and specific FGF-antibodies(432). Small 

molecule inhibitors targeting FGFRs often target multiple receptors and are non-specific due 

to the structural similarities between FGFRs and other receptors such as VEGFR and PDGFR. 

One example is the Bristol Myers Squibb dual VEGFR and FGFR inhibitor brivanib, that is 

significantly more potent against VEGFR; treatment at adequate doses to inhibit FGFR has 

been associated with unacceptable toxicity levels, leading to conflicting results in clinical 

trials, as its efficacy could be due to VEGFR-inhibition alone(432). Targeting specific FGFs is 

equally challenging, leading to other FGF-targeting strategies such as FGF traps. FGF ‘ligand 

traps’ and antibodies in theory have the potential to be more specific than TKIs, avoiding 

toxicity. Several FGF-targeted antibodies have failed in clinical trials however, due to severe 

hypothalamic effects such as that seen with the FGFR1-IIIc targeted monoclonal antibody 

IMC-A1(433). Focus has therefore shifted towards ‘ligand traps’ that act as FGFR decoys, 

binding FGFs in the extracellular matrix, preventing the interaction with target cells(434). 

Currently available options however remain non-specific. 

There is therefore no way currently to reliably target FGF10 on its own. This remains an area 

of investigation though, with ongoing research focusing on targeting the scaffold protein 

FRS2α required for FGF10 signal transduction instead. In a model of FGF10-induced prostate 

cancer, Clayton et al showed that Src is downstream of FGF10(345). They also showed that 

many of the pro-tumourigenic effects of FGF10 were mediated by Src signalling. This suggests 

that targeting Src could attenuate the negative impact of FGF10 in prostate cancer, which 

could also be explored in an OAC setting.  
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Figure 4.9: FGF10-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

and SKGT4 cells, and had an additive effect when combined with CDDP in OE33, SKGT4 

and MFD-1 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), 

p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant 

decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination 

with 5-FU. 
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FOXC1 

FOXC1, or forkhead box C1, belongs to a family of transcription factors that has a distinctive 

fork head domain to bind to DNA. Its biochemical role is not entirely understood, but FOXC1 

is crucial to development with a major role governing EMT. Mouse studies have shown the 

importance of FOXC1 in development, with developmental malformations present in 

knockout models(435).  

FOXC1 has been linked with chemo-resistance, late stage tumours and a more aggressive and 

metastatic cancer phenotype as well as an important role in EMT(436–439). FOXC1 inhibition 

has been proposed as a treatment in basal-like breast cancer, and to improve treatment-

response to hedgehog inhibitors in patients(440). In basal-like breast cancer, FOXC1 is 

associated with brain and lung metastasis and hence with a worse prognosis in patients(441). 

Elevated expression of FOXC1 has also been associated with poor prognosis in gastric cancer 

patients(442) and with increased metastasis in oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma(435). 

This gene is therefore under-investigated in an OAC environment, with studies suggesting its 

efficacy in improving chemotherapy response in FOXC1 positive patients. FOXC1 is not 

currently targetable. Better understanding of downstream targets and pathway regulation 

could be therapeutically beneficial in future but was a barrier to FOXC1 being taken forward 

in the scope of this study. 

LPAR1 

The LPAR1 gene encodes the protein lysophosphatidic acid receptor 1 (LPAR1), also known 

as LPA1 in humans. LPAR1 is a G protein-coupled receptor that binds the lipid signalling 

molecule lysophosphatidic acid (LPA)(443). LPAR1 plays important roles in the nervous 

system, the vascular system, the immune system, the reproductive system, in fibrosis, and- 

most importantly in the context of this project- in cancer, having a proven pro-tumourigenic 

effect in gastrointestinal cancers(443,444). LPAR1 is known to regulate cell proliferation, 

survival, angiogenesis and migration, so it is a potential target in many cancer settings(445). 

LPAR1 has been linked with cell growth in colon cancer(446,447). In other studies however 

it has been shown to be downregulated in colorectal cancer tissue versus healthy tissue, so 

further research is required in each cancer setting(448). LPAR1 expression appears to be 

upregulated in triple negative breast cancer(449), in endometrial cancer(450), and is linked 

with poor prognosis for muscle-invasive bladder cancer(451,452) and is associated with pro-

tumourigenic effects in ovarian carcinoma(453). LPAR1 associations with outcome vary 

greatly depending on stage of treatment regimen in high-grade serous carcinoma, as high 

LPAR1 expression prior to chemotherapy was associated with longer overall survival, 
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whereas high LPAR1 expression post-chemotherapy is associated with both a shorter overall 

survival and progression free survival(454). Therefore further research on the multi-faceted 

LPAR1 is required in an OAC setting to prove its viability as a target to improve chemo-

efficacy, perhaps with the use of LPAR1 specific inhibitors(455). 

Development of LPAR inhibitors is ongoing, with the LPAR1/3 antagonist ki16425, and the 

LPAR1 specific antagonist AM095 showing efficacy in mice models of diabetic nephropathy. 

AM095 results in decreased reactive oxygen species production by inhibiting the NADPH 

oxidase system and by inhibiting TLR4/NFκB(455). Studies are required to investigate the 

impact these compounds may have in a cancer setting. 

Similar to ATP7B, only one of the three ATP7B-inhibiting siRNAs tested in the secondary 

screen caused significant decreased cell viability as measured by t-tests following MTT 

viability assays. Validated siRNAs were unavailable, so it could not be surmised that the 

decreased cell viability in LPAR1-I was due to on-target effects. For this reason, LPAR1 was 

not considered for further evaluation. 

MAPK3 

Mitogen-activated protein kinase 3 (MAPK3), also known as extracellular signal-regulated 

kinase 1 (ERK1), is a protein-serine/threonine kinase encoded by the MAPK3 gene in humans. 

MAPK3 is part of one of the largest families of proteins, and is involved in a large signalling 

cascade with numerous functions, including: cell adhesion, cell cycle progression, cell 

migration, cell survival, differentiation, metabolism, proliferation and transcription, all of 

which can be altered in a tumourigenic environment(456). Dysregulation and mutations 

within the MAPK pathways are common in a wide range of cancers including oesophageal 

cancers, with many studies investigating the efficacy of inhibiting targets within this pathway 

to improve sensitivity to chemotherapy(457–460). MAPK3 is associated with prostate 

cancer, and has been highlighted for its therapeutic potential(461). MAPK3 dysfunction along 

with other genes including AKT1 and SRC, are linked with progression from stage II to stage 

III colorectal cancer. AKT1 has been shown to induce MAPK3 activity and decreases that of 

TP53, reinforcing the need to investigate AKT inhibition as a therapeutic option to improve 

chemo-sensitivity in an OAC setting(462,463). Using a machine learning approach, MAPK3 

(along with other genes including BCL2, NFKB1 and TLR4) predicts cisplatin response across 

a panel of bladder, ovarian and colorectal cancer cell lines; a similar approach would be 

interesting to investigate in an OAC setting(464).   
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Many traditional inhibitors within this pathway such as berberine cause off-target effects, 

with acquired drug resistance a major hurdle in their efficacy(465,466). Increased 

understanding of these pathways is crucial for improved treatment efficacy; for example, 

expression of WISP2 has been associated with improved outcomes by targeting MAPK3 

pathways in OSCC, but its role in OAC remains unclear(467). Likewise, DIRAS1 (which also 

acts through MAPK3) downregulation is linked with poor prognosis in OSCC, but its role in 

OAC remains unknown. The microRNA miR-206 has also been shown to be linked with 

cisplatin resistance in the gastric cancer setting, with down-regulation increasing cisplatin 

resistance and up-regulation improving cisplatin-sensitivity by MAPK3 inhibition(468). 

Improved understanding of the roles of linked-genes such as WISP2, DIRAS1, miR-206 and 

LCMT1 in an OAC environment could provide us not only with better prognostic biomarkers, 

but also with better targets for future intervention(469,470). 

MAPK3 inhibition has been the focus of numerous clinical trials, especially using the novel 

ERK1/2 inhibitor LY321996. One current trial ‘ERK 1/2 Signaling in Ibrutinib Resistant B-cell 

Malignancies’, is testing this novel inhibitor in combination with ibrutinib in a phase I trial for 

patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (NCT04043845), as well as in a non-responsive 

setting of acute myeloid leukaemia in ‘LY3214996 in Patients With AML Who Are Not 

Candidates for Standard Therapy’, (NCT04081259). LY3214996 will also be the focus of a 

phase II trial in combination with abemaciclib in multiple cancer settings, in: ‘A Phase 2 

Basket Trial of an ERK1/2 Inhibitor (LY3214996) in Combination With Abemaciclib for Patients 

Whose Tumours Harbour Pathogenic Alterations in BRAF, RAF1, MEK1/2, ERK1/2, and NF1’ 

(NCT04534283). This inhibitor is also being trialled in an advanced cancer setting, in a phase 

I study using LY3214996 alone or in combination with other anti-cancer agents in patients 

with advanced disease, metastatic NSCLC, colorectal cancer or metastatic melanoma, ‘A 

Study of LY3214996 Administered Alone or in Combination With Other Agents in Participants 

With Advanced/Metastatic Cancer’, (NCT02857270). Results from this study are anticipated 

in 2022.  

Additional trials using other ERK1/2 inhibitors are also ongoing, including ‘JSI-1187-01 

Monotherapy and in Combination With Dabrafenib for Advanced Solid Tumors With MAPK 

Pathway Mutations’, (NCT04418167). Completion is expected in 2023. A first in-human 

phase I/II trial is also in progress for the ATP-competitive ERK1/2 inhibitor HH2710, called ‘A 

Study to Evaluate the Safety, Tolerability and Pharmacokinetics of HH2710 in Patient With 

Advanced Tumours’. This is being trialled in patients with advanced tumours, melanoma, 

NSCLC and other RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK mutated tumours (NCT04198818). Another study,  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04043845?term=mapk3&draw=2&rank=1
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04081259?term=mapk3&draw=2&rank=8
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04534283?term=mapk3&draw=2&rank=2
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02857270?term=mapk3&draw=2&rank=5
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04418167?term=mapk3&draw=2&rank=6
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04198818?term=mapk3&draw=4&rank=28
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‘Expanded Access to Ulixertinib (BVD-523) in Patients With Advanced MAPK Pathway-Altered 

Malignancies’, aims to provide the ERK1/2 inhibitor ulixertinib to patients with advanced 

cancer as a last-line treatment, including patients who have KRAS, NRAS, HRAS, BRAF, MEK, 

and ERK mutations (NCT04566393). 

In the secondary screen two of three siRNAs targeting MAPK3 decreased cell viability as 

measured by MTT, however only one was significant as assessed by t-test. Due to this 

uncertainty as well as the breadth and scope of targeting a member of such a large family, 

MAPK3 was not chosen as the focus for further study. 

NNT 

Nicotinamide Nucleotide Transhydrogenase (NNT) is a protein encoded in humans by the 

NNT gene. It encodes a crucial part of the inner mitochondrial membrane and is essential for 

antioxidant defence in mitochondria. Under normal physiological conditions NNT uses 

energy from the mitochondrial proton gradient to detoxify free radicals and for biosynthesis 

by producing NADPH(471–473). NNT converts NADH to NADPH, thus powering the reductive 

carboxylation reaction that utilizes glutamine. An increased use of glutamine by this process 

is a hallmark of cancer(474–477). 

NNT is important for cell survival. Therefore, impaired NNT function could decrease cell 

proliferation in a cancer setting. NNT deficiency has been shown to increase oxidative 

phosphorylation, and to even alter the physiology of mitochondria in in vitro and in vivo 

models of hepatoma(478). This has been further investigated experimentally. In NNT knock-

down models of adrenocortical carcinoma, there was an increase in intracellular levels of 

oxidative stress which increased rates of apoptosis; it also resulted in increased sensitivity to 

drug treatments which induce oxidative stress. NNT inhibition could therefore be a viable 

treatment option in combination with cytotoxic chemotherapy drugs. Within this 

adrenocortical carcinoma study, with long-term NNT knockdown the cells eventually 

restored their redox balance, but proliferation remained depleted(288). Outcomes from this 

study show that NNT targeting could be particularly effective in the high-ROS environment 

associated with adrenocortical carcinoma, so it would be interesting to test in an OAC setting. 

NNT-inhibition by siRNA caused significant decreases in cell viability in three of the four cell 

lines in the tertiary screen (summarised in Figure 4.10), however as there are currently no 

clinically used NNT inhibitors readily available, NNT inhibition was not chosen for further 

investigation. 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04566393?term=mapk3&draw=7&rank=20
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Although there are no specific NNT inhibitors, drugs such as 4-chloro-7-nitrobenzofurazan 

(NBD-Cl), N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), palmitoyl-CoA, palmitoyl-L-carnitine, and 

rhein have been shown to cause NNT inhibition resulting in decreased mitochondrial 

respiratory function and cell viability in mouse models(479). Clinically useful NNT inhibitors 

are therefore required to test the efficacy of NNT inhibition in a cancer setting. 
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Figure 4.10: NNT-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, and had an additive effect when combined with CDDP in OE33 and 

SKGT4 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, 

p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell 

viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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PKM 

Pyruvate kinase muscle isozymes 1 and 2 are isoforms of the glycolytic enzyme pyruvate 

kinase and are encoded by the PKM gene in humans. The siRNA used in this chapter targets 

PKM2 only. Inhibition of PKM by siRNA in the tertiary screen resulted in decreased cell 

viability in OE33, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, but not in FLO-1 cells (summarised in Figure 4.11). 

As mentioned previously, a change in glucose metabolism is a hallmark of cancer(278). PKM2 

is highly expressed in cancer cells and is associated with the Warburg effect, but the role of 

PKM1 in cancer is much less clear(480,481). A key feature of tumour cells is that even in the 

presence of enough oxygen, they can favour glycolysis over oxidative phosphorylation. PKM2 

catalyzes the final step in glycolysis and increases cellular proliferation by reprogramming 

glycolytic flux(482–484). There are a number of key co-factors involved, for example, the 

splicer SRSF3 encourages this cancer energy metabolism as governed by PKM2(485). PTPBP1 

is also responsible for regulating the splicing of PKM in a metastatic bladder cancer 

setting(486). In liver cancer, PKM2 transcription is regulated by a transcription factor GATA6, 

with the inactivation of GATA6 increasing PKM2 activity and related tumourigenicity and 

metastasis(487). PKM2 expression is associated with poor prognosis in hepatocellular 

carcinoma(285). It is considered a key oncoprotein in some ER+ breast cancers, but its 

regulation requires further understanding(488). Studies have shown that PKM2 inhibition by 

siRNA knockdown resulted in decreases in cellular proliferation in cell lines and also 

produced synergistic effects when combined with CDDP or with docetaxel. This was shown 

in a cervical cancer model, and was also shown to suppress EMT progression and migratory-

invasive characteristics(489). In a lung cancer PKM2 knock-out model however, cells have 

been shown to activate AMPK to evade cell death and apoptosis, limiting the efficacy of 

PKM2 inhibition(490). 
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Figure 4.11: PKM-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, and had an additive effect when combined with CDDP in OE33 

and SKGT4 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT assay (n≥3), 

p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a significant 

decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in combination 

with 5-FU. 
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As previously mentioned, PKM2 has been shown to not only alter metabolism, but also 

increase cell proliferation and decrease apoptosis (Figure 4.12). PKM2 has thus been 

associated with poor prognosis in many cancer types, so PKM2 inhibition is a novel treatment 

option to be investigated(491). Tannic acid appears to inhibit PKM2 and in vitro has been 

shown to decrease the growth of colon cancer cells(286). Paradoxically, PKM2 activation has 

also been proposed as a treatment in some settings, as the high-energy active PKM2 

tetramer appears to be present in non-dividing cancer cells, whereas the low-energy, 

inactive PKM2 dimer is present in proliferating cancer cells; this requires further 

investigation(492,493). PKM2 is highly expressed in cancer cells but can also be identified in 

non-proliferating differentiated cells. Posttranslational modifications of PKM2 however 

appear to be largely cancer specific. The inactive, pro-cancer dimer is stimulated by post-

translational modifications of PKM2, such as by phosphorylation by Src which induces the 

Warburg effect (Figure 4.13) (494). This inactive, pro-cancer dimer PKM2 is released in cancer 

patients into the blood, and into the stool of patients with gastrointestinal tumours; studies 

have therefore focused on the use of PKM2 as a diagnostic biomarker as well as a target for 

treatment(479). Several clinical trials have investigated the efficacy of PKM2 as a cancer 

biomarker, including NCT01130584, which proved the efficacy of PKM2 as a biomarker 

between malignant and non-malignant causes of pleural effusion(495).  

Low levels of PKM2 are important for cellular functions too. PKM2 is much more efficient 

than PKM1 at catabolizing glucose to increase lactate secretion. Activation of PKM2 to 

produce PKM-1-like activity could be more therapeutically beneficial in treating cancer than 

PKM2 inhibition in some types of malignancy(496). Targeting Src directly could therefore be 

a better option, decreasing the formation of the pro-cancer dimer responsible for increasing 

aerobic glycolysis without altering PKM expression entirely. The effects of Src-inhibition on 

PKM1 and PKM2 levels would need to be investigated and could be cancer setting specific. 

  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01130584?term=pkm&draw=2&rank=4
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Figure 4.12: Overview of PKM2 regulation and function in cancer cells, adapted from 

‘PKM2, a potential target for regulating cancer(491)’.  
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Figure 4.13: Src phosphorylates PKM2, decreasing its affinity for PEP, increasing the 

presence of the low-activity pro-cancer PKM2 dimer. This reduces PKM’s glycolytic activity 

by preventing stabilisation of the high-activity PKM2 tetramer, thus promoting the 

Warburg effect. 
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STAR 

Inhibition of STAR by siRNA resulted in decreased cell viability in all four OAC cell lines in the 

tertiary screen (summarised in Figure 4.14). Steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR or 

STARD1) is encoded in humans by the STAR gene. STAR is a transport protein that acts as the 

limiting and crucial step in steroid biosynthesis by limiting cholesterol transfer within the 

mitochondrial inner and outer membranes(497). STAR is responsible for transporting all 

steroid hormones (and cholesterol) across the mitochondrial membrane, presenting 

cholesterol to CP450 for cleavage into pregnenolone before being further synthesised into 

different steroid hormones required by specific tissues(498). Its regulation is largely 

disputed: as a member of a large pathway there are many compensatory mechanisms 

available that provide redundancy, and STAR expression and regulation appears to be partly 

tissue-specific(499–501).  

The dysregulation of TP53 is associated with many cancer types, including OAC. Loss of 

function of TP53 has been shown to alter the cholesterol synthesis pathway in breast cancer, 

affecting the function of STAR and thus affecting important breast tissue architecture. A 

similar mechanism could be proposed in oesophageal cancer, highlighting the importance in 

focusing on dysregulation of mitochondrial proteins in OAC(502).  

In many cancer types, increased mitochondrial cholesterol levels are associated with 

apoptotic resistance and increased cellular proliferation. This has been shown in 

hepatocellular carcinoma with the importance of STAR highlighted with a shRNA knockdown 

model, which resulted in decreased proliferation and improved sensitivity to CDDP 

treatment in vitro(503). Mitochondrial cholesterol also appears to play a role in 

chemotherapy resistance, supporting STAR’s potential as a novel target in cancer 

treatments(504).  

STAR expression has not been conclusively linked with prognosis or survival in either 

hepatocellular carcinoma or breast cancer; STAR is even shown to be downregulated in high-

grade endometrial cancer and STAR expression is linked with increased survival in some 

malignancies. This therefore requires further investigation in an OAC setting to reach 

consensus(502,505). Overexpression is evident in many cancer settings however, increasing 

cholesterol trafficking and encouraging chemotherapy resistance(406). Development of 

targeted STAR inhibitors is ongoing, and would be interesting to use in combination with 

CDDP to improve the efficacy of traditional chemotherapies(506). 
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Src family kinases (SFKs) are reputedly influenced by cholesterol. The interaction between 

Src and STAR remains unclear, but Oneyama et al. showed that SFK-induced transformations 

can be altered with differing levels of cholesterol(507). Cancer cells are known to have 

increased intracellular demand for cholesterol, with elevated levels of LDL receptors and an 

increase of both LDL and HDL cholesterol uptake. Hoque showed that aberrant LDL signalling 

and cholesterol transport routes are linked with Src-mediated tumourigenesis(406). In 

cancers with known links to cholesterol, integrin targeting is suggested, with Src-inhibitors a 

potential option(508). Due to the redundancy of the STAR family previously mentioned, 

targeting Src could be a more promising therapeutic approach. 
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Figure 4.14: STAR-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as measured by MTT 

assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with Student’s t-test for a 

significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination with CDDP and in 

combination with 5-FU. 
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SRC 

Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src, (SRC, SRC1 or c-SRC) is encoded in humans by 

the SRC gene. Src is a multi-functional protein that is implicated in a number of cancer types, 

and under normal physiological conditions plays a key role in cell growth, division, migration, 

and survival signalling pathways(509). Src expression is generally associated with advanced 

disease and poor prognosis in a range of cancer types(510,511). For this reason there are a 

number of Src inhibitors undergoing clinical and pre-clinical trials in many solid 

malignancies(512–515).  

Src activation is prevalent in BO tissue in a heterogeneous manner even before dysplastic 

changes, but it is expressed at even higher levels upon progression to OAC(516). Due to 

complex mechanisms, Src inhibitors are most likely to be effective in combination with 

traditional chemotherapies or with other targeted therapies such as EGFR inhibitors(517). 

Dasatinib, a Src inhibitor, has shown anti-neoplastic results in Barrett’s oesophagus cell lines 

in vitro. This could be a future therapy in BO patients with high-grade dysplasia to prevent 

progression to OAC(518). Src has been shown to be upregulated in BO, even prior to 

metaplastic progression or development of dysplasia, and in OAC, when compared to normal 

oesophageal tissue(50,335,448,516,519). This highlights the potential for targeting Src in 

first-line treatment of OAC. 

Src (in combination with Caveolin-1) has also been implicated in RANKL-induced gastric 

cancer cell migration, and has been identified as a target for novel treatment in a metastatic 

gastric cancer setting(520). This association with Caveolin-1 however appears to be cancer-

specific: although Cav-1 expression is associated with pro-tumourigenic effects in some 

gastric cancers and in an OSCC setting, this appears to be the reverse in OAC(521). More 

research is thus required to investigate this association with Src activation in an OAC setting, 

which may reinforce the link between STAR and Src in an OAC environment (522,523).  

As mentioned previously, MAPK3, TP53 and Src are three crucial genes involved in governing 

colorectal cancer progression from grade II to grade III(462). Src-inhibition has been shown 

to improve chemo-sensitivity in colorectal carcinomas and can also improve sensitivity to 

EGFR-inhibitors. Both Src-inhibition and Src-regulation require thorough investigation in an 

OAC setting, and would be interesting to investigate in an EGFR+, Src+, aggressive OAC 

setting(510).  

Src inhibitors have been proven to have synergistic effects when combined with doxorubicin 

in a TP53-mutant setting(524,525). Doxorubicin is not the standard course of treatment in 
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OAC, although epirubicin is used routinely, so it would be important to establish the efficacy 

of combining Src inhibitors with current OAC chemotherapies such as CDDP or 5-FU.  

Src inhibition may display an additional benefit in a HER2-amplified setting (20% of OAC 

cases) as saracatinib has been shown to enhance the effects of lapatinib in HER2-amplified 

gastric cancer cells(526). Src inhibition has also been effective in slowing the progression of 

bone metastasis in a prostate cancer model(527). Src contributes to osteoclast function and 

so Src-inhibitors can target osteoclasts as well as tumour cells(528). Bone metastasis, 

although uncommon in OAC, is associated with the shortest overall survival of any sites of 

metastasis, so improved treatment options for these patients is essential(529). 

The links in published literature between Src and OAC, as well as the proposed links with 

other targets such as FGF10, F2RL2, BACH1, PKM2 and STAR, combine to justify the focus of 

our future work on Src-inhibition in an OAC setting. 
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Figure 4.15: Src-inhibition by siRNA resulted in significantly decreased viability in OE33, 

SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, but not in FLO-1 cells. Results of the tertiary siRNA screen as 

measured by MTT assay (n≥3), p<0.05=*, p<0.01=**, p<0.001=*** when assessed with 

Student’s t-test for a significant decrease in cell viability with siRNA alone, in combination 

with CDDP and in combination with 5-FU. 
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Figure 4.16: Crosstalk between Src, membrane receptors and signal transduction pathways 

in gastrointestinal cancer, adapted from Garganiolis(510). Src interacts with RTKs, GPCRs 

and integrin receptors in order to facilitate the activation of signal transduction pathways 

such as the Ras/MAPK, the PI3K/Akt, the Src/FAK complex, the ß-catenin/E-cadherin complex 

signalling networks and the activation of the transcription factors STAT3 and STAT5b. The 

outcome of this crosstalk is the impaired regulation of tumour properties such as the 

increase in cell proliferation and survival, angiogenesis, tumour invasion and metastasis. 

GPCRs, G-protein coupled receptors; RTKs, receptor tyrosine kinases; MAPK, mitogen 

activated protein kinase; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase; Bik, Bcl-2 interacting 

killer; ROS, reactive oxygen species; PI3K, phosphoinisitide 3-kinase; FAK, focal adhesion 

kinase; STAT3/5b, signal transducer and activator of transcription-3/5b; Rhoa, Ras homolog 

gene family, member A 
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4.2.5 Final criteria for target selection 

The most important criterion for target selection was efficacy in multiple cell line models. 

Seven genes were effective ‘hits’ that decreased cell viability in a minimum of three out of 

four cell lines: BACH1, F2RL2, FGF10, NNT, PKM, SRC and STAR. To choose between these 

seven genes, the availability of small molecule inhibitors was next considered. SRC was 

therefore chosen for final validation prior to future work.   

 

Table 4.5: Final criteria for target selection 
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4.2.6 Validation of siRNAs targeting SRC 

As previously shown in chapter 4, inhibition of SRC by siRNA transfections was shown to 

decrease cell viability in OE33, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells (Figure 4.15). It also appeared to have 

the potential to sensitise to chemo in some settings. Before carrying out any combination 

experiments testing the efficacy of Src-inhibitors in Chapter 6, these transfections had to first 

be validated. This was done using Western blotting for two SRC-targeting siRNAs, with qPCR 

carried out for the less effective siSRC from each western result (Figure 4.17). These 

experiments verified the on-target effects of the siRNA SRC-inhibition shown in the 

secondary and tertiary screens.   
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Figure 4.17: siRNA transfections inhibited total-SRC expression in the OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4 

and MFD-1 cell lines following a 72-hr transfection. 

A. Representative western blotting images show decreased levels of total Src expression 

following 72-hr siRNA transfection. siSRC-II appears to be more effective at inhibiting the SRC 

gene than siSrc-I. 

B. Real-time qPCR shows decreased levels of total Src expression following 72-hr siRNA 

transfection with siSRC-I compared to the negative siRNA control.  
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4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1 Summary of principal results 

A siRNA-based screening approach was employed to evaluate targets identified in Chapter 3 

using gene-set enrichment analysis. These genes were incorporated into a siRNA screen to 

identify mediators of chemotherapy resistance in OAC that could be inhibited to improve 

chemosensitivity. The initial primary screen included 80 genes identified from the pathways-

based analysis of transcriptional data in Chapter 3. These 80 genes came from an array of 

gene families with potential roles in OAC. This primary screen identified 24 out of the 80 

genes as ‘positive hits’ that significantly decreased cell viability when inhibited. These hits 

underwent further validation with a secondary siRNA screen. This screen used an additional 

two siRNAs with differing siRNA sequences for each target, to exclude off-target effects 

suggesting false-positives. Targets were deemed ‘hits’ in this secondary screen if a minimum 

of two out of the three siRNAs confirmed the same phenotype of decreasing cell viability. 

Twelve of the twenty-four genes passed this quality control step and were taken forward for 

efficacy testing in a panel of OAC cell lines in the tertiary screen. This used one representative 

siRNA for each target in four OAC cell lines: OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1. Each gene 

underwent a thorough literature search to assess the potential mechanism of action 

governing this decreased viability or sensitising effects. For candidate targets to be 

considered for further evaluation, they had to cause decreased cell viability or chemo-

sensitising effect in a minimum of three out of the four cell lines tested. This resulted in seven 

genes eligible for further consideration: BACH1, FGF10, F2RL2, NNT, PKM2, STAR and SRC. 

This literature search highlighted a Src-centric biology in many of these genes, summarised 

in Figure 4.18. Gene-set enrichment analysis had shown in chapter 3 that Src was down-

regulated in patients that responded to chemotherapy compared to those that did not. Src 

has also previously been implicated in OAC, with up-regulation in Barrett’s Oesophagus 

patients prior to dysplasia or carcinoma development. For these reasons, Src was chosen for 

further analysis in chapter 6. 
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Figure 4.18 Proposed pathway governing Src biology based on literature analysis. 
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4.3.2 Target selection using a RNAi-screening approach 

Although siRNAs have less clinical utility than small molecule inhibitors, they can limit the 

noise caused by off-target effects that result from compounds. The role of siRNAs is to 

exclusively target the gene in question; although they can have their own off-target effects, 

the specificity and selectivity ensures that the phenotype observed is due to the inhibition 

of the specific gene. Compounds may claim to be specific inhibitors, but often have more off-

target effects or inhibit other members within the same gene family than siRNAs. siRNA 

silencing causes the loss of all functions in a protein, where inhibitors may only affect a single 

function. The use of siRNA is arguably better for specific target identification compared to a 

compound screen. 

There are limitations associated with a siRNA screen approach. A limitation of the protocol 

presented in this chapter was the use of only one siRNA in the primary screen, which was 

responsible for hypothesis generation and target identification. If this siRNA had off-target 

effects resulting in decreased viability, this could produce a false positive. Conversely, if the 

siRNA used to target a gene was not specific enough, positive hits may have been missed. 

The risk of false positives was mitigated by carrying out a secondary screen using three 

siRNAs to target each gene, requiring a minimum of two out of three to produce the same 

phenotype to be considered a ‘true’ hit. The risk of missing hits due to inefficient knockdowns 

however must be acknowledged as a weakness of this screen approach. 

Although siRNAs are effective in an in vitro setting, they are only suitable for use in short 

assays, transiently silencing gene expression for 1-4 days from transfection. This is a major 

limitation, especially when investigating genes that stall the cell cycle as opposed to inducing 

apoptosis or cell death. This is especially limiting in transcripts with a high-turnover, or if the 

proteins associated have a long half-life, as targeted proteins may show limited reduction 

despite the mRNA of a gene being readily inhibited(530). The use of shRNAs could overcome 

this as they are effective long-term while still maintaining the specificity of siRNA, but they 

are more expensive assays which lack the flexibility siRNA transfections provide. 

The utility of siRNA or shRNA is limited by the prevalence of redundancy within gene families. 

This redundancy within families results in compensation: targeting a specific gene within a 

family may not be effective but targeting the entire family could be. This could therefore 

result in negative results in a RNAi-screen when a compound screen could highlight the 

efficacy of targeting this family or pathway. These limitations will be discussed further in 

Chapter 7. 
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There are weaknesses with cell line models, that will be discussed further in Chapter 5. One 

major weakness is the lack of a functioning immune environments in a 2D in vitro model. 

This, therefore, limits the choice of targets as there is limited potential in targeting immune-

linked genes, and the therapeutic relevance of novel targets identified is unclear without the 

presence of an integrated immune response. 

A further weakness was the use of just one OAC cell line, OE33, for the primary and secondary 

screen rather than testing fewer genes across the full panel. Due to the vast number of genes 

identified in GSEA, cutting the list down to 80 genes (10% of total) was already excluding 

potentially significant targets, so this was considered the lower limit of genes to take 

forward, at the sacrifice of a full cell line panel. OE33 was chosen as it is readily transfected 

and represents the highest DDIR score out of the five cell lines, when assessed with the DDIR 

assay developed by Almac. This could therefore represent the cell line most likely to benefit 

from DNA-damaging neoadjuvant chemotherapy(157). 

Although there were stringent criteria employed throughout this screen carefully selecting 

‘hits’ and evaluating their on-target effects, the strategy for choosing 80 genes initially could 

have been more stringent. The choice of genes which lack available targeted inhibitors is a 

weakness limiting the therapeutic potential of many of the results from this chapter. In 

future screening approaches this would be made a priority in screen-design.  

 

4.3.6 Outcomes and future work 

This chapter showcases a successful RNAi-screen which highlighted seven specific genes that 

could have anti-cancer effects when inhibited. Due to the scope of this project, preliminary 

investigations can only focus on one gene in chapter 6: SRC. Work will focus on assessing the 

efficacy of Src-inhibition using small molecule inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib across a 

panel of OAC cell lines. Understanding the additive effects Src-inhibition provides traditional 

chemotherapies, could aid understanding of Src-biology in an OAC setting, showcasing the 

downstream targets of Src that dasatinib or saracatinib most-readily affect.  
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Chapter 5: Identification of novel compounds to 

improve chemo-sensitivity in OAC cell line models 
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5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Rationale 

As previously described, OAC is an aggressive cancer with poor survival rates. A major factor 

in this is the lack of effective treatments for patients. For potentially curable patients, the 

standard course of treatment involves neoadjuvant chemotherapy or CRT, followed by 

surgical resection. However, less than 20% of patients experience a complete pathological 

response to chemotherapy, and some experience no benefit. This lack of response for some 

patients even provides the opportunity for the cancer to further progress; combined with 

the negative side-effects of chemotherapy, this needs to be addressed by the provision of 

more effective treatment options. A personalised medicine approach is undoubtedly 

required for such a heterogeneous cancer, with inter-patient and intra-patient variability a 

major obstacle. Repurposing previously FDA-approved compounds in an OAC setting may 

provide better outcomes for OAC patients, in a much more time-effective manner. 

Novel drug discovery and subsequent development is an extremely timely and expensive 

approach to novel treatment development(531). The average length of time for de novo drug 

development is >10 years, and the average cost is estimated at $161-180 million per 

drug(532,533). These negative trends are only increasing, with new drug launches and 

development slowing down(534). This highlights the need to reinvent the traditional drug 

development paradigm. Alternative designs have been suggested (see Figure 5.1) to 

decrease cost by increasing the probability of success. 
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Figure 5.1:  The quick win, fast fail drug development paradigm. This figure illustrates the 

traditional paradigm of drug development (a) contrasted with an alternative development 

paradigm referred to as quick win, fast fail (b). In this alternative, technical uncertainty is 

intentionally decreased before the expensive later development stages (Phase II and Phase 

III) through the establishment of proof-of-concept (POC). This results in a reduced number 

of new molecular entities (nMEs) advancing into Phase II and III, but those that do advance 

have a higher probability of success (p(Ts)) and launch. The savings gained from costly 

investment in late-stage R&D failures are re-invested in R&D to further enhance R&D 

productivity.  

Cs=candidate selection; FED=first efficacy dose; FHD=first human dose; PD=product decision.  

Adapted from, Paul SM, Mytelka DS, Dunwiddie CT, Persinger CC, Munos BH, Lindborg SR, 

Schacht AL. How to improve R&D productivity: the pharmaceutical industry’s grand 

challenge, 2010. Nat Rev Drug Discovery. 2010;p, 203-214(534). Permission for use granted 

28.05.2020 by Rightslink® Copyright Clearance Centre, license number 4837660534076.  
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The time and monetary costs of drug development prevent many patients from benefitting 

from potentially life-changing therapy, but these concerns are largely attributed to safety 

concerns and testing. Following initial compound development, drugs enter a stringent 

sequence of Phase I, II and III trials. Following initial viability studies in phase I, phase II and 

III culminate in a vast number of clinical trials, the majority of which will fail. Phase II trials 

focus on signals of efficacy in low numbers of patients, approximately 100. Positive signals 

of efficacy then culminate in phase III trials, comparing the novel intervention to the current 

standard of care, to see whether it results in improved outcomes. Long-term side effects can 

be missed in Phase II and III trials, so Phase IV post-marketing studies are often carried out 

by companies to identify these long-term ramifications. These are the most expensive phases 

of development, which could be streamlined or bypassed altogether when in a setting of 

drug repurposing(533). Repurposing of drugs will bypass the phase I where a drug is 

identified and doses assessed, allowing you to jump straight into a randomised phase II trial 

as the dosages to use and the associated side-effects are already known. In the setting of 

drug combinations, doses need to be assessed, but can be performed faster and on a smaller 

scale. 

Cancers and diseases of unmet clinical need cannot continue to wait for effective, novel 

treatments to emerge from these time-consuming and expensive drug discovery processes. 

Repurposing readily available drugs could be a viable alternative that could greatly improve 

patient outcomes. These drugs are already FDA-approved and are proven to be clinically 

well-tolerated. These drugs would bypass initial phases by being able to enter clinical studies 

immediately to identify any negative interactions or additional benefit with current standard 

of care treatments. By identifying compounds that have an additive effect in an OAC setting, 

it could also delineate a biological role for a pathway previously unidentified in OAC. This 

reverse approach could then drive future drug development or combination studies that 

could have a huge impact on future patients.  

The aim of this chapter is to assess if repurposing currently available drugs could increase 

the efficacy of current chemotherapy regimens, enabling an improvement in patient 

outcomes. Repurposing currently available drugs that are already off patent into cancer 

regimens is often not a priority for pharmaceutical companies. Nevertheless, investigator-

led clinical trials could encourage this line of research, and could lead to real changes to 

treatment protocols(535). 
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5.1.2 High content- and high throughput- methods of compound screening 

To determine the efficacy of readily available compounds, high-content screening (HCS) and 

high-throughput screening (HTS) are commonly used approaches with many common core 

values. HCS, also known as high-content analysis (HCA) or cellomics, is a method commonly 

used to identify substances such as small molecule inhibitors or RNAi that may decrease cell 

viability or otherwise alter the phenotype of a cell in a desired manner. This method generally 

uses live cells and relies on high-resolution microscopy and other fluorescent staining 

methods to generate images and differentiate between substances being tested (as seen in 

Chapter 6). Outputs are therefore more complex than HTS(536). HTS will usually use cells 

with a stable rate of proliferation (as in our OAC cell lines) and involves screening novel 

compounds alone or in combination with current therapeutics to investigate any additive or 

synergistic effects. This technique generally requires traditional microtiter plates ranging 

from 96-6144 wells in size to test large numbers of compounds using robotic liquid handling 

devices (e.g. the Echo liquid handler), and data processing software in absorbance or 

fluorescence readers to detect differences in a cell phenotype such as cell viability. The test 

substances are generally held in stock plate libraries. These could be designed in-house, but 

companies such as Enzo Life Sciences provide commercially available stock plates of 

compounds to work with. This provides carefully catalogued stock plates from which to 

aliquot out working assay plates. These can then be readily used for experimental assays. 

Accuracy is crucial for this, which is why a liquid handling system is integral to this HTS 

protocol(537). 

In a commercially available plate, all compounds are provided at the same concentration. 

When carrying out a compound screen, the usual protocol uses the same concentration of 

each compound across the entire screen too. This is both a strength and weakness of HTS or 

HCS approaches. Although this allows for direct comparison between compounds, some 

compounds are inherently more potent and even toxic whilst sub-active levels of other 

compounds may be used. This produces noise and can exclude some viable compounds from 

future validation studies due to their decreased potency(538). 

Good organisation is imperative to a successful screen, requiring proper positive and 

negative controls and good plate design. Effective quality control (QC) metrics are also vital 

to measure the degree of differentiation between both positive and negative controls, and 

to identify the data quality provided in each assay. There are numerous ways to measure the 

cell phenotype under study, but in a primary screen such as this that is without replicates, a 

Z-factor is frequently used. In a confirmatory screen with replicates, t-statistics could offer a 
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more robust evaluation. Proper QC is crucial to accurately compare the compounds or 

substances being tested(539). When investigating phenotypic changes such as cell viability, 

it is also crucial to use the most accurate viability assay available, to avoid inter-well 

variability. For this reason, CellTiter-Glo was chosen for use in this screen. 

 

5.1.3 SCREEN-WELL® FDA approved Drug Library V1.2  

The SCREEN-WELL® compound library used in this study was purchased from Enzo Life 

Sciences and consisted of 800 FDA approved compounds and natural products designed for 

effective assay validation or high content screening. For the full compound list, please refer 

to the appendix (Supplementary table 5.1). This library consisted of inhibitors, activators, 

and/or inducers, all dissolved in DMSO at 10mM. All compounds were transferred using the 

Echo liquid handler at a concentration of 1µM. 

 

5.1.4 Z-factor 

To ascertain the success of a screen, a determinant developed by Zhang et al. called a Z-

factor can be generated(540). This relies on comparisons between a positive and negative 

control to satisfy the formula below. 

 

where µ is the mean and δ is the standard deviation of positive and negative controls 

This score then determines whether an assay resulted in responses large enough to justify 

further investigation.  

 

Z-factor Interpretation 

1.0 Maximum score, ideal result 
0.5-1.0 Worth further investigation, excellent 

assay 
0-0.5 Marginal assay 
<0 Too much overlap between positive and 

negative controls 

Table 5.1 Z-factor score guidelines 
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A Z-factor of 1.0, although theoretically describing a perfect assay, may be too stringent a 

parameter and may result in the exclusion of valuable positive hits. A Z-factor of 0.5-0.8 is 

therefore commonly considered an optimal assay, with some groups deeming 0.3-1.0 as their 

Z-factor parameters(541,542). Positive hits should reflect the expected range of response to 

positive hits within the screen, for example a known IC50 of cisplatin (CDDP), and the negative 

hits should reflect an untreated response, such as a vehicle or loading control, with multiple 

technical replicates for each(543). 

 

5.1.5 Aim 

The aim of this chapter was to identify FDA approved compounds that could decrease OAC 

cell proliferation alone or in combination with CDDP in an in vitro cell model. 

 

5.1.6 Objectives 

1. Identify any compounds within the Enzo compound library that decreased cell viability 

alone or in combination with CDDP, as measured by CellTiter-Glo®. 

2. Determine whether these compounds had an additive effect when combined with CDDP 

when taking a sub-lethal dose of each compound. 

3. Assess any trends in drug targets or drug classes that could highlight novel targets to 

improve outcomes and chemo-sensitivity in OAC in vitro. 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Z-factor evaluation 

A Z-factor was determined for each plate, ensuring the efficacy of this screen. Table 5.2 

represents the Z-factors for each plate, taking a DMSO loading control (negative control), 

and a 2X CDDP treatment (positive control) reading for each plate. All compounds were 

dissolved in DMSO. DMSO vehicle controls were applied at 0.1%, representing the applicable 

dilution factor for each Enzo compound.  
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Plate ID Code Enzo Plate Plate Name Z-Factor 

ESP0023840 06 OE33 Parental Untreated 0.43 

ESP0023841 07 OE33 Parental Untreated 0.68 

ESP0023842 08 OE33 Parental Untreated 0.38 

ESP0023843 06 OE33 Parental +CDDP 0.49 

ESP0023845 07 OE33 Parental +CDDP 0.48 

ESP0023846 08 OE33 Parental +CDDP 0.38 

ESP0023850 06 FLO-1 Parental Untreated 0.67 

ESP0023851 07 FLO-1 Parental Untreated 0.31 

ESP0023852 08 FLO-1 Parental Untreated 0.11 

ESP0023853 06 FLO-1 Parental +CDDP 0.66 

ESP0023854 07 FLO-1 Parental +CDDP 0.47 

ESP0023855 08 FLO-1 Parental +CDDP 0.51 

Table 5.2 The primary compound screen was largely successful, with Z-factors ranging from 

0.11-0.68. All plates were treated identically, with the Enzo compound library divided 

between three plates: 06, 07 and 08. The Enzo library was tested under all conditions in the 

parental cell lines: OE33/FLO-1 plus media only, and OE33/FLO-1 plus CDDP treatment. Aside 

from plate ESP0023852, Z-factors deemed all assays worthy of further investigation, with 

scores between a marginal- and excellent-assay. 
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5.2.2 Identifying potential hits 

Following successful validation as measured by Z-factors, results were analysed to identify 

successful hits. A stringent cut-off point of 97% inhibition was selected, as measured by 

CellTiter-Glo®, when taking the DMSO loading control as the 0% inhibition reference point 

for each plate. Taking a 1µM dose of each compound in the Enzo library, this resulted in 20-

compounds across the 12 plates that appeared to decrease proliferation by 97% in one or 

more of the OAC cell lines, alone or in combination with CDDP.  By cross-referencing the well-

location with the Enzo compound library, the following hits were identified (Table 5.3). All 

experiments were carried out with a total incubation time of 96h, including 24h seeding 

followed by 72h treatment. 

This primary screen also identified 23 compounds from this initial screen of 800 compounds, 

that resulted in increased cell viability when combined with cisplatin, versus cisplatin alone 

in both the OE33 and FLO-1 cell lines as measured by CellTiter-Glo®(Table 5.4). Although this 

was not the focus of this project, this could indicate compounds that have antagonistic 

effects of clinical importance and would be interesting to investigate further.  
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Drug Code Compound Name Plate in which it was a 
hit 

Main Drug Function 

06.A19 Amiodarone HCl FLO-1 Par +CDDP Anti-arrhythmic, alpha- 
and beta-adrenergic 
blocker 

06.B3 Lapatinib Ditosylate FLO-1 Par +CDDP Anti-neoplastic, binds 
HER1, HER2 

06.B21 Bortezomib OE33 Par Untx 
OE33 Par +CDDP 
FLO-1 Par +CDDP 

Anti-neoplastic, 
proteasome inhibitor 

06.C16 Bleomycin Sulfate FLO-1 Par +CDDP Anti-neoplastic, produces 
free radicals that cleave 
DNA 

06.E10 Idarubicin HCl FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 Pat +CDDP 

Anti-neoplastic, anti-
biotic, topoisomerase II 
inhibitor 

06.F7 Vorinostat FLO-1 Par +CDDP Anti-neoplastic, HDAC 
inhibitor 

06.I8 Trifluoperazine HCl FLO-1 +CDDP Anti-psychotic, anti-
emetic, blocks 
dopaminergic receptors 
D1 and D2 

06.K17 Fluphenazine HCl FLO-1 Par +CDDP Anti-psychotic, blocks 
dopaminergic receptors 
D1 and D2 

06.M4 Auranofin OE33 Par Untx 
OE33 Par +CDDP 
FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 Par +CDDP 

Anti-rheumatic, gold 
complex that inhibits 
kappa B kinase and 
thioredoxin reductase 

06.N12 Mitoxantrone HCl FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 +CDDP 

Anti-neoplastic, 
topoisomerase II inhibitor 

06.O18 Daunorubicin HCl FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 +CDDP 

Anti-neoplastic, 
topoisomerase II inhibitor 

07.B17 Zafirlukast FLO-1 Par +CDDP Leukotriene-receptor 
antagonist used in chronic 
asthma 

07.B22 Danazol FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 Par +CDDP 

Androgen-receptor agonist 

07.E19 Betaxolol HCl FLO-1 Par +CDDP Selective beta₁ receptor 
blocker used in 
hypertension and 
glaucoma 

07.F15 Fluvastatin Na FLO-1 Par +CDDP HMG-CoA reductase 
inhibiting statin 

07.H9 Clofarabine FLO-1 Par Untx 
FLO-1 Par +CDDP 

DNA-synthesis inhibitor, 
purine nucleoside 
antimetabolite 

07.O20 Doxorubicin HCl FLO-1 Par +CDDP Intercalating anthracycline 

07.P18 Pantoprazole FLO-1 Par +CDDP Selective PPI, binds the 
H+/K+ ATP pump to inhibit 
gastric acid production 

08.G12 Amlodipine FLO-1 Par +CDDP Angio-selective calcium 
channel blocker 

08.I14 Bromocriptine Mesylate OE33 Par Untx 
FLO-1 Par +CDDP 

Ergot derivative with 
dopamine agonist activity 

Table 5.3 20 Compounds caused 97% inhibition as measured by CellTiter-Glo® in the 

primary compound screen. These were deemed the top hits in the screen worth further 

evaluation. 
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Drug Code Compound Name Main Drug Function 

06.P3 Nystatin Antifungal agent, binds sterol in the fungal cell membrane 

07.N4 Levobunolol HCl Non-selective beta blocker 

07.N21 Epinastine HCl 2nd-generation antihistamine and mast cell stabilizer used in 
eye drops 

07.P4 Mafenide HCl Sulfonamide-type medication used as an antibiotic 

07.P6 Malathion Pesticide 

07.P8 Mannitol Sugar alcohol used as a sweetener in diabetic food, and to 
decrease pressure in the eyes 

07.P9 Erythromycin Antibiotic 

07.P10 Maraviroc Antiretroviral drug used in the treatment of HIV infection 

07.P14 Meclizine Dihydrochloride Histamine H1 receptor antagonist used as an antiemetic 

07.P15 Eszopiclone Non-benzodiazepine hypnotic used to treat insomnia 

07.P17 Ethambutol Dihydrochloride Antimycobacterial used to treat tuberculosis 

07.P20 Mepenzolate Bromide Post-ganglionic parasympathetic inhibitor that can decrease 
gastric acid and pepsin secretion 

07.P22 Mepivacaine HCl Anaesthetic 

08.A21 Methazolamide A carbonic anhydrase inhibitor used to treat glaucoma 

08.C21 Metolazone Thiazide-like diuretic, used to treat congestive heart failure 
and high blood pressure 

08.G3 Mitotane Steroidogenesis inhibitor used in the treatment of 
adrenocortical carcinoma 

08.M21 Pentostatin Purine analogue used to treat hairy cell leukemia and T cell 
lymphoma 

08.O4 Topiramate Blocks voltage-dependent sodium and calcium channels; used 
to treat epilepsy and migraines 

08.O5 Permethrin Insecticide used to treat scabies and lice 

08.O8 Trandolapril ACE inhibitor used to treat high blood pressure 

08.O12 Trazodone HCl Serotonis transporter inhibitor; potent antidepressant  

08.O14 Tretinoin All-trans retinoic acid used to treat acne or sun-damaged skin 

08.O22 Trientine Dihydrochloride Chelating agent that reduces serum iron or copper levels; 
used to treat Wilson’s disease 

Table 5.4 23 Compounds when combined with cisplatin caused increased cell viability 

versus cisplatin alone, as measured by CellTiter-Glo® in the primary compound screen.  
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5.2.3 Evaluation of top 20 compounds by dose-response curve generation 

Dose-response experiments were then carried out (n=1) for the top 20 hits from the primary 

compound screen (Supplementary figures 5.2-5.5). Doses ranged from 1nM to 1µM. A 

maximum dose of 1µM was chosen, as all compounds caused significant decreased viability 

at this maximum dose in the initial screen. These dose-response curves were generated with 

the compound alone. Sub-lethal doses of each compound were then identified from each 

curve. Dose-response experiments were then performed with the same doses of the 

compound in combination with approximate IC50 CDDP doses in both the OE33 and FLO-1 cell 

lines. From these results two-way ANOVA was performed to analyse the efficacy of the 

combination of each compound at its sub-lethal dose (as taken from dose-response curves 

Supplementary figures 5.2-5.5) with CDDP versus CDDP or the compound alone, with the 

most effective combinations presented here (Figure 5.1-5.4, non-significant combinations 

Supplementary figure 5.6, 5.7). The IC50 dose of CDDP was measured as 2µM for the OE33 

cell line, and 5µM for the FLO-1 cell line (courtesy of Dr Leanne Stevenson, supplementary 

Figure 5.1). Cells were seeded for 24hr prior to 72h treatment with each compound +/- CDDP. 

72h treatment time-points were chosen to reflect the screen conditions in Chapter 4.  
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 Compound Name Sub-lethal dose of compound (nM) 

06-A19 Amiodarone HCl 10 
06-B3 Lapatanib Ditosylate 10 
06-B21 Bortezomib 0.001 
06-C16 Bleomycin Sulfate 10 
06-E10 Idarubicin HCl 0.1 
06-F7 Vorinostat 100 
06-I8 Trifluoperazine HCl 1 
06-K17 Fluphenazine HCl 100 
06-M4 Auranofin 100 
06-N12 Mitoxantrone 1 
06-O18 Daunorubicin HCl 1 
07-B17 Zafirlukast 1 
07-B22 Danazol 1 
07-E19 Betaxolol HCl 0.1 
07-F15 Fluvastatin Na 0.01 
07-H9 Clofarabine 1 
07-O20 Doxorubicin HCl 100 
07-P18 Pantoprazole 10 
08-G12 Amlodipine 10 
08-I14 Bromocriptine Mesylate 10 

Table 5.5: Sub-lethal doses of each compound were determined from dose-response 

experiments in the OE33 Parental cells when treated with compound alone 

 Compound Name Sub-lethal dose of compound (nM) 

06-A19 Amiodarone HCl 10 
06-B3 Lapatanib Ditosylate 10 
06-B21 Bortezomib 0.001 
06-C16 Bleomycin Sulfate 10 
06-E10 Idarubicin HCl 0.1 
06-F7 Vorinostat 100 
06-I8 Trifluoperazine HCl 100 
06-K17 Fluphenazine HCl 100 
06-M4 Auranofin 10 
06-N12 Mitoxantrone 100 
06-O18 Daunorubicin HCl 0.1 
07-B17 Zafirlukast 100 
07-B22 Danazol 100 
07-E19 Betaxolol HCl 10 
07-F15 Fluvastatin Na 0.01 
07-H9 Clofarabine 0.01 
07-O20 Doxorubicin HCl 100 
07-P18 Pantoprazole 100 
08-G12 Amlodipine 10 
08-I14 Bromocriptine Mesylate 100 

Table 5.6: Sub-lethal doses of each compound were determined from dose-response 

experiments in the FLO-1 Parental cells when treated with compound alone 
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5.2.4 Enzo compounds can have additive effects when combined with CDDP in OAC cell lines 

High-throughput compound screens are typically used for initial screening to identify 

candidates for further research. This highlighted approximately 100 compounds of interest 

that could cause additive or synergistic effects when combined with traditional 

chemotherapies in an OAC setting, with dose-response and combination assays assessed for 

the top 20 that resulted in ≥97% decreased viability when compared to the DMSO loading 

control. 

As previously mentioned, additive effects when combining the Enzo compounds with CDDP 

were assessed by taking a sub-lethal dose of each compound as taken from the dose-

response curves generated, combined with a standard ~IC50 dose of CDDP (2µM OE33, 5µM 

FLO-1).  

Following 72h treatment, viability as measured by CellTiter-Glo®, was significantly decreased 

in OE33 cells when combining 11 of the 20 compounds with CDDP: Bortezomib, Bleomycin 

sulfate, Idarubicin, Vorinostat, Daunorubicin, Zafirlukast, Betaxolol, Fluvastatin, Clofarabine, 

Pantoprazole and Amlodipine (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) when analysed by two-way ANOVA. 

 Following 72h treatment, viability as measured by CellTiter-Glo®, was significantly 

decreased in FLO-1 cells when combining 15 of the 20 compounds with CDDP: Amiodarone, 

Bortezomib, Bleomycin sulfate, Idarubicin, Fluphenazine, Auranofin, Mitoxantrone, 

Daunorubicin, Zafirlukast, Danazol, Betaxolol, Clofarabine, Doxorubicin, Amlodipine and 

Bromocriptine mesylate (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) when analysed by two-way ANOVA. 

There are therefore 8 compounds that caused additive effects when assessed by two-way 

ANOVA in both cell lines: Bortezomib, Bleomycin sulfate, Idarubicin HCl, Daunorubicin HCl, 

Zafirlukast, Betaxolol HCl, Clofarabine and Amlodipine, results of which are summarised 

(Table 5.7). 
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Figure 5.1: Investigating the additive effect of Enzo compounds when combined with CDDP. 

Readings from a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its additive effects 

when combined with an ~IC50 CDDP treatment in OE33 cells and incubated for 96 hours. 

Viability was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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Figure 5.2: Investigating the additive effect of Enzo compounds when combined with CDDP. 

Readings from a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its additive effects 

when combined with an IC50 CDDP treatment in OE33 cells and incubated for 96 hours. 

Viability was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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Figure 5.3: Investigating the additive effect of Enzo compounds when combined with CDDP. 

Readings from a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its additive effects 

when combined with an IC50 CDDP treatment in FLO-1 cells and incubated for 96 hours. 

Viability was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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Figure 5.4: Investigating the additive effect of Enzo compounds when combined with CDDP. 

Readings from a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its additive effects 

when combined with an IC50 CDDP treatment in FLO-1 cells and incubated for 96 hours. 

Viability was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05.  
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Table 5.7: A number of Enzo compounds have additive effects in decreasing cell 

proliferation when combined with CDDP.  

This table summarises the results of combination experiments. When taking a sub-lethal 

dose of each Enzo compound and combining it with an ~IC50 CDDP concentration. Viability 

was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA with * 

p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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5.2.5 Hits can be further divided into drug classes 

By taking a less stringent approach to hit selection, we can identify trends in drug classes and 

targets in the hits from the primary screen. Hits from the primary screen were initially chosen 

based on those that caused ≥97% inhibition when compared to the DMSO loading/negative 

control. This was an extremely stringent cut-off point, with many screening-ports deeming a 

decrease of 50% viability as a hit of significance. Many screening-ports focus on inhibiting 

specific targets, with some studies accepting a ‘hit’ as causing a two-fold difference 

compared to the negative control(542,544), and others expecting 70% inhibition(545). By re-

analysing the primary screen data and by taking compounds that cause ≥80% inhibition alone 

or when combined with CDDP versus the DMSO control, there were 97 compounds of 

interest. These compounds are summarised in a drug-class wheel (Figure 5.5) based on their 

drug class or target. 

The main drug classes identified as having an additive effect when combined with CDDP 

included: antineoplastic agents, antifungal agents, antihypertensives, antipsychotic agents 

as well as statins. Antipsychotic agents such as: aripiprazole, chlorpromazine, fluphenazine, 

perphenazine, thioridazine, trifluoperazine and ziprasidone HCl, although they target 

dopamine receptors, are known for having many different off-target effects and mechanisms 

of action. Drugs such as these could be extremely difficult to investigate mechanistically in 

an OAC setting. Other compounds of interest include dasatinib, a potent Src inhibitor, as well 

as many metabolism-targeting agents such as pitavastatin, Fluvastatin-Na and atorvastatin. 

Dasatinib was chosen for further investigation based on previous results from GSEA (Chapter 

3) as well as siScreen investigation (Chapter 4), as discussed below. 
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Figure 5.5: Compound screen identified compounds that decrease cell viability when given 

alone or in combination with CDDP. 

This drug class wheel represents compounds from the Enzo compound library that decreased 

cell viability by 80% when OE33 or FLO-1 cells were treated with 1µM of each compound in 

combination with CDDP. From the initial compound screen assessed by CellTiter-Glo®, there 

were 97 compounds that decreased cell viability by 80% across OE33 +/- CDDP and FLO-1 +/- 

CDDP. These can be categorised into 14 main drug classes.  
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5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Summary of principal findings 

Poor treatment response led us to investigate other treatment combinations not previously 

tested clinically. Using a compound screen from a commercially available Enzo library, we 

identified various compounds that could cause additive or synergistic effects when combined 

with traditional chemotherapies such as CDDP. 

The work described in this chapter illustrates the benefits of drug screening, by identifying 

numerous compounds that appear to have additive effects and would be unlikely to have 

been chosen for investigation based on standard criteria such as their method of action or 

relevance to OAC biology. Examples are drugs such as zafirlukast, a leukotriene receptor 

antagonist used in the treatment of asthma, auranofin, a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis 

treatment, and ciclopirox, an antifungal agent used to treat mycoses of the skin and 

nails(546), which were shown to have cytotoxic effects alone as well as in combination with 

CDDP. This screen also identified drug classes which had multiple effective compounds such 

as HMG CoA reductase inhibitors (statins) as well as more specific anti-neoplastic drugs, such 

as Topoisomerase II inhibitors.  High-throughput screening therefore has the potential to 

identify combinations that would ordinarily not be considered for selection based on 

complementary mechanisms(547). 

 

5.3.2 Common trends within the top 20 hits 

When looking at the top 20 most potent compounds from the primary screen, no obvious 

trends emerge based on drug classes or molecular targets, aside from anti-neoplastic agents 

and beta blockers. This could indicate that these are the most potent drugs in the screen, as 

opposed to the most effective in a combination therapy setting for OAC. When taking a sub-

lethal dose of each compound in combination with CDDP, we see that many of these 

compounds do not in fact provide an additive effect when combined with CDDP. Before 

making assumptions on such a small fraction of active compounds identified from a primary 

screen, it could therefore be more informative to look at a larger group of less active 

compounds, such as those that result in 80% decreased viability. 
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5.3.3 Common trends in drug class across the top 97 hits 

When looking at the results from the primary screen, trends begin to emerge in drug classes 

when taking a less-stringent approach to choosing targets. At 80% decreased viability versus 

DMSO control, there were 97 compounds found to be effective in decreasing cell viability. 

Mitochondrial dysfunction and metabolic changes were consistently identified in an OAC 

setting following GSEA and si-screening (Chapters 3 and 4), suggesting these processes as 

potential targets to improve outcomes in OAC. This was reinforced by numerous compounds 

identified in this screen, including HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors Pitavastatin, Fluvastatin 

and atorvastatin. However, these compounds have multiple effects, so future work is 

required to distinguish whether the decreased viability is caused by targeting metabolic 

functions specifically rather than by widespread toxicity, as shown in previous studies(548). 

Another such trend to emerge is topoisomerase inhibitors, with topoisomerase-I inhibitors 

irinotecan and topotecan(549), and topoisomerase-II inhibitors etoposide, teniposide, 

doxorubicin, idarubicin, idarubicin, epirubicin and mitoxantrone all causing significant 

decreases in cell viability across both cell lines(550). 

Topoisomerase-II inhibition has been investigated with varying degrees of success in cancer 

settings, but its efficacy in OAC remains disputed. Epirubicin is a topoisomerase II inhibitor 

which has been used in the first-line treatment of OAC for a long time, in the ECF/ECX 

treatment combination. The benefit of epirubicin addition is debated, with the US 

particularly unconvinced as the OE05 trial showed previously that two cycles of CX were as 

effective as three cycles of ECX, suggesting that the addition of epirubicin had no additional 

benefit(69). More recent studies such as FLOT4 have demonstrated the superiority of FLOT 

over ECX, further suggesting the lack of benefit of epirubicin addition(74).  

It could be worthwhile to consider the use of other topoisomerase-II inhibitors instead of 

epirubicin, or to consider the use of targeting topoisomerase-I instead, however initial 

studies have been disappointing(551). These findings however could also represent a 

weakness of a drug screen approach, suggesting that topoisomerase inhibitors are extremely 

potent, so the use of 1µM concentration is far too strong to accurately report on the efficacy 

of topoisomerase inhibitors at decreasing viability, especially when combined with a 

cytotoxic compound such as CDDP. This would therefore require further evaluation at lower 

doses to assess whether this drug class could be a viable addition to an OAC treatment 

regime. 
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5.3.4 Links with siRNA screen results/parallel screen approach: dasatinib, Src inhibition 

The drug screen highlighted a hit called dasatinib, that could have huge potential as a 

combination therapy in an OAC setting. Dasatinib is a potent tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) 

of BCR-ABL and the Src family, used in Philadelphia chromosome-positive (Ph+) chronic 

myelogenous leukaemia (CML) and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)(552). Src has been 

implicated in OAC previously. Kumble et al. has shown that Src is upregulated in BO prior to 

metaplasia, and even increases as OAC develops(516). Inhibiting Src has been suggested to 

improve sensitivity to chemotherapies, especially in a TP53-mutant setting as in OAC(525). 

As well as the evidence from literature, Src was shown to be upregulated in non-responders 

to chemotherapy versus responders in our GSEA results (Chapter 3). Src-inhibition by siRNA 

has also resulted in decreases in OAC cell viability (Chapter 4). These results indicate the 

efficacy of this screening approach, showing its ability to highlight and reinforce previously 

known biology. Src inhibition will therefore undergo further investigation in an OAC setting 

(Chapter 6). 

5.3.5 2D versus 3D model systems for drug-screening approaches 

Current research relies heavily on the use of traditional cell lines, that are unable to represent 

the in vivo response to drug treatment as accurately as 3D models. These cell lines have by 

and large been generated decades ago, from poorly characterised patient tumours. For 

example the OE33 line was generated in the mid-1990’s from  a poorly differentiated tumour 

from the lower oesophagus of a 73 year old female patient, and has been cultured in 

laboratories around the world ever since(382). Although cell lines are generally considered a 

good model of each cancer, there are shortfalls associated with this kind of model. For 

starters in many cases, as there is no matched transcriptional or genetic data of the primary 

patient tumour, there is thus no accurate comparison to test the stability of the cell line- i.e. 

the cell line may not or may no longer reflect the characteristics of the original tumour. 

Immortalized cells in culture have also been shown to lack many specific functions of cells in 

vivo(553). A second problem with the use of cell lines is the lack of a functional immune 

environment. Even an ‘epithelial’ cancer such as OAC is made up of a multitude of 

components: the extracellular matrix, soluble factors as well as cellular components 

(carcinoma-associated fibroblasts CAFs, vessels, immune cells) etc. This multi-cellular, multi-

factor response and heterogeneity is lacking in a 2D cell line model.  

Organoids are 3D cell systems designed in vitro that are derived from primary tissue. They 

were first established as a model of organs, as they better represent the tumour 

microenvironment and inter-tumour heterogeneity than traditional cell lines(554,555). 
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Organoids offer the added bonus of representing tissue heterogeneity and having stable 

culture characteristics. Li et al. has successfully developed a number of OAC organoids that 

appear to accurately represent the primary tumour (556). Although offering a reduced 

complexity compared to animal models or tissue explants, organoids are arguably a better 

model to test intra-tumour heterogeneity. However organoids are considerably more 

expensive and complex to manage and maintain than traditional cell lines or primary cell 

lines, and can be more difficult to replicate than cell line systems(557).  

Multicellular tumour spheroid models (MCTS) have been proposed for the best option model 

for drug discovery in vitro, but they are not yet established enough to replace cell line models 

in HTS settings(558). MCTS better represent the tumour microenvironment, as well as intra-

tumour heterogeneity(559). However, MCTS are much more difficult to replicate than 

current cell line models. An HCS approach would also require a fluorescent high content 

imaging ill-suited to the drug screen approach taken in our work(560). MCTS also proliferate 

at a slower rate to traditional 2D cell line models, decreasing output and limiting screen sizes. 

Despite the weaknesses in using traditional cell line models, they are the best option for the 

foreseeable future, especially for initial screening(561). The use of cell lines has been blamed 

for failed studies in vivo, due to the poor correlation between the two. A practical strategy 

would be to use OAC cell lines for initial screening, followed by organoids, MCTS or primary 

cells for validation prior to in vivo models and patient studies/clinical trials(562).  

 

5.3.6 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the data presented in this chapter exhibits the efficacy of a compound screen 

in a cell line model for hypothesis generation. I have produced large amounts of data and 

identified combination treatments that would not by hypothesised or prioritised based on 

systems-based cancer biology. My work highlights the potential of Src-inhibition in 

combination with CDDP in an OAC setting.  

A major weakness in a screen approach is that you cannot carry out a thorough investigation 

on every hit identified in a primary screen. To have a manageable number of compounds to 

work with, I therefore had to have extremely stringent criteria, choosing 97% inhibition. 

Retrospectively, I could have carried out the screen at a lower dose. Now knowing that the 

working IC50 concentration of dasatinib in OE33 and FLO1 is in the nanomolar range, I would 

decrease the initial screen concentration from 1µM to e.g. 0.1 or 0.5µM for every compound. 

I would expect to see less hits when working with these lower concentrations, perhaps 
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identifying different trends as a result. This could mean that I would further bias the screen 

in favour of the more potent compound classes available, but there is no ‘perfect screen’. 

Using lower compound concentrations, I would also therefore be more likely to see an 

additive effect when then combining the hits with CDDP than when treating with such a high 

dose of compound already.  

Further investigation is undoubtedly required to distinguish between the hits, and to identify 

the most effective line of enquiry. This would include repeat combination experiments across 

the panel of OAC cell lines and investigate CI values for any valuable combinations. It would 

then require mechanistic analysis to identify the target causing effect in each effective 

compound. siRNA experiments would be required to verify the efficacy of specific-targeting, 

as although compound testing is more therapeutically and clinically relevant, the off-target 

effects of any compound are numerous, and assumptions cannot be made on their mode of 

action. 

Despite the weakness of a HTS-approach to identify novel combinations of compounds, I 

believe that this technique was successful in generating hypotheses, identifying a number of 

compounds that were previously unconsidered in an OAC setting. It also reinforced the 

results of previous chapters (Chapter 3, 4) and has influenced the choice of Src as a drug 

target for further research in chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6: Investigating the impact of Src-

inhibition on sensitising OAC cells to CDDP and 5-

FU in vitro 
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6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Rationale 

The aim of Chapter 6 is to further assess the efficacy of targeting SRC in an OAC setting in 

combination with cisplatin (CDDP) or 5-FU. SRC was selected based on results from 

bioinformatic analysis (Chapter 3), from an siRNA-based screening approach (Chapter 4) and 

from a compound-screening approach (Chapter 5). This chapter will now assess the efficacy 

of SRC-inhibition using siRNA, dasatinib and saracatinib in combination with CDDP or 5-FU to 

discover the relationship between SRC and chemotherapy resistance. This knowledge could 

then be further exploited to develop novel targeting strategies and biomarkers in an OAC 

setting. 

Poor response to chemotherapy is a major barrier to effective treatment, with less than 20% 

of patients experiencing complete pathological response to treatment(93). Innate and 

subsequent acquired resistance to chemotherapies remains a huge hurdle to improving the 

efficacy of treatment and improving patient outcomes. Combination therapies could be 

administered to improve the efficacy of the current standard chemotherapy treatments. 

Gene-set enrichment analysis (Chapter 3) showed that SRC expression was decreased in 

patients who responded to chemotherapy (TRG score 1-2) versus those that had no response 

(TRG 3-5). Chapter 4 demonstrated using a functional siScreen that SRC-inhibition with siRNA 

decreased viability in three OAC cell lines and had additive effects with CDDP and 5-FU in 

some settings. Chapter 5 showed that 1µM dasatinib when combined with ~IC50 CDDP 

concentration in OE33 and FLO-1 cells had an additive effect in decreasing cell viability. These 

results established the focus of this chapter, investigating the efficacy of SRC-inhibition in in-

vitro OAC settings. 

6.1.2 SRC 

SRC was the first proto-oncogene ever discovered. The SRC gene encodes the protein Src, 

one of 11 non-receptor kinases in the Src family kinases (SFKs)(512). The other members of 

this family include: Fyn, Yes, Blk, Brk, Frk, Fgr, Hck, Lck, Srm and Lyn. Src is expressed 

ubiquitously, with especially high levels in platelets, neurons and osteoclasts, and Yrk is 

expressed only in chickens(512,563,564)(564).  

SRC has been implicated in numerous cancer settings, with Src-inhibitors first used clinically 

against haematological malignancies, with other clinical trials in progress (Table 6.4). 

Numerous other Src-inhibitors are undergoing development (Table 6.1). SRC has been 

implicated in a Barrett’s oesophagus setting prior to dysplasia or carcinoma development, 
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with studies showing dephosphorylation of c-Src at the regulatory tyrosine. This suggests a 

role for SRC in cell transformation, tumorigenesis, and metastasis in OAC consistent with 

other cancer types. Src has been implicated in deregulating CDKN1B/p27, reducing its ability 

to regulate the cell cycle(518). Although SRC has an important role in cancer settings this 

gene does not frequently experience activating mutations or amplifications, with the 

mechanisms governing its protein or activity upregulation remaining unclear(507). Only in 

advanced colon cancer (~10%) and a small subset of endometrial carcinomas, have activating 

Src mutations been reported. These truncations result in a stop codon at 531, one residue 

along from the regulatory Tyr530 subunit, resulting in constitutively active Src(565,566). 
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Drug Target 
7-Hydroxy-4-chromone Src 

A 419259 trihydrochloride SFK: Src, Lck, Lyn 

AD80 RET-BRAF, S6K, Src 

AMG-47a Lck 

Apatinib VEGFR-2- PDGFR-β, c-Src, c-Kit, Ret 

AZD-0424 SFK: Src, Lck, c-YES, Lyn, Fyn, Fgr, Blk; Abl 

AZM475271 Src 

Bosutinib (SKI-606) Src, Abl 

Bosutinib D8 Src, Abl 

CSF1R-IN-2 Src, MET, c-FMS 

Dasatinib Src, Bcr-Abl 

Dasatinib D8 Bcr-Abl, Src 

Dasatinib hydrochloride Src, Bcr-Abl 

Dasatinib Monohydrate Src, Bcr-Abl 

eCF506 Src 

KB SRC 4 Src 

KXI-004 Src-PTK 

Midostaurin FLT3, c-Kit, PGFRs, Src, VEGF 

MNS (3,4-Methylenedioxy-β-nitrostyrene) Src and Syk tyrosine kinases 

NVP-BHG712 VEGFR; Raf, Src, Abl 

PD173955 Src, Yes, Abl 

Pelitinib Irreversible EGFR-i, Src, MEK/ERK, ErbB2 

Ponatinib (AP24534) Abl, PDGFRα, VEGFR2, FGFR1, Src 

Ponatinib D8 Abl, PDGFRα, VEGFR2, FGFR1, Src 

PP1 SFK: Lck, Fyn 

PP121 mTOR, DNK-PK, VEGFR2, Src, PDGFR 

PP58 PDGFR, FGFr, Src 

Rebastinib (DCC-2036) Bcr-Abl -Src, KDR, FLT3, Tie-2, c-Kit 

Repotrectinib (TPX-0005) ALK/ROS1/TRK and Src 

Ruloxitinib JAK1/2; Src 

Saracatinib (AZD0530) SFKs: Src; Yes, Fyn, Lyn, Blk, Fgr, Lck 

SI-83 Src 

Src Inhibitor 1 Src, Lck 

SU6656 SFK: Src, Yes, Lyn, Fyn 

TG 100801/TG 100572 VEGFR1, VEGFR2, FGFR1, FGFR2, PDGFRβ, SFKs 

TPX-0022 MET, CSF1R, SFKs 

TPX-0046 RET and SRC 

UM-164 Src, p38α p38β 

WEHI-345 analog  Src 

WH-4-023 SFK: Lck, Src 

XL228 Bcr-Abl, Aurora A, IGF-1R, Src, Lyn 

XL999 VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR, FLT-3, Src 

Table 6.1: Src inhibitors currently available for clinical and pre-clinical studies 

This table lists some inhibitors of Src and SFKs that are currently available for research 

purposes, including those used clinically such as dasatinib. Information extracted from 

MedChem Express, SelleckChem and clinicaltrials.gov  
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The activation of Src in a cancer setting is usually balanced by upstream kinases and 

phosphatases which result in structural alterations. Co-translational modifications are 

necessary for membrane-association of Src, providing its ability to transform cells. There are 

two main sites of phosphorylation on the Src gene(567). These 2 subdomains are separated 

by a catalytic cleft for ATP/phosphorylation. This forms an activation loop containing the 

Tyrosine 419 binding site, a positive regulatory unit that provides maximum kinase activity. 

In the work in this chapter, protein expression of ‘p-Src’ (phosphorylated Src) is specific to 

this active phosphorylation site. Phosphorylation at Tyrosine 530, the negative regulatory 

residue, closes this loop masking Tyr419, resulting in an inactive conformation that prevents 

Tyr419 autophosphorylation and subsequent activation.  

Both cSrc kinase (Csk) and Csk-homologous kinase (Chk) can phosphorylate Tyr530, 

inactivating Src(568). Reduced levels of Csk are found in cancers such as hepatocellular 

carcinoma, resulting in higher levels of active Src(569). Overexpression of Csk was shown to 

reduce levels of metastasis in a CRC setting(570). Cbp can regulate Csk as a lipid raft binding 

partner. In short, Src phosphorylates Cbp, enabling its binding to Csk. This binding recruits 

Csk from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane where active Src is found, providing a 

negative feedback loop to limit active Src activity(571) (Figure 6.1).  

Cbp can also inhibit Src-mediated cell transformation in a Csk-independent manner. Cbp 

does this by binding and sequestering Src within lipid rafts(572). By altering Src localization 

in these ways, over-expressing Cbp has been shown to reverse the oncogenic impact of Src. 

However, Cbp cannot impact Src’s kinase activity. SFKs have been shown to remain active 

and still drive cancer growth even when bound to these lipid rafts(573). Up-regulating Cbp 

or over-expressing Csk and Chk is not enough to fully mediate Src-driven tumorigenesis.  
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Figure 6.1. Phosphorylation of Cbp by active Src causes Cbp to bind to Csk, recruiting Csk 

to the plasma membrane where Csk exerts inhibitory effects on Src. 
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Phosphatases may play a larger role in regulating Src kinase activity, with PTPg shown to be 

responsible for elevating Src kinase activity in some settings. Bjorge et al. showed that PTP1b 

is associated with activating Src in breast cancer cell line models(574).  

Src is an important signal transducer that can be both an up- and down-stream modulator of 

receptor molecules and non-receptor tyrosine kinases crucial for the stability and 

persistence of RTK signalling. Src can achieve this by the sequential phosphorylation of 

tyrosine residues on substrates. Src has important interactions with growth factor receptors 

such as EGFR, as well as Met, integrin cell adhesion receptors, steroid hormone receptors, g-

protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and cytoskeleton 

components. Src can also activate PI3K-Akt and other crucial cascades responsible for cell 

cycle progression, survival and proliferation, partially through the alteration of the tumour 

suppressor PTEN(573,575).  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a proportion of gastric and OAC cancers overexpress EGFR. In a 

selected EGFR+ setting in TRANSCOG, OS was shown to increase with EGFR-inhibition using 

gefitinib. This could be partly due to decreasing Src activity. In a NSCLC setting, there is known 

interaction between EGFR kinase activity and Src with EGFR having been shown to 

phosphorylate Cbp through Src. Overexpression of Cbp blocks EGFR-mediated Src activation, 

signalling and cell transformation, suggesting that Cbp could be responsible for mediating 

EGFR-Src synergy. As mentioned previously, lipid rafts are an important part of Src-

tumorigenic effects. Lipid rafts could be key for this EGFR-Src interaction as it is here that Src 

has been known to co-localize with both EGFR and PI3K. Studies suggest that targeting Src in 

an EGFR+ population may be especially effective, or combination of Src-inhibitors with an 

EGFR-inhibitor such as gefitinib could have additive effects(16). This may occur only when 

Src-EGFR co-localize within lipid rafts, as Irwin et al. showed synergy with co-inhibition of 

EGFR and Src in a model of breast cancer(576) so this would have to be investigated in a 

setting of OAC. Saracatinib is an ATP-competitive inhibitor of SFKs with activity against ABL. 

Saracatinib has also been shown to act against mutant forms of EGFR (L858R and L861Q) 

which occur in a NSCLC setting(573). Combining saracatinib with traditional chemotherapies 

in an EGFR+ or mutant-setting in OAC could therefore hold clinical potential due to EGFR-Src 

interactions(578,579).  
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6.1.3 Aims 

The aim of this chapter is to determine the ability of Src inhibition to improve chemo-efficacy 

in OAC cell lines 

6.1.4 Objectives 

1. Determine the sensitivity of OAC cell line models to Src inhibition using Src inhibitors 

dasatinib and saracatinib 

2. Identify any additive or synergistic effect when combining Src inhibitors with conventional 

OAC chemotherapies, cisplatin (CDDP) or 5-FU 

3. Elucidate the mechanism of synergism when combining dasatinib and cisplatin (CDDP) by 

investigating cell cycle and apoptosis when treating in combination 
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1 siSRC-transfection verification 

As previously shown in chapter 4, inhibition of SRC by siRNA transfections was shown to 

decrease cell viability in OE33, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells. It also appeared to have the potential 

to sensitise to chemo in some settings. Before carrying out any combination experiments 

testing the efficacy of Src-inhibitors, these transfections were validated. This was done using 

Western blotting, with qPCR carried out for the less effective siSRC from each western result 

(Figure 4.17). These experiments verified the on-target effects of the siSRC-inhibition seen in 

chapter 4. 

 

6.2.2 Sensitivity to CDDP, 5-FU, dasatinib and saracatinib varies between cell lines 

Cell line sensitivity to CDDP, 5-FU (courtesy of Dr Rosie Douglas, data not shown), dasatinib 

and saracatinib was assessed. MTT viability assays were carried out in triplicate to identify 

the approximate IC30 doses of each compound for each cell line following 72h treatment. 

Response was analysed using GraphPad Prism. Preliminary combination experiments were 

then performed to assess these ~IC30 concentrations to identify any required adjustments. 

The adjusted values as used in all future experiments are summarised in Table 6.2. 

Dasatinib and saracatinib were then verified by western blotting to have on-target effects of 

decreasing phospho-Src levels. This was assessed at 24h treatment, showing decreasing 

levels of p-Src with increasing doses of both compounds in all five OAC cell lines (Figure 6.2-

Figure 6.6). 

 

 CDDP IC30 (µM) 5-FU IC30 (µM) Dasatinib IC30 (µM) Saracatinib IC30 (µM) 

OE33 1 0.5 0.025 0.5 
FLO-1 3.5 5 0.005 3 
SKGT4 1.5 4 0.075 0.075 
OE19 10 14 0.25 0.25 
MFD-1 1 5 0.03 0.5 

Table 6.2 Table showing sensitivity of five OAC cell lines to: CDDP, 5-FU, dasatinib and 

saracatinib 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

Figure 6.2: Sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed in OE33 cells.  

A. MTT cell viability assay assessing the sensitivity of OE33 cells to increasing concentrations 

of dasatinib and saracatinib at 72h.  

B. Representative western blot images assessing p-Src inhibition and the effect on t-Src of 

24h treatment with dasatinib and saracatinib. 
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A. 

B.  

 

Figure 6.3: Sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed in FLO-1 cells.  

A. MTT cell viability assay assessing the sensitivity of FLO-1 cells to increasing concentrations 

of dasatinib and saracatinib at 72h. N=3. 

B. Representative western blot images assessing p-Src inhibition and the effect on t-Src of 

24h treatment with dasatinib and saracatinib. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

Figure 6.4: Sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed in SKGT4 

cells.  

A. MTT cell viability assay assessing the sensitivity of SKGT4 cells to increasing concentrations 

of dasatinib and saracatinib at 72h.  

B. Western blots assessing p-Src inhibition and the effect on t-Src of 24h treatment with 

dasatinib and saracatinib. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

Figure 6.5: Sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed in OE19 cells.  

A. MTT cell viability assay assessing the sensitivity of OE19 cells to increasing concentrations 

of dasatinib and saracatinib at 72h.  

B. Western blots assessing p-Src inhibition and the effect on t-Src of 24h treatment with 

dasatinib and saracatinib. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

Figure 6.6: Sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib was assessed in MFD-1 

cells.  

A. MTT cell viability assay assessing the sensitivity of MFD-1 cells to increasing concentrations 

of dasatinib and saracatinib at 72h.  

B. Western blots assessing p-Src inhibition and the effect on t-Src of 24h treatment with 

dasatinib and saracatinib. 
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6.2.3 OAC cell lines express Src at different levels, however protein levels of both total- and 

phospho-Src are not necessarily indicative of response to Src-inhibition. 

Basal protein levels of total- and phospho-Src (p-Src) were assessed across a panel of OAC 

cell lines: OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4, OE19 and MFD-1 (Figure 6.7). These experiments indicated 

that OE19 and OE33 express the highest protein levels of both total and phospho-Src, 

however this was not indicative of sensitivity to Src inhibitors dasatinib or saracatinib for 

OE33 cells, although OE19 cells had the highest IC30 for dasatinib and the second highest IC30 

for saracatinib (Table 6.2). This suggests that Src protein levels are not a good biomarker for 

sensitivity to Src inhibitors.  
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Figure 6.7 OAC cell lines have varying levels of phospho-Src and total-Src basally. All cells 

were collected following 24hr incubation.  
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6.2.4 Combining Src-inhibitors with CDDP decreases cell viability in many OAC in vitro settings 

Chapters 4 and 5 suggested the efficacy of combining Src-inhibitors alongside traditional 

chemotherapies to decrease cell viability and improve chemo-efficacy. Combination 

experiments were therefore performed to test this efficacy in all five cell lines: OE33, FLO-1, 

SKGT4, OE19 and MFD-1 (Figure 6.8), using the IC30 of each compound in these combinations 

(Table 6.2).  

Combination experiments were assessed by MTT assays following 72h treatment. Both 

dasatinib (0.025µM) and saracatinib (0.5µM) showed further reduction in cell viability when 

combined with CDDP (1µM) in the OE33 cell line as assessed by Student’s t-test (Figure 

6.8.A).  

Next, this combination was assessed in the FLO-1 cells using dasatinib (0.005µM) or 

saracatinib (5µM) with CDDP (3.5µM) (Figure 6.8.B). A reduction in viability was observed 

with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as assessed by Student’s t-test.  

This combination was assessed in the SKGT4 cells using dasatinib (0.075µM) or saracatinib 

(0.075µM) with CDDP (1.5µM) (Figure 6.8.C). A reduction in viability was observed with this 

combination, measured with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as assessed by Student’s 

t-test.  

No additional benefit was observed in the OE19 cells when combining dasatinib (0.25µM) or 

saracatinib (0.25µM) with CDDP (10µM) (Figure 6.8.D) versus CDDP alone when tested with 

MTT viability assay following 72h treatment and assessed by Student’s t-test.  

Finally, this combination was assessed in the MFD-1 cells using dasatinib (0.025µM) or 

saracatinib (0.5µM) with CDDP (1µM) (Figure 6.8.E). A reduction in viability was again 

observed with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as assessed by Student’s t-test.  

These results show the potential benefit of adding a Src-inhibitor to traditional drugs like 

CDDP, in an in vitro OAC setting, especially in the OE33, FLO-1 and MFD-1 cell lines. The 

interactions of these compounds in these three cell lines therefore underwent further 

evaluation by generating Combination Index values using the Chou and Talalay method to 

assess whether this combination resulting in a reduction in viability was causing additive or 

synergistic effects (Figure 6.9-6.11).  
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D. 

 

 

E. 

 

Figure 6.8: OAC cells exhibit different responses in cell viability when treated with a 

combination of Src inhibitor dasatinib or saracatinib with CDDP.  

A. OE33 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h CDDP.  

B. FLO-1 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h CDDP.  

C. SKGT4 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h CDDP.  

D. OE19 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h CDDP.  

E. MFD-1 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h CDDP.  

Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays and results were analysed using 

Student’s t-tests with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 

Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the mean. 
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6.2.5 Combining Src-inhibitors with CDDP can have context-dependent effects ranging from 

synergistic to antagonistic 

The interaction between dasatinib or saracatinib with CDDP was then tested for synergy 

using the Chou & Talalay combination index method. This method is employed using the 

CompuSyn Software (ComboSyn Incorporated). In short, a CI value of < 1 indicates synergy, 

CI = 1 indicates an additive effect and CI >1 indicates an antagonistic effect. Three different 

concentrations above and below ~IC30 of both dasatinib and CDDP alone and in combination, 

and of saracatinib and CDDP alone and in combination were used in the OE33, FLO-1 and 

MFD-1 cell lines.  

In the OE33 cell line, results indicated a synergistic interaction at each of the drug 

concentrations (Figure 6.9). Similar efficacy was observed using dasatinib as with saracatinib.  

Combination index values determined a synergistic effect when combining CDDP with 

saracatinib at each drug concentration in the FLO-1 cells, and an additive-synergistic effect 

combining CDDP with dasatinib depending on the drug concentration used (Figure 6.10). 

In the MFD-1 cells, combination index values determined a synergistic effect when 

combining CDDP with dasatinib at each drug concentration, but no synergistic effect 

combining CDDP with saracatinib at any drug concentration used (Figure 6.11). 

Dasatinib was chosen for further mechanistic analysis as it is effective at a lower dose in 

OE33, FLO-1 and MFD-1 cells than saracatinib (0.025µM versus 0.5µM respectively in OE33) 

reducing the risk of off-target effects.  
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Figure 6.9: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

dasatinib and CDDP, and between saracatinib and CDDP in OE33 cells. 

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in OE33 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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Figure 6.10: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

dasatinib and CDDP at certain doses, and between saracatinib and CDDP in FLO-1 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in FLO-1 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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Figure 6.11: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

dasatinib and CDDP, and an antagonistic interaction between saracatinib and CDDP in 

MFD-1 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in MFD-1 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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6.2.6 The mechanism of action governing the effects of dasatinib and CDDP combinations 

differ between cell lines when looking at a protein marker of apoptosis 

Next, we sought to assess the mechanism governing the decrease in viability observed 

following combination treatment with CDDP and Src inhibitors, looking at protein levels 

across our panel of OAC cell lines. Sensitivity to CDDP was previously assessed by MTT 

viability assay dose-response experiments and these IC30 values were used in these 

combination experiments and CI value experiments at 72h (Table 6.2). Timepoint western 

blots using an ~IC30 dose were used to choose a timepoint for combination protein 

experiments. These experiments looked at the effect of CDDP on total- and phospho-Src 

levels, also looking at levels of cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis.  

CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing levels of PARP cleavage in 

OE33 cells with longer exposure. These images also suggest that CDDP decreases t-SRC/ p-

SRC at 48h and 72h in OE33 cells (Figure 6.12). CDDP treatment of FLO-1 cells at 24, 48 and 

72h timepoints also shows increasing PARP cleavage with longer exposure. These images 

further suggest that CDDP could cause decreased p-Src levels in a time-dependent manner 

(Figure 6.13). CDDP treatment of OE19 cells at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing 

PARP cleavage with longer exposure. These images also suggest that CDDP could cause 

decreased t-Src levels in a time-dependent manner (Figure 6.15). CDDP treatment of MFD-1 

cells at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing PARP cleavage with longer exposure. 

These images also suggest that treatment with CDDP could cause decreased t-Src in a time-

dependent manner (Figure 6.16). 

SKGT4 cells do not seem to respond to CDDP by increasing apoptosis, indicated by no 

observed cleaved PARP. CDDP treatment could be causing decreased t-Src and p-Src but 

further experiments are required to validate this observation (Figure 6.14). 

Taken together these results indicated that CDDP decreases cell viability by increasing 

apoptosis (as shown by increasing cleaved PARP levels) in OE33, FLO-1, OE19 and MFD-1 

cells. Cleaved PARP was seen to increase from 24h with maximal PARP cleavage at the 48h-

timepoint for most cell lines. The concern of carrying westerns out at 72h treatment is that 

i. The levels of cleaved PARP will be too high to see an increase when combining dasatinib 

alongside CDDP and ii. there will be too few cells for successful protein collection. The 48h 

timepoint was therefore selected for further mechanistic analysis. 
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Figure 6.12: CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing OE33 cell death 

with longer exposure.  

Representative western blot analysis of OE33 parental cells untreated and treated with 1µM 

CDDP for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of CDDP was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker of cell 

death. Expression of t-Src and p-Src were investigated. Vinculin was used as a loading control. 
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Figure 6.13: CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing FLO-1 cell 

death with longer exposure.  

Representative western blot analysis of FLO-1 parental cells untreated and treated with 

3.5µM CDDP for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of CDDP was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src and p-Src were investigated. Vinculin was used as a loading 

control. 
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Figure 6.14: CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows no SKGT4 cell death as 

identified by PARP cleavage when treated with CDDP.  

Representative western blot analysis of SKGT4 parental cells untreated and treated with 

1.5µM CDDP for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of CDDP was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src and p-Src were investigated. Vinculin was used as a loading 

control. 
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Figure 6.15: CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing OE19 cell death 

with longer exposure.  

Representative western blot analysis of OE19 parental cells untreated and treated with 

10µM CDDP for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of CDDP was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 
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Figure 6.16: CDDP treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing MFD-1 cell 

death with longer exposure.  

Representative western blot analysis of MFD-1 parental cells untreated and treated with 

1µM CDDP for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of CDDP was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 
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6.2.7 Assessing the effects of combining Src inhibitor dasatinib with CDDP on protein levels in 

OAC in vitro settings 

Combination of dasatinib with CDDP was then assessed in the OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4, OE19 and 

MFD-1 cells to see the effect this has on t-Src levels, and on apoptosis using cleaved PARP as 

a measure. This was compared to the ‘untreated’ vehicle control, treated with DMSO only. 

These experiments were carried out with a total 48h treatment.  

The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP in the OE33 cells resulted in increased apoptosis as 

indicated by cleaved PARP versus either treatment alone. This combination also resulted in 

decreased levels of total-Src (Figure 6.17). The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP results in 

no increase in PARP cleavage in FLO-1 cells versus dasatinib or CDDP alone (Figure 6.18). This 

combination does however result in further decreases to t-Src levels as well as to total Actin 

levels. Chapter 4 showed no significant effects in decreasing cell viability when inhibiting SRC 

with siRNA, nor when combining siRNA targeting SRC with CDDP versus a negative control 

siRNA +/- CDDP. The decreases in t-Src and to total actin levels with dasatinib and CDDP 

combination could reflect the additive effects in decreasing the number of viable cells as 

seen in MTT combination experiments using dasatinib not seen with the use of an siRNA. 

As previously mentioned, SKGT4 cells undergo extremely low levels of apoptosis not usually 

detectable by cleaved PARP (Figure 6.14). Treatment with dasatinib could however increase 

these levels slightly versus CDDP alone. The addition of CDDP to dasatinib does not seem to 

increase this further, suggesting that the additive effects of combining dasatinib with CDDP 

(Figure 6.8.A) are not due to increases in apoptosis, as indicated by PARP cleavage. CDDP 

treatment does not have a significant impact on p-Src or t-Src levels versus the untreated 

vehicle control (Figure 6.19). 

Treating OE19 cells with dasatinib or CDDP or a combination of both compounds does not 

increase levels of PARP cleavage versus the untreated vehicle control. Treatment with 

dasatinib or CDDP decreases t-Src levels. A combined treatment of dasatinib and CDDP 

further decreases t-Src levels (Figure 6.20). The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP results 

in a slight increase in cleaved PARP in MFD-1 cells versus dasatinib or CDDP alone. Alterations 

in t-Src levels could not be accurately determined (Figure 6.21). 

These combination westerns could therefore indicate that although there is an additive 

effect in many settings when combining dasatinib with CDDP, this may not be by increasing 

apoptosis. There were low levels of increased apoptosis in OE33, SKGT4 and MFD-1 cells, 

indicating that the mechanism of action of dasatinib could be cell line specific. 
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Figure 6.17: The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP results in increased PARP cleavage in 

OE33 cells versus dasatinib or CDDP alone.  

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or CDDP or with a combination of both. Effect of CDDP was investigated using 

cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. vinculin was 

used as a loading control. 

 

Figure 6.18: The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP results in no increase in PARP cleavage 

in FLO-1 cells versus dasatinib or CDDP alone. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or CDDP or with a combination of both. Effect of CDDP was investigated using 

cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used 

as a loading control. 
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Figure 6.19: Dasatinib treatment results in a small increase in PARP cleavage in SKGT4 cells 

versus CDDP alone. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or CDDP or with a combination of both. Effect of CDDP was investigated using 

cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was 

used as a loading control. 

 

Figure 6.20: Treating OE19 cells with dasatinib or CDDP or a combination of both 

compounds does not increase PARP cleavage versus the untreated vehicle control.  

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or CDDP or with a combination of both. Effect of CDDP was investigated using 

cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was 

used as a loading control. 
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Figure 6.21: The combination of dasatinib plus CDDP results in a slight increase in cell death 

in MFD-1 cells versus dasatinib or CDDP alone. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or CDDP or with a combination of both. Effect of CDDP was investigated using 

cleaved PARP as a marker of cell death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was 

used as a loading control.  
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6.2.8 Assessing the effects of combining Src inhibitor dasatinib with CDDP in an in vitro model 

of acquired resistance: OE33-CDDPR 

We sought to assess the ability of Src inhibitors to reverse resistance to cisplatin, and so we 

generated a model of acquired resistance. Parental OE33 cells were exposed to increasing 

concentrations of CDDP over 3-6 months, increasing this dose with each passage. To confirm 

resistance, MTT cell viability assays were used to determine the ~IC50 value of OE33 cells to 

72h treatment (~IC50(72h)) of CDDP (Supplementary figure 6.1). The ~IC50(72h) values for the 

OE33 Parental and OE33-CDDPR cell lines were 1.2μM and 7.6μM, respectively, 

demonstrating a fold-change of 6.3 (Figure 6.22). The literature indicates that clinically 

relevant drug resistance is identified as a 2-5-fold increase from the IC50 of the parental cell 

line(580), highlighting the clinical relevance of the CDDPR line developed. Our results show 

that CDDP-resistant cell lines can be successfully generated through continuous exposure to 

increasing concentrations of drug.  
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Figure 6.22: OE33-CDDPR cells are more resistant to CDDP than OE33-parentals 

MTT analysis verified that the OE33-CDDPR cells were more resistant to CDDP than the OE33-

parental cells following 48h treatment. 
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These paired lines were then used to look at total-Src protein levels. Basal protein levels 

highlighted the increased levels of total-Src protein in a model of acquired resistance: OE33-

CDDPR cells (Figure 6.23).  

Following CDDP treatment, total-Src levels remain high in the CDDPR cells, whereas the 

parental cells show a decrease in total-Src levels (Figure 6.23). OE33-CDDPR cells are equally 

as sensitive to dasatinib as OE33-parental cells (Figure 6.24). The addition of dasatinib was 

shown to re-sensitise CDDPR cells to the parental IC30 72h CDDP. When treated with IC30 72h 

dose of dasatinib in combination with the OE33-CDDPR IC30 72h CDDP an additive effect was 

observed, similarly to that seen in the OE33 parental cells (Figure 6.8.A). Although previous 

analysis of a panel of OAC cell lines indicated that basal levels of t-Src and p-Src do not 

correspond to sensitivity to Src-inhibitors, these results suggest that t-Src or p-Src levels 

could reflect sensitivity to CDDP treatment. Levels of t-Src and p-Src have been shown to 

decrease following CDDP treatment in several of the OAC cell lines. Although it is likely due 

to decreased cell numbers rather than by CDDP decreasing Src expression, this has not yet 

been investigated or ruled out. In chapter 3, GSEA previously showed that SRC was 

upregulated in those patients that did not  respond to chemotherapy, suggesting a role in 

innate resistance. This work now suggests that Src could also be involved in governing 

acquired CDDP-resistance. 
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Figure 6.23: OE33 CDDPR cells have higher levels of total Src basally, that is maintained 

following 48h CDDP treatment with OE33 parental IC30. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated parental or CDDPR cells to cells 

treated with CDDP. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading 

control.  
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Figure 6.24: Treating OE33-CDDPR cells with dasatinib re-sensitises them to the parental 

IC30 dose of CDDP. OE33-CDDPR cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib alone or 

in combination with the OE33-parental IC30 72h CDDP or OE33-CDDPR IC30 72h CDDP to 

investigate any additive effect. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays and results 

were analysed using student t-tests with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-

significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error 

of the mean. 
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6.2.9 Assessing the efficacy of combining Src-inhibitors with 5-FU in OAC in vitro settings 

The successful combination of Src-inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib with CDDP led to the 

investigation of 5-FU combinations. Combination experiments were therefore performed to 

test this efficacy, using the IC30 of each compound in these combinations as before (Table 

6.2).  

Combination experiments were again assessed by MTT viability assays following 72h 

treatments. Both dasatinib (0.025µM) and saracatinib (0.5µM) showed a significant 

reduction in cell viability when combined with 5-FU (0.5µM) in the OE33 cell line as assessed 

by Student’s t-test (Figure 6.25.A).  

Next, this combination was assessed in the FLO-1 cells using dasatinib (0.005µM) or 

saracatinib (5µM) with 5-FU (5µM) (Figure 6.25.B). Combining 5-FU and saracatinib, a 

reduction in cell viability was observed with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as 

assessed by Student’s t-test. 

This combination was assessed in the SKGT4 cells using dasatinib (0.075µM) or saracatinib 

(0.075µM) with 5-FU (4µM) (Figure 6.25.C). Combining dasatinib with 5-FU, a significant 

reduction in cell viability was observed with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as 

assessed by Student’s t-test. This effect was not as pronounced as in OE33 or FLO-1 cells, so 

was not further assessed for synergy. 

This combination was also assessed in the OE19 cells using dasatinib (0.25µM) or saracatinib 

(0.25µM) with 5-FU (14µM) (Figure 6.25.D). There was no additional benefit with dasatinib 

addition versus 5-FU alone, but significant reductions in viability were observed with 

saracatinib and 5-FU when tested with an MTT assay following 72h treatment and assessed 

by Student’s t-test. 

Finally, this combination was assessed in the MFD-1 cells using dasatinib (0.025µM) or 

saracatinib (0.5µM) with 5-FU (5µM) (Figure 6.25.E). Significantly reduced cell viability was 

observed with an MTT assay following 72h treatment as assessed by Student’s t-test. 

These results show the potential benefit of adding a Src-inhibitor to 5-FU, in an in vitro OAC 

setting, especially in the OE33, FLO-1 and MFD-1 cell lines, and when combining saracatinib 

with 5-FU in OE19 cells. The interactions of these compounds in these settings therefore 

underwent further evaluation by generating Combination Index values using the Chou and 

Talalay method to assess whether this combination was causing additive or synergistic 

effects (Figure 6.26-6.29) in reducing cell viability.  
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E. 

 

Figure 6.25: OAC cells exhibit different responses in cell viability when treated with a 

combination of Src inhibitor dasatinib or saracatinib with 5-FU.  

A. OE33 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h 5-FU.  

B. FLO-1 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h 5-FU.  

C. SKGT4 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h 5-FU.  

D. OE19 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h 5-FU.  

E. MFD-1 cells were treated with IC30 72h doses of dasatinib or saracatinib alone or in 

combination with IC30 72h 5-FU.  

Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays and results were analysed using 

Student’s t-tests with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 

Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the mean. 
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6.2.10 Combining Src-inhibitors with 5-FU can have context-dependent effects ranging from 

synergistic to antagonistic 

The interaction between dasatinib or saracatinib with 5-FU was then tested for synergy using 

the Chou & Talalay combination index method in OE33, FLO-1 and MFD-1 cells, and for 

saracatinib with 5-FU in OE19 cells.  

In OE33 cells, results indicated a synergistic interaction at each of the dasatinib and 

saracatinib drug concentrations (Figure 6.26) although saracatinib showed more synergy 

than with dasatinib. 

Combination index values determined an additive-synergistic effect when combining 5-FU 

with saracatinib in the FLO-1 cells depending on the drug concentration used (Figure 6.27). 

No additive or synergistic effects were observed with dasatinib. 

When assessed for combination index values, synergy was observed at all concentrations of 

saracatinib and 5-FU in OE19 cells (Figure 6.28), providing the best effect in OE19 cells out of 

any combination presented in this chapter. 

Finally, in MFD-1 cells, combination index values determined a synergistic effect when 

combining 5-FU with dasatinib at each drug concentration, with additive-synergistic effects 

observed when combining 5-FU with saracatinib depending on drug concentrations used 

(Figure 6.29). 

These results reinforce the potential benefit of combining a Src-inhibitor with standard-of-

care drugs like 5-FU, in an in vitro OAC setting. 
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Figure 6.26: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

dasatinib and 5-FU and between saracatinib and 5-FU in OE33 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in OE33 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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Figure 6.27: Combination Index (CI) values indicate an antagonistic interaction between 

dasatinib and 5-FU and an additive-synergistic interaction between saracatinib and 5-FU in 

FLO-1 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in FLO-1 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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Figure 6.28: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

saracatinib and 5-FU in OE19 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in OE19 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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Figure 6.29: Combination Index (CI) values indicate a synergistic interaction between 

dasatinib and 5-FU and an additive-synergistic interaction between saracatinib and 5-FU in 

MFD-1 cells.  

Combination index (CI) values were calculated using the Chou & Talalay method in MFD-1 

cells. Viability was assessed using MTT viability assays following 72h treatments. 

Representative results of one experiment, ≥3 replicate experiments performed. 
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6.2.11 The mechanism of action governing the effects of dasatinib and 5-FU combinations 

differ between cell lines when looking at a marker of apoptosis 

Sensitivity to 5-FU was assessed by dose-response experiments (Table 6.2) and these IC30 

values were used in combination and CI value experiments at 72h. Timepoint westerns using 

this IC30 dose were then performed to choose a timepoint for combination western blotting 

experiments. These experiments looked at the effect of 5-FU on total-Src levels, also looking 

at levels of cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis.  

These results suggest that 5-FU decreases t-Src at 48h in OE33 cells (Figure 6.30). 5-FU 

treatment at 48h in FLO-1 cells also shows decreased t-Src levels (Figure 6.31). The effect of 

5-FU treatment on SKGT4 cells is unclear, but treatment appears to decrease t-Src levels at 

all three timepoints (Figure 6.32). 5-FU treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows 

decreased t-Src in MFD-1 cells (Figure 6.34). These results therefore suggest that treatment 

with 5-FU could cause decreased t-Src in a time-dependent manner similarly to that seen 

with CDDP treatment. Despite repeated attempts I was unable to blot for p-Src across the 

full cell line panel, however 5-FU treatment at all timepoints showed decreased p-Src in OE19 

cells (Figure 6.33). This could indicate that the decrease in t-Src or p-Src protein levels with 

chemotherapy treatment is not due to the mechanisms of action of either drug (CDDP or 5-

FU), rather by decreasing the number of viable cells present resulting in lower levels of Src 

protein. 

These experiments indicated that 5-FU causes increased levels of apoptosis in a time-

dependent manner (measured by increasing cleaved PARP levels) in OE33, FLO-1 and MFD-

1 cells (Figures 6.30, 6.31 and 6.34), but not in SKGT4 or OE19 cells (Figures 6.32 and 6.33). 

Cleaved PARP was seen to increase from 24h. 48h treatment time was chosen for future 

work, as too high levels of cleaved PARP were seen at 72h, especially in OE33 cells, and too 

low at 24h treatment, consistent with results seen with the use of CDDP (Figures 6.12-6.16) 
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Figure 6.30: 5-FU treatment at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing OE33 cell death 

with longer exposure.  

Representative western blot analysis of OE33 parental cells untreated and treated with 

0.5µM 5-FU for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 

 

 

Figure 6.31: FLO-1 sensitivity to 5-FU at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing cell 

death with longer exposure  

Representative western blot analysis of FLO-1 parental cells untreated and treated with 5µM 

5-FU for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker of cell 

death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 
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Figure 6.32: SKGT4 sensitivity to 5-FU at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows no indication of 

apoptosis-induced cell death over three timepoints 

Representative western blot analysis of SKGT4 parental cells untreated and treated with 4µM 

5-FU for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker of cell 

death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 

 

Figure 6.33: OE19 sensitivity to 5-FU at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows no indication of 

apoptosis-induced cell death over three timepoints  

Representative western blot analysis of OE19 parental cells untreated and treated with 

14µM 5-FU for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker 

of cell death. Expression of t-Src and p-Src were investigated. Vinculin was used as a loading 

control. 
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Figure 6.34: MFD-1 sensitivity to 5-FU at 24, 48 and 72h timepoints shows increasing cell 

death with longer exposure  

Representative western blot analysis of MFD-1 parental cells untreated and treated with 

5µM 5-FU for 24, 48, 72h. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved PARP as a marker of 

cell death. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a loading control. 
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6.2.12 Assessing the effects on protein levels of combining Src inhibitor dasatinib with 5-FU 

in OAC in vitro settings 

Combination of dasatinib with 5-FU was then assessed in the OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4, OE19 and 

MFD-1 cells compared to the ‘untreated’ DMSO vehicle control, to see the effect this has on 

protein levels of t-Src and on cleaved PARP as a marker of apoptosis. These experiments were 

carried out with a total 48h treatment. 

In OE33 cells, similar levels of PARP cleavage was observed with dasatinib alone as with 5-FU 

alone. Combination of dasatinib with 5-FU treatment showed a further decrease in t-Src. This 

combination also showed a lower level of cleaved PARP than either treatment alone, 

however this is likely to be an artefact (Figure 6.35). In FLO-1 cells 5-FU-dasatinib 

combination treatment also showed a further decrease in t-Src levels versus dasatinib or 5-

FU treatment alone. This combination also induces an increase in PARP cleavage, unmatched 

by either treatment alone (Figure 6.36). 5-FU treatment of SKGT4 cells did show a further 

decrease in t-Src levels in the dasatinib-5-FU combo versus dasatinib or 5-FU treatment alone 

but had no impact on levels of cleaved PARP (Figure 6.37). OE19 Treatment with dasatinib or 

5-FU decreases t-Src levels. A combined treatment of dasatinib and 5-FU further decreases 

t-Src levels. Treatments did not appear to impact on PARP cleavage levels compared to the 

DMSO loading control sample (Figure 6.38). MFD-1 cells basally undergo relatively high levels 

of apoptosis as indicated by cleaved PARP in the untreated cells. Dasatinib appears to result 

in higher levels of cleaved PARP than 5-FU. The combination of dasatinib and 5-FU appears 

to further increase these levels versus dasatinib or 5-FU alone (Figure 6.39). 

These combination westerns could therefore indicate that combining dasatinib with 5-FU 

appears to result in an increase in apoptosis suggested by increased levels of cleaved PARP 

in FLO-1 and MFD-1 cells, indicating that the mechanism of action of dasatinib could be cell 

line and drug-combination specific. 
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Figure 6.35: The combination of dasatinib plus 5-FU results in no increase in PARP cleavage 

in OE33 cells versus dasatinib or 5-FU alone, but does decrease t-Src levels. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or 5-FU or with a combination of both. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved 

PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Actin was used as a 

loading control. 

 

Figure 6.36: The combination of dasatinib plus 5-FU results in a large increase in PARP 

cleavage in FLO-1 cells versus dasatinib or 5-FU alone 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or 5-FU or with a combination of both. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved 

PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was used as a 

loading control. 
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Figure 6.37: The combination of dasatinib plus 5-FU results in no increase in PARP cleavage 

in SKGT4 cells versus dasatinib or 5-FU alone 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or 5-FU or with a combination of both. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved 

PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was used as a 

loading control. 

 

Figure 6.38: Treating OE19 cells with dasatinib or 5-FU or a combination of both 

compounds does not increase PARP cleavage versus the untreated vehicle control. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or 5-FU or with a combination of both. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved 

PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was used as a 

loading control.  
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Figure 6.39: Dasastinib-5-FU combination treatment results in a small increase in PARP 

cleavage in MFD-1 cells versus 5-FU or dasatinib alone. 

Representative western blot analysis comparing untreated cells to cells treated with 

dasatinib or 5-FU or with a combination of both. Effect of 5-FU was investigated using cleaved 

PARP as a marker of apoptosis. Expression of t-Src was investigated. Vinculin was used as a 

loading control. 
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6.2.13 Investigating the mechanism of action governing the additive effect of dasatinib 

addition to CDDP in an in vitro OAC setting 

In many OAC settings, the addition of dasatinib or saracatinib to CDDP or 5-FU showed 

enhanced efficacy when measured by 72h MTT viability assays, many of which were deemed 

synergistic when assessed by combination index values (Figures 6.9-6.11 – 6.26-29). These 

results are summarised in Table 6.3.  

Western blotting investigating the effect on protein levels of combining dasatinib with CDDP 

or with 5-FU suggested that these additive and synergistic effects may not be explained by 

increasing levels of apoptosis. To further elucidate this hypothesis, flow cytometric analysis 

was carried out staining cells with propidium iodide as a marker for cell cycle analysis, taking 

the Sub G0/G1 phase as an indicator of apoptosis. This analysis was carried out following 48h 

treatment with a 72h total assay. Cells were treated with a DMSO loading control or with 

dasatinib, CDDP, or a combination of the two with an IC30 concentration of each drug. 

Additive effects were measured using Student’s t-tests. Interaction indicating potentially 

synergistic effects were measured using two-way ANOVA on GraphPad Prism. High-content 

screening was also performed, co-staining for Hoechst, PI and annexin V, quantifying viable 

healthy cells as well as dead or dying cells. This was performed in a 96-well format following 

72h treatment with DMSO loading control, CDDP, dasatinib, or a combination of CDDP and 

dasatinib with an IC30 concentration of each drug. Additive effects were measured using 

Student’s t-tests. 
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Table 6.3: Dasatinib and saracatinib provide additive effects when combined with CDDP or 

with 5-FU in many OAC cell line settings.  

Green represents significant additive effects as measured by MTT viability assays following 

72h treatments. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of 

the mean. Red represents non-significant, when measured by student t-tests with * p<0.05, 

** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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There was a slight increase in PARP cleavage when combining dasatinib and CDDP in OE33 

cells compared to either drug alone (Figure 6.17). Using flow cytometric analysis staining 

OE33 cells with propidium iodide when using the Sub G0/G1 phase as a measure of 

apoptosis, there was a significant increase with the combination of CDDP and dasatinib when 

compared to CDDP or dasatinib alone as measured by Student’s t-test. However, further 

investigation using two-way ANOVA shows a non-significant interaction, suggesting that this 

increase is not strong enough to indicate synergy (Figure 6.40). To further verify this result, 

high-content analysis was performed co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V. When gating for AV+PI-/AV+PI+ cells, encapsulating all dead or dying cell populations, this 

measure of total cell death showed a non-significant increase in cell death when analysed by 

Student t-test. This technique did however provide proof of this additive effect in the images 

(Figure 6.41). These reflect the decreased number of viable cells as previously witnessed in 

the MTT experiments, suggesting that this synergy with dasatinib addition is not due to 

increasing apoptosis-driven cell death. This synergy could be due to decreased cell 

proliferation, however further experiments would be required to validate this hypothesis.  

Western blotting indicated that combining dasatinib with CDDP had no effect on cell death 

versus either drug alone in the FLO-1 cell line (Figure 6.18). Flow cytometry staining with PI 

in FLO-1 cells reinforced this, with no increase in cell death in the combination versus CDDP 

alone when taking the Sub G0/G1 phase as a measure as assessed by Student’s t-tests (Figure 

6.42). High content analysis showed no increase either, however the images indicated that 

the addition of dasatinib to CDDP could cause a cytostatic or anti-proliferative effect, 

however this would require further validation (Figure 6.43). 

Flow cytometry staining for SKGT4 cells indicated a non-significant increase in cell death in 

the combination versus CDDP or dasatinib alone as measured by Student’s t-tests, with a 

non-significant interaction as assessed by two-way ANOVA (Figure 6.44). There was a non-

significant increase in this combination in high-content analysis too, with the images 

reinforcing the concept of decreased proliferation with dasatinib addition (Figure 6.45). 

Combination of dasatinib with CDDP in OE19 cells had a non-significant decrease in cell death 

compared to CDDP alone as measured by Student’s t-tests, with a non-significant interaction 

as measured by two-way ANOVA (Figure 6.46). There was a non-significant increase in cell 

death with this combination therapy versus CDDP alone when assessed by high-content 

analysis (Figure 6.47), reflecting the lack of additive effect previously seen when combining 

CDDP with dasatinib in MTT viability assays (Figure 6.8.D). 
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Finally, combination of dasatinib with CDDP in MFD-1 cells showed a non-significant increase 

in cell death as assessed by Student’s t-tests in flow cytometric PI analysis (Figure 6.48). There 

was no difference observed between this combination versus CDDP alone when assessed by 

high content co-staining (Figure 6.49). 

This mechanistic analysis suggests that additive and synergistic effects witnessed when 

combining Src-inhibitor dasatinib with CDDP are not explained by increasing levels of cell 

death. As shown in combination MTT studies and validated in CI synergy experiments, the 

efficacy of dasatinib addition is cell line specific. In these additive or synergistic settings, 

these results suggest that they may be due to dasatinib’s cytostatic or anti-proliferative 

effects, rather than by increasing cell death. 
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A. 

 
B. 

 
Figure 6.40: Flow cytometry staining in OE33 cells for propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analysis shows a significant increase in Sub G0/G1 with combination treatment versus 

CDDP alone.  

A. Combined graph of each stage of the cell cycle in the OE33 cells when treated for 48h with 

vehicle control, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP and dasatinib. 

B. Graphical representation of the sub G0/G1 phase from A, measured by Student’s t-test 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Interaction was 

assessed by two-way ANOVA, with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) 

p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean, Sub G0/G1 is a measure of apoptotic cell death within the cell population. 
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B. 

 

Figure 6.41: High content-screening co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V in OE33 cells indicate a non-significant increase in cell death with the addition of 

dasatinib to CDDP 

A. Representative images of OE33 cells at 10X magnification following 72h treatment with 

vehicle, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib. 

B. Quantification of AV+PI+/AV+PI- OE33 cells following 72h treatment with vehicle, CDDP, 

dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib, analysed by Student’s t-test with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate 

experiments ± standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 6.42: Flow cytometry staining in FLO-1 cells for propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analysis shows no increase in Sub G0/G1 with combination treatment versus CDDP alone.  

A. Combined graph of each stage of the cell cycle in the FLO-1 cells when treated for 48h 

with vehicle control, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP and dasatinib. 

B. Graphical representation of the sub G0/G1 phase from A, measured by Student’s t-test 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Interaction was 

assessed by two-way ANOVA, with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) 

p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean, Sub G0/G1 is a measure of apoptotic cell death within the cell population.  
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B. 

 

Figure 6.43: High content-screening co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V in FLO-1 cells indicate a non-significant increase in cell death with the addition of 

dasatinib to CDDP 

A. Representative images of FLO-1 cells at 10X magnification following 72h treatment with 

vehicle, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib. 

B. Quantification of AV+PI+/AV+PI- FLO-1 cells following 72h treatment with vehicle, CDDP, 

dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib, analysed by Student’s t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate 

experiments ± standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 6.44: Flow cytometry staining in SKGT4 cells for propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analysis shows a non-significant increase in Sub G0/G1 with combination treatment versus 

CDDP alone.  

A. Combined graph of each stage of the cell cycle in the SKGT4 cells when treated for 48h 

with vehicle control, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP and dasatinib. 

B. Graphical representation of the sub G0/G1 phase from A, measured by Student’s t-test 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Interaction was 

assessed by two-way ANOVA, with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) 

p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean, Sub G0/G1 is a measure of apoptotic cell death within the cell population.  
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B. 

 

Figure 6.45: High content-screening co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V in SKGT4 cells indicate a non-significant increase in cell death with the addition of 

dasatinib to CDDP 

A. Representative images of SKGT4 cells at 10X magnification following 72h treatment with 

vehicle, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib. 

B. Quantification of AV+PI+/AV+PI- SKGT4 cells following 72h treatment with vehicle, CDDP, 

dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib, analysed by Student’s t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate 

experiments ± standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 6.46: Flow cytometry staining in OE19 cells for propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analysis shows a non-significant decrease in Sub G0/G1 with combination treatment versus 

CDDP alone.  

A. Combined graph of each stage of the cell cycle in the OE19 cells when treated for 48h with 

vehicle control, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP and dasatinib. 

B. Graphical representation of the sub G0/G1 phase from A, measured by Student’s t-tests 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Interaction was 

assessed by two-way ANOVA, with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) 

p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean, Sub G0/G1 is a measure of apoptotic cell death within the cell population.  
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B. 

 

Figure 6.47: High content-screening co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V in OE19 cells indicate a non-significant increase in cell death with the addition of 

dasatinib to CDDP 

A. Representative images of OE19 cells at 10X magnification following 72h treatment with 

vehicle, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib. 

B. Quantification of AV+PI+/AV+PI- OE19 cells following 72h treatment with vehicle, CDDP, 

dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib, analysed by Student’s t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate 

experiments ± standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 6.48: Flow cytometry staining in MFD-1 cells for propidium iodide for cell cycle 

analysis shows a non-significant increase in Sub G0/G1 with combination treatment versus 

CDDP alone.  

A. Combined graph of each stage of the cell cycle in the MFD-1 cells when treated for 48h 

with vehicle control, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP and dasatinib. 

B. Graphical representation of the sub G0/G1 phase from A, measured by student t-tests 

with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Interaction was 

assessed by two-way ANOVA, with * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) 

p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate experiments ± standard error of the 

mean, Sub G0/G1 is a measure of apoptotic cell death within the cell population.  
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Figure 6.49: High content-screening co-staining for Hoechst, propidium iodide and annexin 

V in MFD-1 cells indicate a non-significant increase in cell death with the addition of 

dasatinib to CDDP 

A. Representative images of MFD-1 cells at 10X magnification following 72h treatment with 

vehicle, CDDP, dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib. 

B. Quantification of AV+PI+/AV+PI- MFD-1 cells following 72h treatment with vehicle, CDDP, 

dasatinib or CDDP + dasatinib, analysed by Student’s t-tests with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. Results represent the mean of ≥3 replicate 

experiments ± standard error of the mean.  
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6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Summary of principal findings 

This chapter investigated the efficacy of targeting Src using the Src inhibitors dasatinib and 

saracatinib in OAC cell lines. The five OAC cell lines used for this work expressed total-Src and 

phospho-Src at different levels, with each cell line displaying different sensitivities to both 

compounds. All five cell lines were sensitive to these potent compounds however, with all 

~IC30 concentrations at < 3µM, and most in the nanomolar range. The use of different cell 

lines aimed to reflect the wide heterogeneity displayed across OAC patients.  

The addition of Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib provided additive effects in 

decreasing viability when combined with CDDP or 5-FU. These effects were cell line 

dependent, and when assessed for synergy, were shown to be synergistic in some cases as 

assessed by combination index values. 

The mechanism of action governing these additive and synergistic effects was then 

investigated. Response to CDDP or 5-FU across the OAC cell line panel was assessed using 

western blotting, identifying effects on t-Src, p-Src and cleaved PARP. Flow cytometry cell 

cycle analysis using propidium iodide was then performed for the combination of CDDP and 

dasatinib. The sub-G0/G1 phase was used a measure of cell death. These experiments 

showed that dasatinib did not increase cell death significantly in any of the five cell lines, but 

CDDP did. This also showed that there was no significantly increased cell death when 

combining CDDP with dasatinib. This therefore did not account for the efficacy of the 

dasatinib and CDDP combination. 

High-content screening co-staining for Hoechst, PI and annexin V further delineated 

treatment-induced cell death. These experiments led to the hypothesis that the additive and 

synergistic effects caused by the addition of dasatinib to CDDP, could be due to anti-

proliferative effects of dasatinib. 

 

6.3.2 Biomarker potential of Src 

The levels of t-Src and p-Src protein expression across the panel were not shown to correlate 

with sensitivity to dasatinib or saracatinib. This suggests that protein expression of Src is an 

unreliable predictor of response to Src-inhibition. Src-expression could be worth pursuing 

however as a biomarker of response to chemotherapy, CDDP specifically. MFD-1, SKGT4, 

FLO-1 and OE19 have increasing CDDP ~IC30 concentrations, which correlated with increasing 

t-Src and p-Src protein levels. OE33 is an outlier here, however, in a matched study of 
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acquired resistance between OE33 parental cells and OE33-CDDPR cells, there is a marked 

increase in t-Src levels in the CDDPR setting. This could indicate that increased levels of t-Src 

could be a biomarker for poor response or of acquired resistance to CDDP-based 

chemotherapy. Other chemotherapies such as 5-FU were not tested in this CDDPR setting. 

The standard course of treatment in resectable OAC is a neoadjuvant approach, most 

commonly ECX, ECF or FLOT, as previously described in Chapter 1. Due to this multimodal 

approach of treatments it is unclear whether t-Src or p-Src levels could have potential as a 

biomarker for treatment response, as even if it is effective in predicting response to CDDP, 

this is only one of the drugs in an intensive regimen. 

 

6.3.3 Clinical potential of Src-inhibition 

Src-inhibitors have been approved in the treatment of haematological malignancies such as 

AML and ALL(581), but studies are ongoing to assess their efficacy in solid-cancer settings 

(Table 6.4). The work in this chapter suggest their utility in the neoadjuvant treatment of 

OAC. 

Kumble et al. have previously shown Src to be upregulated in Barrett’s oesophagus prior to 

the development of dysplasia or carcinoma(516). Inge et al. suggested the prescription of 

dasatinib in BO patients with HGD as a preventative measure, having shown its antineoplastic 

benefits in non-dysplastic BO and HGD settings(518). The work presented in this chapter 

corroborates with these findings, suggesting that targeting Src in an early-stage disease 

setting could be beneficial, as Src was shown to be upregulated in innate resistance in 

untreated, early-stage patient biopsies (Chapter 3). The results from Inge et al. could also 

suggest the efficacy of targeting Src specifically in OAC originating from a BO setting. Further 

work would be required to support this hypothesis, and due to the ineffective screening 

approaches in BO patients to identify early progression to OAC this may not be that clinically 

useful. For these reasons, the targeting of Src in a first-line approach of neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy may be more effective than later in disease progression.  

The clinical activity of dasatanib has been investigated in clinical trials in a number of solid 

cancer settings (Table 6.4). These include lung cancer, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, and 

gastric cancer. Creelan et al. tested the efficacy of combining dasatinib with EGFR-inhibitor 

afatinib in a Phase I study treating lung cancer patients. Unfortunately this resulted in no 

improvements in disease-free progression, however additional NSCLC trials are ongoing: 

such as NCT02954523, testing the combination of dasatinib with Osimertinib, a third-

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02954523
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generation EGFR-TKI in EGFR mutant NSCLC resistant to first-generation EGFR-TKIs erlotinib 

and gefitinib(582).  A small study investigating the maximum tolerated dose when combining 

dasatinib with erlotinib and gemcitabine in pancreatic adenocarcinoma showed encouraging 

preliminary results, suggesting improved survival benefit worth exploring further(583). A 

Phase II trial was conducted testing the efficacy of combining dasatinib with FOLFOX and 

cetuximab, an EGFR-inhibitor in pre-treated metastatic colorectal cancer patients. This study 

showed a 30% overall response rate in KRAS wild-type patients, whereas no response was 

observed in KRAS-mutant patients. The modest effects observed in this study are 

hypothesised to be due to the incomplete inhibition of Src by dasatinib, suggesting the 

potential of increased Src-inhibition in improving patient response(584).  These trials are 

predominantly in phase I-II in a third-line therapy setting. These are the most readily 

approved clinical trials, as all standard lines of treatment have been exhausted in these 

patients, and a trial can often be the only available option. Despite promising results in vitro, 

dasatinib has resulted in disappointing results in many of these third-line clinical trials in solid 

cancer settings. This reinforces our hypothesis that targeting Src may be most effective in a 

combination therapy first-line approach, due to its contribution to innate chemotherapy 

resistance. However, the increased t-Src expression in a model of acquired resistance (Figure 

6.23) also supports its role in late-stage, treatment-resistant disease. Increased levels of Src 

activation is associated with metastasis(585), therefore this would require further 

elucidation in an OAC setting. The correct timing in treatment regimens is crucial in 

elucidating the maximum benefit for a targeted therapy. 

There are currently over 100 active clinical trials testing the efficacy of dasatinib, 21 of which 

are focused in solid cancers (clinicaltrials.gov search term Dasatinib, November 2020). Some 

focus on multiple solid cancer types, such as ‘Dasatinib, Bevacizumab, Paclitaxel in Patients 

With Advanced Malignancies’, NCT01015222, a phase I trial aiming to find the highest 

tolerable dose of this drug combination in patients with advanced cancer; ‘Dasatinib, 

Temsirolimus, and Cyclophosphamide in Treating Patients With Advanced, Recurrent, or 

Refractory Solid Tumors’, NCT02389309, a phase I trial investigating the optimum dose of 

dasatinib and temsirolimus when given with cyclophosphamide in patients with metastatic, 

recurrent or non-responsive cancers, encompassing advanced malignant solid neoplasms, 

recurrent brain neoplasms, recurrent malignant solid neoplasms and refractory brain 

neoplasms; and as previously mentioned in Chapter 4, ‘Determination of Intratumoral 

Concentrations of Kinase Inhibitors in Patients With Advanced Solid Malignancies (ICK)’, 

NCT01636908 is determining the intra-tumoural concentration of kinase inhibitors (including 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=dasatinib&Search=Apply&recrs=b&recrs=a&recrs=f&recrs=d&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01015222?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=16
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02389309?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=7&rank=32
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01636908?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=14&rank=107
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dasatinib) in tumour tissue 2 weeks post-treatment, which could be extremely useful in 

directing clinically relevant doses of TKIs in  in vitro studies.  

Other studies focus on specific malignancies, such as breast cancers and prostate cancers. 

Clinical trials focused on breast cancer settings include: ‘Window of Opportunity Trial of 

Dasatinib in Operable Triple Negative Breast Cancers With nEGFR’, NCT02720185, a phase II 

trials investigating if dasatinib can prevent the nuclear translocation of the EGFR in Stage I-

III, nuclear EGFR positive, triple negative breast cancers; ‘Dasatinib in Combination With 

Zoledronic Acid for the Treatment of Breast Cancer With Bone Metastasis’, NCT00566618, is 

a phase I and II trial determining the maximum tolerated dose of the combination of 

dasatinib and zoledronic acid in breast cancer patients with bone metastasis; and ‘Phase II 

Short-term Adjuvant Therapy and Biomarker Studies With Targeted Agents in Women With 

Estrogen Receptor Negative Breast Cancer’, NCT01471106, is a phase II investigation into the 

efficacy of dasatinib in preventing tumour development in the unaffected breast of patients 

with ER negative breast cancer.  

The prostate cancer study ‘Maximal Androgen Depletion Followed by Randomization of 

Maximal Androgen Ablation With Molecular Targeted Therapies’, NCT01254864, is an 

investigational phase II study testing the efficacy of dasatinib or sunitinib (RTKi) in 

combination with the androgen biosynthesis inhibitor abiraterone acetate and the 

corticosteroid prednisone in metastatic prostate cancer; and ‘Neoadjuvant Phase 2 Study 

Comparing the Effects of AR Inhibition With/Without SRC or MEK Inhibition in Prostate 

Cancer’, NCT01990196, aims to compare prostate cancers treated with hormone therapy 

versus prostate cancers treated with hormone therapy plus dasatinib or the MEK inhibitor 

trametinib.  

Three clinical trials are investigating dasatinib in NSCLC settings. ‘Dasatinib and Osimertinib 

(AZD9291) in Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer With EGFR Mutations’, NCT02954523, 

tests the efficacy of the combination of dasatinib and the third-generation EGFR-inhibitor 

Osimertinib in overcoming resistance to first generation EGFR inhibitors such as gefitinib and 

erlotinib. ‘An Investigational Immuno-therapy Study to Test Combination Treatments in 

Patients With Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (FRACTION-Lung)’, NCT02750514, is a 

phase II trial investigating the efficacy of nivolumab with other treatments including 

dasatinib in patients with advanced NSCLC. ‘PD-1 Combined With Dasatinib for as Third-line 

Treatment for ARID1A Mutation Advanced NSCLC’, NCT04284202, is a phase II study 

assessing the efficacy and safety of a PD-1 antibody combined with dasatinib as a third-line 

therapy for NSCLC patients with ARID1A mutations. 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02720185?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=4&rank=7
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00566618?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=13
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01471106?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=8&rank=45
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01254864?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=9&rank=59
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01990196?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=10&rank=65
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02954523?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=12
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02750514?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=10&rank=68
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04284202?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=18
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Additional solid cancer studies focus on pancreatic and colorectal cancer settings. ‘Phase II 

Study of 5-FU, Oxaliplatin Plus Dasatinib in Metastatic Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma (FOLFOX-

D)’,  NCT01652976, is a phase II study investigating the addition of dasatinib to a FOLFOX 

regime in patients with advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma(586). ‘Gemcitabine 

Hydrochloride, Dasatinib, and Erlotinib Hydrochloride in Treating Patients With Pancreatic 

Cancer That Is Metastatic or Cannot Be Removed by Surgery’, NCT01660971, is a phase I 

study investigating the optimum doses of dasatinib when combined with standard 

treatment, based on the hypothesis that the addition of dasatinib to gemcitabine 

hydrochloride together with erlotinib hydrochloride may have an additive anti-tumour 

effect. 

A phase I trial in stage IV colorectal cancer patients, ‘Dasatinib in Preventing Oxaliplatin-

Induced Peripheral Neuropathy in Patients With Colorectal Cancer Receiving FOLFOX and 

Bevacizumab’, NCT04164069, first tests the optimum dose of dasatinib in combination with 

FOLFOX. This study then aims to assess the effect of dasatinib on the pharmacokinetics, by 

investigating the efficacy of dasatinib in decreasing oxaliplatin-induced peripheral 

neuropathy. 

There are also several active clinical trials focusing on paediatric cancers. ‘Pediatric Precision 

Laboratory Advanced Neuroblastoma Therapy (PEDS-PLAN)’, NCT02559778, is testing the 

feasibility of targeted therapy (ceritinib, dasatinib, sorafenib or vorinostat) in combination 

with standard therapy in neuroblastoma patients. This will be followed with a randomized 

control trial testing the efficacy of immunotherapy in combination with one of these drugs. 

‘Study of Dasatinib in Combination With Everolimus for Children and Young Adults With 

Gliomas Harbouring PDGFR Alterations’, NCT03352427 is a small phase II trial that aims to 

test the efficacy of dasatinib and everolimus (an immunosuppressant) combination in high-

grade glioma or diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma patients after receiving RT or in recurrent or 

progressive glioma patients. ‘Dasatinib, Ifosfamide, Carboplatin, and Etoposide in Treating 

Young Patients With Metastatic or Recurrent Malignant Solid Tumours’, NCT00788125, is a 

phase I/II trial identifying optimum dose of dasatinib when combined with standard 

chemotherapies in young patients with metastatic or recurrent malignant solid tumours. 

‘Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 Receptor (IGF-1R) Antibody AMG479 (Ganitumab) in 

Combination With the Src Family Kinase (SFK) Inhibitor Dasatinib in People With Embryonal 

and Alveolar Rhabdomyosarcoma’, NCT03041701, investigates the safety and efficacy of the 

combination of dasatinib with IGF-1R inhibitor ganitumab in patients with treatment-

resistant embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma and alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma.  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01652976?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=20
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01660971?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=6&rank=24
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04164069?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=15
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02559778?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=10&rank=69
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03352427?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=6&rank=25
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00788125?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=8&rank=44
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03041701?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=6&rank=21
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Additional studies such as ‘Dasatinib in Treating Patients With Recurrent or Persistent 

Ovarian, Fallopian Tube, Endometrial or Peritoneal Cancer’, NCT02059265, ‘Dasatinib in 

Treating Patients With Locally Advanced or Metastatic Mucosal Melanoma, Acral Melanoma, 

or Vulvovaginal Melanoma That Cannot Be Removed By Surgery’, NCT00700882, and 

‘Targeted Therapy Directed by Genetic Testing in Treating Patients With Advanced 

Refractory Solid Tumors, Lymphomas, or Multiple Myeloma (The MATCH Screening Trial)’, 

NCT02465060, are also ongoing. 

Although dasatinib and saracatinib have been shown to inhibit phospho-Src, neither inhibitor 

is Src-specific. Dasatinib was initially developed as a dual inhibitor of BCR-ABL and Src, and 

saracatinib targets the multiple SFKs. 

A recent study by Montenegro et al. investigated off-target effects on dasatinib in a gastric 

cancer cell line model, with proteomic results showing that there were 72 additional targets 

of dasatinib in a model of gastric cancer including the kinases: SRC, ABL2, DDR1, EPHB2, FRK, 

LYN, RIPK, SIK2, YES1 and EPHA2(587). It is therefore expected that these multi-targeted 

inhibitors would have off-target effects beyond the scope of this chapter. This therefore 

requires further investigation in an OAC setting, as given the extensive heterogeneity of OAC, 

the breadth of kinase-inhibition by dasatinib could prove to be beneficial in an OAC setting, 

resulting in benefits to a wider cohort of OAC patients than if targeting Src alone.  

The heterogeneity of OAC played a major role in choosing Src to target. OAC has no single 

oncogenic driver, and no single survival pathway to target. It was therefore hypothesised 

that targeting an upstream regulator such as Src, a non-receptor tyrosine-kinase, could result 

in a broader inhibition of pro-survival pathways, consistent with the findings of Montenegro 

et al. of the extensive downstream effects of dasatinib(587).  

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02059265?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=19
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00700882?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=5&rank=11
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02465060?term=dasatinib&recrs=abdf&draw=13&rank=100
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Drug Phase Tumour Type 

Dasatinib II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I-II 
II 
II 
II 
 
I-II 
I-II 
II 
 
II 
I-II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I-II 
 
 
I-II 
I-II 
I 
 
I-II 
II 
 
I-II 
II 
 
I-II 
 
I/II 

CML 
PH+ALL 
Cholangiocarcinoma 
Multiple myeloma 
Late-stage mucosal melanoma 
or acral melanoma 
Malignant pleural 
mesothelioma 
Gastro-intestinal stromal 
tumours 
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 
x3 
Prostate 
Metastatic melanoma, 
squamous cell skin cancer 
Small cell lung cancer 
Advanced triple-negative 
breast cancer 
Recurrent ovarian, fallopian 
tube, endometrial or 
peritoneal cancer 
Pancreatic (acinar cell and duct 
cell adenocarcinoma) 
Recurrent Glioblastoma 
Multiforme or Gliosarcoma 
Advanced sarcomas 
(undifferentiated pleomorphic 
sarcoma) 
NSCLC 
Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
Transitional cell carcinoma of 
the bladder 
Head and neck cancer 
Late stage salivary gland 
tumours 
Metastatic colorectal cancer 
Diffuse intrinsic pontine 
glioma, high-grade glioma 
Embryonal and Alveolar 
Rhabdomyosarcoma 
Brain neoplasms 

Saracatinib 
(AZD0530) 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I-II 
II 
 
I-II 

Melanoma, late-stage 
Metastatic gastric and GOJ 
cancer 
Late stage NSCLC 
Late stage small cell lung 
cancer 
Prostate cancer 
Soft tissue sarcoma 
Metastatic colon cancer or 
rectal cancer 
Late-stage breast cancer 
Metastatic head and neck 
cancer 
Ovarian cancer 
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I-II 
II 

Metastatic pancreatic cancer 
Solid tumours 

Bosutinib 
(SKI-606) 

I-II 
II 
I 
 
 
 
 
I-II 

CML 
Glioblastoma 
Metastatic solid tumours: 
NSCLC, mesothelioma, 
bladder, ovarian, peritoneal, 
thymus, uterine cervical 
cancers, thymoma 
Breast cancer 

KX2-391 I 
 
II 
I 
 
I 

Solid tumour, gastric cancer, 
breast cancer 
AML 
Bone metastatic, castration-
resistant prostate cancer 
Solid tumours, lymphoma 
Lymphoma, lympho 
proliferative disorder, small 
intestine cancer, solid tumour 

Apatinib I-III 
I-II 
I-II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II-III 
IV 
 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I-II 
II 
I-II 
III 
 
II 

Gastric cancer 
Lung carcinoma, NSCLC, small 
cell lung cancer 
Colorectal cancer 
Head and neck neoplasms, 
adenoid cystic carcinoma 
Recurrent glioma 
Ovarian cancer 
Soft tissue sarcoma 
Cervical carcinoma 
Intrahepatic 
cholangiocarcinoma 
Osteosarcoma 
Relapsed and Refractory 
Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma 
Advanced biliary carcinoma 
Oesophageal squamous cell 
carcinoma 
Differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma 
Breast cancer 
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma 
Hepatocellular carcinoma 
Advanced malignancies, 
including OAC 
Mucosal melanoma 
Rhabdomyosarcoma in 
children 
Locally advanced HER-2 
negative adenocarcinoma at 
gastroesophageal junction 
Gallbladder carcinoma 

Midostaurin 
(PKC412) 

II-III 
II 
I 

AML 
Mast cell leukemia 
Rectal adenocarcinoma 

Pelitinib 
(EKB-569) 

I 
II 

Solid tumours 
NSCLC 
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II Colorectal cancer 

AZD0424 I Advanced solid tumours 

Ponatinib 
(AP24534) 

I-II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
 

AML, chronic-phase myeloid, 
Ph+ ALL 
Lung cancer 
Glioblastoma 
Gastrointestinal stromal 
tumour 
Advanced biliary cancer 

Rebastinib 
(DCC-2036) 

I-II 
I 
I 

Advanced solid cancers 
Breast cancer 
CML 

 I-II 
 

Paediatric, young adult and 
adult malignancies with ALK, 
ROS1, or NTRK1-3 Alterations 

TPX-0022 I Advanced solid tumours with 
MET alterations 

TPX-0046 I-II Advanced solid tumours with 
RET fusions or mutations 

XL999 I-II 
I 

Advanced malignancies 
Solid tumours 

Table 6.4: A summary table of the main Src-inhibitors currently in active or recently 

completed clinical trials. Information extracted from clinicaltrials.gov May 2020. 
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6.3.4 Decreased cell proliferation versus increased cell death 

This chapter showed additive effects combining dasatinib or saracatinib with CDDP or 5-FU 

in OAC cell lines. Synergy has also been seen in breast cancer cell lines when combining 

dasatinib with doxorubicin, suggesting that Src-inhibition may be an effective combination 

therapy with numerous chemo regimens(588). Src mediates numerous downstream 

signalling pathways, such as PI3K/Akt, and STAT-3(589–591), thus it plays a role in supporting 

repair pathways, which can limit the DNA damage caused by cisplatin. It was proposed that 

inhibiting Src could decrease levels of this RTK-driven signalling, providing less help to repair 

pathways, therefore causing cells to die from the cisplatin-induced DNA damage (Figure 

6.50). Our data has not conclusively demonstrated this mechanism and so further 

investigations are required to elucidate the mechanism of this synergy.  

The decrease in proliferation by Src-inhibition is also not attributed to a block in cell cycle 

progression, as treatment with dasatinib did not significantly alter cell cycle distribution 

compared to the vehicle control, and combination treatment did not significantly alter the 

effects of CDDP on cell cycle progression or cell viability. It was not assessed using western 

blotting whether this synergy was due to differential effects on Src activation, but this could 

have been achieved by looking at levels of Src (Y416) phosphorylation. This could indicate 

whether this synergy is caused by differential effects on Src activation. Taken together, 

synergy between dasatinib and CDDP cannot be accounted for by altered mechanisms of cell 

death; inhibition of other distinct pathways would need to be assessed. Studies have 

previously suggested the efficacy of Dasatinib as a cytostatic agent, but again this conclusion 

would require further analysis(587,592).  
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Figure 6.50: Proposed pathway of CDDP-SRC-i synergism. 
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Figure 6.51: Src inhibition by Dasatinib decreases cellular proliferation, survival, motility, 

and angiogenesis. Adapted from Gnoni et al(592). 
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6.3.5 Outcomes and future work 

This chapter presents the efficacy of Src-inhibition on OAC cell lines using the small molecule 

inhibitors, dasatinib and saracatinib, especially when combined with cytotoxic OAC 

chemotherapies CDDP and 5-FU. Due to the scope and time constraints of this project, SRC 

was the only target validated from the siScreen in chapter 4 and dasatinib was the only 

compound evaluated from the compound screen in chapter 5. Further targets derived from 

our combination screening approach could be evaluated in the future. Our work did suggest 

the efficacy of targeting Src in an OAC setting. Studies suggest that this efficacy could be most 

pronounced in an EGFR+ setting. Future work could assess this hypothesis, looking at paired 

isogenic cell lines overexpressing EGFR which could identify a patient stratification strategy 

to take forward to clinical applications, which is essential for a successful precision medicine 

approach.  

Future work would also include further elucidation of dasatinib and saracatinib’s synergistic 

effects with CDDP and 5-FU by looking at proliferation and cell numbers. This would validate 

this chapter’s observations that the additive effects of dasatinib with CDDP were due to 

decreased cell proliferation, rather than by increasing cell death. Mechanism of action of 

dasatinib and saracatinib alone would also be assessed. The mechanism of apoptosis 

induction would be investigated using Z-VAD, a pan-caspase inhibitor. This effectively inhibits 

caspase-dependent apoptosis. If the effects as shown with dasatinib and saracatinib are 

unaltered by apoptosis-inhibition, then it can be surmised that the decrease in viability is 

caused by a different mechanism entirely. 

Additional models of cisplatin-resistant and 5-FU resistant OAC cell lines are currently in 

development in the lab. Further analysis using different cisplatin-resistant cell lines would be 

valuable, assessing the consistency of Src-inhibition in re-sensitising other OAC CDDPR cells 

to cisplatin. The 5-FU-resistant cell line currently being developed could in future provide a 

novel model to assess the efficacy of Src-inhibition in re-sensitising OAC cells to 5-FU. 

In conclusion, this chapter evaluated the efficacy of targeting Src in an in vitro setting of OAC, 

demonstrating that inhibiting Src with small molecule inhibitors can increase the efficacy of 

CDDP and 5-FU. This reinforces the findings from previous results described in chapters 3, 4 

and 5, culminating in the inhibition of Src, that shows promise as a potential therapy in the 

treatment of oesophageal adenocarcinoma. 
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Chapter 7: Final Discussion 
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7.1 Purpose of this study 

OAC is now the 6th leading cause of cancer related death in the UK, with 5-year survival of 

less than 20% despite aggressive treatment. The standard course of treatment for resectable 

tumours remains neoadjuvant chemotherapy, followed by surgical resection. Typical 

chemotherapy regimens are platinum-based and include CX and ECF/ECX, with FLOT gaining 

predominance in recent years. A major factor in these poor outcomes is chemotherapy 

resistance in patients, with only a minority of patients experiencing complete pathological 

response to treatment. Progress has been made in many cancer settings with the use of 

targeted therapies, however, the lack of driver mutations, high degree of heterogeneity and 

the lack of understanding of the genetic landscape of OAC has hampered their development 

and success in OAC. Understanding the pathways and genes governing resistance to 

chemotherapy could therefore identify novel targets that could improve the efficacy of 

currently used treatments. This provides the justification for identifying determinants of 

chemotherapy resistance in an OAC setting. 
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7.2 Aims of thesis 

The primary aim of this thesis was to identify genes and pathways governing resistance to 

platinum-based neo-adjuvant therapy and targeting them to improve chemo-sensitivity. This 

was achieved using clinical data to inform in vitro experiments. The UK has the highest rate 

of OAC in the world, but some of the worst survival outcomes. The preponderance of patients 

receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy experience limited benefit due to innate or acquired 

resistance to treatment. If we could understand the driving mechanisms behind chemo-

resistance in OAC, we could improve these outcomes. This aim was divided into four main 

results chapters sharing this common objective. 

▪ Gene set enrichment analysis was used to identify genes and pathways differentially 

regulated between responders and non-responders, that could be governing 

resistance. The resulting data was assessed to select the best genes to take forward 

for evaluation 

▪ The most promising targets underwent inhibition using siRNA to assess the effect 

this had on cell viability. This was to identify genes that, when inhibited, decreased 

cell viability and could have the effect of increasing the efficacy of chemotherapy. 

These genes were taken through further validation using additional siRNAs and a 

panel of OAC cell lines. Genes that consistently caused decreased cell viability alone 

or when combined with cisplatin or 5-FU were then considered for further evaluation 

▪ In parallel with this RNAi investigation, a drug screen was performed to identify 

compounds that caused decreased cell viability in OAC cell lines, focusing on 

compounds that had increased efficacy when combined with cisplatin 

▪ The final aim was to assess the efficacy of inhibiting one of the targets identified, 

SRC, in combination with cytotoxic chemotherapies, to determine whether this has 

enhanced effects in decreasing cell viability in an in vitro setting. 
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7.3 Summary of principal findings 

We successfully completed an integrated bioinformatic, siRNA and compound screening 

approach to identify novel mediators of chemo-resistance in OAC. Chapter 3 compared 

expression profiles generated from clinical data of patients who did and did not respond to 

chemotherapy as distinguished by their TRG scores. Patients were deemed ‘responders’ with 

a TRG score of 1 or 2, and ‘non-responders’ with a TRG score of 3-5. 273 OAC pre-treatment 

biopsies were transcriptionally profiled using the Almac Xcel Array. Gene set enrichment 

analysis resulted in 43 significantly enriched gene sets, implicating a range of pathways and 

over 800 genes that have potential roles in governing chemotherapy resistance in OAC.  

Rational criteria were devised to prioritise target selection for a siRNA screen. Genes were 

chosen based on their: functional relevance to OAC, protein expression in oesophageal or 

gastro-intestinal tissue, pathway involvement, targetability and small molecule availability. 

A gene did not necessarily have to fulfil all criteria, as there was no readily available data for 

more novel genes. The targets chosen for further evaluation encoded proteins involved in a 

range of cellular functions, including: mitochondria/metabolism, oncogenes/proto-

oncogenes, cytoskeleton and organellar structure, EMT, cell cycle, hypoxia, apoptosis, 

autophagy, ubiquitination, damage repair & protection, transporters, immune response or 

inflammatory proteins. A broad range of receptors, signalling molecules and transcription 

factors were selected for inclusion as identified by GSEA which could be involved in governing 

resistance. 

In chapter 4, a siRNA-based screening approach was employed to evaluate the targets 

identified in Chapter 3. These genes were incorporated into a siRNA screen to identify 

mediators of chemotherapy resistance in OAC that could be inhibited to improve 

chemosensitivity. Following an initial screen and a quality control screen, one representative 

siRNA for twelve targets was used in four OAC cell lines: OE33, FLO-1, SKGT4 and MFD-1. For 

candidate targets to be considered for further evaluation, they had to cause significantly 

decreased cell viability or a chemo-sensitising effect in a minimum of three out of the four 

cell lines tested. This resulted in seven genes that caused significant decreased viability in 

OAC cells that could be investigated further for their role in chemo-resistance: BACH1, 

FGF10, F2RL2, NNT, PKM2, STAR and SRC. Investigating each of the seven ‘hits’ with a 

literature search highlighted a Src-centric biology in many of these genes. Gene-set 

enrichment analysis had shown in chapter 3 that Src was up-regulated in patients that did 

not respond to chemotherapy compared to those that did not. This siRNA-based screening 

therefore directed the focus of this project towards SRC-inhibition in an OAC setting.  
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A drug screening approach was employed in Chapter 5 to investigate other treatment 

combinations that had not previously been tested clinically in the setting of OAC. Using a 

commercially available Enzo compound library for a drug screen, various compounds were 

identified that could cause additive or synergistic effects when combined with traditional 

chemotherapies such as cisplatin. This chapter identified numerous compounds that appear 

to have additive effects when combined with cisplatin that would never have been chosen 

for investigation based on usual criteria such as pathway activation or biomarker 

identification in OAC samples. This screen also identified drug classes which had multiple 

effective compounds such as HMG CoA reductase inhibitors (statins) and topoisomerase II 

inhibitors. Compound screening is therefore an effective approach to identify novel 

therapeutic combinations. 

Chapter 6 then investigated the efficacy of targeting Src using the Src inhibitors dasatinib and 

saracatinib in OAC cell lines. The five OAC cell lines used for this work expressed total-Src and 

phospho-Src at different levels, with each cell line displaying different sensitivities to both 

compounds. The addition of Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib provided additive effects 

when combined with cisplatin and 5-FU. These effects were cell line dependent, and when 

assessed for synergy, were shown to be synergistic in many settings. Experimental analysis 

showed that dasatinib did not increase cell death significantly in the five cell lines, but 

cisplatin did. This also showed that there was no increased cell death with a combination of 

the two compounds. This therefore did not account for the efficacy of dasatinib and cisplatin 

combination, leading to the hypothesis that the additive and synergistic effects caused by 

the addition of dasatinib to cisplatin, could be due to anti-proliferative/cytostatic effects of 

dasatinib, rather than by increasing apoptosis. 

Using clinical data for bioinformatic analysis successfully identified targets and generated 

hypotheses for improving chemo-sensitivity in OAC. A dual-screen approach reinforced the 

central hypothesis of the potential effectiveness of Src-inhibition in an OAC setting. Src-

inhibition proved successful in improving chemo-efficacy in many OAC in vitro settings and 

should therefore be considered for its clinical utility in an OAC combination therapy setting.  

7.4 Main outcome 

The main outcome from this project was identifying the efficacy of Src-inhibition in 

decreasing cell viability and improving the efficacy of both cisplatin and 5-FU in many OAC 

settings in vitro. Src is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase with multiple functions with roles in 

driving tumourigenesis. Src has been investigated as a target in haematological malignancies 
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for years, but it has only recently been considered a target in solid cancers. These results 

suggest the potential of clinically targeting Src in OAC malignancies. 

7.5 Src-inhibition in cancer 

As described previously, Src is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase with a range of pro-tumour 

functions such as survival, proliferation, angiogenesis, and invasion, as well as important 

functions in activating other signalling proteins. These functions provide the rationale for its 

inhibition in a cancer setting(564). The Src pathway is activated in 50% of breast, colorectal, 

liver, lung and pancreatic cancers, with important functions in thyroid cancer as well as in 

OAC(593,594). Src has established roles in osteoclast function and bone metastasis, hence 

many clinical trials targeting Src are associated with late-stage cancer with a bone-metastasis 

setting(595).  

Src signalling partners include EGFR, HER2 and VEGFR, providing rationale for co-targeting 

Src in EGFR+ or HER2+ OAC settings especially(596). RTKs weave a highly interconnected web 

of pathways, that inevitably results in resistance to targeted RTK-inhibitors, even following 

initial treatment response. Targeting multiple members of a pathway or targeting a gene 

such as Src that is involved in so many different pathways could help to delay the onset of 

resistance, and could warrant investigation of combining Src-inhibitors with other RTK-

inhibitors(169). Recent observations in NSCLC has reinforced this theory, showing improved 

efficacy with the combination of an AKT inhibitor alongside Src-inhibition by saracatinib(597). 

Src-inhibitors currently available often have multiple targets. A summary of clinical trials 

using Src-inhibitors was shown previously (Table 6.4)(573).  

An initial report on the use of dasatinib in solid cancers was compiled by Mayer et al.(598). 

Despite positive results using Src-inhibitors in vitro, clinical trials have shown only modest 

benefits of Src-inhibitors as monotherapies. Due to the vast range of functions of Src, there 

is significant rationale for combining Src-inhibitors with other drugs. Src’s function with VEGF 

supports the rationale for combining Src-inhibition with anti-angiogenic drugs, Src’s role with 

oestrogen receptors supports its combination with endocrine therapies, and Src’s multiple 

functions in proliferation and metastasis generally supports its inhibition alongside 

traditional chemotherapies or other targeted therapies(598). 

There are numerous Src inhibitors available that are currently undergoing clinical trials(599), 

including: bosutinib, an oral compound with selectivity for both BCR-ABL and Src, as well as 

providing less potent inhibition of Axl and Eph receptors(598); XL228, which inhibits IGF1R, 

Src and Abl tyrosine kinases; KX2-391, which causes dual inhibition of Src and tubulin 
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polymerisation; AZM475271, which was shown to sensitise nude xenograft mice injected 

with pancreatic cancer to gemcitabine; and XL999, which inhibits FGFR3 and other 

RTKs(598). The focus of this discussion however will be on the two inhibitors used in this 

project, dasatinib and saracatinib. 

 

Dasatinib (BMS-354835 Sprycel®) is an ATP-competitive, potent, oral, second-generation TKI 

and the best established and most-widely used Src inhibitor even though it targets multiple 

tyrosine kinases, including BCR-ABL. Although dasatinib is significantly more potent for Src 

and other SFKs than BCR-ABL, its affinity for BCR-ABL is stronger than that of imatinib, and 

so can be used in an imatinib-resistant setting(600). Dasatinib is effective in an imatinib-

resistant setting as it requires fewer contact binding sites than imatinib, bypassing many 

resistance-causing mutations(552,600). The vast amount of research into imatinib-resistance 

could provide valuable insight into resistance to Src inhibition beyond the scope of this 

project. This relationship with imatinib is the predominant reason that Src-inhibitors first 

found clinical significance in a haematological setting. Dasatinib has been FDA-approved and 

available for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukaemia and Ph+ acute lymphoblastic 

leukaemia, as well as showing preclinical anti-tumour activity in solid tumours(601).  

The use of dasatinib against solid cancers stems from both its success in haematological 

cancers as well as its efficacy in in vitro studies. Pichot et al. showed the synergistic effects 

of combining doxorubicin with dasatinib in models of breast cancer over ten years ago. The 

mechanism of action of dasatinib differed between cell lines, similar to that seen in this 

thesis(588). More recently, this success was reinforced in a model of TNBC, with the 

inhibition of Src having the most chemo-sensitising effect of any kinase following a kinome-

screen(602). A synergistic effect was again seen in a TNBC setting when combining dasatinib 

with cisplatin, further supporting the use of dasatinib in a solid cancer setting(603).  

Positive in vitro studies have also led to clinical trials using dasatinib in the treatment of 

prostate cancer. Nam et al. showed inhibitory effects of dasatinib on migration and invasion 

in their prostate cancer cell lines, suggesting that Src-inhibition could be effective in a 

metastatic cancer setting with the presence of FAK and Src family signalling(604). The 

potential of targeting Src in a bone-metastatic setting as mentioned previously could provide 

further mechanisms of success in an advanced prostate cancer setting. 

Finally, Johnson et al. suggested the importance of Src in all epithelial tumours and showed 

the efficacy of dasatinib in models of head and neck tumours and in NSCLC. This study 
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showed the success dasatinib has on inhibiting migration and invasion in all cell lines, despite 

mixed results on its efficacy in decreasing proliferation. This study corroborates our findings, 

showing the potential of Src-inhibition in vivo by highlighting the positive effects of dasatinib 

aside from direct cytotoxicity or apoptosis-induction(601).  

There is currently no biomarker available for OAC patients predicting sensitivity to dasatinib, 

as studies have shown results consistent with those presented in this project: that total Src 

and phospho-Src expression do not indicate response or sensitivity to dasatinib or 

saracatinib(605). A 6-gene identifier has been developed in in vitro breast cancer cell lines: 

ANXA1, CAV1, CAV2, EPHA2, PTRF and IGFBP2 that successfully predicted response to 

dasatinib, highlighting the potential of Src-targeting in TNBC specifically(606). This same 

identifier was also effective in identifying a subgroup within NSCLC models, as well as in 

melanoma (when looking at protein expression only) that could predict response(605). This 

signature could therefore be interesting to investigate in an OAC setting as well. Src-

inhibition has been shown to downregulate EPHA2 and CAV1(606), so investigating other 

downstream effectors of Src-inhibition in OAC could aid in the development of a biomarker 

for sensitivity specific to an OAC setting. 

Saracatinib (AZD0530) is an orally available Src inhibitor that is currently being tested in 

phase I and II trials. It is a potent inhibitor of all members of the SFKs, making it a strong 

candidate for trials in solid cancers such as gastric cancer where multiple Src family members 

are commonly involved(607). It has shown efficacy in reducing migration in breast cancer 

cells, invasion in lung cancer, as well as blocking metastasis in models of colon and prostate 

cancers(608,609). As with dasatinib, many studies aim to exploit Src’s role in bone 

metabolism with Src inhibitors, hence the focus of Src-inhibitors in solid cancers such as 

prostate and breast that are commonly associated with bone metastasis(527). Saracatinib 

has shown positive results used alone but has also exhibited its efficacy in improving chemo-

efficacy in models of gastric cancer, further suggesting its potential in OAC(2,526,610).  

However similar concerns regarding resistance to saracatinib have been observed in our lab, 

with the MAPK pathway governing this resistance in ovarian cancer(511). Studies have 

shown the interaction of saracatinib with increasing apoptosis via the BCL2 family, linked 

with its effect on AKT, but based on our observations with dasatinib it is suspected that 

cytotoxic effects of saracatinib will be cell line and setting-specific(526,609). Despite the 

positive outcomes presented in this project combining saracatinib with traditional 

chemotherapies, off-target effects of saracatinib have been shown to decrease the efficacy 

of oxaliplatin in a model of colorectal cancer, so this would have to be taken into 
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consideration(585). Saracatinib-related toxicities are also a cause for concern, with 

haematalogic adverse effects such as febrile neutropenia and non-haematologic effects of 

asthenia, further hampering its success in clinical trials(611,612). 

Considering the complexity of Src signalling in vivo, targeting it is particularly complex. OAC 

is a highly heterogeneous cancer with inter- and intra-patient heterogeneity providing a 

major therapeutic challenge. Understanding Src’s role in OAC development and progression, 

and its potential in driving metastasis, is important in understanding the best combination 

treatment to prescribe to patients. Improved understanding of Src biology is essential to 

develop a biomarker to identify a patient cohort most likely to benefit from Src-inhibition, 

and to design the optimum treatment combination. This could involve combining Src-

inhibitors alongside EGFR targeting agents as well as traditional chemotherapies, but future 

ex vivo work with a 3D system, or in vivo animal models would be required to better elucidate 

these mechanisms in an OAC environment prior to clinical trial development. Too many Src-

inhibitors have shown disappointing results in clinical trials due to monotherapy design, and 

very few have used a stringent patient selection. Src’s role in bone metastasis has also led to 

the focus of Src-inhibition in a late-stage metastatic setting, yet studies have shown that it is 

actually in the development of metastasis, not the maintenance or progression of metastasis 

that Src plays a key function(607). It is therefore unsurprising that these studies have shown 

limited success, as they may have missed the therapeutic window whereby patients would 

have benefited from Src-inhibition. 
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7.6 Limitations of this project 

7.6.1 In vivo investigations 

A major limitation of this project is the lack of validation of these in vitro findings in an in vivo 

setting using mouse models. Following in vitro characterisation of both dasatinib and 

saracatinib it would be important to examine the response of in vivo tumours prior to patient 

treatment. The prevailing murine models are xenografts: subcutaneous xenografts, patient-

derived xenografts and orthotopic xenograft models(613). Xenografts involve the 

implantation of OAC cells into an immune-deficient mouse. Subcutaneous xenografts involve 

the injection of a large volume of cells generated from e.g. a cell line into the mouse. Benefits 

associated with this type of model include being inexpensive and fast to produce, however 

the use of SCID mice means that this still does not provide information of the effect a 

functioning immune system would have in response to a treatment, and these models rarely 

develop metastasis. These tumours cells are also unable to establish tumour architecture. 

This poor representation of the tumour microenvironment results in similar limitations to 

using cell lines in a 2D cell line setting. Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) involve a similar 

process of development but have a much lower rate of success (rate of engraftment 13.3%) 

and take considerably longer to develop (2-12 months), as displayed by Zou et al in the 

development of 25 OSCC PDX models(614). They do however offer additional benefits, as 

PDX models better represent the heterogeneity of a patient tumour ex vivo. 

Orthotopic xenografts can use either PD cells or cells derived from cell lines, but these cells 

are injected to the oesophagus itself. Although these tumours now more closely resemble 

human disease progression and tissue architecture, this process is extremely challenging 

given the anatomical differences between humans and mice, and the tiny size of a mouse 

oesophagus ensures that this process is technically demanding and more expensive(613). It 

is also much more difficult to quantify tumour development and size.  

A major barrier in the development of animal models of OAC are these anatomical 

differences between a mouse and a human: no rodents naturally experience gastric reflux 

therefore they do not undergo metaplastic changes in the oesophagus as a response to an 

inflammatory environment, that is responsible for OAC development in humans(271). 

Surgical interventions are required to produce reflux symptoms in mice, requiring expensive 

resources and causing high mouse mortality rates. In humans the stomach is lined with 

intestinal epithelium whilst the oesophagus has non-keratinized epithelium, that joins 

together at the squamo-columnar junction(615). In mice the squamo-columnar junction is 

midway down the stomach. A mouse oesophagus is keratinized and more resistant to 
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damage even following a procedure, so even if reflux is surgically induced, the top half of the 

stomach is keratinized and therefore does not undergo metaplasia(613). The use of the rat 

reflux model is therefore better suited to model OAC, as it is considerably larger than a 

mouse model, and undergoes similar pathophysiology of OAC development as humans 

following surgical intervention causing reflux. Guinea pigs also hold potential, with successful 

models of BO available(616).  

Arguably the best murine model is a genetically engineered mouse model (GEMM) which 

offers both a competitive immune system and a tumour microenvironment(617). One such 

OAC GEMM was the IL-1β transgenic mouse model developed my Quante et al. which 

demonstrated that increased IL-1β can result in oesophagitis, BO and dysplasia(618). These 

models take time to develop tumours and are more suited to studies investigating 

tumourigenesis than response to therapy(618). The lack of driver mutations in OAC and the 

vast inter-patient heterogeneity further limits the use of GEMMs in OAC(619). PDX models 

are therefore preferable for OAC translational research, despite their limitations. 

An ex vivo 3D model such as an organoid or MCTS as described in chapter 5 could therefore 

be considered for future investigations. These provide well controlled models for 

experimentation and avoids the ethical issues surrounding animal models. Saunders et al. 

described the development of 3D tumour growth assays (3D-TGA) modelling oesophageal 

cancer. These lines were established from endoscopic tumour biopsies, producing close-to-

patient cell lines by co-culturing with mesenchymal stem cells, matching the pH, glucose 

levels and using serum-free conditions(620). Xiao et al. also successfully devised protocols 

for the development of organoid models from fresh tissue resections(556). These models 

successfully mirrored patient response to chemotherapy and other small molecule 

inhibitors, resulting in a novel alternative to animal models for further investigations.  

 

7.6.2 Gene set enrichment analysis 

Several limitations in this project related to the application of gene set enrichment analysis. 

Firstly, due to the small number of responders, false discovery rate could not be used to 

select gene sets as there was a lack of significant pathways reaching this threshold. Instead 

a p value of <0.01 was used, which could result in numerous false positives from this analysis 

due to a lack of correction for multiple hypothesis testing. 
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Due to the vast amount of data generated from GSEA, the functional (C2) and gene ontology 

(C5) sets were used to produce manageable levels of data that was relevant to a pathways-

setting, excluding potentially biologically relevant results from C1, C3, C4, C6 and C7.  

C1 is the cytogenetic set that could better identify effects relating to chromosomal 

alterations and epigenetic effects. This identifies genetic loci associated with response, but 

it is difficult to interpret which gene at each locus is important. C3 is the ‘regulatory-motif’ 

set which represents micro-RNAs, which was not chosen for use in this project due to the 

difficulty in targeting results from this set. C4 is the computational set consisting of cancer 

gene neighbourhoods and cancer modules, which rely heavily on previous microarray results 

that could contain errors. C6 is the ‘oncogenic signatures,’ set, consisting of signatures 

related to pathways commonly dysregulated in cancer. This again is based on previous 

microarray analysis, and so could contain errors, however the genes contained in these gene 

sets will also be present in C2/C5 so were included in this analysis. Lastly, C7 is the 

immunologic signatures set, representing results from human and mouse immunology 

studies. This was another set that could provide interesting insights, however due to the 

constraints of using cell lines, immune targets were not considered a priority for this project. 

Owing to the vast amount of results generated with gene set enrichment analysis, two 

collections were chosen to provide a manageable amount of data for analysis. This meant 

the exclusion of 5 sets that could have provided therapeutically useful information, resulting 

in different trends and targets to focus on that could be governing chemotherapy resistance 

but was unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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7.7 Future work 

The overarching aim of this thesis was to identify pathways and genes governing 

chemotherapy resistance in OAC, however due to the scope of this project, only one target 

could be evaluated for its efficacy. Future work could therefore focus on other genes and 

pathways identified, especially the role of metabolism in OAC chemo-resistance.  

Chapter 5 identified numerous compounds that successfully decreased cell viability in OAC 

cell lines however due to time and resource constraints they could not be further 

investigated. The concept of re-purposing currently available compounds is appealing due its 

speed in reaching clinical use and providing real patient impact. The standard of care 

chemotherapy regime of ECF or ECX has only recently been replaced by FLOT, but there is 

potential for a more effective treatment still, by combining other chemotherapies or by the 

addition of a targeted therapy or immunotherapy. 

The efficacy of the Src inhibitors dasatinib and saracatinib were briefly examined in this 

project in combination with cisplatin and 5-FU. Dasatinib was shown to synergise with both 

5-FU and cisplatin in a number of OAC cell lines, however only cisplatin was investigated for 

its effect on cell cycle progression and cell death markers. Future work would repeat these 

experiments with a combination of 5-FU and dasatinib, as well as with saracatinib with 

cisplatin and 5-FU, prioritising the settings showing synergy in combination experiments. This 

would also provide a better comparison between dasatinib and saracatinib. It would also be 

interesting to investigate the long-term effect of Src-inhibition, using colony formation 

assays to assess further synergistic effects.  

Further investigation is also required to discover the mechanism governing synergy. 

Apoptosis could be inhibited using a pan-caspase inhibitor such as Z-VAD to exclude this 

mechanism from the narrative. Cell proliferation experiments would be performed to assess 

the effect of dasatinib or saracatinib on cell numbers, ensuring that the results from the 

previous MTT experiments are due to numbers of viable cells, not due to metabolically 

inactive cells. 

As mentioned previously, dasatinib and saracatinib target multiple tyrosine kinases. Levels 

of total- and phospho-Src were the only proteins investigated for decreased protein 

expression following treatment, but other signalling molecules should be evaluated. The 

effects of dasatinib and saracatinib on other proteins previously implicated in OAC would be 

important, such as phospho-Akt, Stat3 and EphA2. It would also be interesting to look at 
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other signalling proteins such as p21, total- and phospho-FAK and total- and phospho-CAS 

throughout dasatinib and saracatinib dose-response experiments.  

Studies have suggested that Src is also involved in chemo-resistance in models of triple 

negative breast cancer (TNBC) with dasatinib and siRNA-targeting Src improving chemo-

sensitivity. It has further been elucidated that this could be due to the downstream effects 

this has on STAT3 and Akt, with phosphorylation of Akt significantly decreased in a Src-

inhibited setting(602). This project only looked at efficacy of Src-targeting but did not 

elucidate mechanisms of effect. The understanding of off-target, and down-stream effects 

of Src-inhibitors is essential to understand its mechanism of action and to optimise its 

application. This could involve co-treatment with other inhibitors to simultaneously inhibit 

multiple pathways to further increase the efficacy of chemotherapies, or this could indicate 

the best treatment regimen for Src-inhibition, definitively showing whether Src-inhibition is 

more effective in onset of disease following progression from BO, or alternatively in a 

metastatic setting.  

As mentioned previously, resistance to single-agent tyrosine kinase inhibitors is inevitable, 

but understanding the resistance mechanisms involved could enable us to target these 

escape mechanisms prior to resistance development(169). With this in mind, the 

development of dasatinib-resistant OAC cell lines could be worth pursuing. Dasatinib-

resistant thyroid cancer cell lines showed the roles of AKT/mTOR and MAPK pathways in 

resistance to dasatinib, with dasatinib-resistant cells being cross-resistant to saracatinib 

treatment(594). Resistance to dasatinib seemed to be attenuated by co-treatment with MEK 

or ERK inhibitors(621), suggesting a clinically relevant option to overcome Src-inhibitor 

resistance, but this would have to be elucidated in an OAC setting.  

The major limitation of this project was the lack of in vivo or patient-derived assay validation 

of results. Mouse work, organoids, primary cell lines etc. would be fantastic additions to the 

results presented here, further supporting the rationale for targeting Src in OAC. 
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7.8 Final conclusions 

The data presented throughout this thesis describes the identification of pathways and genes 

governing resistance to chemotherapy in oesophageal adenocarcinoma and begins to 

establish effective treatments with clinical potential to improve sensitivity to chemotherapy. 

This could be achieved through Src-inhibition, which not only decreases cell viability in 

models of OAC but has additive effects when treated in combination with both cisplatin and 

5-FU. 

This thesis demonstrates that gene set enrichment analysis can be performed on clinical data 

for effective hypothesis generation, providing novel targets of interest in pathways and 

genes not previously associated with chemotherapy resistance.  

The use of siRNAs can effectively identify targets that decrease cell viability, providing the 

researcher with confidence that this result is due to on-target effects. Following extensive 

validation and further mechanistic work we have been able to advance a potential drug 

target in Src and evaluate its potential. Further work is required to develop a sufficient 

knowledge base to advance Src inhibition as a treatment strategy in OAC and to impact 

survival in this poor prognosis disease. 
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1.1 Tissue culture 

Media  

All cell lines used were cultured in Rosewell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) (ThermoFisher) 

media with added L-glutamine, supplied in a 500mL bottle and supplemented with 50mL 

foetal bovine serum (FBS) (ThermoFisher), 5mL Penicillin/Streptomycin (ThermoFisher) and 

5mL sodium pyruvate (Gibco). This is stored at 4°C.  

All experiments working with 5-FU were carried out using the same media as above, with the 

addition with dialysed serum FBS (Sigma Aldrich F0392). Cells were cultured in this media for 

a minimum of one week prior to experimentation. 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)  

One PBS tablet (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in 200mL of deionised water. This solution was 

then autoclaved prior to use in tissue culture.  

Trypsin  

TrypLE™ Express (ThermoFisher) was provided in 100mL bottles. This was used as a cell 

dissociation reagent throughout this project. This replaces porcine trypsin, is sterile and can 

be stored at room temperature.  

1.2 siRNA transfections 

Opti-MEM  

Opti-MEM™ (ThermoFisher) is a reduced serum media ideal for use during siRNA 

transfections. It was supplied in a 500mL bottle and was stored at 4°C.  

HiPerfect Transfection Reagent  

HiPerfect Transfection Reagent (Qiagen) was used for effective siRNA uptake and efficient 

release inside the cell. This consists of a blend of both cationic and neutral lipids. It was 

supplied in a 1mL vial, used in sterile conditions, and was stored at 4°C.  

siRNA oligonucleotides 

All siRNAs were purchased from Qiagen and re-suspended to 20µM in the sterile nuclease 

free water provided. All siRNAs were stored at -20˚C and limited to approximately three 

freeze-thaw cycles. 
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Gene Product Name siRNA Target Sequence 

ALDH1A3 Hs_ALDH1A3_1 AACCTTGATAGTGATACGTTA 

ALDOA Hs_ALDOA_6 CAGGCCATGCTTGCACTCAGA 

ATP7B Hs_ATP7B_1 CCCTCTGTAATTAGCCCAGAA 

BACH1 Hs_BACH1_2 CCCGACAACATTTGTTATGCA 

BBC3 Hs_BBC3_2 CAGCCTGTAAGATACTGTATA 

BCL11A Hs_BCL11A_6 CACGCACAGAACACTCATGGA 

BCL2 Hs_BCL2_4 CTGGGAGAACAGGGTACGATA 

BID Hs_BID_2 CCCTCTCTTAGGGACAGTCAA 

BLOC1S1 Hs_BLOC1S1_2 CAGGCCTACATGAACCAGAGA 

BMI1 Hs_PCGF4_1 TTGGATCGGAAAGTAAACAAA 

BMP6 Hs_BMP6_1 CCGGACGACCATGAGAGATAA 

BRAF Hs_BRAF_1 AACATATAGAGGCCCTATTGG 

CBL Hs_CBL_1 CCCATACTTCGTATTCTTAAA 

CCND2 Hs_CCND2_1 GACGTTCAGTACAAACATTTA 

CCR5 Hs_CCR5_5 TAGGTGAGGATTGATTACCTA 

CD276 Hs_B7H3_4 CTGGAGGTCCAGGTCCCTGAA 

CDK6 Hs_CDK6_2 CACGTAGAGTGCAAATTAGAA 

CHD4 Hs_CHD4_2 CATGAAGGTTATAAATACGAA 

CSNK2A1 Hs_CSNK2A1_3 CAGAAGATTTATATGACTATA 

DDR2 Hs_DDR2_1 ACGAAACTGTTTAGTGGGTAA 

DLG2 Hs_DLG2_2 TACGCTCGATTTGAGGCCAAA 

EED Hs_EED_1 CTGAACGCCCTGATACACCTA 

EGLN1 Hs_EGLN1_7 CGCAACCCTCATGAAGTACAA 

EPHA2 Hs_EPHA2_2 TTGCAGATGATTCAAACCGAA 

ERBB4 Hs_ERBB4_1 CCAGAACAAATTCCTTTGTTA 

F2RL2 Hs_F2RL2_2 CAGGAGCCACGATTACTGTAA 

FGF10 Hs_FGF10_1 CGGAGCTACAATCACCTTCAA 

FLI1 Hs_FLI1_6 ACCCACGTGCCTTCACACTTA 

FLNA Hs_FLNA_5 GTGGAAGAAGATCCAGCAGAA 

FOXC1 Hs_FOXC1_1 AACGGGAATAGTAGCTGTCAA 

GNAS Hs_GNAS_1 CAGAATTTGCTCGCTACACTA 

GRB2 Hs_GRB2_1 CTGGTATTCTCTCTATGCAAA 

GSK3B Hs_GSK3B_1 CCCAAACTACACAGAATTTAA 

HDAC2 Hs_HDAC2_1 ACGGTCAATAAGACCAGATAA 

HK2 Hs_HK2_2 TTGGGTGAAAGTAACGGACAA 

HNRNPC Hs_HNRPC_1 AACGTCAGCGTGTATCAGGAA 

IL6R Hs_IL6R_1 CTGGGTAACTAGGGAAGATAA 

JUNB Hs_JUNB_2 CACGACTACAAACTCCTGAAA 

LIG4 Hs_LIG4_1 CACCGTTTATTTGGACTCGTA 

LPAR1 Hs_EDG2_1 CAAGACTTGATATATATTGAA 

MAPK3 Hs_MAPK3_3 CCGGCCCATCTTCCCTGGCAA 

MAPK9 Hs_MAPK9_7 ATCGTGAACTTGTCCTCTTAA 

MED1 Hs_PPARBP_1 CAGTGTTTCGTTCTAAATCTA 

NEDD4 Hs_NEDD4_3 AGCCTACAATCTCTTATTAAA 

NFKB1 Hs_NFKB1_3 CGCGGTGACAGGAGACGTGAA 
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NNT Hs_NNT_5 CTGCTACTATGAAATAGATGA 

NUMB Hs_NUMB_4 CAGAAGACGTTTGAAATTGAA 

P2RY6 Hs_P2RY6_1 CACGGCCGTGTACACCCTAAA 

PARK7 Hs_PARK7_3 CACCCTCTTGCTAAAGACAAA 

PDK4 Hs_PDK4_1 ACCCGTGTCAATTAACATTTA 

PIK3C3 Hs_PIK3C3_1 CAGATGGATCAGAACCCACAA 

PIK3R4 Hs_PIK3R4_1 TAGAGGCAGAAGATTACTTAA 

PINK1 Hs_PINK1_2 CTCCAGCGAAGCCATCTTGAA 

PKM Hs_PKM2_1 CCGGGTGAACTTTGCCATGAA 

PRDX1 Hs_PRDX1_1 AAGGCTGATGAAGGCATCTCG 

PRKCI Hs_PRKCI_3 TACCACGTTCTCTGTCTGTAA 

PSEN1 Hs_PSEN1_2 CTCAGGTTCCAAATTCAGTAA 

PTGER2 Hs_PTGER2_1 AAGAGTGGACTCAGTGGGTTA 

PTGER4 Hs_PTGER4_3 CAGCTTATTGTTTCTCTGAAA 

PTK7 Hs_PTK7_7 CGGGATGATGTCACTGGAGAA 

PTPMT1 Hs_PTPMT1_3 GTGCCAATAGGTAATAGGTAA 

RAP2A Hs_RAP2A_2 AAGGCATAGTCCATCGATCTA 

REL Hs_REL_1 CCGGTGCGTATAACCCGTATA 

RIPK2 Hs_RIPK2_3 AAGGAGGGACAATTATCTATA 

SEMA3E Hs_SEMA3E_9 CCCGGTTACGCCTGTCACATA 

SFN Hs_SFN_1 GAGCCGGGTCTTCTACCTGAA 

SKP1 Hs_SKP1A_6 AAAGTTGGCATTGTAAATAAA 

SLC39A6 Hs_SLC39A6_4 AAAGGCTGGCATGACCGTTAA 

SMARCA4 Hs_SMARCA4_1 CCGCGCTACAACCAGATGAAA 

SMURF1 Hs_SMURF1_1 AAGGATAACCTCGATGATGTA 

SOCS3 Hs_SOCS3_1 TCGGGAGTTCCTGGACCAGTA 

SRC Hs_SRC_1 TCGGCTCATTGAAGACAATGA 

STAR Hs_STAR_1 TTGGGCATCCTTAGCAACCAA 

TAOK2 Hs_TAOK2_3 CACCTTAGCTACAATCGTTCA 

TEK Hs_TEK_3 TGGAATGACATCAAATTTCAA 

TLR4 Hs_TLR4_2 TCCAAAGTTATTGCCTACTAA 

TSPO Hs_BZRP_1 CGGCTCCTACCTGGTCTGGAA 

UBE4B Hs_UBE4B_5 AGGGTAATAAGTGGCGCCTTA 

VDAC1 Hs_VDAC1_9 CACCAGAGTATGAAATAGCTT 

ZEB2 Hs_ZFHX1B_5 CCACCATGAATAGTAATTTAA 

Supplementary table 2.1: siRNAs used in the primary si-screen, Chapter 4 
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Gene Product Name siRNA Target Sequence 
Ch. 6 
code 

ATP7B Hs_ATP7B_1 CCCTCTGTAATTAGCCCAGAA  
ATP7B Hs_ATP7B_2 CCAATTGATATTGAGCGGTTA  
ATP7B Hs_ATP7B_3 ACCCTTGGTGAGGACAATTTA  
BACH1 Hs_BACH1_2 CCCGACAACATTTGTTATGCA  
BACH1 Hs_BACH1_8 CTGAGTGTCCGTGGTTAGGTA  
BACH1 Hs_BACH1_9 TTGGACCAGAGGGATCTAGAA  
BMI1 Hs_BMI1_1 ATGGGTCATCAGCAACTTCTT  
BMI1 Hs_PCGF4_1 TTGGATCGGAAAGTAAACAAA  
BMI1 Hs_PCGF4_3 CAGAGTTCGACCTACTTGTAA  
CD276 Hs_CD276_1 CAGCATGACCCTGGAGCCCAA  
CD276 Hs_CD276_2 CTGAAACACTCTGACAGCAAA  
CD276 Hs_B7H3_4 CTGGAGGTCCAGGTCCCTGAA  
EGLN1 Hs_EGLN1_7 CGCAACCCTCATGAAGTACAA  
EGLN1 Hs_EGLN1_8 ACCTTCAGATTCGGTCGGTAA  
EGLN1 Hs_EGLN1_9 CAGATGAGAGAGCACGAGCTA  
F2RL2 Hs_F2RL2_2 CAGGAGCCACGATTACTGTAA  
F2RL2 Hs_F2RL2_3 AAGGCTAACTTGCTAATCACA  
F2RL2 Hs_F2RL2_5 ACCATGCTAACTACTACTACA  
FGF10 Hs_FGF10_1 CGGAGCTACAATCACCTTCAA  
FGF10 Hs_FGF10_2 TCCAATGGTGGTACACTCATA  
FGF10 Hs_FGF10_3 CTGGAGATAACATCAGTAGAA  
FLNA Hs_FLNA_5 GTGGAAGAAGATCCAGCAGAA  
FLNA Hs_FLNA_8 CCGTGGCGATGGCATGTACAA  
FLNA Hs_FLNA_9 GCGGCCCAAACTGAACCCGAA  
FOXC1 Hs_FOXC1_1 AACGGGAATAGTAGCTGTCAA  
FOXC1 Hs_FOXC1_2 CTCCAGTGAACGGGAATAGTA  
FOXC1 Hs_FOXC1_5 ACAGAGGATCGGCTTGAACAA  
HDAC2 Hs_HDAC2_1 ACGGTCAATAAGACCAGATAA  
HDAC2 Hs_HDAC2_2 CTGGGTTGTTTCAATCTAACA  
HDAC2 Hs_HDAC2_3 TCCCAATGAGTTGCCATATAA  
LPAR1 Hs_EDG2_1 CAAGACTTGATATATATTGAA  
LPAR1 Hs_EDG2_2 CACTATAATATTGTTCCCATA  
LPAR1 Hs_EDG2_4 ATGCTCTAATCACAATATTAA  
MAPK3 Hs_MAPK3_3 CCGGCCCATCTTCCCTGGCAA  
MAPK3 Hs_MAPK3_6 CCCGTCTAATATATAAATATA  
MAPK3 Hs_MAPK3_7 CTCCCTGACCCGTCTAATATA  
NFKB1 Hs_NFKB1_3 CGCGGTGACAGGAGACGTGAA  
NFKB1 Hs_NFKB1_5 AACAGAGAGGATTTCGTTTCC  
NFKB1 Hs_NFKB1_7 TACCTGGTGCCTCTAGTGAAA  
NNT Hs_NNT_5 CTGCTACTATGAAATAGATGA  
NNT Hs_NNT_6 TTCACTGTTTATAATACGGAT  
NNT Hs_NNT_7 AACCGCAGTTTGAATTAATCA  
NUMB Hs_NUMB_4 CAGAAGACGTTTGAAATTGAA  
NUMB Hs_NUMB_6 CTCATAGTTGACCAGACGATA  
NUMB Hs_NUMB_7 AAGATAGTCGTTGGTTCATCA  
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PDK4 Hs_PDK4_1 ACCCGTGTCAATTAACATTTA  
PDK4 Hs_PDK4_6 CAGATGCTATCATCTACTTAA  
PDK4 Hs_PDK4_7 AAGTTCGAAATAGACACCATA  
PIK3C3 Hs_PIK3C3_1 CAGATGGATCAGAACCCACAA  
PIK3C3 Hs_PIK3C3_5 AACGCGAAAGTGGAAATCGTA  
PIK3C3 Hs_PIK3C3_6 TCGGTTGGTGCATCTAATGAA  
PKM Hs_PKM2_1 CCGGGTGAACTTTGCCATGAA  
PKM Hs_PKM2_6 CCCGATCAGTGGAGACGTTGA  
PKM Hs_PKM2_8 AACATCAAGATTATCAGCAAA  
PRKCI Hs_PRKCI_3 TACCACGTTCTCTGTCTGTAA  
PRKCI Hs_PRKCI_5 AACAGGTGGTACCTCCCTTTA  
PRKCI Hs_PRKCI_9 TCCGGGTAATAGGAAGAGGAA  
PTGER2 Hs_PTGER2_1 AAGAGTGGACTCAGTGGGTTA  
PTGER2 Hs_PTGER2_6 TACTACCGTTATACACATATA  
PTGER2 Hs_PTGER2_7 TCGGATTTCATTAAGAACACA  
SMURF1 Hs_SMURF1_1 AAGGATAACCTCGATGATGTA  
SMURF1 Hs_SMURF1_3 CAGAGATACGAAAGAGATCTA  
SMURF1 Hs_SMURF1_5 CTGCCCGAAGGCTACGAACAA  
SOCS3 Hs_SOCS3_1 TCGGGAGTTCCTGGACCAGTA  
SOCS3 Hs_SOCS3_4 CCGCTTCGACTGCGTGCTCAA  
SOCS3 Hs_SOCS3_6 CACGCTCAGCGTCAAGACCCA  
SRC Hs_SRC_1 TCGGCTCATTGAAGACAATGA  
SRC Hs_SRC_10 CTCCATGTGCGTCCATATTTA siSrc-i 

SRC Hs_SRC_6 AAGCAGTGCCTGCCTATGAAA siSrc-ii 

STAR Hs_STAR_1 TTGGGCATCCTTAGCAACCAA  
STAR Hs_STAR_2 CTGGCAGTACATGTGCACAAA  
STAR Hs_STAR_5 CGGGAACATGCCTGAGCAGAA  
TLR4 Hs_TLR4_10 AACCCGGAGGCCATTATGCTA  
TLR4 Hs_TLR4_12 ACCATTGAAGAATTCCGATTA  
TLR4 Hs_TLR4_2 TCCAAAGTTATTGCCTACTAA  

Supplementary table 2.2: siRNAs used in the secondary si-screen, Chapter 4 
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Gene Product Name siRNA Target Sequence 

ATP7B Hs_ATP7B_1 CCCTCTGTAATTAGCCCAGAA 

BACH1 Hs_BACH1_9 TTGGACCAGAGGGATCTAGAA 

LPAR1 Hs_EDG2_1 CAAGACTTGATATATATTGAA 

EGLN1 Hs_EGLN1_7 CGCAACCCTCATGAAGTACAA 

F2RL2 Hs_F2RL2_3 AAGGCTAACTTGCTAATCACA 

FGF10 Hs_FGF10_1 CGGAGCTACAATCACCTTCAA 

FOXC1 Hs_FOXC1_1 AACGGGAATAGTAGCTGTCAA 

MAPK3 Hs_MAPK3_7 CTCCCTGACCCGTCTAATATA 

NNT Hs_NNT_5 CTGCTACTATGAAATAGATGA 

PKM Hs_PKM2_6 CCCGATCAGTGGAGACGTTGA 

SRC Hs_SRC_6 AAGCAGTGCCTGCCTATGAAA 

STAR Hs_STAR_1 TTGGGCATCCTTAGCAACCAA 

Supplementary table 2.3: siRNAs used in the tertiary si-screen, Chapter 4 
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1.3 Cell viability assay 

MTT (Methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide)  

MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5- diphenyltetrazolium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich Cat. No 

M2003) is a yellow liquid which is converted to water-insoluble purple formazan by 

mitochondrial dehydrogenase in living cells. It was supplied in powder form and dissolved in 

200mL of deionised water to produce a 5mg/mL solution. The amount of MTT added is 

approximately 10% of the well volume. This solution was stored in the dark at 4°C.  

1.4 Protein techniques 

RIPA lysis buffer 

Radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (Merck Millipore) was supplied in a 100mL 

bottle at a 10X solution. This was diluted 1 in 10 with deionised water with a protease 

inhibitor tablet and a phosphatase inhibitor tablet (both Roche) added. This was used to lyse 

cells and extract protein. This was stored at 4˚C for up to two weeks or at -20˚C for long term 

storage. 

Western blot molecular weight marker 

Protein size was determined during western blotting in SDS-PAGE gels using PageRuler Plus 

pre-stained protein ladder (Thermo Fisher). This is a mixture of 9 proteins ranging from 

10kDa to 250kDa, marked in various colours. 4µL was added to the first well in each gel. 
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Tris-buffered saline (TBS) tween 

A 10X solution of TBS was prepared by dissolving 24g of Tris base (Sigma Aldrich) and 88g of 

Sodium Chloride (NaCl) (VWR) in 900mL of deionised water. The resulting solution was 

adjusted to pH7.6 using concentrated HCl and sodium hydroxide.  

The wash solution used for all protein experiments consisted of 100mL TBS (1X), 900mL 

deionised water and 1mL Tween (Sigma Aldrich). 

Running buffer 

NuPage MES SDS running buffer (Thermo Fisher) was supplied in 1L bottles in a 20X solution. 

For running SDS-PAGE gels 50mL MES running buffer was diluted in 950mL deionised water.  

Transfer buffer 

NuPage transfer buffer (Thermo Fisher) was supplied in 5L bottles in a 20X solution. For 

transferring SDS-PAGE gels to nitrocellulose membranes a 1X solution containing 20% 

methanol was used. This consisted of 50mL NuPage transfer buffer, 750mL deionised water 

with 200mL methanol added. 

Western blot blocking solution 

Following transfer, membranes were stained with ponceau to ensure adequate transfer, and 

cut to their required sizes. Membranes were then blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) or 5% non-fat dried milk (Marvel), depending on the requirements of the respective 

primary antibodies. To prepare 5% BSA: 2.5g BSA was made up to 50mL in 1X TBST. To 

prepare 5% non-fat dried milk, 2.5g of Marvel was dissolved and made up to 50mL in 1X 

TBST. 

Name Supplier Species Dilution 

β-actin Cell Signalling Mouse 1:1000 5% NFDM 

Vinculin AbCam Mouse 1:1000 5% NFDM 

Parp Cell Signalling Rabbit 1:1000 5% NFDM 

Phospho-Src (Tyr416) Cell Signalling Rabbit 1:1000 5% BSA 

Src (L4A1) Cell Signalling Mouse 1:1000 5% NFDM 

Supplementary table 2.4: Primary antibodies used, Chapters 4 and 6 

Name Supplier Species Dilution 

Anti-mouse IgG HRP-linked Cell Signalling Horse 1:3000 5% NFDM 

Anti-rabbit IgD HRP-linked Cell Signalling Goat 1:3000 5% NFDM 

Supplementary table 2.5: Secondary antibodies used, Chapters 4 and 6 
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Appendix chapter 3: Transcriptional profiling and bioinformatics 

analysis identifying differentially expressed genes in pre-

treatment OAC biopsies 
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C2 NON-RESPONDERS       

NAME SIZE NOM p-val FDR 

AMIT_EGF_RESPONSE_120_MCF10A 43 0 1 

BIOCARTA_RHO_PATHWAY 32 0.007968128 1 

REACTOME_METAL_ION_SLC_TRANSPORTERS 22 0.008080808 1 

C2 RESPONDERS       

NAME SIZE NOM p-val FDR 

PID_IL2_STAT5_PATHWAY 30 0 1 

BIOCARTA_DC_PATHWAY 21 0.003703704 1 

PLASARI_TGFB1_SIGNALING_VIA_NFIC_1HR_UP 30 0.003738318 1 

BANDRES_RESPONSE_TO_CARMUSTIN_MGMT_48HR_UP 18 0.003875969 1 

REACTOME_CHONDROITIN_SULFATE_BIOSYNTHESIS 18 0.005535055 1 

REACTOME_ANTIGEN_ACTIVATES_B_CELL_RECEPTOR_LEADING_TO_GENERAT
ION_OF_SECOND_MESSENGERS 

29 0.006048387 1 

BROWNE_HCMV_INFECTION_30MIN_UP 52 0.006993007 1 

REACTOME_IL_3_5_AND_GM_CSF_SIGNALING 43 0.007181329 1 

REACTOME_AMINO_ACID_TRANSPORT_ACROSS_THE_PLASMA_MEMBRANE 31 0.009328358 1 

C5 NON-RESPONDERS       

NAME SIZE NOM p-val FDR 

GO_MACROAUTOPHAGY 267 0 1 

GO_POSITIVE_REGULATION_OF_RESPONSE_TO_EXTRACELLULAR_STIMULUS 47 0.002087683 1 

GO_PCG_PROTEIN_COMPLEX 40 0.002114165 1 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_ATP_SYNTHESIS_COUPLED_PROTON_TRANSPORT 16 0.004329004 1 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_MEMBRANE_PART 163 0.005940594 1 

GO_VACUOLAR_TRANSPORT 236 0.005988024 1 

GO_OXIDOREDUCTASE_ACTIVITY_OXIDIZING_METAL_IONS 18 0.006224067 1 

GO_ENERGY_COUPLED_PROTON_TRANSPORT_DOWN_ELECTROCHEMICAL_G
RADIENT 

21 0.006493507 1 

GO_ATP_BIOSYNTHETIC_PROCESS 32 0.006521739 1 

GO_MULTICELLULAR_ORGANISMAL_HOMEOSTASIS 259 0.007092198 1 

GO_INTRINSIC_COMPONENT_OF_MITOCHONDRIAL_MEMBRANE 50 0.007751938 1 

GO_MITOCHONDRIAL_TRANSPORT 167 0.007874016 1 

GO_PROTEIN_TARGETING_TO_MEMBRANE 141 0.008016032 1 

GO_ORGANELLAR_LARGE_RIBOSOMAL_SUBUNIT 32 0.008097166 1 

GO_PHOSPHATIDYLGLYCEROL_ACYL_CHAIN_REMODELING 16 0.00845666 1 

C5 RESPONDERS       

NAME SIZE NOM p-val FDR 

GO_PHOSPHOLIPASE_C_ACTIVITY 31 0 0.07078287 

GO_CELLULAR_RESPONSE_TO_PROSTAGLANDIN_STIMULUS 24 0 1 

GO_CELLULAR_RESPONSE_TO_PROSTAGLANDIN_E_STIMULUS 18 0 1 

GO_BASOLATERAL_PLASMA_MEMBRANE 205 0.001760563 1 

GO_RESPONSE_TO_PROSTAGLANDIN 34 0.001818182 1 

GO_HEART_TRABECULA_MORPHOGENESIS 26 0.001869159 1 

GO_CELLULAR_RESPONSE_TO_LITHIUM_ION 16 0.003472222 1 

GO_DENDRITIC_SHAFT 37 0.003690037 1 

GO_RESPONSE_TO_PROSTAGLANDIN_E 25 0.003853565 1 

GO_ALDEHYDE_DEHYDROGENASE_NAD_ACTIVITY 18 0.003898636 1 
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GO_REGULATION_OF_INTERFERON_GAMMA_BIOSYNTHETIC_PROCESS 15 0.005464481 1 

GO_TRANSCRIPTIONAL_ACTIVATOR_ACTIVITY_RNA_POLYMERASE_II_DISTAL_
ENHANCER_SEQUENCE_SPECIFIC_BINDING 

24 0.005545287 1 

GO_RNA_POLYMERASE_II_DISTAL_ENHANCER_SEQUENCE_SPECIFIC_DNA_BIN
DING 

63 0.006944445 1 

GO_REGULATION_OF_EXTENT_OF_CELL_GROWTH 101 0.007142857 1 

GO_NEUROMUSCULAR_JUNCTION_DEVELOPMENT 36 0.007393715 1 

GO_REGULATION_OF_FIBROBLAST_MIGRATION 28 0.007434944 1 

GO_ESTABLISHMENT_OR_MAINTENANCE_OF_CELL_POLARITY 139 0.008833922 1 

Supplementary table 3.1: Gene set enrichment results, summarised to include the 44 

pathways enriched within responder and non-responders groups that have significant p 

values  
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Appendix chapter 5: Identification of novel compounds to 

improve chemo-sensitivity in OAC cell line models 
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Supplementary figure 5.1: Dose-response curves were generated, estimating the IC50 of 

CDDP to be 2µM in OE33 cells, and 5µM in FLO-1 cells. 
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Plate Sample 
Type 

Well Ref Ident Name Object Id 
(ABase) 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty A001 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty B001 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty C001 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty D001 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty E001 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty F001 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty G001 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty H001 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty I001 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty J001 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty K001 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty L001 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty M001 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
01 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty N001 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty O001 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty P001 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
1 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty A002 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty B002 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty C002 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty D002 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty E002 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty F002 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty G002 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty H002 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty I002 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty J002 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty K002 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty L002 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty M002 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
02 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty N002 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty O002 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

empty P002 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
2 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A003 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
3 

Clindamycin·HCl ENZ_0000001 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B003 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
3 

Lapatinib 
Ditosylate 

ENZ_0000161 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C003 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
3 

Pimozide ENZ_0000011 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D003 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
3 

Diazoxide ENZ_0000171 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E003 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
3 

Flecainide Acetate ENZ_0000021 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F003 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
3 

Bicalutamide ENZ_0000181 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G003 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
3 

(S)-Timolol 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000031 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H003 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
3 

Oxaliplatin ENZ_0000191 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I003 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
3 

Ivermectin ENZ_0000041 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J003 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
3 

Oseltamivir 
Phosphate 

ENZ_0000201 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K003 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
3 

Aminophylline  ENZ_0000051 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L003 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
3 

Acyclovir 
(Acycloguanosine) 
Zovirax 

ENZ_0000211 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M003 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
03 

Promethazine·HCl ENZ_0000061 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N003 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
3 

Ampicillin 
Trihydrate 

ENZ_0000221 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O003 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
3 

Famotidine ENZ_0000071 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P003 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
3 

Carbamazepine ENZ_0000231 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A004 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
4 

Nisoldipine ENZ_0000081 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B004 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
4 

Clarithromycin ENZ_0000241 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C004 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
4 

Candesartan ENZ_0000091 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D004 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
4 

Desloratadine ENZ_0000251 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E004 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
4 

Flumazenil ENZ_0000101 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F004 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
4 

Estradiol ENZ_0000261 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G004 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
4 

Erlotinib ENZ_0000111 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H004 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
4 

Amitriptyline·HCl ENZ_0000271 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I004 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
4 

Felodipine ENZ_0000121 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J004 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
4 

Glimepiride ENZ_0000281 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K004 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
4 

Cromolyn·Na 
(Disodium 
Cromoglycate) 

ENZ_0000131 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L004 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
4 

Leflunomide ENZ_0000291 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M004 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
04 

Auranofin ENZ_0000141 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N004 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
4 

Metoprolol 
Tartrate 

ENZ_0000301 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O004 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
4 

Simvastatin ENZ_0000151 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P004 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
4 

Norfloxacin ENZ_0000311 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A005 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
5 

Felbamate ENZ_0000002 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B005 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
5 

Pioglitazone·HCl ENZ_0000162 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C005 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
5 

Loperamide·HCl ENZ_0000012 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D005 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
5 

Glyburide ENZ_0000172 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E005 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
5 

Rosiglitazone  ENZ_0000022 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F005 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
5 

Clindamycin 
Palmitate·HCl 

ENZ_0000182 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G005 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
5 

Salbutamol 
Hemisulfate 

ENZ_0000032 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H005 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
5 

Atazanavir ENZ_0000192 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I005 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
5 

Haloperidol  ENZ_0000042 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J005 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
5 

Pamidronate 
Disodium  
Pentahydrate 
(Pamidronic Acid) 

ENZ_0000202 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K005 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
5 

Nateglinide ENZ_0000052 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L005 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
5 

Zidovudine (3'-
Azido-3'-
Deoxythymidine) 

ENZ_0000212 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M005 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
05 

Ranitidine·HCl ENZ_0000062 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N005 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
5 

(±)-Atenolol ENZ_0000222 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O005 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
5 

Isoniazid ENZ_0000072 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P005 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
5 

Cefotaxime Acid ENZ_0000232 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A006 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
6 

Olanzapine ENZ_0000082 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B006 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
6 

Clomiphene Citrate ENZ_0000242 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C006 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
6 

Butenafine·HCl ENZ_0000092 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D006 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
6 

Dextromethorphan ENZ_0000252 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E006 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
6 

Gefitinib ENZ_0000102 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F006 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
6 

Estrone ENZ_0000262 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G006 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
6 

Tacrine·HCl ENZ_0000112 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H006 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
6 

Floxuridine ENZ_0000272 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I006 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
6 

Phenoxybenzamine
·HCl 

ENZ_0000122 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J006 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
6 

Hydrocortisone ENZ_0000282 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K006 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
6 

Capsaicin ENZ_0000132 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L006 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
6 

Lisinopril·2H2O ENZ_0000292 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M006 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
06 

Captopril ENZ_0000142 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N006 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
6 

Methimazole ENZ_0000302 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O006 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
6 

Goserelin Acetate ENZ_0000152 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P006 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
6 

Nystatin ENZ_0000312 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A007 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
7 

Cyclosporine A ENZ_0000003 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B007 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
7 

Rivastigmine 
Tartrate 

ENZ_0000163 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C007 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
7 

Tolbutamide ENZ_0000013 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D007 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
7 

Minoxidil ENZ_0000173 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E007 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
7 

Amantadine·HCl ENZ_0000023 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F007 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
7 

Vorinostat ENZ_0000183 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G007 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
7 

Pindolol ENZ_0000033 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H007 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
7 

Mycophenolate 
Mofetil 

ENZ_0000193 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I007 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
7 

Cimetidine ENZ_0000043 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J007 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
7 

Pramipexole 
Dihydrochloride 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000203 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K007 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
7 

(±) 
Isoproterenol·HCl  

ENZ_0000053 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L007 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
7 

Allopurinol ENZ_0000213 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M007 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
07 

Epinephrine (L-(-)-
Epinephrine-(+)-
Bitartrate) 

ENZ_0000063 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N007 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
7 

Atracurium 
Besylate 

ENZ_0000223 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O007 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
7 

Ticlopidine·HCl ENZ_0000073 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P007 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
7 

Ceftazidime ENZ_0000233 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A008 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
8 

Lovastatin ENZ_0000083 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B008 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
8 

Clopidogrel 
Hydrogen Sulfate  

ENZ_0000243 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C008 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
8 

Dorzolamide·HCl ENZ_0000093 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D008 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
8 

Diclofenac·Na Salt ENZ_0000253 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E008 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
8 

Imatinib Mesylate ENZ_0000103 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F008 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
8 

Etidronate 
Disodium 

ENZ_0000263 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G008 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
8 

Galantamine·HBr ENZ_0000113 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H008 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
8 

Fluocinolone 
Acetonide 

ENZ_0000273 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I008 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
8 

Trifluoperazine· HCl ENZ_0000123 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J008 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
8 

Hydrocortisone 
Acetate 

ENZ_0000283 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K008 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
8 

Dexamethasone ENZ_0000133 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L008 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
8 

Loratadine ENZ_0000293 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M008 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
08 

Tranylcypromine 
Hemisulfate 

ENZ_0000143 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N008 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
8 

Metronidazole ENZ_0000303 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O008 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
8 

Raloxifene·HCl ENZ_0000153 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P008 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
8 

Ofloxacin ENZ_0000313 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A009 ENZ_0000003_L01_A00
9 

Donepezil·HCl ENZ_0000004 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B009 ENZ_0000003_L01_B00
9 

Ergotamine 
Tartrate 

ENZ_0000164 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C009 ENZ_0000003_L01_C00
9 

Glipizide ENZ_0000014 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D009 ENZ_0000003_L01_D00
9 

Tolazamide ENZ_0000174 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E009 ENZ_0000003_L01_E00
9 

Prazosin·HCl ENZ_0000024 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F009 ENZ_0000003_L01_F00
9 

Didanosine ENZ_0000184 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G009 ENZ_0000003_L01_G00
9 

Dobutamine·HCl ENZ_0000034 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H009 ENZ_0000003_L01_H00
9 

Clofarabine ENZ_0000194 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I009 ENZ_0000003_L01_I00
9 

Zonisamide ENZ_0000044 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J009 ENZ_0000003_L01_J00
9 

Triptorelin Acetate ENZ_0000204 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K009 ENZ_0000003_L01_K00
9 

Acetylcholine 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000054 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L009 ENZ_0000003_L01_L00
9 

Altretamine ENZ_0000214 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M009 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
09 

Norepinephrine 
Bitartrate 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000064 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N009 ENZ_0000003_L01_N00
9 

Vinblastine Sulfate ENZ_0000224 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O009 ENZ_0000003_L01_O00
9 

Clemastine 
Fumarate 

ENZ_0000074 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P009 ENZ_0000003_L01_P00
9 

Chloramphenicol ENZ_0000234 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A010 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
0 

Lamotrigine ENZ_0000084 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B010 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
0 

Clobetasol 
Propionate 

ENZ_0000244 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C010 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
0 

Escitalopram  ENZ_0000094 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D010 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
0 

Zalcitabine (2',3'-
Dideoxycytidine) 

ENZ_0000254 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E010 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
0 

Idarubicin·HCl ENZ_0000104 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F010 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
0 

Famciclovir ENZ_0000264 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G010 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
0 

Amiloride·HCl·2H2
O 

ENZ_0000114 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H010 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
0 

Flutamide ENZ_0000274 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I010 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
0 

Latanoprost ENZ_0000124 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J010 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
0 

Idoxuridine ENZ_0000284 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K010 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
0 

Dipyridamole ENZ_0000134 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L010 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
0 

Losartan Potassium ENZ_0000294 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M010 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
10 

Piroxicam ENZ_0000144 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N010 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
0 

Minocycline  ENZ_0000304 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O010 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
0 

Rifampin 
(Rifampicin) 

ENZ_0000154 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P010 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
0 

Omeprazole ENZ_0000314 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A011 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
1 

Lincomycin·HCl ENZ_0000005 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B011 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
1 

Sulindac ENZ_0000165 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C011 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
1 

Phentolamine·HCl ENZ_0000015 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D011 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
1 

Bexarotene ENZ_0000175 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E011 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
1 

Clonidine·HCl ENZ_0000025 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F011 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
1 

Dolasetron ENZ_0000185 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G011 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
1 

Sotalol·HCl ENZ_0000035 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H011 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
1 

Cabergoline ENZ_0000195 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I011 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
1 

Zoledronic Acid 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000045 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J011 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
1 

Risredonic Acid ENZ_0000205 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K011 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
1 

Atropine Sulfate 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000055 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L011 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
1 

Alendronate·Na 
Trihydrate 

ENZ_0000215 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M011 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
11 

Quetiapine 
Fumarate 

ENZ_0000065 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N011 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
1 

Azithromycin ENZ_0000225 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O011 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
1 

Vardenafil  ENZ_0000075 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P011 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
1 

Chlorambucil ENZ_0000235 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A012 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
2 

Azathioprine ENZ_0000085 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B012 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
2 

Orphenadrine 
Citrate 

ENZ_0000245 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C012 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
2 

Eprosartan 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000095 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D012 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
2 

Diflunisal ENZ_0000255 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E012 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
2 

Montelukast·Na ENZ_0000105 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F012 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
2 

Fenoldopam 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000265 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G012 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
2 

Amlodipine ENZ_0000115 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H012 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
2 

Fluconazole ENZ_0000275 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I012 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
2 

Alfuzosin ENZ_0000125 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J012 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
2 

Ifosfamide ENZ_0000285 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K012 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
2 

Ethacrynic Acid ENZ_0000135 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L012 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
2 

Mebendazole ENZ_0000295 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M012 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
12 

Moxifloxacin·HCl ENZ_0000145 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N012 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
2 

Mitoxantrone·HCl ENZ_0000305 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O012 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
2 

Etoposide ENZ_0000155 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P012 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
2 

Oxcarbazepine ENZ_0000315 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A013 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
3 

Mycophenolic Acid ENZ_0000006 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B013 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
3 

Valproic Acid ENZ_0000166 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C013 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
3 

Quinine·HCl·H2O ENZ_0000016 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D013 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
3 

Tranexamic Acid ENZ_0000176 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E013 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
3 

Guanabenz Acetate  ENZ_0000026 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F013 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
3 

Enalaprilat Maleate ENZ_0000186 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G013 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
3 

Maprotiline·HCl ENZ_0000036 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H013 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
3 

Ibandronate·Na 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000196 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I013 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
3 

Naltrexone·HCl ENZ_0000046 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J013 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
3 

Rocuronium 
Bromide 

ENZ_0000206 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K013 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
3 

Apomorphine·HCl 
Hemihydrate 

ENZ_0000056 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L013 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
3 

Albendazole ENZ_0000216 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M013 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
13 

Imipramine·HCl ENZ_0000066 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N013 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
3 

Aztreonam ENZ_0000226 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O013 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
3 

Linezolid ENZ_0000076 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P013 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
3 

Chlorpheniramine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000236 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A014 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
4 

Sildenafil Citrate ENZ_0000086 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B014 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
4 

Crotamiton ENZ_0000246 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C014 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
4 

Entacapone ENZ_0000096 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D014 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
4 

Disulfiram ENZ_0000256 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E014 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
4 

Exemestane ENZ_0000106 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F014 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
4 

Fenoprofen 
Calcium 

ENZ_0000266 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G014 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
4 

Diltiazem·HCl ENZ_0000116 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H014 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
4 

Furosemide ENZ_0000276 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I014 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
4 

Bromocriptine 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000126 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J014 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
4 

Imiquimod ENZ_0000286 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K014 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
4 

Indomethacin ENZ_0000136 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L014 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
4 

Medroxyprogester
one Acetate 

ENZ_0000296 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M014 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
14 

Carbidopa ENZ_0000146 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N014 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
4 

Paclitaxel (Taxol) ENZ_0000306 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O014 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
4 

Mitomycin C ENZ_0000156 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P014 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
4 

Oxiconazole 
Nitrate 

ENZ_0000316 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A015 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
5 

Sirolimus 
(Rapamycin) 

ENZ_0000007 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B015 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
5 

Calcipotriene ENZ_0000167 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C015 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
5 

Propafenone·HCl ENZ_0000017 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D015 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
5 

Celecoxib ENZ_0000177 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E015 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
5 

Dihydroergotamine 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000027 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F015 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
5 

Fluvastatin·Na ENZ_0000187 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G015 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
5 

Pilocarpine·HCl ENZ_0000037 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H015 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
5 

Imipenem ENZ_0000197 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I015 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
5 

Zolmitriptan ENZ_0000047 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J015 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
5 

Vinorelbine  ENZ_0000207 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K015 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
5 

Chlorpromazine·HC
l 

ENZ_0000057 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L015 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
5 

Sumatriptan 
Succinate 

ENZ_0000217 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M015 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
15 

Amoxapine ENZ_0000067 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N015 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
5 

Betamethasone ENZ_0000227 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O015 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
5 

Docetaxel 
(Taxotere) 

ENZ_0000077 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P015 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
5 

Chloroquine 
Diphosphate 

ENZ_0000237 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A016 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
6 

Atovaquone ENZ_0000087 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B016 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
6 

Cyclophosphamide 
monohydrate 

ENZ_0000247 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C016 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
6 

Bleomycin Sulfate ENZ_0000097 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D016 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
6 

Doxazosin 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000257 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E016 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
6 

Dinoprostone ENZ_0000107 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F016 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
6 

Fenofibrate ENZ_0000267 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G016 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
6 

Nifedipine ENZ_0000117 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H016 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
6 

Ganciclovir ENZ_0000277 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I016 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
6 

Clozapine ENZ_0000127 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J016 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
6 

Indapamide ENZ_0000287 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K016 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
6 

Naproxen ENZ_0000137 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L016 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
6 

Mefenamic Acid ENZ_0000297 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M016 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
16 

Ketoprofen ENZ_0000147 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N016 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
6 

Nabumetone ENZ_0000307 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O016 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
6 

Delavirdine 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000157 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P016 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
6 

Oxacillin sodium 
salt monohydrate 

ENZ_0000317 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A017 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
7 

Spectinomycin·HCl 
Pentahydrate 

ENZ_0000008 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B017 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
7 

Zafirlukast ENZ_0000168 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C017 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
7 

Phenytoin ENZ_0000018 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D017 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
7 

Levetiracetam ENZ_0000178 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E017 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
7 

Emtricitabine ENZ_0000028 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F017 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
7 

Fosinopril·Na ENZ_0000188 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G017 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
7 

Ipratropium·Br ENZ_0000038 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H017 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
7 

Lomustine ENZ_0000198 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I017 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
7 

Memantine·HCl ENZ_0000048 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J017 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
7 

Salmeterol  ENZ_0000208 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K017 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
7 

Fluphenazine· HCl ENZ_0000058 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L017 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
7 

Amifostine ENZ_0000218 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M017 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
17 

Metoclopramide·H
Cl 

ENZ_0000068 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N017 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
7 

Bisacodyl ENZ_0000228 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O017 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
7 

Olopatadine ENZ_0000078 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P017 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
7 

Thalidomide ENZ_0000238 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A018 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
8 

Sertaconazole ENZ_0000088 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B018 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
8 

Cytarabine ENZ_0000248 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C018 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
8 

Guanfacine·HCl ENZ_0000098 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D018 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
8 

Doxycycline 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000258 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E018 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
8 

Metformin·HCl ENZ_0000108 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F018 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
8 

Finasteride ENZ_0000268 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G018 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
8 

Nimodipine ENZ_0000118 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H018 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
8 

Gatifloxacin ENZ_0000278 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I018 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
8 

Acitretin ENZ_0000128 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J018 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
8 

Itraconazole ENZ_0000288 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K018 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
8 

Ibuprofen ENZ_0000138 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L018 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
8 

Melphalan ENZ_0000298 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M018 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
18 

Meloxicam ENZ_0000148 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N018 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
8 

Naphazoline·HCl ENZ_0000308 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O018 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
8 

Daunorubicin·HCl ENZ_0000158 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P018 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
8 

Pantoprazole ENZ_0000318 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A019 ENZ_0000003_L01_A01
9 

Amiodarone·HCl ENZ_0000009 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B019 ENZ_0000003_L01_B01
9 

Zileuton ENZ_0000169 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C019 ENZ_0000003_L01_C01
9 

Procainamide·HCl ENZ_0000019 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D019 ENZ_0000003_L01_D01
9 

Letrozole ENZ_0000179 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E019 ENZ_0000003_L01_E01
9 

Betaxolol·HCl ENZ_0000029 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F019 ENZ_0000003_L01_F01
9 

Gemcitabine·HCl ENZ_0000189 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G019 ENZ_0000003_L01_G01
9 

Tropicamide ENZ_0000039 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H019 ENZ_0000003_L01_H01
9 

Adapalene ENZ_0000199 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I019 ENZ_0000003_L01_I01
9 

Riluzole·HCl ENZ_0000049 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J019 ENZ_0000003_L01_J01
9 

Vincristine Sulfate ENZ_0000209 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K019 ENZ_0000003_L01_K01
9 

Risperidone ENZ_0000059 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L019 ENZ_0000003_L01_L01
9 

4-Aminosalicylic 
Acid 

ENZ_0000219 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M019 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
19 

Nalbuphine·HCl 
Dihydrate 

ENZ_0000069 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N019 ENZ_0000003_L01_N01
9 

Buspirone·HCl ENZ_0000229 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O019 ENZ_0000003_L01_O01
9 

Tolcapone ENZ_0000079 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P019 ENZ_0000003_L01_P01
9 

Ciprofloxacin ENZ_0000239 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A020 ENZ_0000003_L01_A02
0 

Cefepime·HCl 
Hydrate 

ENZ_0000089 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B020 ENZ_0000003_L01_B02
0 

Dacarbazine ENZ_0000249 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C020 ENZ_0000003_L01_C02
0 

Tizanidine·HCl ENZ_0000099 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D020 ENZ_0000003_L01_D02
0 

Enalapril ENZ_0000259 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E020 ENZ_0000003_L01_E02
0 

Anagrelide ENZ_0000109 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F020 ENZ_0000003_L01_F02
0 

Fluorouracil (5-
Fluorouracil) 

ENZ_0000269 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G020 ENZ_0000003_L01_G02
0 

Verapamil·HCl ENZ_0000119 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H020 ENZ_0000003_L01_H02
0 

Gentamycin Sulfate ENZ_0000279 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I020 ENZ_0000003_L01_I02
0 

Calcitriol ENZ_0000129 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J020 ENZ_0000003_L01_J02
0 

Levonorgestrel ENZ_0000289 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K020 ENZ_0000003_L01_K02
0 

Bumetanide ENZ_0000139 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L020 ENZ_0000003_L01_L02
0 

Methyldopa 
Sesquihydrate (L-Α-
Methyl-Dopa 
Sesquihyrate) 

ENZ_0000299 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M020 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
20 

Terbinafine·HCl ENZ_0000149 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N020 ENZ_0000003_L01_N02
0 

Nefazodone·HCl ENZ_0000309 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O020 ENZ_0000003_L01_O02
0 

Doxorubicin·HCl ENZ_0000159 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P020 ENZ_0000003_L01_P02
0 

Paroxetine·HCl ENZ_0000319 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A021 ENZ_0000003_L01_A02
1 

Nicardipine·HCl ENZ_0000010 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B021 ENZ_0000003_L01_B02
1 

Bortezomib ENZ_0000170 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C021 ENZ_0000003_L01_C02
1 

Lidocaine·HCl·H2O ENZ_0000020 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D021 ENZ_0000003_L01_D02
1 

Anastrozole ENZ_0000180 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E021 ENZ_0000003_L01_E02
1 

Caffeine  ENZ_0000030 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F021 ENZ_0000003_L01_F02
1 

Granisetron·HCl ENZ_0000190 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G021 ENZ_0000003_L01_G02
1 

Pancuronium·2Br ENZ_0000040 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H021 ENZ_0000003_L01_H02
1 

Meropenem ENZ_0000200 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I021 ENZ_0000003_L01_I02
1 

Propofol ENZ_0000050 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J021 ENZ_0000003_L01_J02
1 

Aspirin 
(Acetylsalicylic 
Acid) 

ENZ_0000210 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K021 ENZ_0000003_L01_K02
1 

Diphenhydramine·
HCl 

ENZ_0000060 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L021 ENZ_0000003_L01_L02
1 

Mesalamine (5-
Aminosalicylic 
Acid) 

ENZ_0000220 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M021 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
21 

Carbachol 
(Carbamylcholine ) 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000070 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N021 ENZ_0000003_L01_N02
1 

Carboplatin ENZ_0000230 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O021 ENZ_0000003_L01_O02
1 

Olmesartan ENZ_0000080 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P021 ENZ_0000003_L01_P02
1 

Citalopram·HBr ENZ_0000240 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound A022 ENZ_0000003_L01_A02
2 

Aripiprazole ENZ_0000090 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound B022 ENZ_0000003_L01_B02
2 

Danazol ENZ_0000250 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound C022 ENZ_0000003_L01_C02
2 

Carvedilol ENZ_0000100 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound D022 ENZ_0000003_L01_D02
2 

Esomeprazole 
Potassium 

ENZ_0000260 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound E022 ENZ_0000003_L01_E02
2 

Dofetilide ENZ_0000110 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound F022 ENZ_0000003_L01_F02
2 

Flurbiprofen ENZ_0000270 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound G022 ENZ_0000003_L01_G02
2 

Gabapentin ENZ_0000120 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound H022 ENZ_0000003_L01_H02
2 

Gemfibrozil ENZ_0000280 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound I022 ENZ_0000003_L01_I02
2 

Ketoconazole ENZ_0000130 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound J022 ENZ_0000003_L01_J02
2 

Levofloxacin·HCl ENZ_0000290 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound K022 ENZ_0000003_L01_K02
2 

Neomycin Sulfate ENZ_0000140 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound L022 ENZ_0000003_L01_L02
2 

Methylprednisolon
e 

ENZ_0000300 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound M022 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
22 

Sodium 
Phenylbutyrate 

ENZ_0000150 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound N022 ENZ_0000003_L01_N02
2 

Norethindrone ENZ_0000310 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound O022 ENZ_0000003_L01_O02
2 

Cetirizine HCl ENZ_0000160 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

compound P022 ENZ_0000003_L01_P02
2 

Penciclovir ENZ_0000320 

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC A023 ENZ_0000003_L01_A02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC B023 ENZ_0000003_L01_B02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC C023 ENZ_0000003_L01_C02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC D023 ENZ_0000003_L01_D02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC E023 ENZ_0000003_L01_E02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC F023 ENZ_0000003_L01_F02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC G023 ENZ_0000003_L01_G02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC H023 ENZ_0000003_L01_H02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC I023 ENZ_0000003_L01_I02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC J023 ENZ_0000003_L01_J02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC K023 ENZ_0000003_L01_K02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC L023 ENZ_0000003_L01_L02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC M023 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
23 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC N023 ENZ_0000003_L01_N02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC O023 ENZ_0000003_L01_O02
3 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

PC P023 ENZ_0000003_L01_P02
3 
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ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO A024 ENZ_0000003_L01_A02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO B024 ENZ_0000003_L01_B02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO C024 ENZ_0000003_L01_C02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO D024 ENZ_0000003_L01_D02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO E024 ENZ_0000003_L01_E02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO F024 ENZ_0000003_L01_F02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO G024 ENZ_0000003_L01_G02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO H024 ENZ_0000003_L01_H02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO I024 ENZ_0000003_L01_I02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO J024 ENZ_0000003_L01_J02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO K024 ENZ_0000003_L01_K02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO L024 ENZ_0000003_L01_L02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO M024 ENZ_0000003_L01_M0
24 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO N024 ENZ_0000003_L01_N02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO O024 ENZ_0000003_L01_O02
4 

  

ENZ_0000003_L
01 

DMSO P024 ENZ_0000003_L01_P02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty A001 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty B001 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty C001 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty D001 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty E001 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty F001 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty G001 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty H001 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty I001 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty J001 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty K001 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty L001 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty M001 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
01 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty N001 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty O001 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty P001 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty A002 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty B002 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
2 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty C002 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty D002 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty E002 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty F002 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty G002 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty H002 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty I002 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty J002 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty K002 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty L002 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty M002 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
02 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty N002 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty O002 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

empty P002 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
2 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A003 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
3 

Pentoxifylline ENZ_0000321 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B003 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
3 

Chlorpropamide ENZ_0000460 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C003 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
3 

Ranolazine·2HCl ENZ_0000331 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D003 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
3 

Cladribine ENZ_0000470 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E003 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
3 

Sulfasalazine ENZ_0000341 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F003 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
3 

Colistin Sulfate ENZ_0000480 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G003 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
3 

Tolmetin sodium 
dihydrate 

ENZ_0000351 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H003 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
3 

Daptomycin ENZ_0000490 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I003 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
3 

Fluoxetine·HCl ENZ_0000361 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J003 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
3 

Desonide ENZ_0000500 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K003 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
3 

Butoconazole 
Nitrate 

ENZ_0000371 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L003 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
3 

Dicyclomine·HCl ENZ_0000509 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M003 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
03 

Capecitabine ENZ_0000381 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N003 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
3 

Doxepin·HCl ENZ_0000518 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O003 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P003 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
3 

Epirubicin·HCl ENZ_0000527 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A004 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
4 

Abacavir Sulfate ENZ_0000384 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B004 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
4 

Ethionamide ENZ_0000536 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C004 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
4 

Adefovir Dipivoxil ENZ_0000394 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D004 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
4 

Flavoxate·HCl ENZ_0000546 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E004 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
4 

Aminocaproic Acid ENZ_0000402 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F004 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
4 

Fluvoxamine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000555 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G004 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
4 

Atomoxetine·HCl ENZ_0000412 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H004 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
4 

Halcinonide ENZ_0000565 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I004 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
4 

Bendamustine·HCl ENZ_0000422 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J004 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
4 

Hydroxyzine 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000575 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K004 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
4 

Brompheniramine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000432 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L004 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
4 

Kanamycin Sulfate ENZ_0000585 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M004 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
04 

Cefaclor ENZ_0000441 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N004 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
4 

Levobunolol·HCl ENZ_0000595 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O004 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
4 

Ceftibuten ENZ_0000451 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P004 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
4 

Mafenide·HCl ENZ_0000605 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A005 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
5 

Penicillin V 
Potassium 

ENZ_0000322 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B005 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
5 

Chlorthalidone ENZ_0000461 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C005 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
5 

Ramipril ENZ_0000332 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D005 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
5 

Clavulanate 
Potassium 

ENZ_0000471 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E005 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
5 

Tamsulosin·HCl ENZ_0000342 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F005 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
5 

Cortisone Acetate ENZ_0000481 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G005 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
5 

Amoxicillin ENZ_0000352 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H005 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
5 

Darifenacin·HBr ENZ_0000491 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I005 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
5 

Ondansetron ENZ_0000362 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J005 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
5 

Desoximetasone ENZ_0000501 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K005 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
5 

Mifepristone ENZ_0000372 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L005 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
5 

Dienogest ENZ_0000510 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M005 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
05 

Succinylcholine 
Chloride·2H2O 

ENZ_0000382 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N005 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
5 

Droperidol ENZ_0000519 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O005 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
5 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P005 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
5 

Eplerenone ENZ_0000528 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A006 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
6 

Acamprosate  ENZ_0000385 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B006 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
6 

Ethosuximide ENZ_0000537 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C006 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
6 

Adenosine ENZ_0000395 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D006 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
6 

Flucytosine ENZ_0000547 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E006 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
6 

Aminohippurate·N
a 

ENZ_0000403 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F006 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
6 

Fomepizole ENZ_0000556 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G006 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
6 

Atorvastatin 
Calcium 

ENZ_0000413 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H006 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
6 

Halobetasol 
Propionate 

ENZ_0000566 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I006 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
6 

Bendroflumethiazi
de 

ENZ_0000423 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J006 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
6 

Ibutilide Fumarate ENZ_0000576 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K006 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
6 

Budesonide ENZ_0000433 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L006 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
6 

Ketorolac 
Tromethamine 

ENZ_0000586 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M006 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
06 

Cefadroxil ENZ_0000442 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N006 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
6 

Levocarnitine ENZ_0000596 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O006 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
6 

Ceftizoxim·Na ENZ_0000452 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P006 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
6 

Malathion ENZ_0000606 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A007 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
7 

Piperacillin ENZ_0000323 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B007 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
7 

Chlorzoxazone ENZ_0000462 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C007 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
7 

Ribavirin ENZ_0000333 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D007 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
7 

Clobazam ENZ_0000472 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E007 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
7 

Telmisartan ENZ_0000343 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F007 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
7 

Cyclobenzaprine·H
Cl 

ENZ_0000482 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G007 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
7 

Tramadol·HCl ENZ_0000353 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H007 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
7 

Darunavir ENZ_0000492 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I007 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
7 

Tiotropium 
Bromide  

ENZ_0000363 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J007 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
7 

Desvenlafaxine 
Succinate Hydrate 

ENZ_0000502 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K007 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
7 

Megestrol Acetate ENZ_0000373 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L007 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
7 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M007 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
07 

Cyproheptadine·HC
l Sesquihydrate 

ENZ_0000383 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N007 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
7 

Drospirenone ENZ_0000520 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O007 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
7 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P007 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
7 

Eptifibatide ENZ_0000529 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A008 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
8 

Acarbose ENZ_0000386 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B008 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
8 

Etodolac ENZ_0000538 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C008 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
8 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D008 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
8 

Fludarabine 
Phosphate 

ENZ_0000548 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E008 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
8 

Aminolevulinic 
Acid·HCl 

ENZ_0000404 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F008 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
8 

Formoterol ENZ_0000557 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G008 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
8 

Azacitidine ENZ_0000414 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H008 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
8 

Hexachlorophene ENZ_0000567 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I008 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
8 

Benztropine 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000424 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J008 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
8 

Iloperidone ENZ_0000577 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K008 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
8 

Bupropion  ENZ_0000434 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L008 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
8 

Labetalol·HCl ENZ_0000587 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M008 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
08 

Cefazolin·Na ENZ_0000443 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N008 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
8 

Levocetirizine 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000597 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O008 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
8 

Ceftriaxone·Na ENZ_0000453 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P008 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
8 

Mannitol ENZ_0000607 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A009 ENZ_0000004_L01_A00
9 

Prednisolone ENZ_0000324 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B009 ENZ_0000004_L01_B00
9 

Ciclesonide ENZ_0000463 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C009 ENZ_0000004_L01_C00
9 

Nelfinavir Mesylate ENZ_0000334 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D009 ENZ_0000004_L01_D00
9 

Clofazimine ENZ_0000473 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E009 ENZ_0000004_L01_E00
9 

Terazosin·HCl ENZ_0000344 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F009 ENZ_0000004_L01_F00
9 

Cyclopentolate  ENZ_0000483 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G009 ENZ_0000004_L01_G00
9 

Trimethoprim ENZ_0000354 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H009 ENZ_0000004_L01_H00
9 

Dasatinib ENZ_0000493 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I009 ENZ_0000004_L01_I00
9 

Thioridazine·HCl ENZ_0000364 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J009 ENZ_0000004_L01_J00
9 

Dexchlorphenirami
ne Maleate 

ENZ_0000503 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K009 ENZ_0000004_L01_K00
9 

Tamoxifen Citrate ENZ_0000374 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L009 ENZ_0000004_L01_L00
9 

Difluprednate ENZ_0000511 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M009 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
09 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N009 ENZ_0000004_L01_N00
9 

Duloxetine·HCl ENZ_0000521 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O009 ENZ_0000004_L01_O00
9 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P009 ENZ_0000004_L01_P00
9 

Erythromycin ENZ_0000530 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A010 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
0 

Acebutolol·HCl ENZ_0000387 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B010 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
0 

Etomidate ENZ_0000539 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C010 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
0 

Alitretinoin ENZ_0000396 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D010 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
0 

Fludrocortisone 
Acetate 

ENZ_0000549 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E010 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
0 

Amlexanox ENZ_0000405 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F010 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
0 

Foscarnet·Na 
(Sodium 
Phosphonoformate 
Tribasic 
Hexahydrate)  

ENZ_0000558 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G010 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
0 

Azelaic Acid ENZ_0000415 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H010 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
0 

Homatropine 
Methylbromide 

ENZ_0000568 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I010 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
0 

Betaine  ENZ_0000425 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J010 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
0 

Indinavir  ENZ_0000578 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K010 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
0 

Busulfan ENZ_0000435 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L010 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
0 

Lacosamide ENZ_0000588 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M010 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
10 

Cefdinir ENZ_0000444 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N010 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
0 

Levothyroxine·Na ENZ_0000598 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O010 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
0 

Cefuroxime Axetil ENZ_0000454 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P010 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
0 

Maraviroc ENZ_0000608 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A011 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
1 

Progesterone ENZ_0000325 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B011 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
1 

Ciclopirox ENZ_0000464 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C011 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
1 

Rimantadine·HCl ENZ_0000335 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D011 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
1 

Clomipramine·HCl ENZ_0000474 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E011 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
1 

Tetracycline ENZ_0000345 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F011 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
1 

Cycloserine ENZ_0000484 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G011 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
1 

Valacyclovir·HCl ENZ_0000355 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H011 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
1 

Decitabine ENZ_0000494 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I011 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
1 

Amrinone ENZ_0000365 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J011 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
1 

Dexmedetomidine·
HCl 

ENZ_0000504 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K011 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
1 

Aprepitant ENZ_0000375 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L011 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
1 

Digoxin ENZ_0000512 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M011 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
11 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N011 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
1 

Dutasteride ENZ_0000522 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O011 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P011 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
1 

Estramustine 
Phosphate·Na 

ENZ_0000531 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A012 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
2 

Acetaminophen ENZ_0000388 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B012 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
2 

Etonogestrel ENZ_0000540 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C012 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
2 

Almotriptan ENZ_0000397 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D012 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
2 

Flunisolide ENZ_0000550 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E012 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
2 

Amphotericin B ENZ_0000406 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F012 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
2 

Fosfomycin 
Calcium 

ENZ_0000559 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G012 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
2 

Azelastine·HCl ENZ_0000416 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H012 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
2 

Hydralazine·HCl ENZ_0000569 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I012 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
2 

Bethanechol 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000426 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J012 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
2 

Irbesartan ENZ_0000579 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K012 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
2 

Butorphanol-(+)-
Tartrate (Schedule 
Iv) 

ENZ_0000436 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L012 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
2 

Lactulose ENZ_0000589 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M012 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
12 

Cefditoren Pivoxil ENZ_0000445 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N012 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
2 

Lindane ENZ_0000599 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O012 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
2 

Cefuroxime·Na ENZ_0000455 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P012 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
2 

Mechlorethamine·
HCl 

ENZ_0000609 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A013 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
3 

Procarbazine·HCl ENZ_0000326 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B013 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
3 

Cidofovir ENZ_0000465 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C013 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
3 

Propranolol·HCl ENZ_0000336 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D013 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
3 

Clonazepam ENZ_0000475 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E013 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
3 

Temozolomide ENZ_0000346 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F013 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
3 

Cysteamine·HCl ENZ_0000485 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G013 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
3 

Vecuronium 
Bromide 

ENZ_0000356 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H013 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
3 

Deferasirox ENZ_0000495 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I013 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
3 

Milrinone ENZ_0000366 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J013 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K013 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
3 

Bosentan ENZ_0000376 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L013 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
3 

Dimenhydrinate ENZ_0000513 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M013 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
13 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N013 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
3 

Dyphylline ENZ_0000523 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O013 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P013 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
3 

Estropipate ENZ_0000532 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A014 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
4 

Acetazolamide ENZ_0000389 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B014 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
4 

Everolimus ENZ_0000541 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C014 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
4 

Alosetron·HCl ENZ_0000398 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D014 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
4 

Fluocinonide ENZ_0000551 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E014 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
4 

Arsenic Trioxide ENZ_0000407 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F014 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
4 

Fosphenytoin·Na 
Pentahydrate 

ENZ_0000560 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G014 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
4 

Bacitracin ENZ_0000417 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H014 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
4 

Hydrochlorothiazid
e 

ENZ_0000570 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I014 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
4 

Bimatoprost ENZ_0000427 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J014 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
4 

Irinotecan·HCl ENZ_0000580 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K014 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
4 

Capreomycin 
Disulfate 

ENZ_0000437 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L014 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
4 

Lamivudine ENZ_0000590 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M014 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
14 

Cefixime ENZ_0000446 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N014 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
4 

Liothyronine·Na ENZ_0000600 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O014 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
4 

Cephalexin 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000456 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P014 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
4 

Meclizine 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000610 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A015 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
5 

Prednisone ENZ_0000327 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B015 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
5 

Cilostazol ENZ_0000466 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C015 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
5 

Scopolamine·HBr ENZ_0000337 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D015 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
5 

Clotrimazole ENZ_0000476 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E015 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
5 

Tinidazole ENZ_0000347 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F015 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
5 

Dactinomycin (= 
Actinomycin D) 

ENZ_0000486 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G015 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
5 

Venlafaxine·HCl ENZ_0000357 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H015 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
5 

Deferoxamine 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000496 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I015 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
5 

Alprostadil ENZ_0000367 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J015 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
5 

Dexrazoxane  ENZ_0000505 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K015 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
5 

Efavirenz ENZ_0000377 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L015 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
5 

Disopyramide  ENZ_0000514 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M015 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
15 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N015 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
5 

Econazole Nitrate ENZ_0000524 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O015 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
5 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P015 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
5 

Eszopiclone ENZ_0000533 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A016 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
6 

Acetohexamide ENZ_0000390 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B016 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
6 

Ezetimibe ENZ_0000542 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C016 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
6 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D016 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
6 

Fluorometholone ENZ_0000552 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E016 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
6 

Artemether ENZ_0000408 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F016 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
6 

Gemifloxacin  ENZ_0000561 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G016 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
6 

Baclofen ENZ_0000418 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H016 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
6 

Hydroflumethiazid
e 

ENZ_0000571 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I016 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
6 

Biperiden·HCl ENZ_0000428 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J016 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
6 

Isocarboxazid ENZ_0000581 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K016 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
6 

Carbinoxamine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000438 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L016 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
6 

Lansoprazole ENZ_0000591 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M016 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
16 

Cefotetan 
Disodium 

ENZ_0000447 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N016 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
6 

Lopinavir ENZ_0000601 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O016 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
6 

Chenodiol 
(Chenodeoxycholic 
Acid) 

ENZ_0000457 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P016 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
6 

Meclofenamate·Na ENZ_0000611 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A017 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
7 

Primaquine 
Phosphate 

ENZ_0000328 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B017 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
7 

Cinacalcet·HCl ENZ_0000467 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C017 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
7 

Spironolactone ENZ_0000338 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D017 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
7 

Cloxacillin·Na  ENZ_0000477 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E017 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
7 

Tobramycin ENZ_0000348 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F017 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
7 

Dalfampridine (4-
Aminopyridine) 

ENZ_0000487 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G017 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
7 

Bupivacaine·HCl ENZ_0000358 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H017 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
7 

Demeclocycline·HCl ENZ_0000497 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I017 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
7 

Misoprostol ENZ_0000368 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J017 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
7 

Diatrizoate 
Meglumine 

ENZ_0000506 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K017 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
7 

Miglustat (N-
Butyldeoxynojirimy
cin·HCl) 

ENZ_0000378 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L017 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
7 

Dopamine·HCl ENZ_0000515 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M017 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
17 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N017 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
7 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O017 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
7 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P017 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
7 

Ethambutol 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000534 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A018 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
8 

Acetohydroxamic 
Acid 

ENZ_0000391 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B018 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
8 

Febuxostat ENZ_0000543 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C018 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
8 

Ambrisentan ENZ_0000399 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D018 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
8 

Flurandrenolide ENZ_0000553 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E018 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
8 

Articaine·HCl ENZ_0000409 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F018 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
8 

Glycopyrrolate 
Iodide 

ENZ_0000562 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G018 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
8 

Balsalazide ENZ_0000419 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H018 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
8 

Hydroxocobalamin·
HCl 

ENZ_0000572 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I018 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
8 

Bisoprolol 
Fumarate 

ENZ_0000429 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J018 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
8 

Isosorbide 
Dinitrate 

ENZ_0000582 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K018 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
8 

Carglumic Acid ENZ_0000439 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L018 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
8 

Lenalidomide ENZ_0000592 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M018 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
18 

Cefoxitin·Na ENZ_0000448 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N018 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
8 

Lorazepam ENZ_0000602 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O018 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
8 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P018 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
8 

Mefloquine·HCl ENZ_0000612 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A019 ENZ_0000004_L01_A01
9 

Praziquantel ENZ_0000329 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B019 ENZ_0000004_L01_B01
9 

Cisatracurium 
Besylate 

ENZ_0000468 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C019 ENZ_0000004_L01_C01
9 

Streptomycin 
Sulfate 

ENZ_0000339 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D019 ENZ_0000004_L01_D01
9 

Colchicine ENZ_0000478 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E019 ENZ_0000004_L01_E01
9 

Topotecan·HCl ENZ_0000349 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F019 ENZ_0000004_L01_F01
9 

Dantrolene·Na ENZ_0000488 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G019 ENZ_0000004_L01_G01
9 

Ketotifen Fumarate ENZ_0000359 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H019 ENZ_0000004_L01_H01
9 

Desipramine·HCl ENZ_0000498 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I019 ENZ_0000004_L01_I01
9 

Argatroban ENZ_0000369 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J019 ENZ_0000004_L01_J01
9 

Diazepam ENZ_0000507 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K019 ENZ_0000004_L01_K01
9 

Fulvestrant ENZ_0000379 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L019 ENZ_0000004_L01_L01
9 

Doripenem ENZ_0000516 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M019 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
19 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N019 ENZ_0000004_L01_N01
9 

Eflornithine·HCl ENZ_0000525 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O019 ENZ_0000004_L01_O01
9 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P019 ENZ_0000004_L01_P01
9 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A020 ENZ_0000004_L01_A02
0 

Acetylcysteine ENZ_0000392 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B020 ENZ_0000004_L01_B02
0 

Fexofenadine·HCl ENZ_0000544 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C020 ENZ_0000004_L01_C02
0 

Amcinonide ENZ_0000400 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D020 ENZ_0000004_L01_D02
0 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E020 ENZ_0000004_L01_E02
0 

L-Ascorbic Acid ENZ_0000410 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F020 ENZ_0000004_L01_F02
0 

Griseofulvin ENZ_0000563 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G020 ENZ_0000004_L01_G02
0 

Beclomethasone 
Dipropionate 

ENZ_0000420 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H020 ENZ_0000004_L01_H02
0 

Hydroxychloroquin
e Sulfate 

ENZ_0000573 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I020 ENZ_0000004_L01_I02
0 

Brimonidine ENZ_0000430 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J020 ENZ_0000004_L01_J02
0 

Isotretinoin (13-Cis-
Retinoic Acid) 

ENZ_0000583 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K020 ENZ_0000004_L01_K02
0 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L020 ENZ_0000004_L01_L02
0 

Leucovorin Calcium 
Pentahydrate 

ENZ_0000593 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M020 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
20 

Cefpodoxime 
Proxetil 

ENZ_0000449 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N020 ENZ_0000004_L01_N02
0 

Loteprednol 
Etabonate 

ENZ_0000603 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O020 ENZ_0000004_L01_O02
0 

Chlorhexidine 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000458 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P020 ENZ_0000004_L01_P02
0 

Mepenzolate 
Bromide 

ENZ_0000613 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A021 ENZ_0000004_L01_A02
1 

Quinapril·HCl ENZ_0000330 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B021 ENZ_0000004_L01_B02
1 

Cisplatin (Cis-
Diamineplatinum(Ii
) Dichloride ) 

ENZ_0000469 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C021 ENZ_0000004_L01_C02
1 

Sulfadiazine ENZ_0000340 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D021 ENZ_0000004_L01_D02
1 

Colistimethate·Na ENZ_0000479 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E021 ENZ_0000004_L01_E02
1 

Toremifene Base ENZ_0000350 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F021 ENZ_0000004_L01_F02
1 

Dapsone ENZ_0000489 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G021 ENZ_0000004_L01_G02
1 

Naloxone·HCl ENZ_0000360 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H021 ENZ_0000004_L01_H02
1 

Desogestrel ENZ_0000499 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I021 ENZ_0000004_L01_I02
1 

Cilastatin·Na ENZ_0000370 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J021 ENZ_0000004_L01_J02
1 

Dicloxacillin·Na Salt 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000508 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K021 ENZ_0000004_L01_K02
1 

Esmolol ENZ_0000380 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L021 ENZ_0000004_L01_L02
1 

Doxapram·HCl H2O ENZ_0000517 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M021 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
21 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N021 ENZ_0000004_L01_N02
1 

Epinastine·HCl ENZ_0000526 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O021 ENZ_0000004_L01_O02
1 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P021 ENZ_0000004_L01_P02
1 

Ethinyl Estradiol ENZ_0000535 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound A022 ENZ_0000004_L01_A02
2 

Acrivastine ENZ_0000393 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound B022 ENZ_0000004_L01_B02
2 

Fingolimod ENZ_0000545 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound C022 ENZ_0000004_L01_C02
2 

Amikacin Disulfate ENZ_0000401 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound D022 ENZ_0000004_L01_D02
2 

Fluticasone 
Propionate 

ENZ_0000554 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound E022 ENZ_0000004_L01_E02
2 

Asenapine Maleate ENZ_0000411 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound F022 ENZ_0000004_L01_F02
2 

Guanidine·HCl ENZ_0000564 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound G022 ENZ_0000004_L01_G02
2 

Benazepril·HCl ENZ_0000421 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound H022 ENZ_0000004_L01_H02
2 

Hydroxyurea ENZ_0000574 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound I022 ENZ_0000004_L01_I02
2 

Bromfenac  ENZ_0000431 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound J022 ENZ_0000004_L01_J02
2 

Isradipine ENZ_0000584 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound K022 ENZ_0000004_L01_K02
2 

Carmustine ENZ_0000440 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound L022 ENZ_0000004_L01_L02
2 

Levalbuterol·HCl ENZ_0000594 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound M022 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
22 

Cefprozil ENZ_0000450 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound N022 ENZ_0000004_L01_N02
2 

Loxapine Succinate ENZ_0000604 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound O022 ENZ_0000004_L01_O02
2 

Chlorothiazide ENZ_0000459 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

compound P022 ENZ_0000004_L01_P02
2 

Mepivacaine·HCl ENZ_0000614 

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC A023 ENZ_0000004_L01_A02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC B023 ENZ_0000004_L01_B02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC C023 ENZ_0000004_L01_C02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC D023 ENZ_0000004_L01_D02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC E023 ENZ_0000004_L01_E02
3 
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ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC F023 ENZ_0000004_L01_F02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC G023 ENZ_0000004_L01_G02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC H023 ENZ_0000004_L01_H02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC I023 ENZ_0000004_L01_I02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC J023 ENZ_0000004_L01_J02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC K023 ENZ_0000004_L01_K02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC L023 ENZ_0000004_L01_L02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC M023 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
23 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC N023 ENZ_0000004_L01_N02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC O023 ENZ_0000004_L01_O02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

PC P023 ENZ_0000004_L01_P02
3 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO A024 ENZ_0000004_L01_A02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO B024 ENZ_0000004_L01_B02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO C024 ENZ_0000004_L01_C02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO D024 ENZ_0000004_L01_D02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO E024 ENZ_0000004_L01_E02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO F024 ENZ_0000004_L01_F02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO G024 ENZ_0000004_L01_G02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO H024 ENZ_0000004_L01_H02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO I024 ENZ_0000004_L01_I02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO J024 ENZ_0000004_L01_J02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO K024 ENZ_0000004_L01_K02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO L024 ENZ_0000004_L01_L02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO M024 ENZ_0000004_L01_M0
24 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO N024 ENZ_0000004_L01_N02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO O024 ENZ_0000004_L01_O02
4 

  

ENZ_0000004_L
01 

DMSO P024 ENZ_0000004_L01_P02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty A001 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty B001 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty C001 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty D001 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty E001 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty F001 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty G001 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
1 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty H001 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty I001 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty J001 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty K001 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty L001 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty M001 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
01 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty N001 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty O001 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty P001 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty A002 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty B002 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty C002 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty D002 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty E002 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty F002 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty G002 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty H002 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty I002 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty J002 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty K002 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty L002 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty M002 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
02 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty N002 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty O002 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

empty P002 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A003 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
3 

Meprobamate 
(Schedule Iv) 

ENZ_0000615 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B003 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
3 

Trihexyphenidyl·HC
l 

ENZ_0000770 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C003 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
3 

Methenamine 
Hippurate 

ENZ_0000625 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D003 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
3 

Varenicline 
Tartrate 

ENZ_0000780 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E003 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
3 

Metyrapone ENZ_0000635 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F003 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G003 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
3 

Mitotane ENZ_0000643 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H003 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I003 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
3 

Nebivolol·HCl ENZ_0000653 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J003 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K003 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
3 

Nitrofurantoin ENZ_0000663 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L003 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M003 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
03 

Paliperidone ENZ_0000673 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N003 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O003 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
3 

Perindopril 
Erbumine 

ENZ_0000683 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P003 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A004 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
4 

Posaconazole ENZ_0000692 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B004 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C004 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
4 

Propylthiouracil ENZ_0000701 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D004 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E004 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
4 

Regadenoson ENZ_0000711 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F004 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G004 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
4 

Rosuvastatin 
Calcium 

ENZ_0000721 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H004 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I004 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
4 

Sulconazole Nitrate ENZ_0000731 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J004 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K004 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
4 

Temazepam ENZ_0000741 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L004 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M004 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
04 

Thioguanine (6-
Thioguanine) 

ENZ_0000751 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N004 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O004 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
4 

Topiramate ENZ_0000760 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P004 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A005 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
5 

Mequinol ENZ_0000616 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B005 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
5 

Trimethadione ENZ_0000771 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C005 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
5 

Methocarbamol ENZ_0000626 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D005 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
5 

Vigabatrin ENZ_0000781 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E005 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F005 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G005 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
5 

Modafinil 
(Schedule Iv) 

ENZ_0000644 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H005 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I005 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
5 

Nelarabine ENZ_0000654 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J005 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K005 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
5 

Nizatidine ENZ_0000664 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L005 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M005 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
05 

Palonosetron·HCl ENZ_0000674 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N005 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O005 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
5 

Permethrin ENZ_0000684 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P005 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A006 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
6 

Pralidoxime 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000693 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B006 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C006 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
6 

Protriptyline·HCl ENZ_0000702 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D006 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E006 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
6 

Repaglinide ENZ_0000712 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F006 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G006 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
6 

Rufinamide ENZ_0000722 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H006 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I006 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
6 

Sulfacetamide·Na ENZ_0000732 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J006 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K006 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
6 

Temsirolimus ENZ_0000742 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L006 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M006 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
06 

Thiotepa ENZ_0000752 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N006 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O006 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
6 

Torsemide ENZ_0000761 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P006 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A007 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
7 

Mercaptopurine 
Hydrate 

ENZ_0000617 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B007 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
7 

Trimethobenzamid
e·HCl 

ENZ_0000772 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C007 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
7 

Methotrexate  ENZ_0000627 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D007 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
7 

Voriconazole ENZ_0000782 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E007 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
7 

Mexiletine·HCl ENZ_0000636 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F007 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G007 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
7 

Moexipril·HCl ENZ_0000645 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H007 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I007 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
7 

Nepafenac ENZ_0000655 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J007 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K007 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
7 

Nortriptyline·HCl ENZ_0000665 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L007 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M007 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
07 

Paromomycin 
Sulfate 

ENZ_0000675 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N007 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O007 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
7 

Perphenazine ENZ_0000685 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P007 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A008 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
8 

Prasugrel ENZ_0000694 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B008 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C008 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
8 

Pyrazinamide ENZ_0000703 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D008 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E008 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
8 

Reserpine ENZ_0000713 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F008 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G008 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
8 

Saquinavir 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000723 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H008 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I008 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
8 

Sulfamethoxazole ENZ_0000733 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J008 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K008 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
8 

Teniposide ENZ_0000743 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L008 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M008 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
08 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N008 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O008 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
8 

Trandolapril ENZ_0000762 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P008 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A009 ENZ_0000005_L01_A00
9 

Mesna ENZ_0000618 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B009 ENZ_0000005_L01_B00
9 

Trimipramine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000773 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C009 ENZ_0000005_L01_C00
9 

Methoxsalen 
(Xanthotoxin) 

ENZ_0000628 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D009 ENZ_0000005_L01_D00
9 

Warfarin·Na ENZ_0000783 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E009 ENZ_0000005_L01_E00
9 

Micafungin  ENZ_0000637 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F009 ENZ_0000005_L01_F00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G009 ENZ_0000005_L01_G00
9 

Mometasone 
Furoate 

ENZ_0000646 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H009 ENZ_0000005_L01_H00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I009 ENZ_0000005_L01_I00
9 

Nevirapine ENZ_0000656 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J009 ENZ_0000005_L01_J00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K009 ENZ_0000005_L01_K00
9 

Olsalazine·Na ENZ_0000666 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L009 ENZ_0000005_L01_L00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M009 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
09 

Pazopanib·HCl ENZ_0000676 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N009 ENZ_0000005_L01_N00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O009 ENZ_0000005_L01_O00
9 

Phenelzine Sulfate ENZ_0000686 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P009 ENZ_0000005_L01_P00
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A010 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
0 

Pravastatin·Na ENZ_0000695 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B010 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C010 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
0 

Pyridostigmine 
Bromide 

ENZ_0000704 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D010 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E010 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
0 

Rifabutin ENZ_0000714 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F010 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G010 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
0 

Selegiline·HCl ENZ_0000724 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H010 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I010 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
0 

Sulfanilamide ENZ_0000734 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J010 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K010 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
0 

Tenofovir ENZ_0000744 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L010 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M010 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
10 

Tiagabine·HCl ENZ_0000753 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N010 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O010 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
0 

Travoprost ENZ_0000763 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P010 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A011 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
1 

Mestranol ENZ_0000619 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B011 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
1 

Trospium Chloride ENZ_0000774 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C011 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
1 

Methscopolamine 
Bromide ((−)-
Scopolamine 
Methyl Bromide) 

ENZ_0000629 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D011 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
1 

Zaleplon ENZ_0000784 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E011 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
1 

Miconazole ENZ_0000638 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F011 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G011 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
1 

Mupirocin ENZ_0000647 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H011 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I011 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
1 

Niacin (Known As 
Vitamin B3, 
Nicotinic Acid And 
Vitamin Pp)  

ENZ_0000657 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J011 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K011 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
1 

Orlistat 
(Tetrahydrolipstati
n) 

ENZ_0000667 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L011 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M011 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
11 

Pemetrexed 
Disodium 

ENZ_0000677 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N011 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O011 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
1 

Phenylephrine  ENZ_0000687 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P011 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A012 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
2 

Pregabalin ENZ_0000696 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B012 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C012 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
2 

Pyrimethamine ENZ_0000705 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D012 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E012 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
2 

Rifapentine ENZ_0000715 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F012 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G012 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
2 

Sertraline·HCl ENZ_0000725 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H012 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I012 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
2 

Sunitinib Malate ENZ_0000735 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J012 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K012 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
2 

Terbutaline 
Hemisulfate 

ENZ_0000745 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L012 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M012 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
12 

Tigecycline ENZ_0000754 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N012 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O012 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
2 

Trazodone·HCl ENZ_0000764 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P012 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A013 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
3 

Metaproterenol 
Hemisulfate 
(Orciprenaline) 

ENZ_0000620 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B013 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
3 

Ursodiol ENZ_0000775 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C013 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
3 

Methsuximide ENZ_0000630 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D013 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
3 

Zanamivir ENZ_0000785 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E013 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F013 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G013 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
3 

Nadolol ENZ_0000648 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H013 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I013 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
3 

Nicotine ENZ_0000658 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J013 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K013 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
3 

Oxaprozin ENZ_0000668 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L013 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M013 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
13 

Pemirolast 
Potassium 

ENZ_0000678 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N013 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O013 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
3 

Phytonadione ENZ_0000688 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P013 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A014 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
4 

Prilocaine·HCl ENZ_0000697 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B014 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C014 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
4 

Quinidine·HCl·H2O ENZ_0000706 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D014 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E014 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
4 

Rifaximin ENZ_0000716 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F014 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G014 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
4 

Silver Sulfadiazine ENZ_0000726 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H014 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I014 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
4 

Tacrolimus (Fk506) ENZ_0000736 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J014 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K014 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
4 

Terconazole ENZ_0000746 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L014 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M014 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
14 

Tiludronate 
Disodium 

ENZ_0000755 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N014 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O014 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
4 

Tretinoin ENZ_0000765 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P014 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A015 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
5 

Metaraminol 
Bitartrate 

ENZ_0000621 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B015 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
5 

Valganciclovir·HCl ENZ_0000776 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C015 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
5 

Methyclothiazide ENZ_0000631 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D015 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
5 

Ziprasidone 
hydrochloride 

ENZ_0000786 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E015 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
5 

Midodrine·HCl ENZ_0000639 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F015 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G015 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
5 

Nafcillin·Na ENZ_0000649 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H015 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I015 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
5 

Nilotinib ENZ_0000659 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J015 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K015 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
5 

Oxazepam ENZ_0000669 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L015 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M015 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
15 

Penicillamine (D-
Penicillamine) 

ENZ_0000679 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N015 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O015 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
5 

Pimecrolimus ENZ_0000689 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P015 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
5 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A016 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
6 

Primidone ENZ_0000698 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B016 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C016 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
6 

Rabeprazole·Na ENZ_0000707 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D016 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E016 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
6 

Ritonavir ENZ_0000717 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F016 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G016 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
6 

Sitagliptin 
Phosphate 

ENZ_0000727 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H016 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I016 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
6 

Tadalafil ENZ_0000737 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J016 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K016 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
6 

Testosterone 
Enanthate 

ENZ_0000747 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L016 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M016 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
16 

Tiopronin ENZ_0000756 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N016 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O016 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
6 

Triamcinolone 
Acetonide 

ENZ_0000766 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P016 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
6 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A017 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
7 

Metaxalone ENZ_0000622 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B017 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
7 

Valproate·Na ENZ_0000777 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C017 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
7 

Methyl 
Aminolevulinate·H
Cl 

ENZ_0000632 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D017 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E017 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
7 

Miglitol ENZ_0000640 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F017 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G017 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
7 

Naftifine·HCl ENZ_0000650 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H017 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I017 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
7 

Nilutamide ENZ_0000660 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J017 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K017 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
7 

Oxtriphylline ENZ_0000670 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L017 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M017 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
17 

Penicillin G 
Potassium 
(Benzylpenicillin) 

ENZ_0000680 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N017 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O017 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
7 

Pitavastatin 
Calcium 

ENZ_0000690 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P017 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
7 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A018 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
8 

Probenecid ENZ_0000699 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B018 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C018 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
8 

Raltegravir ENZ_0000708 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D018 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
8 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E018 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
8 

Rizatriptan 
Benzoate 

ENZ_0000718 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F018 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G018 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
8 

Sorafenib Tosylate ENZ_0000728 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H018 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I018 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
8 

Tazarotene ENZ_0000738 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J018 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K018 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
8 

Tetrabenazine ENZ_0000748 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L018 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M018 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
18 

Tirofiban·HCl ENZ_0000757 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N018 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O018 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
8 

Triamterene ENZ_0000767 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P018 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
8 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A019 ENZ_0000005_L01_A01
9 

Methacholine 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000623 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B019 ENZ_0000005_L01_B01
9 

Valsartan ENZ_0000778 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C019 ENZ_0000005_L01_C01
9 

Methylergonovine 
Maleate 

ENZ_0000633 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D019 ENZ_0000005_L01_D01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E019 ENZ_0000005_L01_E01
9 

Milnacipran·HCl ENZ_0000641 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F019 ENZ_0000005_L01_F01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G019 ENZ_0000005_L01_G01
9 

Naratriptan·HCl ENZ_0000651 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H019 ENZ_0000005_L01_H01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I019 ENZ_0000005_L01_I01
9 

Nitazoxanide ENZ_0000661 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J019 ENZ_0000005_L01_J01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K019 ENZ_0000005_L01_K01
9 

Oxybutynin 
Chloride 

ENZ_0000671 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L019 ENZ_0000005_L01_L01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M019 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
19 

Pentamidine 
Isethionate 

ENZ_0000681 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N019 ENZ_0000005_L01_N01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O019 ENZ_0000005_L01_O01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P019 ENZ_0000005_L01_P01
9 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A020 ENZ_0000005_L01_A02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B020 ENZ_0000005_L01_B02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C020 ENZ_0000005_L01_C02
0 

Ramelteon ENZ_0000709 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D020 ENZ_0000005_L01_D02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E020 ENZ_0000005_L01_E02
0 

Ropinirole·HCl ENZ_0000719 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F020 ENZ_0000005_L01_F02
0 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G020 ENZ_0000005_L01_G02
0 

Stavudine ENZ_0000729 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H020 ENZ_0000005_L01_H02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I020 ENZ_0000005_L01_I02
0 

Telbivudine  ENZ_0000739 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J020 ENZ_0000005_L01_J02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K020 ENZ_0000005_L01_K02
0 

Tetrahydrozoline·H
Cl 

ENZ_0000749 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L020 ENZ_0000005_L01_L02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M020 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
20 

Tolterodine 
Tartrate 

ENZ_0000758 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N020 ENZ_0000005_L01_N02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O020 ENZ_0000005_L01_O02
0 

Triazolam ENZ_0000768 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P020 ENZ_0000005_L01_P02
0 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A021 ENZ_0000005_L01_A02
1 

Methazolamide ENZ_0000624 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B021 ENZ_0000005_L01_B02
1 

Vancomycin·HCl ENZ_0000779 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C021 ENZ_0000005_L01_C02
1 

Metolazone ENZ_0000634 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D021 ENZ_0000005_L01_D02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E021 ENZ_0000005_L01_E02
1 

Mirtazapine ENZ_0000642 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F021 ENZ_0000005_L01_F02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G021 ENZ_0000005_L01_G02
1 

Natamycin ENZ_0000652 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H021 ENZ_0000005_L01_H02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I021 ENZ_0000005_L01_I02
1 

Nitisinone ENZ_0000662 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J021 ENZ_0000005_L01_J02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K021 ENZ_0000005_L01_K02
1 

Oxytetracycline·HCl ENZ_0000672 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L021 ENZ_0000005_L01_L02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M021 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
21 

Pentostatin ENZ_0000682 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N021 ENZ_0000005_L01_N02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O021 ENZ_0000005_L01_O02
1 

Podofilox ENZ_0000691 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P021 ENZ_0000005_L01_P02
1 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound A022 ENZ_0000005_L01_A02
2 

Proparacaine·HCl ENZ_0000700 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound B022 ENZ_0000005_L01_B02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound C022 ENZ_0000005_L01_C02
2 

Rasagiline 
Mesylate 

ENZ_0000710 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound D022 ENZ_0000005_L01_D02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound E022 ENZ_0000005_L01_E02
2 

Ropivacaine·HCl 
Monohydrate 

ENZ_0000720 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound F022 ENZ_0000005_L01_F02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound G022 ENZ_0000005_L01_G02
2 

Streptozocin ENZ_0000730 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound H022 ENZ_0000005_L01_H02
2 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound I022 ENZ_0000005_L01_I02
2 

Telithromycin ENZ_0000740 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound J022 ENZ_0000005_L01_J02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound K022 ENZ_0000005_L01_K02
2 

Theophylline ENZ_0000750 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound L022 ENZ_0000005_L01_L02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound M022 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
22 

Tolvaptan ENZ_0000759 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound N022 ENZ_0000005_L01_N02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound O022 ENZ_0000005_L01_O02
2 

Trientine 
Dihydrochloride 

ENZ_0000769 

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

compound P022 ENZ_0000005_L01_P02
2 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC A023 ENZ_0000005_L01_A02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC B023 ENZ_0000005_L01_B02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC C023 ENZ_0000005_L01_C02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC D023 ENZ_0000005_L01_D02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC E023 ENZ_0000005_L01_E02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC F023 ENZ_0000005_L01_F02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC G023 ENZ_0000005_L01_G02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC H023 ENZ_0000005_L01_H02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC I023 ENZ_0000005_L01_I02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC J023 ENZ_0000005_L01_J02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC K023 ENZ_0000005_L01_K02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC L023 ENZ_0000005_L01_L02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC M023 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
23 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC N023 ENZ_0000005_L01_N02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC O023 ENZ_0000005_L01_O02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

PC P023 ENZ_0000005_L01_P02
3 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO A024 ENZ_0000005_L01_A02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO B024 ENZ_0000005_L01_B02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO C024 ENZ_0000005_L01_C02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO D024 ENZ_0000005_L01_D02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO E024 ENZ_0000005_L01_E02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO F024 ENZ_0000005_L01_F02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO G024 ENZ_0000005_L01_G02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO H024 ENZ_0000005_L01_H02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO I024 ENZ_0000005_L01_I02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO J024 ENZ_0000005_L01_J02
4 
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ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO K024 ENZ_0000005_L01_K02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO L024 ENZ_0000005_L01_L02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO M024 ENZ_0000005_L01_M0
24 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO N024 ENZ_0000005_L01_N02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO O024 ENZ_0000005_L01_O02
4 

  

ENZ_0000005_L
01 

DMSO P024 ENZ_0000005_L01_P02
4 

  

Supplementary table 5.1: Compound library supplied by Enzo Life Sciences, used in 

Chapter 5 
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Supplementary figure 5.2: Dose-response curves were generated for 20 compounds in 

OE33 cells alone. Following 24h seeding, plates were treated with each compound for 72h. 

Viability was then measured using CellTiter-Glo®. 
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Supplementary figure 5.3: Dose-response curves were generated for 20 compounds in 

OE33 cells with CDDP co-treatment. Following 24h seeding, plates were treated with each 

compound for 72h. Viability was then measured using CellTiter-Glo®. 
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Supplementary figure 5.4: Dose-response curves were generated for 20 compounds in FLO-

1 cells alone. Following 24h seeding, plates were treated with each compound for 72h. 

Viability was then measured using CellTiter-Glo®. 
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Supplementary figure 5.5: Dose-response curves were generated for 20 compounds in FLO-

1 cells combined with CDDP. Following 24h seeding, plates were treated with each 

compound for 72h. Viability was then measured using CellTiter-Glo®. 
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Supplementary figure 5.6: Investigating the effect of Enzo compounds when combined 

with CDDP, resulting in a decrease in cell viability versus either drug alone. Readings from 

a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its effects on cell viability when 

combined with an ~IC50 CDDP treatment in OE33 cells and incubated for 96 hours. Viability 

was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA with * 

p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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Supplementary figure 5.7: Investigating the effect of Enzo compounds when combined 

with CDDP, resulting in a decrease in cell viability versus either drug alone. Readings from 

a sub-lethal dose of each compound was taken to compare its effects on cell viability when 

combined with an ~IC50 CDDP treatment in FLO-1 cells and incubated for 96 hours. Viability 

was assessed using CellTiter-Glo®, and results were analysed using Two-way ANOVA with * 

p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, and ns (non-significant) p≥0.05. 
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Appendix chapter 6: Src Inhibition 
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Name 
Supplier Preparing stock solution 

Dasatinib (Abl, Src and c-Kit inhibitor) Selleckchem 

Supplied in powder form and dissolved in 
DMSO to a 10mM solution. This is stored 
in aliquots at -20˚C 

Saracatinib/AZD0530 (Src inhibitor, 
potent to: c-Yes, Fyn, Lyn, Blk, Fgr, Lck; 
less active: Abl and EGFR) Selleckchem 

Supplied in powder form and dissolved in 
DMSO to a 10mM solution. This is stored 
in aliquots at -20˚C 

Supplementary table 6.1: Src Inhibitors used in chapter 6 

 

 

Supplementary table 6.2: Dose-response curves were generated, from which IC30 and IC50 

concentrations for dasatinib and saracatinib were calculated as per the table below. 

Preliminary experiments were performed, and these concentrations were adjusted as per 

the concentrations in Table 6.1 that were used throughout chapter 6. 

  

Dasatinib IC50 (µM) Dasatinib IC30 (µM) Saracatinib IC50 (µM) Saracatinib IC30 (µM)

OE33 0.11 0.05 5.5 2.34

FLO-1 0.05 0.02 1.91 1.22

SKGT4 4.55 1.95 7.98 3.42

OE19 0.48 0.2 0.58 0.25

MFD-1 1.53 0.66 4.52 1.94
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Supplementary figure 6.1: OE33-CDDPR cells were significantly more resistant to CDDP 

treatment at 72h than OE33-parental cells as demonstrated by MTT viability assay. 

Supplementary figure 6.2: Decreased viability readings were observed when combining 5-

FU with saracatinib versus either compound alone following 72h treatment. 

Representative image shown, as measured by MTT viability assay. 
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